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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

Title I of the "Act to strengthen and improve educational quality and

educational opportunitieg in the nation's elementary and secondary

schools," henceforth known as the'Elementary and Secondary ucation Act

(ESEA), was signed into law in 1965 as Publid taw.89-10. The aw was later

amended so that Title I services qould also be provided to han capped

children (P.L. 89-13 in.1965); Indian children, agricultural mi

children, and children in institutions for the neglected and delinquent

(p.L. 89-750 in 1966); and children of migratory fishermen (P.L. 93-380 in

1974). The last amendment, Public Law 95-561 in 1978, remained in effect

'until 1 July 1982, when it was superceded by Chapter 1 of the Education

Consolidation and Improvement Act (ECIA) of 1981. The basic law had three

fundamental purposes, which remained unchanged throughout its 16-year

history. These are to:

'provide financial assistance to Local Education Agencies

that have concentrations pf children from low-income

families,

expand 'and improve educational programs for educationally

deprived children residing in these low-income areas, and

provide educational Programs that are sensitive and

responsive to the special needs pf educationally deprived

children.

The educational programg provided under the Title I law were highly

visible to the public. Title I was the largest federally funded edu-

cational program in the United States; more than 6 million children in

over 14,000 school dist,riCts received Title I services in school year

1980-81. More than $3.2)3illion was allocate4 to Title I programs in

school year 1980-81.
1

The Title I law specified the responsibilities and duties of edu-

cational agencies at the federal, state, and local levels and created a

three-tiered adminigtrative organization for the Title I program. The

legislative branch of the federal government was responsible for writing

and amending the legislation and appropriating funds to implement the

legislation, while the executive branch, the Department of Education (ED)

in this case, prepared ehe regulatiens to implement the reguirements of

the statute and distributed fonds to the State and Local ENcation Agen-

cies. Each State Education Agency (SEA) had the responsibilities of

interpreting the statute for districts within kts state, disseminating

information about the requirements, providing technical assistance to

districts on each of the program requirements, monitoring and enforcing

Title I statutes and regulations, and reporting to the Secretary of

Education on state s well as local :Title I activities and practices. The

design and delivery of funded services to children was in the

purview of the Local Education Agencies (LEAs).

,,



The success of such a large and complex prOgram depends, in part, upon
its successful administration at the federal, state, and local levels.

Previous studies found the relationships between the three levels of

administration to be significantly intertwined. The Planar-Corporation
study, a multiyear investigation of Title I management practices at the

federal, state, and local levels in 1973, found that (a) states are
diverse in their administration of Title I programs, and (b) a complex

relationship exists among the federal regulations, state administrative
practices, and district implementation procedures.1

In 1976, the National Institute of Education (NIE) conducted a large

scale study of the administration of compensatoiT education. NIE's

research, in which federal regulations, guidelines, and interpretive rules

were examined, showed that the federal legal framework for Title I was,

Yor the most part, internally consistent and conformed reasonably well to

the Title I statute. However, the NIE-study further concluded that
clarity of the Title I legal framework was as important as is internal
consistency, and that if the legal framework is not clear, either as

formulated or as communicated, SEAs and.LEAs may deviate or develop

wayward interpretations of Title I legislation.2 In recognition of the

impact the federal administrative role has on SEA and LEA management
practices in Titla_ICongress, in 1978, directed specific changes to be

made in the legal framework for Title 1 and to make the Title I adminr.

istrative framework as clear and comprehensive as possible.

The Title I legislation in 1978 resulted in a much expanded role for

states and greater administrative resources for carrying out some of these

additional activities. Part Two of this report describes how the resources

available for Title I programs are utilized. The particular respons
ibilities are described in detail in Part Three of this report.

RATIONALE AND STUDY DESIGN FOR THE
STATE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES STUDY,

The American Institutes for Research (AIR) was funded in July 1980 by

thj Department of Education (ED) to conduct a twoyear study to assess the

effects of changes in the Education Amendments of 1978 on state management

kactices in ESEA Title I.

1 Briggs, p. 6. A perspective on change: The administration of Title T

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Washington, DC: The

Planar Corporation, 1973. Also, Planar Corporation, The silken purse:
Legislative recommendations for Title I of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act. Washington, DC: The Planar Corporation, 1973.

2 National Institute of EdUcation. Administration of compensatory

education. Washington, DC: National Institute of Education, 1977.
Also,13oettel, R.J., Kaplan, B.A., & Orland, M.E. A study of the

administration of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA),

Title I in eight states. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse Research

Corporation, 1977.

14
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The major purposes of the study are to:

document how states, through their Title I guidelines and
management practices, met the requirements of the Title I
law as amended in 1978; and

identify exemplary state management practices and docu-
ments that can be disseminated and used by states to
"facilitate their management of Tite I programa.

State management of Title I programs was studied by the Planar
Corporation in 1973 and again by the NIE Compensatory Education Study in
1976-77. Findings from the NIE study, in part-cular, were used as the
basis for making changes to the Title I law when it was reauthorized in

1978. The 1978 Title I law, as noted earlier, expanded and strengthened
state management responsibilities in Title I. These changes ana their

impact on states is one focus of this study.

The major questions under investigation by the study of state manage-

ment practices are:

How did states meet the requirements of the 1978 Title

law?

What changes and improvements to state management prac-
tices resulted from the increased administrative funding
and the new administrative requirements of the 1978 Title
I law?

What problems were,entountered by states as they imple-
mented the 1978 Title I law?

What innovacive or successful practices were developed by
states as they implemented the 1978 Title I law?

To meet the study's objectives, three data colleCtion efforts were

designed. First, state documents and materials were reviewed to obtain
one picture of state-level Title lmanagement practices. Materials and

documents that were considered by the study tb.be exemplary were compiled



into feur management modules (application approval, monitoring, parent

involvement, and enforcement).3

Second, indepth telephone interviews were conducted with 49 state

Title I coordinators to ascertain specific information about state

practices, problems, and plans for operating Title I/Chapter 1 programs.

States were queried about each of their major management responsibil-

ities: State rulemaking, application approval, monitoring and monitoring

enforcement plans, technical assistance and dissemination, evaluation,

parent involve- ment, and enforcement, including audits and audit

resolution, withholding of payments, and complaint resolution.

Third, onsite interviews lere conducted with a nationally

representative sample of 20 state Title I coordinators and their staffs to

follow-up on issues raised during the telephone interviews and with a

sample of district Title I coordinators in these states to obtain

information on state management from a district perspective.

3 The four management modules are publiihed zgRarately:

Appleby, J.A. A study of state management practices: Looking back

at Title I and toward Chapter 1. Management Module:- Monitoring.

Palo Alto, CA: American Institutes for Research, 1982.

(AIR-857-8/82-FP)

Harrison, L.R. A study of state mdnagement practices: Looking back

at Title I and toward Chapter 1. Managemept, Module: Parent

Involvement. Palo Alto, CA: Americah Institutes for Research, 1982.

(AIR-857-8/82-FP)

Putman, K.E. A study of state management practices:. Looking back

at Title I and toward Chapter 1. Management Module: Application

Approval. Palo Alto, CA: American Institutes for Research, 1982.

(AIR-857-8/82-FP)

Putman, K.E. A study of state management practices: Looking back

at Title I and toward Chapter 1. Management Module: Enforcement.

Palo Alto; CA: American Institutes for Research, 1982. (AIR-857-

8/82-FP)



CONCLUSIONS

While Congress may have felt that the end product (as defined by the

1978 Title I law) was needed in its existing form; the reactions of states
suggest taat Congress wenttoo far. Some states, by obeying the letter of

the law, let the spirit die. While strict compliance measures were
undoubtedly correct for a "young" program in which states simply carried

out fede-al policy, it was not clear that such prescriptive measures were
appropriee for a "mature" program, such as Title I in its'later years.4

States in the later years also appeared to become more resentful bf
the apparent negligence on the part of Congress to recognize the impor-
tance of state socio-contextual factors in the implementation of a large .

program, such as Title I. The State Management Practices Study noted
major tensions that surfaced during interviews with state Title I coordi-
nators--all pertain in some degree to thu desire for greater local or
state control, often at the expense of federal control.

States have rather deep-seated philosophies about the extent to which
they adopt a "directive- or a "nondirective" posture in front of their

districts. These philosophies can be set by the current education leaders

. --In-the state, such as the Chief State Schccl-Officers. -A-strong non-
directive attitude may have been shaped by educational policymakers
throughout the state's history. When both types of states attempt to

implement a prescriptive law, several interesting outcomes are observed.

First, some directive states appeared to resent federal intrusion into

their domain. This attitude surfaced during discussions of state rule-
making, when several directive states indicated that they felt the federal

government had intruded too far into their states' rights. They felt they

had the right to make rules and they did not need the ftderal government

to permit theu to do so. These directive states may, also, have felt
somewhat cheated by.the numerous requirements, since numerous existing

federal requirements made a directive posture less necessary for
successful program admin- istration. Some of the nondirective states, on

the other hand, secretly applauded the prescriptions in the 1978 statute,

because it gave them the opportunity to enforce the rules they were not

able to make freely. When federal requirements matched state program
goals, these nondirective states appeared to have no resentmunt toward the

extent of the Title I legal requirements. The fact that several very

vocal nondirective states did not "disown" the federal requirements or

strongly differentiate for their districts state from federal requirements
offers some support for this statement.

4 Elmore, R.F., & McLaughlin, M.W. Strategic clic:aces in federal

education policy: The compliance-assistance trade-off. In A. Lieber-

man & M.W. McLaughlin (Eds.), Policy making in education. Chicago,

IL: University of Chicago Press, 1982.



A second type of tension surfaced over attempts by states to fit the

all-purpose legal requirements into their local situations. It was

observed that parent advisory councils fit best in the eight percent of

states wfth a history of such formal involvement; most other states

preferred less strict arrangements to involve parents. Some districts had

strong parent-teacher organizations or o.ther local parent groups serving

as their councils, even though they were not limited to the Title I

program. States were occadionally forced to consider whether the intent

of the law as perceived by states (that is, to have meaningful organized

parent involvement at the local level) took precedence over the means to

achieve that end or whether ,their districts had to comply with the letter

of the law (including council composition and membership election)--even

if it meant that local parent involvement would be weakened. Thus these

states did not disagree with the federal goal of meaningful formal parent

involvement, but they did resent the structure imposed on them by Congress

to achieve this goal.

A third type of tension surfaced over the acceptance of the federal

role in evaluation. Some states felt that evaluation was solely a local

district activity; others felt that evaluation was a "local" activity in

the sense that both states and their districts should be the primary

initiators of the activityl-while-still-others believed that, because of

national program accountability, the federal government also had a role to

play. These differing state attitudes toward the federal role influenced

stStes' implementation of the federally mandated Title I evaluation models.

States believing evaluation is solely a local concern appeared less than

enthusiastic about the amount of effort required toimplement the eval-

uation models. These states found the evaluation requirements partic-

ularly troublesome, perhaps, in,part, because they were forced to play a

role that they felt was inappropriate for them.

Thus, all three of these local-state-federal role issues affect

implementation and administration of the Title.I program. A challenge for

this study was to arrive at a way of characterizing good management when

taking these other factors into consideration.

Indepth examinations of how states implemented the 1978 Title I law

show a consistent pattern displayed by some states to their management of

Title I programs. They assumed a problem-Solving stance in which they

felt they should design their own materials and not rely on models pro-

duced by ED. These states adopted the three-year application apProval

cycle, and the cycle appeared to "work" for them and their districts by

successfully reducing their'paperwork as intended by Congress. These

states actively monitored local programs by doing "extra" activities to

ensure program quality; some were also active monitors to ensure program

compliance; but they all had attitudes that the purpose of monitoring was

to ensure program quality or hoth program quality and compliance, but

never-only to ensure compliance with the law. These states also tended to

have very positive attitudes toward parent involvement; they also tended

to be active at the state level conducting various parent involvement

activities for their districts. These states provided large amounts of

personalized technical assistance to their LEAs through face-to-face or

small-group workshops rather than providing assistance in large-group

settings, which are more impersonal.



The issues of local and state control blurs this picture somewhat when

the state responsibilities of rulemaking and evaluation are concerned. To

a less consistent degree, these same states also made rules to help their

districts improve the quality of their programs and they actively helped

their districts use evaluation data to improve their programs. An un-

expected finding is the strong inverse correlation between activity in

evaluation and parent involvement attitudes--high levels of evaluation

activities are associated with negative attitudes towards parent involve-

ment, particularly councils.

The states having this profile of activities are characterized as

having a "quality" orientation toward management of,their Title I pro-

grams. They present a contrast to those labeled as having a "compliance"

orientation--they tend to be inactive generally throughout all areas of

their state responsibilities, they like the idea of having ED develop

models for different administrative activitie's, and they tend to favor

less personalized methods of service delivery.

The quality-compliance issue has been addressed over the years.

Congress, for 'example, in its report on the Education Amendments of 1978,

was concerned over the comments made by states that compliance with

particular requirements, namely imRlementation of the evaluation models,

may not lead.to meaningful data for program managers at all levels--

federal, state, and local.

As later noted by McDonnell and McLaughlin, states have a dual com-

pliance and program development role.5 Adherence to and implementation

of federal program regulations, such as monitoring or auditing, while

necessary, is not sufficient to accomplish federal goals. 'States can go

beyond this to involve substantive program planning and technical assis-

tance to their local districts to improve programs.

The qucstion remains, however, do the quality-oriented states either

do a better job of managing their programs or have more effective programs

than the compliance-oriented states? If the goal is to minimize audit

exceptions or citations by the federal Monitoring Review Teams, perhaps a

less risk-taking stance is called for, which would be taken by the com-

pliance-oriented states. The quality-oriented states often break new

ground, and they extend themaelves by making rules to further program

goals--all of which can lead to problems and uncertainties as to whether

their actions are in compliance with the law.

5 McDonnell, L.M., & McLaughlin, M.W. Education pollcy and the role of

the states. Santa Monica CA: Rand Corporation, 1982.
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It is assumed, here; that the greater attention paid by the qual-

ity-oriented states to ensuring program quality will, in the long run, pay

off for the Title I children who are the beneficiaries of the program.

They tried to implement the Title I law to the fullest as intended by

Congress by exercising all of their state authorities. One of the ironies

is that, since many of these states favor more state and local control of

evaluation, they did not like the federal intrusion represented by the

evaluation models. Hence, they did not spend much time improving the

quality of their evaluation d .ta. Thus, an examination of their statewide

gains may not truly reflect their apparent quality management style.

One significant point that will be apparent in Parts Two and Three of

this report is that a quality management style is not synonymous with

greater administrative resources or larger numbers of staff. Attention to

issues of program quality appeai to be driven more by state socio- I

contextual factors and by the program managers themselves.

The study's major findings are discussed in Part Three of the report.

The highlights from each of these chapters is presented below.

State Rulemaking ghapter Highlights

The 1978 Title I law codified long standing federal policy that states

may issue their own rules, regulations, procedures, guidelines, or other

requirements that are not inconsistent with any federal laws or regu-

lations.

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state

Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the rule-

making provisions included in the 1978 law (and the 1981 regulations):

To what extent did the rulemaking provisions affect states'

administrative practices?

What problems did states encounter in exercising their

rulemaking authority?

Did the provisions stimulate states to develop exemplary
practices or materials in this area?

To what extent would states anticipate continuing to make

rules if this authority were not expressly permitted by law?

The resUlts of the study show that ten states did not exercise

their rulemaking authority; seventeen states, classified as minimal

rule users, made rules primarily to clarify or interpret federal law

for their districts; and twenty-two coordinators were classified as

active rulemakers.

The study's major findings are:

Active rulemakers tended to make informal rules even
prior to the 1978 Title I law.



Active rulemakers took the initiative more often in

.

deciding when to pake rules--their rules were init-
iated by the Title.I unit ratter than in perceived
requests from district or federal personnel.

Active rulemakers exercised their rulemaking authority
to make rules to help districts design quality pro-

grams.

Active rulemakers believed that the rulemaking auth-
Ority strengthened their program administration.

Active rulemakers indicated they would plan to con-
tinue to make rules even if no law allowed them to do

sc.
The management style of these active rule users was also character-

ized by successful use of the three-year application cycle to reduce
paperwork for them and for their districts, active monitoring to ensure
program quality but not as active generally to ensure program compliance,

and more active use of personalized (rather than less personalized)
technical assistance service delivery mechanisms.

Continuation of rulemaking activities under,ECIA Chapter I would be

difficult for some states if there isno'express provision in the legal
,statute or regulations.. States disagreed as to whether they had the

authority to make and enforce rules if a provision'were not expressly
included in the legal framework. Even if the final Chapter 1 regulations
permit rulemaking authority, the extent to which states can enforce their

rules through use of various enforcement sanctions, withholding of pay-
ments for example, is unclear.

While all states wanted to be in control of their programs, some
states' philosophies of "local control" will affect the extent to which
their rulemaking authority can be exercised under Chapter 1. Nondirective

states used the prrescriptive 1978 Title I law to make their rules for

them. With the 1e3s prescriptive Chapter 1 law, these "local control"

states can not look to the law or regulations for guidance. They must

decide if they wish to direct Chapter 1 through informal rules or leave
program design powers up to their districts. These states may not be'able

to make rules, since they would be.perceived as "directive" and perhaph

counter to educational policy in their states.

Districts in the local control states had difficulties in dif-
ferentiating state from federal rules. Some of the rules attributed to

states, particularly Parent Advisory Council requirements, which were part

of several prescriptive sections in the 1978 Title I, were also prob-

lematic for both states and districts. It is significant that these
states were particularly sensitive to presenting a non-directive image,

yet perhaps were unaware that some of their districts held them ac-

countable for requirements they did not make.
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Application Approval Chapter Highlights

In 1978, Congress gave states an opportunity to reduce paperwork by

using a three-year application approval cycle. The State Management

Practices Study began collecting data from state Title I coordinators in

Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the application approval provisions

included in the 1978 law (and the 1979 and 1981 regulations):

To.what extent did the application approval provisions,

particularly the introduction of the three-year cycle,

affect states' administrative practices?

To what extent was the application approval process
interrelated with other state responsibilities as in-

tended by Congress?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the

_provision?

Did the provision stimulate states to develop exemplary

practices or materials in this area?

To what extent would states anticipate continuing to use

application approval in the same way as is at present, if

thia authority were not expressly permitted by law?

The option to use a three-year application approval cycle has proven

to be popular: 33 states use the three-year cycle. Making the three-year

cycle "work," however, is a nontrivial matter. Eleven of these sta,.es

felt that their paperwork and that c their districts had not been reduced

by use of the cycle. Nineteen of these states,, on the other hand, felt

that paperwork was reduced for both them and their districts. Three

states believed that the cycle had reduced paperwork only for their

districts.

There is substantial variation in how states implemented the threeyear

cycle, particularly how they handled the problem of annual updates.

States that were successful in reducing their paperwork through use of the

three-year cycle were characterized as having an active, problem-solving

management style. These successful users of the three-year cycle can be

characterized as follows.

Successful users were especially clear in saying that a

model application format would not be of value to them,

since they already have in place a System that works.

Successful users were likely to develop exempla.,:y prac-

tices.

Successful users enjoyed a more positive working rela-

,
tionship with the U.S. Department of Education.
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The active management style of the successful users of the three-year

cycle was also'characterized by greater use of personalized (rather than

less personalized) technical assistance service delivery mechanisms and

greater activity in the use of parent involvement.

Under ESEA Chapter 1, Title I coordinators wanted to consider stream-
lining the application approval process to reduce districts' paperwork and

to facilitate th% approval process. While some coordinators wanted to

rely more on assurances to achieve this goal, others strongly did not.

Coordinators not wanting to use assurances felt that they would be unable

to make the necessary compliance determinations required of them by law.

Other states plan to reduce the application burden under Chapter 1 by

continuing to use a consolidated application, which includes Chapter 1 in

addition to other state and federal programs.

Some Title I coordinators were unsure whether they had the authority

under Chapter 1 to include items on their application if they were not
expressly provided by law.

All of these states believed strongly that the application approval

process was extremely important. While they wanted to comply with the

intent of Chapter 1, namely to reduce paperWork and administrative burdens

on their districts, they were not generally desirous of trading rigorous

collection of information on the application to be assured that their

districts were in compliance for assurances, which would only provide

simplicity of administration. Most, however, were willing to explore

other ways (other than assurances) in which this goal could be met.

Monitoring Chapter Highlights,

An important indicator of how each state views its relations to

districts is the degree to which it uses its monitoring'responsibility to

help LEAs improve program quality in addition to using monitoring to

ensure fidelity to the application and compliance with the law. The State

Management Practices Study began collecting data from state Title I

coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the monitoring

(including Monitoring and Enforcement Plan) provisions included in the

1978 Title I law (and the 1981 regulations):

To what extent did the new monitoring provisions affect

states' administrative practices?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the

provisions?

Did the monitoring provisions stimulate states to
develop exemplary practices or materials in this area?

To what extent would states anticipate continuing to
monitor if this activity were not expressly required?
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While all states said they used monitoring to ensure compliance, only

39 said that program.quality was also monitored. Monitoring in compliance-

oriented states was, in general, linked more closely with auditing than in

the quality-oriented states. Quality-oriented states, on the other hand,

generally tied technical assistance to monitoring; they used monitoring

visits to identify areas in which technical assistance would be helpful to

their districts. Compliance-oriented states are not especially active--

even when they monitor for compliance, while quality-oriented states are

active.

The study's major findings show that:

While the compliance-oriented states tended to rely

primarily on the application or monitoring checklists as

the basis for monitoring, quality-oriented states devel-

oped more complex monitoring procedures.

States focusing on monitoring to improve program quality

tended to use content specialists in other units of the

state agency or staff located in their regional offices

to assist them in the review of program content in the

monitoring process..

During the monitoring process, the quality oriented

states tended to visit Title I classrooms, interview

teachers and students, and interview parents or Parent

Advisory Council members.

The quality-oriented states were also successful users of the three-

year cycle, and they.tended to make rules to help districts design quality

programs--all of which are characteristics of quality Title I admin-

istration. Thus, these quality-oriented states were active problem

solvers and they tended to go beyond what is required by law to help

achieve program quality.

All but three states indicated a desire to continue monitoring if

there were no or lesser legal requirements for them to do so. The quality-

oriented states planned to continue practices similiar to those conducted

at present, while the compliance-oriented states planned to do less

monitoring in the future.

Specific continuation plans under Chapter I will be affected by fewer

dollar resources and fewer administrative staff. States may not be able

to monitor as frequently or as intensely as they have in the patt. New

ways to monitor more effectively at low cost are sought. "Paper" moni-

toring is not viewed as a particularly viable option, since states felt

they could not make the necessary determinations to assess program com-

pliance. While the threat of monitoring, proposed by some, may be suf-

ficient in the short term to maintain compliance and high program quality,

some follow-through is.needed to ensure future success and identity of the

program.

xxiv
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States with quality-oriented attitudes were viewed by their districts

as beng extremely helpful to them, while states with compliance attitudes

were felt by their districts to be less helpful. Districts generally
tended to be lupportive of their states' monitoring efforts; almost all
wanted their states to continue to monitor even if they were,not required
to do so by law.

Technical Assistance and Dissemination Chapter Highlights

Prior to 1978, the Title I statute only obligated states.to provide
technical assistance to LEAs for evaluation purposes. The U.S. Department

of Ed4cation, also funded ten Title I Evaluation Technical Assistance
Centers (TACs) in 197alto help states implement the evaluaPion pro-

visions. The 1978 Title I statute clarified aad expanded the state role
in providing technical assistance and disseminating information. The

State Management Practices Study,began collecting data from state Title I

coordinators in Summer 1981.to examine the impact of the technical as-
sista:ce and disseaination provisions included in the 1978 law and 1981

regulaLions (and the impact of the Technical Assistance Centers):

To what extent did these provisions affect states'
administrative practices?

To what extent did states change their practices as a
result of the Tit1,2 I law?

What problems did states encounter in carrying out their
technical assistance and dissemination efforts?

Did the provisions stimulate states to develop exemplary
practices or materials in this area?

To what extent would states anticipate continuing to
provide technical assistance if this activity were not
expressly required by law?

Technical assistance has a strong dual quality and compliance com-

ponent: States used technical assistance to help their districts im-
plement legal programs, and they also engaged in activities to help their

districts improve their programs. Technical assistance was also highly

interrelated with all of the other management responsibilities states
have. For example, technical assistance was combined as part of the
monitoring onsite visit; Title I staff provide assistance to their dis-

tricts to complete applications, conduct evaluations, a involve parents.

The study's major findings are:

The personalized methods of assistance--meetings with
LEAs, conducting small-group workshops--consistently
correlate with a "quality" management orientation; while
use of less personalized services--statewide conferences,
for example--correlate with more of a "compliance" orien-

tation.



A greater emphasis placed on providing technical ap

sistance in the areas of evaluation and parent involvement

as a result of the 1978 Title I law was associated with

compliance :ittitudes. These states had not been active in

these areas prior to 1978; hence their recent activities

in these areas were conducted, in part, to become in

compliance with the law.

States that reported using their Technical Assistance

Centers.to help them integrate evaluation with program

design were very, active in evaluation, had a quality

orientation that was expressed in monitoring and eval

uation, and relied on personalized technical assistance

methods--the profile of a "quality" management.

Almost all states felt their Technical Assistance Centers

were extremely helpful. However, they were divided as to

whether they wanted the Technical Assistance Centers to

retain,their evaluation focus or to broaden to include

curriculum or other areas. A few states felt that their

Technical Assistance Centers had outlived their usefulness

and should be terminated, since their TACs were associated

only with implementation of the evaluation models.

Almost all states planned to continue providing technical assistance

and dissemination under Chapter 1. However, fewer administrative funds

and lack of a legal mandate may curtail a high level of actility in this

area. While some states planned to scale down theii present efforts or to

rely more on the use of largescale workshops, others were looking for

effective--but low cost--methods of providing assistance. Since the

personalized services are consistently associated with quality management

activiti.es, states may look to the U.S. Department of Education, their

Technical Assistance Centers, or elsewhere for assistance in this area.

Districts tended to corroborate their states' reports of technical

assistance provided. The more active providers of assistance apparently

utilized more personalized services, while the less active states relied

more on largescale, more impersonalized, assistance methods.

Generally, districts were quite satisfied with the help they.received

from their states, and they wanted the assistance to continue even if

states were not'required by law to provide any.

Evaluation Chapter Highlights

Evaluation, defined broadly, had at least three components given to it

by the 1978 Title I law and regulations. Districts had to evaluate the

effectiveness of their programs through use of the Title I evaluation and

reporting system (TIERS) models, they had to assess their programs over a

period longer than the school year in which Lhe program operated, and they

had to demonstrate to their states that evaluation data were used to
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iMpfove programs. The three-tiered administrative structure was apparent

id these requirements. The federal rofe was to collect data in sten-
'dardized foriats (through TIERS) for national aggregation and reporting
purposes; sttes were to collect and aggregate data to submit to the
tdderal government, but they were also to ensure that districts used data
to improve their programs; districts weresto submit data to their SEAs,

t ,but they also had considerable flexibility in implementing the sustaining
-gafns provision.

..
i

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state
Title I coordinators in Summer L981 to examine the impact of the eval-

uation 'f' ovisions and the regufations on state practices. Because states
dealt with evaluation in their state responsibilities--for example, they

,included evaluation sections in their applications, made rules on eval-
uation, monitored districts in the area of evaluation--evaluation was
dncluded in this study as part of state administrative actpities. The

impact of the evaluation providions was assessed by obtaining answers to

the following questions:

To what extent did the evaluation provisions affect states'
administrative practices?

What changes were made to their administrative activities to
implement the evaluation provisions?

What problems did states encounter in'implementing the evaluation
provisions?

Did the evaluation provisions.stimulate states to develop prac-
tices or materials in this area?

To what extent would states plan to continue to evaluate if this
activity were.not expreSsly required?

Some of the study's major findings are:

Most states rated the provision on evaluation and the Title I law
(section 124(g) as having substantial importance, but fewer than
one-half of the states rated the sustaining gains provision
(section 124(h) as having substantial Importance.

While not all states implemented the sustaining gains provision,
the conducting of such activities tended to be.associated with
the attitude that evaluation was conducted
for compliance with the law only.

States Activities in evaluation were affected by th ir attitudes
toward the purposes of evaluation (program improvemen vs.

accountability) as well as by the importance they attaated to a
federal, state, or local role in evaluation.
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States that were active in helping disEricts improve programs

were characterized as having an active,quality-oriented
management style--they made rules to help districts improve

programs, they monitored actively to ensure poth compliance and

program quality, they tended to use more personalized methods of

providing technical assistance.

Data utilizatiou was often difficult, since states discovered

that the TIERS data were not often useful at the local level.

Only the more active states, however, tried to use TIERS data in

a formative way; but they also encouraged'the use of more general

formative measures in addition to the summative TIERS measures.

Despite the problems ulth TIERS, the states that worked hard to

improve the quality of their TIERS data must have been able to

overcome them more successfully. Their districts felt that they

were much more helpful in providing evaluation help than the

states that conducted few quality control activities.

Almost all coordinators indicated they would plan to continue

some sort of evaluation activities even if they were no longer

required; and approximately one-third of the states indicated a

desire to continue using the TIERS models. -

While the TIERS models were mandated only since 1978, 19 states opted

to implement TIERS prior to that time. The states that implemented the

models early were more likely to plan to continue using the models under

Chapter 1, even though they are no longer required. A concern held 'by a

number of states is over the lack of program accountabilitTnow that ED

will no longer be able to collect nationwide data through use of TIERS.

If Congress is not aware of what is happening to Chapter 1 programs;

states and districts fear that program funds will be cut even further,

which gill result in the demise of the program.

States, particularly those considering themselves to be nondirective,

were.concerned about whether or not they, can mandate use of the models in

their ,states if they are not required. Negative reactions from districts

and state-level policymakers in these states may make continuation of the

models under Chapter 1 difficult.

Many states perceived that Chapter I lacked a priority for eval-

uation. With reduced administrative funds and staff, s\tates may be forced

to place their limited resources on high priority management tasks, which

may or may not be evaluation.

Parent Involvement Chapter Highlights

Parent involvement in Title I programs has evolved from a period when

there were no requirements, through a stage when encouragement only was
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given, to 1978 when very specific stipulations on the nature of parenc
participation were in force.

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data,from state

Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 tO determine what effects this pre-'

scrtptive piece of legislation had on state administration:

To what extent'did states implement--and help their

districts implement--these parent involvement provisions?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the
parent involvement provisions?

Did the provisions stimulate states to develop exemplary
practices in this area?

To what extentn,would states plan to continue involving
parents if there were no or minimal requirements for them

to do so?

The study's major findings include:

Almost all states felt that parents should be involved in
Title I programs in the form of parent participation as
described in Section 124 of the 1978 Title I statute.

Wholehearted support-for the involvement of parents in
advisory councils as specified bydpection 125 of the
statute come from only eight percent of the states. The.

states that tended to favor the councils were those in
which the council requirements tended to be more com-
patible.with their own local style of government--the
involvement of parents in town councils, for example.
The majority of states, however, felt that the goals of
parent involvement could better be met with less for-
malized procedures.

Attitudes toward.parent involvement correlated positively
with a quality management style as defined by monitoring
actively to ensure program,quality'and use of per-
sonalized technical assistance methods of service deliv-

ery.

States designating a staff person to handle parent
involvement activities tended to be more active than
states that did not.

Section A.25 (Parent Advisory Councils) created many more
problems for state management than did Section 124

'(parent participation).

StaXes with more positive parent involvement attitudes
tended to develop exemplary practices or materials.
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Most states planned to continue parent involvement under Chapter 1,

but they differed as to whether they plan to take an active role at the

state level or only encourage their districts in this area. The states

assuming a more active role in parent involvement can be characterized as

having a "quality" management orientation--thay are more active in parent

involvement and have more positive attitudes toward it, they actively

monitor to ensure both program quality and compliance, and they tend to

make rules to help their districts improve their local programs.

Districts generally felt that their states were helpful to them as

they implemented the parent involvement provisions of the 1978 Title I

law. Districts tended to mirror their states in having mixed feelings

about whether councils are a most effective way of involving parents in

the program,_although almost all districts felt involvement of parents was

important to the success of the program. Despite the TvIgative attitudes

toward councils expressed by some states, states.did not allow these

negative attitudes to interfere with their technical assistance roles.

Enforcement Chapter Highlights

Prior to the 1978 Title I statute, SEA anforcement sanctions were

scattered throughout the Title I legal/framework. Thus, state enforcement

authority was unclear, which led to widely differing enforcement prac-

tices. Enforcement was defined by the State Management Practices Study to

include audits and audit resolution, withholding of payments, and com-

plaint resolution. The provisions for these enforcement sanctions (par-

ticularly auditing) are specified not only by the 1978 Title I statute and

regulations but also by other applicable laws, regulations, and federal

circulars and guidelines.

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state

Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the audit,

withholding, and complaint resolution provisions in the 1978 Title I law

and subsequent regulations:

To what extent did states implement these enforcement

sanctions?

To what extent did states change their enforcement

practices as a result of these provisions in the 1978 law?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the

enforcement provisions?

Did the enforcement provisions stimulate states to

develop exemplary practices in this area?

To what extent would states plan to continue these
enforcement activities if there were no or minimal

requirements for them to do so?

Some of the study's major findings are:



While all states conducted fiscal audits, approximately
only one-half of the states conducted program compliance
audits. In a few states, monitoring served as the

program audits. Uncertainty about whether program
compliance audits were, in fact, required coupled with
ED's differential enforcement of'a state program com-
pliance audit were the primary reasons for lack of state
activity in this area.

Independence of the auditor was a problem for states.
Some coordinators were often not aware of theiestate's
audit practices; others did not want to sound too know-
ledgeable about these activities else they might be
criticized for not being independent enough. Some

evidence sdggests that, the greater the independence of
the auditor, the less use of the audit findings by the
state Title I staff.

Districts tended to mirror their states' attitudes toward
auditing--they tended to prefer fiscal audits to program
compliance audits, in part, because the latter duplicated
monitoring unnecessarily; and they felt that CPAs should

not be used to conduct program compliance audits.

While the 1978 Title I statute gave states the authority
to withhold funds in cases of noncompliance, only

.

one-half of' the states reported never withholding funds.
The most fre uent enforcement sanction was a delay or

N%suspension of I.inds to a particular district rather than
demanding payha'ks from the districts.

Only nine states reported using compliance agreements, A
new form of sanction recognized by the 1978 Title I

statute. Other states that might have used compliance
agreements did not do so, since they were unsure what

this section of the statute really intended.

Very few formal complaints were handled by states during
the three-year period after the 1978 Title I statute was
in place, and almost all complaints were resolved within
the time periods specified by law. While states and
districts still tended to receive and prgcess complaints
submitted "informally," these complaints were also few'in

number during the,three-year period after 1478.

Under Chapter 1, states plan to continue enforcement sanctions as

follows:

Since program compliance audits will be required under
Chapter 1, a transition to implementing these new pro-
cedures is currently in place in a number of states.
However, almost one-half of the states Would have pre-
ferred to use Chapter 1 monitoring staff--not aud-
itors--to ensure accountability.
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Specific plans to withhold funds under Chapter 1 will

depend, in part, on whether states feel they can extend

their rulemaking authority provided in the Chapter 1

regulations to make a rule allowing them to withhold

payments. While not all states used the withholding
authority provided in the 1978 Title I law, many more
felt that the "threat" of a withholding action was ,
sufficient to keep districts in compliance with the law.

Many states indicated that they w6uld continue to use

some sort of complaint resolution procedures under

Chapter 1. Not all would keep complaint resolution

procedures separate for Chapter 1 programs; reliance on

existing state agency procedures,to engure consistency

across all state programs was common. Increasing the

flexibility of the requirements, including reliance
primarily on informal rather than formal procedures, was

also a frequent plan.

CHAPTER 1--A FORWARD LOOK

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (Public Law 97-35) was signed

into law 13 August 1981. Chapter 1 of Title V, subtitle D, the Education

Consolidation and Improvement ACt (ECIA)-of 1981 contain& the intent of

the former ESEA Title I program but with fewer prescriptions. The change

to Chapter 1,.which occurred during the midst of th4 Study of State
Management Practices occasioned an opportunity to assess preliminary views .

of the new legislation. The results that'pertain to the individual state
resppnsibilities are discussed in Part Three of the report; more general

reactions to Ehe law from state policymakers are presented in Part Four of

the report,

Some states applauded the fleFibility of the new law. Many otherd,

however, felt uneasy over the vague legal language, which they felt might

lead to varying practices similar to t'iose prior to 1978 and potential

audit exceptions.

The U.S. Department of Education may be called upon to assist states

nnder Chapter 1 in a number of ways. For example:

In state rulemaking,.clarification is sought in two major

areas. Firit, to what extent can states utilize their

rulemaking authority? If states wish to continne man-

dating the evaluation models or parent advisory councils,

which are not required under Chapter 1, are they able to

exercise their rulemaking adthority to do so? .Second, do

states have enforcement sanctions, such as withholding of

payments, that they can use to enforce compliance with

their informally made Chapter 1 guidelines?
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In application approval, states are looking for stream-

lined applications to comply with the intent of Chapter 1

to rec7 -e-the paperwork burden. While a set of assur-

ances . 'le one way of achieving this goal, soMe7etates

were no, 3irous'of trading the rigors of information
collected in the application tO ensure that their dis-
tricts were in compliance with assurances, which only
simplified state and local administration.

In monitoring, some states went beyond what was minimally

required by law to help their districts improve the
quality of their local programs. This more intense

monitoring, which is associated with a quality management
style, may be affected by fewer dollar resources and_
fewer administrative staff under Chapter 1. New ways of
monieoring effediiVely for-program quality but at lower

coat are soltt. "Paper" monitoring was not viewed as a

particularly iable option since states felt they could

not make the necessary determinations to assess program
compliance.

In technical assistance, personaltzed service delIvery.

mechanisms, such as small-group workshops or face-to-face
consultations, are associated with a quality management
style, while large-scale and less personalOed assistance

efforts are associated with a less active or compliance
management style. However, fewer administrative dollars

and lack of a legal mandate may make technical assistance
a low priority for Chapter 1 management states. States

are looking for effective, low cost, methods of providing
the personalized services rather than relying On the

large-scale impersonalized services.

In evaluation, states are concerned over the lack of

program accountability at the national level, since ED

will no longer be able to collect data through use of .

TIERS. If Congress is not aware of what is happening to
Chapter 1 programs, states and districts fear that
program funds will be dut even further, which will result

in the demise of the program.

Since some states perceive that Chapter 1 lacks a pri-

ority for evaluation, they may not be able to conduct
evaluations of the same level of effort AS they did in

the past. These states are interested in other ways of
evaluating their programs, especially if they do not
continue with the evaluation models.

. In parent involvement; some states are interested in the

extent to which they can mandate parent advisory coun-

cils, since these states felt that councils were an
effective way of involving parents. Most states felt
that the involvement of parents in Chapter 1 programs was
important, but they differed as to whether they, felt .they

xxxiii
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or their districts should be active in deciding what

activities should be conducted. More effective ways of
involving parents--'-in addition to Or instead of coun-

cils--are desired by some states.

In enforcement, more information and clarification of the

audit provisions--specifically A-102P, involving the

single audit concept, auditor independence, and the

extent to which program compliance audits are re-

quired--is very much in need by most states.



PART ONE: Title I - Evolution of.the State Role

Poverty has many roots, but the
ance breeds poverty, poverty all
generation...This is a national
assist the states and localities
gation to children of low-income

tap root is ignorance...Just as ignor-
too often breeds ignorance in the next
problem. Federal action is needed to
in bringing the full beneftts of edu-

familiei.

Lyndon B. Johnson
The White House
12 January 1965

What is clear is that the ftrst year of administnring,Title I of ESEA
dramatized one of the most troublesorm issues in Federal-State rela-
tions: How to dispense Federal monies for categorical national pur-
poses without undercutting the traditional and decentralized responsi-
bilities of State and local officials.

Steven K. Bailey
Edith K. Mosher
1968

A state's role in federal policy implementation, then, ts a dual

function of its compliance response and program development concerns.

Lorraine M. McDonnell
Mifbrey W. McLaughlin
1982



INTRODUCTION

Acceptance of the Federal Role

Title I of the "Act to strengthen and improve educational quality and
educational opportunities in the nation's elementary and secondary
schools," henceforth known as the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESKA), was signed into law in 1965 as Public Law 89-10. The law was
later amended so that Title I services could also be provided to handi-
capped children (P.L. 89-13 in 1965); Indian children, agricultural
migrant children, and children in institutions for the neglected and
delinquent (P.L. 89-750 in 1966); and children of migratory fishermen
(P.L. 93-380 in 1974). The last amendment, Public Law 95-561 in 1978,
remained in effect until 1 July 1982, when it was superceded by Chapter 1
of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act (ECIA) of 1981. The
basic law had three fundamental purposes, which remained unchanged
throughout its 16-year history. These are to:

provide financial assistance to Local Education Agencies
that have concentrations of children from 1.1w-income
families,

expand and improve educational programs for educationally
deprived children residing in these low-income areas, and

provide educational programs that are sensitive and
responsive to the special needs of educationally deprived
children.

The educational programs provided under the Title I law ware highly
visible to the public. Title I was the largest federally funded educa-
tional program in the United States; more than 6 million children in over

14,000 school districts received Title I services in school year 1980-81.
More than $3.2 billion was allocated to Title I programs in school year
1980-81.

The Title I law specified the responsibilities and duties of educa-
tional agencies at the federal, state, and local levels and created a
three-tiered administrative organization for the Title I program. The
regislative branch of the federal government was responsible for writing
and amending the legislation and appropriating funds to implement the
legislation, while the executive branch, the Department of Education (ED)
in this case, prepared the regulations to implement,the requirements of
the statute and distributed funds to the State and Local Education
Agencies. Each State Education Agency (SEA) had the responsibilities of
interpreting the statute for districts within its state, disseminating
information about the requirements, providing technical assistance to
districts on each of the program requirements, monitoring and enforcing
Title I statutes,and regulations, and reporting to the Secretary of
Education on state as well as local Title I activities and practices. The
design and delivery of Title I fured services to children was in the
purview of the Local Education Agencies (LEAs).
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The success of such a large and complex program depends, in part, upon

its successful administration at the federal, state, and local levels.
Previous studies found the relationships between the three levels of
administration to be significantly intertwined. The Planar Corporation
study, a multi-year investigation of Title I management practices at the

federal, state, and local levels in 1973, found that (a) states.are di-
verse in their administration of Title I programs, and (b) a complex

relationship exists among the federal regulations, state administrative
practices, and district implementation procedures (Briggs, 1973; The

Planar Corporation, 1973).

In 1976, the National Institute of Education (NIE) conducted a large-

scale study of the administration of compensatory education. NIE's re-
search, in which federal regulations, guidelines, and interpretive rules
were examined, showed that the federal legal framework for Title I was,
for the most part, internally consistent and conformed reasonably well to

the Title I statute. However, the NIE study further concluded that
clarity of the Title I legal framework was as important as is internal
consistency, and that if the legal framework is not clear, either as
formulated or as communicated, SEAs and LEAs may deviate or develop way-
ward interpretatiems of Title I legislation (NIE, 1977; Gaffney, Thomas, &

Silverstein, 1977). In recognition of the impact the federal administra-
tive role has on SEA and LEA management practices in Title I, Congress, in
1978, directed specific changes to be made in the legal framework fot-
Title I and to make the Title I administrative framework as clear and

comprehensive as possible.

Thu Title T. legislation in 1978 resulted in a much expanded role for
states and greater administrative resources for carrying out some of these

additional activities. Part Two of this report describes how the
resources available for Title I prog,.ams are utilized. The particular
responsibilities are described in detail in Part Three of this report.
However, a retrospect analysis of these expanded requirements leads one to
raise the question, what prompted Congress over the years to take a more
prescriptive stance with states and their local school districts regarding

Title I programs?

A look at the Title I program as it existed in the early years shows
that states struggled with the translation of federal social goals into
state and local goals. The idea that Title I was not general aid for
districts but aid to a special needs population was difficult at first for
states and districts to understand, and was a somewhat foreign concept at

that time. The notion of a federal role addressing educational equity
issues arising out of inequality based on race and class was discussed at
length by Francis.Keppel (1966), one of Title I's initial ardent sup-

porters. Because of the nature of the educational system established by
the Constitution, the federal role in education could not emerge alone; a

system of statorand local rules intertwined with the federal one was
inevitable. Thus, the federal government authorized funes to be spent on

particular children, and states were charged with accounting.for the flow
of funds and ensuring the intent of the program was met.

Sabatier and Mazmanian (1979) argue that a major statute seeking
substantial departure from the status quo will achieve its objectives if

five conditions are met:
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The program is based on a sound theory relating changes
in target group behavior to the achievement of the
desired end state.

The statute contains unambiguous policy directives so as
to maximize the likelihood that target groups will per-

form as desired.

The leaders of the implementing agencies possess substan-
tial managerial and political skills and are committed to
the statutory goals.

The program is actually supported by organized consti-
tuency groups and by a few key legislators.

The relative priority of statutory objectives is not
significantly undermined over time by the emergence of
conflicting public policies or by changes in relevant
socioeconomic conditions that may undermine the statute's

theory or political support.

(Sabatier & Mazmanian, 1979,
pp. 484-485)

The Title I program met most of these conditions. Early congressional

support for the Title I program stemmed, in part, from recognition of

educational equity as a social goal worth working to achieve. Thus, to

ensure that this goal was achieved, it was necessary for the statute to

include procedures for targeting the funds to the appropriate districts,
schools, and children and procedures for ensuring that the program be
supplemental and not general aid. It was documented initially that states

varied in their capabilitiea to administer such a large program (Murphy,

1973). Thus, it was.not unexpected that Congress would attempt to clarify
state roles--and federal roles as well--to facilitate smooth program

management. As a result, the 1974 statute clarified and extended previous
legislation; the 1978 law did the same.

Extension of the law by inclusion of options came as a result of a
controversy that focused on the fifth condition listed above--namely the
famous Quie vs. Perkins debates of the mid-1970s over the issue of whether
Title I dollars should be targeted on the basis of educational rather than
economic needs (see Vanecko & Ames, n.d., for an extensive analysis of the

funding allocation issues). While the 1974 legislation remained unchange4,
a few alternatives allowing selection on educational disadvantagement

included in the 1978 leginlation reflect the intensity of some of these
earlier disagreements. This use of law "options" occurred several times

in the 1978 legislation. It appears as though Congress attempted to
anticipate all possible conditions that a local program might encounter in
its implementation and to include a piece of legislation that pertains to
them. The sections on schoolwide projects, noninstructional duties,
alternative rankings of project school attendance areas, and continuation
of eligibility for educationally deprived children tranferred to ineli-
gible schools are all examples of activities LEA intix (not must) elect.
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Because early studies found that states and districts did not often

implement the program as intended, the proponents of a strong federal role

tended to look to the law itself for reasons. The massive NIE study

concluded that the federal and state legal frameworks were unclear, which

led to uneven interpretations by states. The lacl, cf specific guidelines

was viewed as contributing to noncompliance observed among states and

locals--they were often unable to withstand local pressures to misuse the

funds if there were no specific piece of jegislation to fall back on.
Thus, the writers of the.Title I legislation continued to react to inci-

dences of noncompliance by adding more prescriptions. The more prescrip-

tions and options, they argued, the greater the flexibility states and
locals have in administering the program.

Lack of guidelines was also believed to foster aarrow interpretations

of existing statute. The NIE study recognized that states occasionally
overreacted and required their districts to adopt a more rigid interpreta-

tion of some provisions (e.g., requiring that LEAs design only "pullout"

and never "inclass" instructional programs) in order to avoid audit excep-

tions (Burnes & Moss, 1978; Gaffney, Thomas, & Silverstein, 1977; Goettel,

Kaplan, & Orland, 1977).

Thus, given the early history uf the program, and the prevailing
notion of a strong federal role, it is not difficult to trace the evo-
lution of the Title I law from a mere 3 pages to approximately 50 pages.

Rationale for the
State Management Practices Study

The American Institutes for Research (AIR) was funded in July 1980 by

the Department of Education (ED) to conduct a two-year study to assess the

effects of changes in the Education Amendments of 1978 on state management

practices in ESEA Title I.

The major purposes of the study are to:

document how states, through their Title I guidelines and
management practices, met the requirements of the Title I
law as amended in 1978; and

identify exemplary state management practices and docu-

ments that can be disseminated and used by states to
facilitate their management of Title I programs.

State management of Title I programs was studied by the Planar Cor-

poration in 1973 and again by the NIE Compensatory Education Study in

1976-77. Findings from the NIE study, in particular, were used as the'
basis for making changes to the Title I law when it was reauthoriied in

1978. The 1978 Title I law, as noted earlier, expanded and strengthened

state management responsibilities in Title I. These changes and their
impact on states is one focus of this study.



The major questions under investigation by the study of state manage-

ment practices are:

How did statls meet the requirements of the 1978 Title I

law?

What changes and improvements to state management prac-
tices resulted from the increased administrative funding

and the new administrative requirements of the 1978 Title

I law?

What problems were encountered by states as they imple-

mented the 1978 Title I law?

What innovative or successful practices were developed by

states as they implemented the 1978 Title I law?

Emergence of a State Role

While Congress may have felt that the end product (as defined Iv the

1978 Title I law) was needed in its existing form, the reactions of states

suggest that Congress went too far. Some states, by obeying the letter of

the law, let the spirit die. They attempted to enforce parent advisory

council requirements in all of their districts, for example, in spite of

the fact that councils were practically impossible for many of their

districts to form and in spite of the fact that they did not believe

councils were an effective way to involve parents. Creative solutions

were sought from SEAs, and then from ED, on how states and their districts

could be "legal"--regardless of whether they currently had meaningful and

effective involvement of parents in other.ways.

While strict compliance measures were undoubtedly correct for a "young"

program in which states simply carried out federal policy, it was not

clear that such prescriptive measures were appropriate for a "mature"

program, such as Title I in its later years. As noted by Elmore and

McLaughlin:

[C]ompliance actiyities undertaken in the early years of

program implementation--for example, strict targeting of

funds--help put a federal initiative in place. But, as a

program matures, these compliance activities may support

practice that is inconsistent with the spirit of federal

legislation. Strict adherence to a federal targeting
requirement, for example, may impede local efforts to

develop effective compensatory programs. State and local

official can and have attempted to reconcile such incon-

sistencies, in the federal position through marginally com-

pliant measures. The federal government generally has
responded to these =Nies by pouring still more resources
into enforcing compliance activities. But, in the view

of many state and local practitioners, tnis federal



posture often runs counter to substantive congressional
intent, especially for mature .federal programs such as

Title I...Hence, investments in, compliance tend either to

erode the credibility of the federal government or to
require even greater investments to prevent erosion.

(Elmore & McLaughlin, 1982,
pp. 168-169)

States in the later years also appeared to become more resentful of

the apparent negligence on the paxt of Congress to recognize the impor-

tance of state socio-contextual factors in the implementation of a large

program, such as Title I. The State Management Practices Study noted

major tensions that surfaced during interviews with state Title I coor-

dinators--all pertain in some degree to the'desie for greater local or

state control, often at the expense of federal control.

States have rather deep-seated philosophies about the extent to which

they adopt a "directive" or a "nondirective" posture in front of their

districts. These philosophies can be,set by the current education _leaders

in the state, such as the Chief State School Officers. A strong nondirec-

tive attitude may have been shaped by educational policymakers throughout

the state's history). When both types of states attempt to implement a

prescriptive law, several interesting outcomes are observed. First, some

directive states appeared to resent federal intrusion into their domain.

This attitude surfaced during discussions of state rulemaking, when several

directive states indicated that they felt the federal government had

intruded too far into their states' rights. They felt they had the right

to make rules and they did not need the federal government to permit them

to do so. These directive states may, also, have felt somewhat cheated by

the numerous requirements, since numerous existing federal requirements

made a directive posture less necessary for successful program administra-

tion. Some of the nondirective states, on the other hand, secretly ap-

plauded the prescriptions in the 1978 statute, because it gave them the

opportunity to enforce the rules they were not able to make freely. When

federal requirements matched state program goals, these nondirective

states appeared to have no resentment toward the extent of the Title I

legal requirements. The fact that several very vocal nondirective states

did not "disown" the federal requirements or strongly differentiate for

their districts state from federal requirements offers some support for

this statenent.

A second type of tension surfaced over attempts by states to fit the

all-purpose legal requirements into their local situations. It was ob-

served that parent advisory councils fit best in the eight percent of

states with a history of such formal involvement; most other states pre-

ferred *less strict arrangements to involve parents. Some districts had

strong parent-teacher organizations or other local parent groups serving

as their councils, even though they were not limited to the Title I pro-

gram. States were occasionally forced to consider whether the intent of

the law as perceived by states (that is, to have meaningful organized

parent involvement at the local level) took precedence over the means to

achieve that end'or whether their districts had to comply with the letter



of the law (including council composition and membersh.p election)--even

if it meant that lotal parent involvement would be weakened. Thus these

states did not disagree with the federal goal of meaningful formal parent

involvement,' but they did resent the structure imposed on them by Congress

to achieve this goal.

A third type of, tension surfaced over the acceptance of the federal

role in evaluation. Some states felt that evaluation was solelra lotal

district activity; others felt that evaluation was a "local" activity in

the sense that both states and their districts should be the primary

initiators of the activity; while still others believed that, because of

national program accountability, the federal government also had a role to

play. These differing state attitudes toward the federal role influenced

states' implementation of the federally mandated Title I evaluation models.

. States believing evaluation is solely a local concern appeared less than

enthusiastic about the amount of effort required to implement the evalu-

ation models. These states found the evaluation requirements particularly

troublesome, perhaps, in part, because they were forced to play a role

that they felt was inappropriate for them.

Thus, all three of these local-state-federal role issues affect im-

plementa4ion and administration of the Title I program. A challenge for

this study was to arrive at a way of characterizing good management when

taking these other factors into consideration.

Indepth examinations of how states implemented the 1978 Title I law

show a consistent pattern displayed by some states to their management of

Title I programs. They assumed a problem-solving stance in which they

felt they should design their own materials and not rely on models pro-

duced by ED. These states adopted the three-year application approval

cycle, and the tycle appeared to "work" for them and their districts by

successfully reducing their paperwork as intended by Congress. These

states actively monitored local programs by doing "extra" activities to

ensure program quality; some were also active monitors to ensure program

compliance; but they all had attitudes that the purpose of mOnitoring was

to ensure program quality or both program quality and compliance, but

never only to ensure compliance with the law. These states also'tended to

have very positive attitudes toward parent involvement; they also tended

to be active at the state level conducting various parent involvement

activities for their districts. These states provided large amounts of

personalized technical assistance to their LEAs through face-to-face or

small-group workshops rather than providing assistance in large-group

settings, which are more impersonal.

The issues of local and state control blurs this picture somewhat when

the state responsibilities of rulemaking and evaluation are concerned. To

a less consistent degree, these same states also made rules.to help their

districts improve the quality of their programs and they actively helped

their districts use evaluation data to improve their programs. An unex-

pected finding is the strong inverse correlation between activity in

evaluation and parent involvement attitudes--high levels of evaluation

activities are associated with negative attitudes towards parent involve-

ment, particularly councils.
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The 'states having this profile of activities are characterized as

having adiquality" orientation toward management of their Title I

programs. They present a contrast to those labeled as having a "com-

pliance" orientation--they tend to be inactive generally throughout all

areas of their state responsibilities, they like the idea of having ED

develop models for different administrative activities, and they tend to

favor less personalized methods of service delivery.

The quality-compliance issue has been addressed over the years.
Congress, for example,.in its report on the Education Amendments of 1978,

was concerned over the comments made by states that compliance with
particular requirements, namely implementation of the evaluation models,

may not lead to meaningful data for program managers at all levels--,1

federal, state, and local.

As later noted by McDonnell and McLaughlin (1982), states have a dual

compliance and program development role. Adherence to and implementation

of federal program regulations, such as monitoring or auditing, while

necessary, is not sufficient to accomplish federal goals. States can go

beyond this to involve substantive program planning and technical assis-

tance to their local districts to improve programs.

The question remains, however, do the quality-oriented states either

do a better job of managing their programs or have more effective programs

than the compliance-oriented states? If the goal is to minimize audit
exceptions or citations by the federal Monitoring Review Teams, perhaps a

less risk-taking stance is called for, which would be taken by the

compliance-oriented states. The quality-oriented states often break new

ground, and they extend themselves by making rules to further program

goals--all.of which can lead to problems and uncertainties as to whether

their actions are in compliance with the law.

It is assumed, here, that the greater attention paid by the quality-

oriented states to ensuring program quality will, in the long run, pay off

for the Title I children who are the beneficiaries of the program. They

tried to implement the Title I law ,to the fullest as intended by Congress

by exercising all of their state authorities. One of the ironies is that,

since many of these states favor more state and local control of evalua-

tion, they did not like the federal intrusion represented by the evalua-

tion models. Hence, they did not Spend much time improving the quality L"

their evaluation data. Thus, an examination of their statewide gains may
not truly reflect their apparent quality management style.

One significant point that will be apparent in Parts Two and Three of

this report is that a quality management style-is not synonymous with

greater administrative resources or larger numbers= staff. Attention to

issues of program quality appear to be driven more by state socio-

contextual factors and by the program managers themselves.

8
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STUDY METHODOLOGY

To meet the study's objectives, three data collection efforts were

designed. First, state documents and materials were reviewed to obtain

one picture of state-level Title I management practices. Second, indepth

telephone interviews were conducted with state Title I coordinators to

ascertain specific information about state practices; problems, and plans

for operating Title I programs. Third, onsite interviews were conducted

with,a sample of state Title I coordinators to follow"up on issues raised

during the telephone interviews and with a sample of'districts to obtain

information on state management from a district perspective.

In the midst of the data collection, however, Chapter 1 of the Edu-

cation Consolidation and'Improvement Act of 1981 (ECIA) was passed. As

discussed in Part Four, ghapter 1 retained the original intent of the

program but lessens the program requirements. Thus, the stody design was

modified slightly to accommodate this change in the administrative priori-

ties. Each of the three data collection efforts conducted by the study is

described briefly below.

Document Review

All state agencies with Title I projects were contacted in December

1980 and asked to participate in this part of the study's data collection

effort. The purpose of the document review was to assess state management

practices through the forms, documents, and materials used by the states

to meet their administrative requirements. Another purpose for examining

the materials was to identify exemplary state management documents, prac--

tices, and materials that can be disseminated to interested states to help

them meet their Title I requirements.

States were therefore asked to submit copies of the following materials

to AIR staff:

data collection forms and instructions, such as the

district applications;

pamphlets, newsletters, and other materials used to

provide technical assistance to districts;

policy documents, guidebooks, or handbooks;

monitoring and auditing forms, checklists, and handbooks;

and

any other materials reports, and so on in the areas of

fiscal accouLting, accountability, and program design

(including pal!-ent involvement).

States were also asked to provide information as to what types of materials

they used from other sources--e.g., the Department of Education, other

states, or other contractors.
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While the documents were able to provide information to sapplement the

study's .other two data collection efforts, their primary'benefit-came in

meeting the second major goal of the study. From the results in Part Three

in this report, exemplary practices were identified. Documents assoOated

with these practices'. were identified as candidates for dissemination to

states. Other materials were alSo identified as "exemplary" if they

illustrated particularly innovative formats, contents, and ideas.

As Chapter 1 became more of a reality for states, some states indica-

ted that reduced Chapter 1 budgets would translate into fewer staff. Loss

of staff would also mean loss of knoWledge about some past Title I prac-

tices. Thus, the states indicated they would be particularly interested

in finding out what practices may have worked well in other states in the

.
past so that they could use these ideas as a starting point for planning

under Chapter 1.

Materials and documents were compiled in four major areas:

application approval (Putman, 1982);

monitOring (Appleby, 1982);.

,
parent involvement (Harrison, 1982); and

enforcement (Putman, 1982).

Each of the four management modules produced contained three sections:

an i troduction that presented a brief discussion of

legi lative changes from Title I to Chapter 1,

a brief summary of states preliminary continuation plans

under Chapter 1, and

the examples of state documents and materials considered

exemplary" by the study staff:

These modules are intended to provide interested states with some

ideas, forms, materials, and practices thai they can use to stimulate

their planning under Chapter 1.

Telephone Interviews
:

Indepth telephone interviews were conducted with state Title I coor-

dinators to:

review state management systems and describe how states

meet the requirements of the 1978 Title I law,

document changes and improvements in their state adminis-

tration resulting from the increased administrative

funding and new administrative requirements of the 1978

Title I law,
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. . .

identify problems encountered by state administrators in
their implementation of the 1978 Title I law,

identify innovations or successful practices developed by

the state administrators as they implemented.the 1978'

Title I law, and

assess indirectly t'..a importance of each legislated

requirement by asking a speculative question as to

whether states would continue particular practices if

they.were.not required by laW to do so.

The 51 Title I coordinators in state agencies (including District of

Columbia) receiving Title I funds in 1980-81 were contacted and asked to

participate in this aspect of the study's data collection effort; 49 of

them agreed.

The states were queried using the five topic areas listed above about

each of their, major responsibilities:

state rulemaking;

application approval;

monitoring and monitoring and enforcement plans;

technical assistance and dissemination;

evaluation; 4

parent involvement;' and

enforcement, including audits and audit resolution,

withholding of payments, anecomplaint resolution.

The findings from thtse indepth interviews in each of these areas are

presented in Part Three of this report. To preserve the confidentiality

of respondents, no state names are attached to any practices mentioned.

Attempts were also made to delete references to states or situations

within a quote that might identify a particular coordinator or state.

Onsite Interviews

The original purpose for the onsite interviews to a sample of state

Title I offices was to follow-up on aspects of the telephone interview,

including interviews with other individuals in the state Title I office.

However, when Chapter I became a reality, these onsite interviews were

used to follow-up items on the telephone interview for the purpose of

assessing future continuation plans under Chapter 1.

11



A representattve sample of 20 states was selected to receive onsite

visits. The primary variables considered in the selection process include:

geographic region of the country,.

concentration of population ,in metropolitan areas, and

the amount of Title I allocations.

Secondary variables considered in the selection process include:

number of LEAs in each state, and

special'features, such as presence of a state compensatory

education program, schoolwide projects, or state-level

parent Involvement.

The 20 states selected using these criteria are: Arizona, California,

Colorado, Delaware, Kansas, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missis-

sippi, Missouri, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, South Dakota,

Texas, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, am', Wisconsin.

A summary of the distribution of states on each of the primary vari-

ables is presented below.

The number (N) of states in the nation in each classification is

presented in the first column. In the second column, labeled proportional

representation, is the number of states needed in the sample to reflect

the actual distribution of states in the nation on each variable. The

third column, labeled N of states in AIR's sample, lists the number of

states in each classification selected to receive onsite visits. The

numbers in the second column represent the sampling plan that would result

from exclusive consideration of the primary variables.. The third column

represents the sampling plan that resulted from consideration of both

primary and aecondary variables.

Variable 1: Title I Grant size

In fiscal year 1981, Title I allocations to states ranged in size

from $3,4S8,283 to $244,924,342. For purposes of description, the

Title I grants were grouped into four classifir7.ations by size.

N of states Proportional N of states

Title I Grant Size in Nation Representation in AIR sample

$ 80 million and above 8 3 5

$ 40-80 million 14 6 6

$ 20-40 million 12 4 4

$ 20 million or less 17 7 5

TOTALS 51 20 20

12
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Variable 2: Geographic Distribution

The 10 Department of Education regional designations were used as a

means to stratify stazes. The distribution of states in the sample

mirrors the proportional distribution of states by region*

Geographic Location

N of states
in Nation

Proportional
Representation

N of states
in AIR sample

Region 1 6 2 2

Region 2 2 1 1

.R.egion 3 6 2 2

Regina 4 8 3 3

RAgion 5 6 2 2

Region 6 5 2 2

Region 7 4 2 2

Region 8 6 2 2

Region 9 4 2 2

Region 10 4 2 / 2

TOTALS 51 20 20

Variable 3: Concentration of Population

If more than 50 percent of the state's population resides in

metropolitan areas, the state is classified as urban.. Similarly,

the state falls in the rural category if more than 50 percent of

its population resides in non-metropolitan areas.

Concentration of N of states Proportional N of states

Population in Nation Representation in AIR sample,

Urban 32 13 14

Rural 19 7 6

TOTALS 51 20 20

Personnel interviewed in these 20 states included the state Title I

coordinators; other members of the state Title I office, such as evalu-

ators (if any), parent involvement coordinators (if any), and auditors;

the Chief State School Officer; and and intermediate level between the

Title I unit and the chief (referred to here as a federal projects coor-

dinator).

The following questions were asked of these individuals:

What do states perceive as-the strengths and weaknesses of

the 1981 law? Specifically,

- Has the 1981 law corrected problems that were created by

previous Title I legislation?

- What strengths of the 1978 law are missing from the 1981

law? What problems has the 1981 law created?

13
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- What necessary provisions have been missing from both

the 1978 and 1981 Title I laws?

How do states view federal, state, and local roles or

responsibilities as a result of the 1981 law? Specifi-

cally,

- Who at the state will help shape Title I management

under the 1981 law?

- How will the decrease in funds for state administration

affect the state role?

How will the relationship between states and their

districts change? How will the relationship between the

states and ED change?

- If the federal role is lessened, will states assume some

of the responsibilities
previously held by the federal

government?

Will states plan to manage the Title I program under the

1981 law in the same ways as they did under the 1978 law?.

Specifically, what plans have they made to continue approv-

ing LEA applications, state rulemaking, providing technical

assistance, monitoring, resolving complaints, withholding

payments) auditing, evaluating, and involving parents?

The results of these interviews focusing on Chapter 1 plans are

presented in Part Four of this report. The follow-up to the continuation

plans of the Title I office in each of the specific ares of responsibility

are included in the appropriate discussions presented in Part Three of

this report.

To obtain information on state management of the Title I program from

a local perspective, up to five districts in each of the 20 states were

contacted either onsite or by telephone. A total of 98 districts was

included in this sample; 60 of them, 3 in each state, received onsite

visits, and 28 were interviewed by telephone.

Two of the districtq in each state were selected bythe state Title I

coordinator; three were selected by AIR staff independently of the state

Title I coordinator. The independent LEA selections were made using

allocation data collected by ED as required by Section 406A, General

Education Provisions Act. The Title I coordinators were encouraged to

select districts with substantially different Title I allocations and ones

that typically received either substantial or minimal contact from the

state Title I office. Some of the LEAs selected by the state in the

former category included ones with numerous monitoring problems or ones

that demanded considerable attention in the implementation of schoolwide

projects. Some of the LEAs selected in the second category, for example,

were ones that had no problems needing special attention by the state

during the application approval or monitoring processes.

14



An attempt was made to visit LEAs with large, medium, and small al-

locations. The two LEAs selected by the coordinator were always visited.
One independently selected LEA was also visited; the other two were inter-

viewed by telephone. The LEAs selected to receive visits were also chosen

in terms of "reasonableness." Since such a small number of LEAs were
examined, visits to extremely small LEAs or ones that were difficult tp
travel to were felt to be neither cost-effective nor productive.

The district Title I coordinators were interviewed for approximately
one-half day, if visited, or-less than one hour, if telephoned, to as-
certain their perspectives on how states administered the Title I program.
Questions on the states responsibilities to districts, which complement
those asked of state Title I coordinators during their initial telephone
interviews, were asked. The longer amount of time onsite enabled ques-
tions on all of the seven state responsibilities to be asked; the tele-
phone interviews focused on a subset of the management responsibilities
(application approval, monitdring, technical assistance and dissemination,

and auditing).

It was etaphasized to the district Title I coordinators that AIR staff
were interested in the district personnel's perceptions of the processes

and procedures tha sta'te Title I office uses in the administration of the
Title I program. Reaqtions to specific consultants at the state level

were not solicited. AIR staff also emphasized that the data received
would not be linked with individual persons in the district or with that
district's name in any report or in any discussions with state Title I
personnel.

The finding2 from the district interviews in each of the seven areas
of responsibility are presented in the appropriate chapters in Part Three

of this report. Two observations about the district interviews, however,
warrant comment.

First, the reason for selection of mime districts by AIR and some by
the state Title.I coordinators was, initially, to avoid having coordinators
select all of their "best" districts or districts that would say the most
complimentary things about their state offices. The results suggest,
however, that districts did not appear to differ in their attitudes as a

function of how they were selected. Rather, their size, as determined by
their allocations or number of staff, or their distance from the state
agency, in terms of how much personal help they were able to receive, were

observed-to be much more important factors. Furthermore, since so many

topics were covered in these interviews, it wa if.. impossible for states to
have selected districts that were positive in all areas. In only a few

cases were districts observed to have no suggestions as to how their state
Title I offices could im?rove in Ta. area.

In several instances, the states themselves would probably be sur-

.
prised to discover that their expectations about districts were not always
met. In one case, for example, the state Title I coordinator, on hearing
that a particular district was nominated for contact by AIR staff, com-
mented that the district would probably be extremely critical of the
state's efforts. In fact, this district turned out to be one of the
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efforts. In fact, this district turned out to be one of the state's most

ardent supporters, because the state "allowed" the district to appeal

decisions through the use of formalized complaint resolution procedures.

Second, district interviews were conducted initially, at least in

part, to "verify" state management practices. That is, if states reported

that they carried out particular practices, the districts could be used to

verify the accuracy of such reports. However, it became obvious early on

that this approach would lead to the same results as the exploration of

the elephant by seven blind persons. Since districts did not take advan-

tage of all of the workshops given by the states or read all of the

literature sent to them by their states, they could not provide accurate

verification. Furthermore, districts were not privy to the overall state

management plan so they could not know how ,states targeted their technical

assistance efforts--districts only saw the piece of action that included

them. In some cases, however, districts had a larger perspective as they

were aware of differing practices carried out by their state departments

in other districts.

A good example of the lack of perspective held by districts is presen-.

ted here for illustration. One medium-sized district, located at some

distance from the state Title I office, believed that its state Title I

office did not include parent involvement.as one of its priorities. A

visit to the state Title I office and discussibns with the state staff, on

the other hand, showed a very strong emphasis on parent involvement

throughout the state department. The district perceived a lack of empha-

sis because no state staff ever criticized or suggested improvements in

their parent involvement efforts on monitoring visits. As it turned out,

the district was heavily involved in parent involvement activities, going

beyond what the law required. There was no need for the state office to

make suggestions on this aspect of the program, since it was considered

exemplary; in fact, the state office included this district on the agenda

oof several of its state conferences to discuss the parent involVement

component.

Despite these two comments, the value of the district interviews in

this study is great. The districts provided very worthwhile.information

about.what they liked and did not like about their states' activities plus

ways in which their state office could change to improve the quality of

district life. These comments are presented without much interpretation,

because they are strong enough to stand alone. Consequently, each of the

chapters on state practices in Part Three concludes with the district

perspective.
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PART TWO: Resources Available for Administration

of ESEA Title I Programs

In 1965, state education agencies varied widely,in their capacity to

carry out their Title I tasks. A few states had the administrative

structure and staff capable of establishing state education priori-

ties and, occasionally, the political support and the will to go be-

yond federal ptiorities in implementing Title I vigorously. For most

states, however, the administrative apparatus was weak and unable to

exercise significant leverage over school policies. Inadequate staff

capability and a strong tradition of localism promoted a general pat-

tern of limited state educational leadership.

Jerome T. Murphy

1973

Accountability for use of funds and for program effectiveness need

not be in competition with creative program leadership.

Robert T. Goettel
1978

States have carried and will continue to carry the principal respon-

sibilities in program management. States differ, in the amount of

funds available(for administration and in the ways they Otoose to use

these monies. Since many of the *st effective management stra-

tegies are labor intensive, some stat4s have relatively low resources

for carrying out these activities.

Donald W. Burnes
Richard L. Moss

1978



Introduction

Title I resources have been provided to state and local education

agencies to strengthen and improve educational quality and educational

opportunities for iisadvantaged children in the nation's elementary and

seconaary schools. Both service and fiscal resources are targeted in

areas that Congress has identified as being inadequately addressed by

state or local agencies. ,

Generally, the purposes for providing service-oriented resources are

to:

provide technical assistance and information,

build local and state capabilities in specific management

areas, such As evaluation; and,

support educational research and development.

Service-oriented resources include technical assistance and dissemina-

tion through the Department of Education, National Institute of Education;

and programs sponsored by them. Service-oriented resources provide statee

and districts with expertise and information they might not otherwise

have. One example is the ESEA Title.I Technical Assistance Centers for

Evaluation. Ten regional offices were established to assist $tates in

implementing the Title I evaluation and reporting system and to strengthen

state capabilities for evaluation. Auditing expertise iz provided through

the Department of Education's Office of the Inspector General. Publi-

cations are distributed through the U.S. Government Printing Office. The

National Diffusion Network (NDN) and Joint Dissemination Review Panel

(JDRP),provide services to states interested in identifying, validating,

and implementing exemplary Title I projects. These services provide

states with a systemstic approach tb loca4ng exemplary Title I education

practices in other states.

Fiscal allocations are targeted to populations that Congress felt were

inadequately served by local and state funds in the past. Federal funds

are intended to supplement local and state funds in providing servicPs to

special populations of disadvantaged students residimg in low-income .

areas. In one program, Title I special incentive griants, Congress in-

tended to stimulate state sPending for compensatoryeducation programs by

giving additional fiscal incentives to LEAs locatedJn states that provide

state-funded assistance to meet the special educatiOn needs of education--

ally deprived children (P.L. 95,-561, Section 116). This program, however,

was never funded.

19
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The following table illustrates how Title I funding has increased

since the program's inception in 1965.

Table 1

Title I Funding Levels from 1966 to 1980

Fiscal Year Level of Fundinga

.1966b 746,904

1970b 1,170,355

1974b 1,460,058

197813. 2,129,400

1980c 3,215,343

a Funding in thousands of dollars

b Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, National
Center for Education Statistics, Digest of Education Statistics, 1979,

Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979, pp. 166, 172.

c Source: Education Funding Research Council, 1981 Title I Handbook, 1980,

Washington, D.C.

Fiscal resources are allocated on the basis.of specific funding form-
ulae and are targeted forone of the Title I Programs and uses: basic

grants, programs for.handicapped children, programs for neglected and de-

linquent children, programs for migratory children, concentration grants,

and funds for state administration.
\'

In school year 1980-1981, the federal government allocated the sums

represented in Table 2 for Title I.programs. Out of the total Title I
budget for 1981, approximately.$12.9 millioa or less than 0.5 percent was
alloca'ted to service-orierited evaluation activities and reseit.ch studies,
and almost $3.2 billion were allocated directly to.states, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, insular areas, and local education agencies.

Of the total 1981 funds) 1.5 percent was allocated for state adminis-

tration of the program. In accordance with Section 194 of P.L. 95-561,
"Payments forState Administration," each state was to receive up tO 1.5

percent of its total allobation to the state or a minimum of $225,000, ex-

pressly for stateadministration. In the case Of Guam, American Samoa, the

5 4.
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Virgin Islands, the Northern Mariana Islands, and the Trust Territory of the

Pacific Islands, the amount for the administrative setaside was set at

$50,000.

The 1.5 percent setaside for state administration was a significant

change over previous years in the funding for Title I. Since P.L. 89-10 in

1965, payments to states were limited to 1 percent of the total.amount of,

the Title I allocation to each state per year. The increased amount for

state administration was allocated-to cover the increases in legislatedt

state management responsibilities as a result of the 1978 Title I law.

State Allocations of Resources

As a prelude to the examination of state Title I management practices,

information about each state's Title I budget, staffing, and organization,'

as well as other demographic data and information about special state char-

acteristics, were assembled. Some information was collected from sources

other than the state Title I coordinators, such as the U.S. Bureau of Census

or National Center for Education Statistics: Table 3 lists the descriptive

variables available for each state and summary statistics for these vari-

ables nationwide. Table 4 gives the correlations among the major population

financial resources, and staffing variables.

These descriptive variables are included in the study of state manage-

ment to describe characteristics of states and, possibly, associate these

differences with particular management practices. For example, specific

management practices may differ as a function of numbers of LEAs, numbers of

Title I staff, or other state characteristics.

Included in Tables 3 and 4 is the derived variable--amount of state

setaside per LEA. This measure was used by the NIE compensatory education

study (1977) to measure the amount of resources available to a state while

controlling for the number of LEAs the state must serve. As can be seen

from Table 3, there is considerable variation on this variable; however,

Table 4 indicates that it is not strongly related to other demographic

vdriables, including numbers of professional and nonprofessional staff.

Amount setaside is only moderately correlated with the number of profes-

sional staff (r ..,
.36), number of LEAs (r 66), and the number of basic

Title I programs (r .66). Amount setaside is more strongly related to

population variables (1980 population, numberof Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Areas [SMSAs] with more than 25,000 persons, and the number of

SMSAs with more than 100,000 persons). Furthermore, none of these resource

variables turns out to be strong predictors of state management practices

examined in the main body of this report. Thus, although considerable

variation on these variables exists, they do not turn out to be major ex-

planatory variables.

The Importance of Legislated Responsibilities

..State Title I coordinators were asked to rate the importance of each

state responsibility and district program requirement as having "little,"

"moderate," or "substantial" importance in achieving the Title I program

goals.

1.5
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The results of the, ratings for the state responsibilities are presented

in Table 5. Approval of LEA applications, monitoring, technical assistance,

and recordkeeping are all rated as very important in meeting the purposes of

the Title I program, while monitoring and enforcement plans received a low

importance rating.

Table.6 presents the ratings for the district responsibilities. Ranked

high in Importance are some key items associated with student selection,

program design, the supplemental nature'of the program, and evaluation. It

is interesting to notelthat parentjnvolvwement is rated quite high, while

parent advisory couu_ils are given a much lower rating. Since only 10

states had schoOlwide projects, it is therefore not surprising that,- school-

wide projects were rated as having little or no importance in meeting Title

I goals.

Summary of Time Allocations

State Title I coordinators were also asked to specify the percentages

of time that they and their staffs spent on eaCh of their management respon-

sibilities. Table 7 presents the means and correlations of these va'riables.

It is evident from this table that Title I'coordinators teraded to spend a

lot of time on monitoring, technical assistance, and apprdval of LEA appli-

cations--which were also ranked by the coordinators as high in importance

(see Table 5). Relatively little time is spent on rulemaAing, given its

importance rating. This apparent discrepancy will be discussed in Part III

of this report when actual state practices are described.

The amount of time spent on each state responsibility as a function of

the rating it received is shown in Table 8. For example, the amount of time

spent on reporting does not appear to differ whether it was rated as "little"

or "substantial" in importance. On the other hand, states tended to spend
more time in rulemaking, when it was rated as "substantial" in importance.

For two of the major responsibilities, monitoring and technical assistance,

states tended to spend approximately the same proportion of time regardless

of whether the Title I coordinatord rated the responsibility as "moderate"

or "substantial" importance. For responsibilities that do.not require major

amounts of time, such as complaint resolution and withholding of payments,

no trenas are evident.

State Title I coordinators were asked to indicate the amount of time

they and their staffs spent on the district requirements considering all of

their state administrative activities. For example, in assigning an amount

of time to funds allocation, the coordinators were told to consider all of

the time spent in this area when they monitored, provided technical assis-

tance, approved applications, and so on. They were also asked to indicate

how much time they would ideally like to spend on those areas. These data

are summarized in Table 9 and their intercorrelations in Table 10. Table 9

suggests that states tended to spend more time on funds allocation and

targeting than they would like to spend, less tinw on program design than

they would like to spend, and about the right amount of time on evaluation

and parent involvement. It should be noted that program degign, funds
allocation, and targeting currently receive quite a lot of attention by

Title I coordinators.
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State Organizational Structures

Each state was characterized as having one of the following types of

organizational structures for operation of Title I programs:

Independent

All functions, with the exception of auditing, have their
primary focus of operation within the Title I unit. If one

or two staff in other SEA units assist, they serve only in a.

supportive capacity.

Independent with Regional Offices

Regional offices are utilized by the independent Title I
unit to help carry out its management responsibilities; for

example, in the areas of monitoring, technical assistance,
and application approval.

Decentralized

Some functions are carried out by staff paid for out of

Title I funds, who are located in other SEA units. The

primary focus of operation fof these functions is within
these other SEA units, not in the Title I unit. A fre-

quently observed situation is the placement of the
evaluation responsibility in a separate evaluation or

research unit.

Decentralized with Regional Offices

Functions within the decentralized Title I unit are spread

across regional offices and other SEA units.

Of the 49 states described here, 23 are characterized as independent,

13 as independent with regional offices, 8 as decentralized, and 5 as de-

centralized with regional offices..

With respect to state demographics, independent Title I units are

smaller than decentralized states with respect to both population and finan-

cial reources. Independent units have smaller total allocations and thus

have feWer funds for state administration than the other three types of

organizational structures. They are smaller in population than the decen-

.

tralized groups and they have fewer SMSAs of 25,000 or greater.

As was noted earlier in this chapter, a major finding of this study

with respect to state demographics is that they do not play an important

role in describing state management practices. Other factors, described in

detail in the body of the report, are far more important. Demographic

variables such as the number of LEAs and amount of state setaside do not

consistently correlate with the general level of activity in the areas of

parent involvement, monitoring, rulemaking, and evaluation, nor do they
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correlate with "quality" variables in these areas. The more potent ex-

planatory variables are considerably more complex and are examined in detail

in the following chapters.

District Allocations of Resources

A national sample of 98 districts located in 20 states was included in

this study to obtain an indepth picture of state management practices from

the recipients' point of view. To place their comments (in Part Three) in

perspective, demographic data and descriptive information about these dis-

tricts was collected. Table 11 lists the descriptive variables available

for each district and summary statistics for the sample.

It is apparent from this table that the districts here range from

extremely small (e.g.; one .public school with one Title I teacher and a

$7,700 allocation) to er:remely large (e.g., $11 million allocation).
District size is definicely a factor when states plan their monitoring

schedules or even their technical assistance activities. Serving greater

numbers of LEAs or serving a few with the most concentrated numbers of

students will make considerable difference to states, if they have limited

staff and fiscal resources.

White the state Title I coordinators tended as a group to have eleven

years of experience in the program, the district coordinators had consider-

ably less (approximately four years). This supports states' perceptions

that their districts tend to change Title I coordinators fairly often. As

is reported in Part III, common complaints made by district staff pertain to

the lack of information they receive from the state. If the local coordin-

ators change fairly frequently, it is likely that state offices, especially

those located at some distance from the LEA, will be unable to keep up with

each new change of personnel. Problems are created on both sides--districts

need information that they are unable to find and states are not yet aware

of the need.

The Importance of Legislated Responsibilities

District Title I coordinators were asked to rate the importance of each

district program requirement as having "little," "woderate," or "substantial"

importance in achieving the Title I program goals.

The results of the ratings are presented in Table 12. Selecting chil-

dren, conducting needs assessments, planning the program purpose and design,

evaluating, and involving parents received high ratings by districts. They

also tended to rate the supplemental nature of the program and the accounta-

bility programs high. These findings are not inconsistent with those shown

for states in Table 6.

Problems with Legislated Responsibilities

District Title I coordinators were also asked to indicate whether

district requirements created problems for them. A summary of the problems

reported is presented in Table 13. These problem areas can be compared with
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those mentioned by states in each of the chapters on management responsibi-

lities included in Part III.

Use of Data from,District Practices Study

The districts used in this study were selected primarily to provide

information on state management practices. While an attempt was made to

identify districts varying in size within each state, the sample was not

really large enough to permit many comparisons based on district size. An

opportunity arose during the course of this study to obtain access to the

data collected on a large representative sample of districts by another

contractor, Advanced Technology, Inc., for purposes of examining district

Title I management practices.

Two items in their interview are of interest here. Districts were

asked to indicate, for each of the district legislated requirements,

which are the most/least necessary for attaining the

objectives of the program? and

which of the requirements are the most burdensome or

require the most paperwork?

Of the 10 legislated responsibilities selected, districts were to rank

them from 1 (most necessary) to 10 (least necessary) and from 1 (most

burdensome) to 10 (least burdensome). These terms relate to the impor-

tance ratings collected as par: of the State Management Practices Study

but with the addition of a nationally representative sample. These data

are presented in Tables 14 and 15.

Two items are of particular interest to the State Management Practices

Study--parent involvement and evaluation--both of which etc discussed in

separate chapters in Part Three of this report. It is of interest to note

that small' districts report that the parent involvement provisions are

more of a burden than do larger districts. This questionnaire item did

not differentiate parent participation as represented by Sectipn 124 from

advisory councils as represented by Section 125. The results fromithe

State Management Practices Study (see Part Three), however, would suggest

that the difference in perceived burden is attributed to the difficulties

of small, more rural, communities in implementing the council require-

ments. This observation is also supported by the District Practices Study

data, as their non-metropoliltlan districts rated the parent involvement

requirements as more burdensome than did the central cities or urban

fringe districts.

The other item, evaluation, is of interest in part because the District

Practices Study found that the ratings of burden did not appear to differ

as a function of district characteristics. While there appears to be a

tendency for small, non-metropolitan districts to feel the evaluation re-

quirements are more burdensome, it is not clear if these differences are

large enough to be significant. Their data do suggest, however, that size

is an important factor when considering the necessity ratings--small dis-

tricts tend to feel that evaluation is more necessary than do the largest

25
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Thciti s. ese results on evaluation are supportive of the conclusions

noted in this report--namely that the formal TIERS data may not be useful

for improving programs in small districts, which would create more of a

burden 't,or them than for large districts. These,small districts could

still feel that evaluation is necessary, even though the way part of it is

implemented may appear burdensome. These, issues are discussed in more

detail in '$art Three.
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Table 3

StatistIcal Summaries of Descriptive Information about States

N Median

Inter-Quar-
tile Rangel Quartile 12 Quartile 33

Range
Low High

1980-81 Basic Title I Grant 49 23,885,648 28,209,450 9,584,755 66,003,656 3,540,873 254,923,696

1980-81 Total title I

Allocation 49 41,799,392 31,539,337 10,518,878 73,597,552 5,132,050 321,926,656

State Administrative Set-
aside

,
49 617,723 432,544 225,000 1,173,483 255,000 4,757,550

State Setaside per LEA 49 1,664 2,461 1,861 6,783 625 31,531

Other Administrative Funds 46 o o o o o 594,571

1980-81 Administrative
Funds: % spent on staff 42 80.0 7.5 72.0 87.0 45.0 100.0

1980-81 Administrative
Funds: % spent on nonstaff 42 20.0 7.5 13.0 28.0 0 55.0

1978-79 Revenues: % Federal 49 9.2 .3 6.4 12.3 3.7 18.2

1978-79 Revenues: % State 49 47.5 10.1 36.9 57.2 9.7 81.4

1978-79 Revenues: % Local 49 41.5 12.9 31.5 57.4 2.6 83.8

1980 Population (thousands) 49 3,108 2,081.5 1,300 5,469 400 23,669.4

Number of places with popu-

lation >25,000 49 13.5 a 7.5 23 1 150

Number of places with popu-
lation >100,000 49 2 1 1 4 0 21

Population density (persons
per sq. mile) 49 77.39 59.1 28.5 147.3 1:2 935

Mean expenditures per pupil 49 1,515 231.5 1,281 1,749 1,00 3,655

1980-81 Number of LEAs 49 186 169 92 430 7 987

1980-81 Number of LEAs

($0-$50,000) 44 75 109.75 14 233 o 489

1980-81 Number of LEAs

($50,0004100,000) 44 30.5 34.5 11 80 0 379

1980-31 Number of LEAs
(S100,000-$500,000) 44 38 30.75 13 74.5 1 198

1980-81 Number of LEAs

($500,000-$1,000,000) 44 3.5 4.5 2 11 0 38

1980-81 Number of LEAs

($1,C00,000-$5,000,000) 44 3.5 2.25 1 5.5 0 24

1980-81 Number of LEAs

(>$5,000,000) 44 o .5 o 1 o 3

198C-81 Number of Basic
Title I Programs 49 180 160 92 413 7 987

1980-81 Number of Title I
Neglected or Delinquent
Programs 46 8 11 3 25 1.(-J 241

1980-81 Number of Title

Mi3rant Programs 47 13 16.5 4 37 0 352

1980-31 Number of Private
Schools in Title I 38 26.5 41 18 100 0 254
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Table 3 (continued)

Number of Professional

N Median
InterQue:
tile Rarg41 Quartile 12 Nartile.3'3

Range
Low High

Title I Staff 49 8 4 5 13 40

FTE Professional Title I .

Staff 49 7 4.5 4 13 2 40

Number of Nonprofessional
Title I Staff 49 4 1.5 3 6 1 15

FTE Nonprofessional Staff 49 4 2.5 2 7 1 15

Number of Evaluators from
Other SgA Units 48 1 .5 0 1 0 10

FT! Evaluators from
Other SEA Units 47 .02 .5 0 1 0 10

Number of Fiacal Staff
from Other SEA Units 47 1 1.5 0 3 0 25

FTE Fiscal Staff from
Other SEA Units 46 .5 1 0 2 0 25

Number of Auditors from
Other SEA Units 47 1 1 0 2 0 12

7TE Auditors from
Other SEA Units 45 0 1 0 2 0 11

Number of Curriculum Staff
from Other SEA Units 47 0 .5 0 1 0 16

FTE Curriculum.Staff
from Other SEA Units 47 0 .02 0 .05 0 8.5

Number of Monitors from
Other SEA Units 47 0 0 0 0 0 16

FTE Monitors from Other
SEA Units 47 0 0 0 0 0 16

Number of Administrators
from Other SEA Units 47 0 .5 0 1 0 5

FTE Administrators from
Other SEA Units 47 0 .005 0 .01 0 3

Number of Others from
Other SEA Unita 48 0 0 0 0 0

Number of Tears of Title I
Coordinator's Experience 49 11 4 7 15 2 16

Number of Regional Title I
Offices 49 0 1.5 0 3 0 27

Number of Professional
Regional Staff 46 0 1.5 0 3 0 33

FTE Professional
Regional Staff 46 0 1.5 0 3 0 32.5

Number of Nonprofessional
Regional Staff 46 0 .5 0 1 0 17

FTE Nonprofessional
Regional Staff 46 0 .25 0 .5 0 12

4 (Quartile 3 Quartile 1):2

2 25th percentile

3 75th percentile
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Table 3 (continued)

Selected Characteristics of the States

Characteristic No Yes

State Compensatory Education Program 31 18

Minimum Competency Testing 25 23

State Title I PAC 34 15

State Title I Parent Involvement Coordinator 17 32

State Parent Advisory Group 38 11

SEA Parent Involvement Coordinator 44 5

Private School Bypass 45 2

Use of Computers in Evaluation 9 40

Use of Computers in Fiscal Areas 9 40

'Elie of Computers in Other Areas 30 16

Primary Grade Levels Served Number of States

Elementary (1-6) 23

Pre-School and Elementary (Pre K-6) 20

o Middle School (4-8) 2

All Grades (Pre K-12) 4.
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Table 4

Correlations among State DeMographic Variablesa

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Setaside per LEA

Setaside Funds

Title I Basic Grant

Title I Total Grant

Number of LEAs

Number of Basic Title I Programs

1980 Population

Places Greater than 25,000

Places Greater than 100,000

Population Density

Number of Professional Staff

Number of Nonprofessional Staff

Years Expertise of State
Title I Coordinator

1.

.08

.09

.08

-.41

-.41

. .05

-.01

.05

.12

.03

.07

-.22

2,

.99

.99

.66

.66

.96

.77

.78

.15

.36

.45

.24

3.

.99

.63

.64

.96

.75

.7i

.16

.36

.44

.26

4.

.66

.66

.96

.77

.78

.15

.37

.45

.25

5.

.99

.69

.57

.45

.09,

.44

.45

.38

6.

.69

.57 '

..45

.11

.44

.44

.37

7.

.85

.84

.22

.32

.40

.22

8.

.85

.38

.27

.32

.07

9.

.14

.16

.29

.09

10.

.25

.26

-.14

11.

.66

.15

12.

.16

aCorrelations of approximately .4 or greater are statistically significant at the 1)=.05 level.
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Table 5

State Importance Ratings of Legislated State Responsibilitiesa

N Mean
Little

Importance

Frequencies

Substantial
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Approval of LEA Applications 48 2.89 0 5 43

Monitoring 48 2.33 1 6 41

Technical Assistance/Dissemination 47 2.76 1 9 37

Recordkeeping/Fiscal Controls 43 2.74 0 11 32

Prohibition of Federal Aid 46 2.39 10 8 28

(...,

n.)

Audits/Audit Resolution 48 2.14 11 19 18

Access to Information 44 2.09 10 20 14

State Rulemaking 47 2.06 12 20 15

Withholding of Payments 48 2.02 15 17 16

State Application 38 2.00 12 14 12

Reporting 47 1.96 13 23 11

Complaint Resolution 47 1.72 18 24 5

MEPs 44 1.59 24 14 6

a
The scale is as follows:

6i
1 = Little or no importance in meeting the Title I goals
2 = Moderate importance in meeting the Title I goals
3 = Substantial importance in meeting the Title I goals



Table 6. State Importance Ratings of Legislative District Requirements

Frequencies

Little Moderate Substantial
Mean Importance Importance Importance

Funds Allocation (1) (2)

Supplement Not Supplant 48 2.75 19 13

Excess Costs 46 1.97 14 19

Maintenance of Effort 48 1.94 1 10

Comparability 48 1.87 17 20

Targeting and Eligibility

Children To Be Served 47 2.98 0 1

Private School Participation 47 2.34 7 17

Designating School Attendance Areas 44' 2.23 10 14

Schoolwide Projects 44 , 1.27 36 4

Program Design and Planning

Assessment of Educational Need 48 2.90 1 3

Purpose of Program 47 2.72 4 5

Contiol of. Funds 47 2.72 3 7

Accouatability 46 2.72 3 7

Sufficient Size Scope Quality 46 2.50 6 11

Planding 47 2.45 8 10

Teachet/School Board Participation 47 2.30 9 15

Training of Aides 47 2.30 6 21

Other PrograM Coordination 48 2.21 9 20%

Individualized Hans 47 1.93 16 18

Ranking of Project Areas 48 1.92 13 26

Information Dissemination 47 1.91 12 27

Noninstructional Duties 46 1.80 21 13

Jointly Operated Programs 47 1.79 20 17.

Complaint Reduction 47 1.76 18 22

Construction 45 1.44 31 8

Fva1uat.ion

Evaluation 47 2.78 1 8

Sustaining Gains 46 2.20 10 17

Parent Involvement

Parent Participation 47 2.63 3 11

Pon. Advisury Councils 47 1.78 20 17

(3)

.16

13
37

11

46
23

20

4

44

38
37

36

29

29.
23
20

19

13
9

8

12

10

7

6

38

19

33

10
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Table 7

Percent of Time Spent on Legislated State Responsibilities and

Correlations among Responsibilitiesa

% Time on: Mean S.D.

1. 2. 3. 4.

Correlations

8. 9. 10. 11.5. 6. 7.

1. Approval of Application 20.00 8.43

2. State Rulemaking 2.67 Z.95 -.05

3. T.A. and Dissemination 22.47 10.42 -.22 -.05

4. Monitoring 28.20 11.50 -.21 -.14 -.29

5. Complaint Resolution 1.37 2.19 -.27 .20 -.23 .01

6. Withhulding.Payments .81 1.25 .os ..07 -.18 .14 .33

7. Audits/Audit Resolution 6.25 7.07 -.26 -.18 -.14 -.26 -.01. -.19

8. Other 2.72 4.45 .08 -.05 -.36 -.09 .08 .26 -.12

9. SEA Application/REP 2.20 2.00 -.12 .37 .14 -.43 .18- .01 -.23. .18

10. Reports 4.44 4.13 -.26 -.02 .14 -.42 -.02 -.10 -.03 -.05 .53

11. Recordkeeping 7.78 5.08. .-.07 -.08 -.37 -.23 .16 -.31 ,28 -.07 -.15 .11

12. Secretary - Other 1.01 2.03 .11 .26 f:'.;-.32 .08 .L.09 -.05 .21 .25 .14 .18

aCorrelations of approximately .4 or greater are statistically significant at the p=.05 level.
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Table 8

Time Spent on States' Management Responsibilities as a
Function of Perceived Importance

k

Perceived
Importance

State Management Responsibility

Approval of
Applications

State
Rulemaking

Technical
Assistance Monitoring

Complaint
Resolution

Withholding
of Pa manta

Audits/
Audit Resolution

Little

Importance

(1)

Mean
(S.D.)
N

-

0

1.33
(1.72)
12

10.00
(0.00)
1

25.00
(0.00)

1

1.41

(2.40)
16

.50

(1.40)
14

3.75

(3.78)
10

Moderate Moan 13.40 2.10 22.78 30.00 1.35 .81 10.00

Importance (S.D.) (5.03) (2.66) (11.98) (3.54) (2.24) (1.10) (9.14)

(2) N 5 19 9 5 23 16 19

Substantial Mean 20.75 4.23 22.90 28.19 .72 1.01 3.62

Importance ,

(3)

(S,.D.)

N

(8.55)
40

(3.14)

13

(10.32)

14

(12.42)
39

(.41)

5

(1.29)

15

(3.25)

16



Funds Allocation

Targeting and Eligibility

Program Design

Evaluation

Parent Involvement

7

Table 9

Percent of Time Spent on District Requirements

N_

Actual

S.D.

Ideal

S.D.

Ideal-Actual

Mean Mean Mean S.D.

43 17.66 11.03 11.36 8.38 76.30 8.86

43 20.25 10.38 16.17 9.02 -4.08 7.42

43 29.21 14.26 39.07 16.21 9.86 12.77

,

43 13.94 6.19 14.59 6.54 .56 5.41

43 12.48 6.70 12.02 7.43 - .46 6.58



Table 10

a

Intercorrelations of Percent of Time Spent on District Requirements

Actual.
1. Funds Allocation

2. ifargeting & Eligibility .11

3. Program Design -.48 -.26

4. Evaluation .08 -.13 -.34

5. Parent Involvement -.25 -.32 .03 .16

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

Ideal
6. Funds Allocation .61 .19 -.28 -.01 -.15

7. Targeting & Eligibility .22 .72 -.20 -.04 -.24 .38

8. Program Design -.24 -.09 .65 -.30 .06 -.32 -:25

9. Evaluation .13 -.16 '-.27 .64 .09 -.14 -.11 -.42

10. Parent Involvement -.08 -,11 -.05 .36 .57 -.33 -.27 -.02 .28

aCorrelations of approximately .4 or greater are statistically significant at the p=.05 level.

7
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Table 11

Statistical Summaries of Descriptive Information About Districts

1112AIra_11.1:2,31.

Mean Std. Dev Low High

Size of District Grant 94 Mean=933,827 7,700 11,000,000

Median=275,000

Percent of District
Budget that Title I
Funds Contribute 63 4.1 3.9 0.3 21

Participants - 1980-81
Number of Students
(Total) in District 93 13,768 22,964 113 110,000

Number of Title I Students
Public School 94 1,626 3,545 20 ; 23,000

-Private School, 45 189 504 2 3,090

'Total 94 1,715 3,785 20 ; 24,000

Title I Attendence Centers
Number of Title I

Public Schools 94 17.2 29.9 ]4
190

Number of Private
Schools ParticLpating in

/

Title I 43 5.1 7.7 1 36

Number of Grade Levels
Served 93 9.3 3.6 3 14

,

Staff in Title I Projects
1

Number of Title I
Teachers 84 24.8 53.4 f

1 315

FTE of Title I Teachers 86 24.8 53.6 .7 315

Number of Staff Aides 82 26.8 62.9 1 396

FTE of Title I Aides 85 24.7 60.4 .4 396

Number of Evaluators 95 0.5 8.2 0 19

FTE of Evaluators 94 0.4 6.7 0 18.5

Number of Administrators 96 1.6 3.9.
,

0
,

31

FTE of Administrators 95 1.0 2.6 0 19

Number of Non-Professional
Title I Staff 95 3.0 14.1 0 77

Number of Other
(e.g., Social Services) 94 1.5 2.7 0 36

Title I Coordinator
Percent of Time Devoted

to Title I Administration 88 53.6 34.5 5 100

Percent of Coordinator's
Salary paid by Title I 62 67.1 32.3 5 100

Years of Experience in
Title I 88 9.5 4.6 1 16

Coordination with Other
Federal Programs

Number (Total) of Other

Federal Programs in

District , 69 4.6 2.3 1 9
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.Table 12

District Importance Raein s of Legislative District Requirements

District
Requirement N Mean

Frequencies

Little or No
(1)

Moderate Substantial
(2) (3)

Funds Allocation
Supplement not supp1ant-126(c)6(d) 52 2.5 7 (13.5%) 9 (17.3%) 36 (69.2%)

Excess costs-126(b)
,

47 2.2 11 (23.4) 17 (36.2) 19 (40.4)

Comparability-126(e) 47 2.1 12 (25.5) 18 (38.3) 17 (36.2)

Maintenance of effort-126(a) 49 2.0 13 (26.5) 22 (44.9) 14 (28.6)

Targeting and Eligibility
Children to be served-I23 51 2.8 I ( 2.0) 6 (11.8) . 44 (86.3)

Designating school attendence

areas-122 46 2.4 9 (19.6) 9 (19.6) 28 (60.9)

Private school participation -130 49 1.9 16 (32.7) 21 (42.9) 12 (24.5)

Schoolwide projects-133 20 1.8 8 ( 8.2) 7 (35.0) 3 (25.0)

Desigatid
Requirements for design and
implementation of programs-124

Purpose of program-124(a) 51 2.8 1 ( 2.0) 9 (17.6) 41 (80.4)

Assessment of educational
need-124(b) 2.8 2 ( 3.8) 9 (17.0) 42 (79.2)

Control of funds-124(a) 50 2.7 3 ( 6.0) 10 (20.0) 37 (74.0)

Accountabi1ity-127 52 2.6 2 ( 3.8) 16 (30.8) 34 (65.4)

Training of education
aides-124(j) 51 2.6 2 ( 3.9) 16 (31.4) 33 (64.7)

P1anning-I24(c) 48 2.5 7 (14.6) 10 (20.8) 31 (64.6)

Sufficient size, scope, and
quality-124(d) 47 2.5 4 ( 8.5) 14 (29.8) 29 (61.7)

Coordination with other
programs-124(f) 47 2.3 7 (14.9) 17 (36.2) 23 (48.9)

Teacher and school board
participation-124(i) 52 2.3 9 (17.3) 20 (38.5) 23 (44.2)

Individualized plans-129 52 2.3 11 (21.2) 12 (23.1.) 29 (55.8)

Expenditures related to rankiug
of project areas 6 schools-124(e) 40 2.2 7 (17.5) 16 (40.0) 17 (42.5)

Information dissemination-124(h) 53 2.2 9 (17.0) 27 (50.9) 17 (32.1)

Noninstructional duties-134 53 2.0 15 (28.3) 24 (45.3) 14 (26.4)

Jointly operated programs-124(o) 33 1.8 13 (39.4) 12 (35.4) 8 (24.2)

Complaint resolution-128 51 1.8 19 (37.3) 23 (45.1) 9 (17.6)

Construction-124(n) 34 1.5 22 (64.7) 8 (23.5) 4 (11.8)

Evaluation
Evaluation-124(g) 52 2.7 1 ( 1.9) 12 (23.1) 39 (75.0)

Sustaining gains-124(k) 50 2.1 10 (20.0) 27 (54.0) 13 (2510)

Parent Involvement
Parent Involvement-124(j) 53 2.7 1 ( 9) 16 (30.2) 36 (57.9)

Parent Advisory Councils-125 53 1.8 24 1) 13 (28.3) 14 (26.4)
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Table 13

District Problems with Legislated Requirements

Problems with
District Requirements Number of Districts

Funds Allocation
Maintenance of effort-126(a) 5

Excess costs-126(b) 5

Supplement not supplant-126(c)&(d), 18
Comparability-126(e) 22

Targeting and Eligibility
Designating school attendence areas-122. 16
Children to be served-123 7

Private school participation -130 7

Schoolwide projects-133 2

Program Design and Planning -124,129,134
Requirements for design and

implementation of programs-124
Purpose of program-124(a) 1

Assessment of educational need-124(b) 2

Planning-124(c) 0
Sufficient size, scope, and
quality-124(d) 3

Expenditures related to ranking
of project areas & schools-124(e) 6

Coordination with other programs-124(f) 7

Information dissemination-124(h) 1

Teacher and school board
participation-124(i) 4

Training of education aides-124(j) 6

Control of funds-124(m) 1

Construction-124(n) 2

Jointly operated programs-124(o) 2

Accountability-127 2

Complaint resolution-128 2

Individualized plans-129 4

Noninstructional duties-134 14

Evaluation
Evaluation-124(g) 4
Sustaining gains-124(k) 10

Parent Involvement
Parent Involvement-124(j) 7

Parent Advisory Councils-125 22

6 t
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a
Table 14

N
....

District PractJces Study: Necessity of District Legislated Requirements

Select Parent Supple- Mainten-

Project Select Involve- Evalu- ment not ance of Compara-

Area Students ment ation supplant effort bility
Excess
Cost

Sufficient

Size, Scope
and quality

Grand Mean 1415 3.8 1.8 5.7 '3.7 5.3 .6.6 7.3 7.6 4.6.

District
Enrollment

Small 599 4.7 1.6 5.3 3.4 5.6 6.4 7.3 7.5 5.0
/

Medium 516 3.6 1.8 6.0 3.6 5.3 6.7 7.4 7.6 4.4

Large 276 2.6 2.3 6.0 3.9 4.9 7.0 7.1 7.8 4.4

Extra-Large b 24 2.4 2.0 5.4 4.8 4.0 7.4 7.6 8.2 4.0

Metropolitan

Status

Central City 206 3.1 2.1 5.7 3.9 5.0 6.9 7.1 7.8 4.5

Urban Fringe 415 3.9 1.9 5.7 3.7 5.3 6.7 7.5 7.6 4.7

Non-Metro 794 4.1 1.7 5.8 3.5 5.5 6.5 7.3 7.6 4.7

1.)9.Y.t.IX
Level

1

\
0- 5% 240 4.2 1.8 5.3 3.5 5.6 6.5 7.5 7.7' 4.7

5-12% 492 3.9 1.8 5.8 3.6 5.3 6.7 7.4 7.6 4.7

12-25% 433 3.8 1.9 5.8 3.9 5.:1 6.7 7.2 7.6 4.6

>25% 250 3.7 1.8 6.0 1.7 5.3 6.5 7.3 7.5 4.5

The scale is from 1 (most necessary) to 10 (least necessary).

bSomuied whit certainty
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Table 15 a

Select
Project
Area

District Practices Study:

Parent.

Select Involve-
Students ent

Burden of District Legislated Requirements

Supple- Mainten-
Evalu- went not ance of Compara-
ation supplant effort bility

Excess
Cost

Sufficient
Size, Scope
and Quality

Grand Mean 5.9 5.2 3.9 4.4 5.5 5.6 4.4 6.1 6.5

District

Enrollment

Small 6.2 5.1 3.9 4.1 5.5 5.5 5.7 6.0 6.1

Medium 5.8 5.3 3.8 . 4.7 5.7 5.5 - 3.8 5.9 6.7

Large 5.4 5.3 4.5 4.6 5.4 5.9 2.6 6.3 7.1

Extra-Large* 4.8 5.0 5.4 4.6. 5.4 6.0 2.4 6.2 7.6

Metropolitan
Status

. .

Central City 5.4 5.3 4.3 4.6 5.3 5.7 2.8 6:3 7.3
t

c,

Urban Fringe 5.8 5.4 4.3 4.8 5.7 5.5 4.0 5.8 6.5

Non-Metro 61.1 5.2 3.7 4.2. 5.6 5.7 5.0 6.1 6.4

,

Potritrty

Level

0- 5% 5.8 . 5.6 4.4 4.4 5.6 5.2 37 6.1 6.4

'k

5-12% 5.8 5.2 3.9 4.4 5.7 5.8 4.2 6.2 6.7

12-251 6.1 5.1 4.0 4.5 5.4 5.6 4.7 6.1 6.6

>257. 6.1 5.2 3.7 4.4. .5.5 5.6 4.9 5.8 6.3

." 'The schie Is from 3 (mqst buxdensome). to.10 (least-burdensome).
'11 Samplea with certainty.

.
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PART THREE:
Title I Analysis of State Management Practices

\It may well be that the federal government has reached its limit in
addressing [administrative] problems through regulatory mechanism...
The Title I program has gone about as far as it can in.guiding local
service development by mandating a careful and rational planning and
evaluation process.

Donald W. Burnes
Richard L. Moss
1978

It is not incorrect to say that education is a federal concern, a

state responsibility, and a local hassle!...Federal aid to education
is at a crossroads, Although few people who know federal aid would
disagree that the current regulatory quagmire 'cannot be allowed to

continue, there is considerable debate as to what should replace it.

Southeastern Regional
Council for Educational
Development
1981

Title I is an older program with its...procedural equipment in

place...The federal government needs to be sensitive to issues of
program maturation and the stage of program Oevelopment when regula-
tory approaches no lcnger produce any signUicant 'results. At that
point, both federal and state roles need to change. For federal

ib means concentrating less on monitoring and enforcement, and
more on identifying effective practice and disseminating this infor-
mation among the states. The preferrel state role would be similar
with cues from the federal level now reinforcing this approach.
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INTRODUCTION

In Part Three, the results from the interviews with the state Title I

coordinators and their staffs are presented for each of the major state

responsibilities, followed by a sampling of district comments.

The discussions are presented in the following order:

state rulemaking,

application approval,

monitoring,

technical assistance and dissemination,

evaluation,

parent inv.lvement, and

enforcement.

The areas of evaluation and parent involvement were included as areas

of state management responsibility in this study. While-aome may argue

that they are more appropriately labeled as local district activities,

they are included here as state responsibilities, since the changes in the

1978 law to these requirements were felt to affect states. Specifically,

the study staff felt that the extensive changes made in the 1978 Title I

law to the district parent involvement requirements would affect states'

activities in the following ways. For example, states might have modified
their applications to reflect these new requirements, they might have

needed to provide additional technical assistance to districts on these

requirements, and they might have had to design new monitoring instruments

to reflect these additional requirements. Similarly, the evaluation
.reporting requirements and the mandate of the evaluation models were also

felt to have an effect on state management.

Enforcement is presented last for several reasons. FirJt, since the

audit responsibility is independent of the state Title I office, the

coordinators had knowledge of fewer activities to report than in any other

section of the interview. This lack.of knowledge is reflected by the

sparseness of the data reported. Second, because the auditing function is
intiependent and not under the control of the Title I coordinator, state

management in this area was not really reflective of a Title I management

style. It was observed that the enforcement activities really did not
"fit" into a quality or compliance orientation described for Title I

management in the introduction to this report.
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STATE RULEMAKING
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STATE RULEMAKING

Chapter Highlights

The 1978 Title I law codified long standing federal policy that states
may issue their own rules, regulations, procedures, guidelines, or other
requirements that are not inconsistent with any federal laws or regu-

lations.

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state

Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the rule-

making provisions included in the 1978 law (and the,1981 regulations):

To what extent did the rulemakin provisions affect states'

administrative practices?

What problems did states ennounter in exercising their
rulemaking authority?

Did the provisions stimulate states to develop exemplary
practices or materials in this area?

o To what extent would states anticipate continuing to make

rules if this authority were not expressly permitted by law?

The results of the study show that ten states did not exercise

their rulemaking authority; seventeen states, classified as minimal

rule users, made rules primarily to clarify or interpret federal law

for their districts; and twenty-two coordinators were classified as

active rulemakers.

The study's major findings are:

Active rulemakers tended to make informal rules even
prior to the 1978 Title I law.

Active rulemakers took the initiative more often in
deciding when to make rules--their rules were init-
iated by the Title I unit rather than in perceived
requests from' district or federal personnel.

Active rulemakers exercised their rulemaking authority
to make rules to help districts design quality pro-

grams.

Active rulemakers believed that th rulemaking auth-

ority strengthened their program a ministration.

Active rulemakers indicated they s4ou1dplan to con-
tinue to make rules even if no law allowed them to do

so.
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The management style of these active rule users was also characterized

by successful use of the three-year application ;:ycle to reduce paperwork
for them and for their districts, active monitoring to ensure program
quality but not as active generally to ensure program compliance, and more
active use of personalized (rather than less personalized) technical
assistance service delivery mechanisms.

Continuation of rulemaking activities under ECIA Chapter 1 would be
difficult for some states if there is no express provision in the legal
statute or regulations. States disagreed as to whether they had the
authority to make and enforce rules if a provision were not expressly
included in the legal framework. Even if the final Chapter 1 regulations
permit rule-aaking authority, the extent to which states can enforce their
rules through use of various enforcement sanction.., withholding of pay-
ments for example, is unclear.

While all states wanted to be in control of their programs, some
states' philosophies of "local control" will affect the extent to which
their rulemaking authority can be exercised under Chapter 1. Nondirective

states used the prescriptive 1978 Title I law to make their rules for

them. With the less prescriptive Chapter I law, these "local control"
states can not look to the law or regulations for guidance. They must

decide if they wish to direct Chapter 1 through informal rules or leave
program design powers up to their districts. These states may not be able

to make rules, since they would be perceived as "directive" and perhaps

counter to educational policy in their states.

Districts in the local control states had difficulties in differ-

entiating state from federal rules. Some of the rules attributed to
states, particularly Parent Advisory Council requirements, which were part

of several prescriptive sections in the 1978 Title I, were also prob-

lematic for both states and districts. It is significant that these

states were parttcularly sensitive to presenting a non-directive image,

yet perhaps were unaware that some of their districts held them account-

able for requirements they did not make.
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Introduction
a

Section 165 of the 1978 Title I law codified long standing federal

policy that states may issue their own rules, regulations, procedures,

guidelines, or other requirements that are not inconsistent with any other

federal laws or regulations. Prior to 1978, while the Title I statutes

did not contain express authority for state rulemaking,'the Title I

regulations issued in 1976 empowered the states to make rules in one

area--parent involvement.1

During the Title I reauthorization hearings conducted in 1977, the

Deputy Commissioner for Elementary and Secondary Education in the U.S.

Office of Education (now U.S. Department of Education) was asked to
clarify the federal policy regarding the ability of states to issue

regulations. His answer included these major points:

No instructions had ever been issued to states that spec-
ifically prohibited their issuance of regulations that are
more restrictive than the federal regulations.

Conversely, ED neiier encouraged states to issue regulations
that are more restrictive than the federal regulations.

Section 116a.22(b) of the 1976 Title I regulations gives an
implied rulemaking authority to states in that states can
place additional requirements on districts so as to be
assured that district projects are, in their judgement, of
sufficient size, scope, and quality to give reasonable
promise of substantial progress toward meeting the special
educational needs of the children to be served.

This federal policy appeared unclear and led to uneven interpretations of

rulemaking authority by states.

This issue was explored indepth in a comprehensive study conducted by

NIE of the clarity of the legal framework for state administration of the

Title I program as it existed prior to 1978 (Gaffney, Thomas, & Silver-

stein, 1977). The NIE study noted that SEAs had to rely on correspondence

from federal personnel and outdated handbooks to ascertain the appro-
priateness of their policies or guidelines. The unclear authority to make

rules led to the situation where some states made lots of rules, while

others made almost none. The active rulemakers were observed to make two

types of rules--rules that clarified but aid not restrict (e.g., providing

examples of how to implement both inclass as well as pullodt programs) and

rules that restricted program design options

1 Section 116a.25(h) of the Title I regulations states: "The state edu-

cational agency may establish such additional rules and procedures, not

inconsistent with the provisions of this section, as may be reasonably

necessary to insure the involvement of parents and the proper organ- .

ization and functioning of parent advisory councils" (Federal Register,

vol. 41, No. 189, 28 September 1976).
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of districts. Restrictive policies occurred generally as a result of the

state's desire to:

clarify certain federal requirements that were in-

tentionally left vague in the Title I statute or regul-
ations (e.g., sufficient size, scope, and quality pro-
visions);

guard against audit exceptions--states selected overly
restrictive policies either by choice or because of
insufficient understanding of the requirement (e.g., the
requirement that all districts are to use pullout pro-

grams is mandated neither by statute nor by regulation);

or

further state goals that may be encouraged by the state's
general educational philosophy (e.g., requiring minimum
staff qualifications or focus on particular grade spans).

The NIE study also noted that states developed rules in response to

requests for additional clarification from districts or to requests to

change practices to come into compliance made by federal personnel (often

as a result of Program Review visits).

The extent of the rulemaking authority adoPted by states was one of

the state administration variables examined by Goettel, Kaplan, & Orland

(1977) in another NIE-funded study. While the states' level of rulemaking

activity was important in examining the extent of states' control over

their districts, the power of enforcing the rules was also a critical

factor in assessing successful state administration. Uneven enforcement

of rules was observed in two areas:

Rules were enforced differentially as a function of dis-

trict: Districts large in allocation,freguently challenged
state policies or the power of statee to enforce their
rules, while districts with small 'alfocations did not.

;

Rules were enforced differentially ais a function of con-

tent: Most states strongly enforced the funds allocation
provisions but did not enforce the program design require-

ments. This latter finding may als be due, in part, to the
differential'enforcement requiremen s by ED.

The House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education emphasized in the hearings conducted prior to the 1978 Edu-

cational Amendments that states play an important role in administering

Title I programs: "The important function they perform in such areas as
application approval, monitoring, auditing, and enforcement should not be

undercut because of uncertainty about their authority to establish state

Title I rules and regulations" (p. 43). Furthermore, the NIE study

recommended that ED clarify the scope of the rulemaking authority to

reduce the risk that states will adopt overly restrictive policies. This

recommendation appeared to guide the thinking of the House Committee

members, as they expressed concern over possible misinterpretations of

federal regulations. The Committee urged the Commissioner (now
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Secretary of ED) to "clarify the various legal program design options and

the circumstances under which dllferent program components may be included

in program designs" (p. 43).

The resulting law in 1978 gave the authority of states to adopt rules,

regulations, procedures, criteria, or other requirements applicable to

their administration of the Title I program as long as they do not con-

flict with any other applicable federal laws. In response to the Com-

mittee's concern, ED attempted in ehe Proposed Rules dated 1 Juna 1980 to

clarify the statute by providing examples of (Section 116.122) and limi-

tations on (Section 116.121) state rulemaking authority. While states

could adopt reasonable rules concerriing size, scope, and quality of

Title I projects, staff-pupil ratios, amounts of instructional time

provided td Title I students, or the number of categories of curriculum

areas that may be included in a Title I project, states were not allowed

to adopt rules that prescribed grade levels to be included in a Title I

project or prohibited local agencies from including a particular cur-

riculum area in its Title I project. States objected to the section

delimiting their rulemaking authority, because they interpreted it to mean

that states had to approve district programs in any curriculum area that

the district could prove a need--thus, music or physical education pro-

gram6 backed by local needs assessments could not be disallowed. In the

Final Regulations dated 19 January 1981, ED modified this language of the

regulations. While giving LEAs the authority to determine which grade

levels are included in their projects, and which curriculum areas are

included, the regulations specified that the "curriculum areas meet all

Title I requirements" (Section 200.122(c)(2)).

The State Management Practices Study'began collecting data from state

Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the rule-

making provisions included in the 1978 law (and the 1981 regulations):

To what extent did the rulemaking provisions affect states'

administrative practices?

What problems did states encounter in exercising their

rulemaking authority?

Did the provisions stiTulate states to develop exemplary

practices or materials in this area?

To what extent would states anticipate continuing to make

rules if this authority were not expressly permitted by law?

In the midst of the data collection, new legislation that would affect

Title I programs beginning in Fall 1982 was pasJed. Chapter 1 of the

Educational ConsOlidation and Improvement Act of 1981, however, Contained

no express provisions for rulemaking. Thus, the last section oi the

rulemaking interview, namely the theoretical question of whether the

states would plan to continue making rules if this authority wa.!3 not

expressly permitted by law, took on added significance. States were

confronted with the possibility that no provision in rulemaking might

exist in the new law.
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The lack of a provision in the Chapter 1 legislation generated con-

siderable controversy. Some states strongly believed that they were
powerless to make rules without legal authority vested in them. Others

felt that no provision was needed--that the power given to states to
approve district applications carried with it an implied rulemaking

authority. The situation created some unusual alliances. Very large

states joined with some of the smaller, "local control," states to lobby

for inclusion of a rulemaking provision in the Chapter 1 statute, since

neither group felt it could make rules without express legal authority.

The draft Chapter 1 regulations, which were published in the Federal

Register on 12 February 1982, included a reference to state rulemaking

(Section 200.59):

In accordance with State law, the State or an appropriate
entity thereof, may adopt rules, regulations, procedures,
guidelines, and criteria regarding the use of Chapter 1
funds, provided that those rules, regulations,
procedures, guidelines, and criteria do not conflict with

the provisions of

(a) Chapter 1;

(b) the regulations in this part; or

(c) other applicable Federal statutes and regulations.

Since this news did not reach states until most of the deta were col-

lected, a uniform set of reactions to this provision in the Chapter 1

regulations was not collected.

This chapter summarizes the findings of the State Management Practices

Study to each of the four questions listed above. Also included in this
discussion are,states' preliminary views of the impact of Chapter 1 on

their future rulemaking activities. The chapter will conclude with
opinions of a sample of districts to their states' past rulemaking activ-

ities.

Implementation

What is a Rule?

All states make rules considering the definition of rulemaking given

in the 1978 statute: Any regulations, procedures, or guidelines issued by

states are considered to be rules. In a strict sense, application ap-
proval procedures and deadlines are rules, but most readers would find

this use of rules to be trivial. Gaffney, Thomas, and Silverstein (1977)

tended to view most state rules as restrictive, because they eliminated

program options for LEAs, which connotes a negative use of rule author-

ity. The State Management Practices Study, however, chose to view rule-

making as a process that states could use to strengthen their state

administration of a large, complex program. It was feXt that this inter-
pretation was consistent with that of the House Subcommittee
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presentP in the introduction to this chapter: States' important func-

tions in approval of applications, monitoring, and enforcement should not

be undercut due to uncertainty about their rulemaking authority.

It will be apparent from this chapter that states make rules for

different reasons. Some states make rules solely to clarify the federal

Title I requirements, such as making rules to clarify what kinds of local

activities involving private school participation are legal. Other states

attempt to use their rulemaking authority to clarify what is meant by

"sufficient size, scope, and quality" by requiring that districts follow

certain program guidelines.

It will also be apparent from this chapter that states make rules in

different ways. Some states make rules "informally," that is, without a
public hearing, while other states .snst get the approval of their Chief

State School Officer or the State Board before ra Title I rule can be

made. While some may argue that a rule that has not gone through a public

hearing process is not a xule, the State Management Practices Study

believes that these informal guidelines can be treated as rults because

they ave mentioned specifically by Section 165: Any procedure or guide-

line call he considered a.rule.

These issues are restated as follows:

Are rules differentially enforced as a function of the

way in which they were made? A Title I coordinator in

one state may make a rule that specifies that Title I

services should be concentrated on the elementary
grades. In another state, the State Board, with input
from its Title I coordinator, may make a rule.that all
districts must serve the most educationally needy stu-

!

dents in the areas of re ding, mathematics, writing, and
bilingual education. If istricts challenge both of
these rules, will the dis ricts succeed? In one case,
the rule wa-i-idade-infOrmally, that is,:by the Title I
office, while the other,rule went through a formal ,

hearing proceSs and Was aPpinved by,the State Board.

Are rules differentially enforced as a function of their

content? If a district program fails to be supplemental,
fiscal sanctions may be imposed on the LEA until it comes

into compliance. Any state rules that may make it more
,likely for LEAs to meet the requirements are very likely
followed without question. The question arises, however,

as to a rule that requires LEAs to utilize small in-
structor-student ratios of not more than one instructor

to five students. How enforceable is this rule if LEAs

wish to utilize large groups in a laboratory setting?

What enforcealent sanctions can states use to enforce

their rules? Do they viol the rules made informally by
the Title I unit as equivalent to the requirements of any

federal or state law and hence enforce them as such? Or

do the states try to convince their. LEAR of the value -f

their rules, hope that their rules never get challenged,
because if they do, states might have to back down?
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All of these rulemaking and rule enforcement issues pertain to the ul-

timate legality of state rules. If rules do not go through a formal

hearing process, and many of the Title I so-called rules do not, can they

be enforced?.

Another issue that will emerge in this chapter is that some states

view themselves as being "local control" states. net is, they prefer to

take a nondirective administrative posture in front of their districts.

While they do not make any formal rules, those that would go through a

formal hearings process, many make numerous informal guidelines to help

their districts improve programs. Guidelines can be present in the

instructions of an application or included as items to be reviewed in a

monitoring checklist--they do not need to be published in a handbook of

rules. Thus, as noted later in this chapter, some of these "local con-

trol" states tend to be categorized as active rulemakers because they make

many "informal guidelines."

The use of rulemaking in Title I management is fairly complex.

Whether "informal" guidelines are as binding on LEAs as "formal" rules is

a critical issue.' ,If they are not binding, the9 most likely cannot be

enforced; If they cannot be enforced, do states, in fact, have the

rulemaking authority as envisioned by Congress when Section 165 was added

to the Title I statute?

These issues will be explored indepth throughout the remainder of this

chapter.

The rulemaking series of interview questions; unlike any other in the

interview, generated strong feelings on the part of the respondents. For

some, the "local control" philosophy espoused by their states made it

impossible for them to make formal rules governing Title I programs.

These states were limited to making
informal guidelines, which may or may

not be enforceable if push comes to shove. For other coordinators, who

indicated that they had been active rulemakers, the presciptive Title I

law in 1978 brought the need for additional rulemaking activity to a

halt. The mere thought of initiating rules to govern district choices was

unpleasant to another group of coordinators, who indicated that any rules

or informal guidelines they made were done solely in response to a per-

ceived request from district or federal Title I personnel. While some

coordinators firmly believed that the rulemaking authority was critical to

the success of their program administration and that a rulemaking pro-

vision would need to be included in a Title I law for them to continue

making rules, others firmly did not.

Rulemaking is very different from the other state responsibilities in

that it is not required of states in the same way as is monitoring or ,

approving applications or providing technical assistance: states will not

be criticized for not making rules (especially as long as they have legal

district programs), whereas they will be cited for failure to comply with

their prescribed monitoring requirements. Thus, states might fall into a

non-rulemaking category for several reasons--because of their state

philosophy or because of feelings that the law leaves so few sections open

to states for making rules. If states decide not to exercise their

rulemaking authority, for whatever reasons, the question remains as to how

these states might help their districts design quality programs. It was
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speculated that statea might compensate for the nonuse by increasing their
oversight in other areas, such as increased monitoring efforts or greater
attention paid to the application process.

Any summary of the implementation of the rulemaking provision must
include recognition of state contextual factors (e.g., the existence of

formal rulemaking processes in the state and the educational philosophy of
the state) and Title I contextual factors (e.g., minimal need for making
rules created by a prescriptive law) in addition to those factors assoc- .

iated with the respondents themselves. The discussion of how states
implemented their rulemaking authority, which will take these factors into
consideration, will be organized around the following three questions:

To what extent was the rulemaking authority given to states
by the 1978 Title I law utilized?

How did states use rulemaking to facilitate their admin-
istration of the Title program?

To what extent is the rulemaking responsibility interrelated
with other state responsibilities?

Extent of Rulemaking Activities

What are the Characteristics of Rulemakers?
-

State Title I coordinators were characterized as "active" rulemakers,
"minimal" rulemakers, or "non-rulemakers" on the basis of their answers to

the interview questions. The 22 coordinators classified as "active"
rulemakers generally talked freely about their rulemaking processes,
policies they had instituted, handbooks they had developed, and offered
ways in which rulemaking had facilitated their program administration.

The 17 coordinators classified as "minimal" rulemakers indicated they used
rulemaking primarily to clarify or interpret the federal law foretheir
districts and that they needed to use the provision only occasionally.
Some of these occasional rulemakers, however, had established formal
processes already existing in their states for making rules, and these

individuals indicated they had no need to use the authority given to them

by Title I law. Several characteristic responses of the 10 non-rulemakers
.were mentioned earlier in this section.

It had been hypothesized early in this study that use of the rule-
making authority would facilitate Title I administration in states having
large numbers of LEAs, aince any new policies' made in respOnse to federal
requests or legislation could be disseminated to all districts to effect
changes in a short period of time through published memoranda or handbooks
or through use of monitoring or technical assistance mechanisms. States

with small numbers of LEAs, on the other hand, seemed to have frequent
SEA-LEA communications where any decisions involving changes to state or
district practices could be discussed on an individual basis. Hence,

official rules mandated across districts would not be needed.

Rulemaking use was therefore examined as a function of state dem-
ographiqs._ The_AtiYe_rulemakera differed from the non-rulemakers_and_
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minimal rulemakers as expected, in that they.had more LEAs, but the groups

did not differ on numbers of professional Title I staff or on the amounts

of state administrative setasides available to them.

Almost ali (N =17) of the active rulemakers tended to be active in
their rulemaking efforts even before the provision was included in the

1978 Title I law. Of those classified as minimal rulemakers, more than
one-half (N = 9) tended to make all of their rules prior to 1978. These

individuals generally reported that, with the enactment of the 1978 law,

there was no need to make any more rules, since the federal legislation

was more than adequate to guide program implementation or administration.

Examining the extent of rulemaking activity (e.g., none,'rules made before

1978, rules made both before and after 1978, or rules made primarily after

1978) as a function of state characteristics, it is evident that the
pre-1978 rulemaking group and the before-and-after 1978 rulemaking group
did not differ from each other in terms of allocation, population, numbers

of LEAs or in numbers of staff. But both of these rulemaking groups

tended to be larger than the nan-:-ulemaker or post-1978 rulemaker groups.

Thus, while rulemaking may tend ta be utilized more by the larger

states, it is noteworthy that some large states continued to make rules

after the 1978 Title I law, while others did not. Some possible reasons

for this finding will be explored in the second section of this chapter,

when the uses for rules are examined in detail.

How are Rules Made and Enforced?

State Title I coordinators were asked to indicate the extent to ,which

the rules ot guidelines affecting :Title I programs were initiated by

themselves, by their districts, or'by federal personnel. On the basis of

their answers, states were classified into four groups:

State influence: Most of the rules made were initiated
by the state Title I coordinator possibly with assistance
from his or her staff.

State-local influence: Most of the rules made were
initiate& almost equally_by_either the state Title
coordinator or by the districts.

District influence: Most of the rules made were init-

iated by the districts.

Federal influence: Most of the rules made were in
response to perceived requests froth federal personnel.

An examination of influence as a function of rulemaking use is pre-

sented in Table 1.
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Use of
Rulemakin3

None
Minimal
Active

Table 1

Rule Influence as a Function of Rulemakinga

Rule Influence

State State-Local District Federal

0 0 0 2b

8 3 3 2

16 4 1 1

a Data from nine states are missing.
This number could perhaps be legitimately increased to 10, since

8 states indicated no use of rulemaking due to adequacy of the

federal Title I legislation. However, since those states did not
answer the influence item on which the Classification was based,

their inferred answers are not included.

Clearly, the state-influence states are the most active rulemakers,

followed by the state-local-ihfluence states. Both of these groupsNU4 of

the state-influence and 6 of the state-local-influence groups) also teded
to be active in the making of rules both before and after 1978. The

district influence and federal-influence groups, on the other hand, tended
to be minimal rulemakers and equally divided between making rules only
prior to 1978 and making rules both before and after 1978.

Once the decision to make a rule is made, the rule can be approved
through ,use of formal or informal processes. The processes by which rules

are made affecting their programs are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Rulemaking Processes Reported by Statesa-

Process Number of States

Title I unit primarily 8

Title I unit, plus input or approval from
other unit in SEA 4

Title I unit with approval by Chief State
School Officer 9

Title I unit with approval by State Board 9

Title I unit plus input/approval by State
Board, Legislature (including Secretary.
of State)

Board of Regents or State Board
Other undetermined public hearing process

a Data from eight states are missing.

4

2

5
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One group of 12 states indicated that they relied primarily on in-

formal processes (i:e., the Title I unit, or thc:: Title I unit plus input'

or approval from another unit in the SEA (generally a Federal Programs

Division that may include the Title I unit)) to make rules or.guidelines

that affect Title I programs. Another group of 14 states indicated that

any rules made in the state that affect local programs must go through a
formal rulemaking process, which may include the Chief State School

Officer, State Board, legislature, pr a public hearing process.2 Still

another group of 15 states indicated that rules affecting Title I programs

could be made either formally through the approved rulemaking procedures

existing in the state or informally by the Title I unit.

The states reporting primary reliance on informal rules are clearly

different from the rest: they have smaller Title I allocations, including

amounts for state administration; total state revenues available for

education; smaller populations in 1960, 1970, and 1980; less population

density; fewer cities over 25,000 or 100,000; and fewer professional

Title I staff. The three process groups did not differ with respect to

numbers of LEAs. Informal rulemakers tended to be more active rulemakers,

whereas the remaining states are split between minimal and active rule-

making. Most informal rulemakers also tended to make rules before and

after the 1978 Title I law; the trend is less clear for the other two

process groups, which tended to have larger peicentages of states making

rules only before 1978. The informal use group was split evenly between

the state-influence and state-local influence groups; the other two

process groups were primarily state-influence groups.

The demographic characteristics of the process groups coupled With a

review of their answers to the rulemaking questions suggest that the

so-called "local control" states tend to be informal rulemakers. BecauSe

some of these "local control" states were also characterized by this study

as being active rulemakers, which appeared incongruent with the states'

perceptions of themselves, rulemaking use was further investigated by,an

examination of states' mforcement activities. It was hypothesized that

rules.made informally by Title I staff--as opposed to rules that resulted

from a formal hearing process--might not be strongly enforced, which would

perhaps be Congruent with the goals of a non-directive on "local,control"

states. Table 3 presents this relationship..

2 Data are missing from eight states that indicated no use of the
Title I rulemaking provision. It is not known whether any of those had

formal state processes that could have been used to affect Title I

programs.



Table 3

Rule Process as a Function of Enforcementa

Enforcement of Rules

None Some All

Rule Procesa EnfOrced Enforced Enforced

Informal 2 0 10

Both 1 8 6

Formal 0 2 11

a Data from eight non-rule use states are missing.

It is .apparent from Table 3 that most of the informal rulemakerstend
tG enforce all of their rules just as do the formal rulemakers. The r,only

states that tended to differentiate enforcement policies are those with

both formal and informal rulemaking procedures. The eypical response of

these states was that they.were able to enforce.all rules that were made

via formal rulemaking processes, but their informal rules or guidelines

could not be similarly enforced. An examination of the enforcement

strategies reported by these.three prOcess groups shows that

formal rulemakers enforce rules.through monitoring and .

auditing or withholding of funds;

informal rulemakers enforce their rules as they would
enforce any federal law through application approval,
monitoring, and auditing or withholding of funds; and

both formal and informal rulemakers enforce their rules'
through application approVal and coercion.

Three observations should be noted here. First, formal rulemakers

enforce all rules using formal.monitoring and enforcement procedures; they

did not apparently feel the need to use bluffing or coercion to effect

enforcement. Second, informal rulemakers also report using forMal en-

forcement procedures. The informal rulemakers, however, justify their use

of these procedures because of their assumption that their rules parallel

the Title I law so closely that these rules can be'enforced in.the same

way that any federal.law can be enforced. The informal rulemakers,

probably for this teason, also do not need to depend upon bluff and

coercion and other-persuasive, enforcement techniques. Third, both the

formal and informal process group uses application approval and monitoring

to enforce their rules, but they do not make any claims that their rules

closely follow federal law, which might facilitate enforcement. Instead,

this group relies on coercion and persuasion to .perfect enforcement, but,

If challenged by districts, the Title I coordinators indicated they might

have to back down. This group is perhaps more aware of what Title I rules

can-and-cannot_be enforcedsince_they_bavs a_WrIcing_knowledge of the

formal rule
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enforcement policies in their states. A few of these coordinators ad-
mitted that, if particularly large-allocation districts discovered that

some of their informal Title I rules were not required by a state or

federal law, they could not force the districts to implement them. While

they believed that these Title I policies were reasonable in as much as

some were designed to help districts improve the quality of their pro-
grams, the coordinators stood ready to accept alternative methods from

districts deciding to challenge them.

The state-influence states tended to be the most active enforcers and
were heavy users of all of the enforcement strategies discussed,earlier.

All but 2 of the 11 coordinators who indicated use of coercion as an
enforcement strategy were classified as a state-influence state. This

observation makes sense, since a request io initiate rules--either by the
districts or be federal personnel--probably carries with it an implied
enforcement authority. This hypothesis is somewhat supported by the data,

although the number of states involved is small; the district-influence
states reported relying only on the use of monitorinc and auditing as

enforcement techniques.

The following summarizes the study's findings on rule initiation and

enforcement:

State-influence states, and state-local influence states to
a lesser extent, are active rulemakers and enforcers.
State-influence states rely heavily.on coercion and may have
to back down in enforcement if challenged by districts.

While formal and both formal and informal rule process
groups tended to be primarily state-influence states, the

informal group was divided among the state-influence and
state-local influence states.

District-iafluence and federal-influence states tend to be

minimal rulemakers. Yet they feel free to use monitoring
and-enforcement techniques without relying on coercion,
since a request for initiation of a rule may be perceived by

states to carry with it an implied enforcement authority.

Informal rulemakers tend to be small in population and
allocation, yet are active rulemakers and active enforcers.
They tend to enforce Title I rules in the same ways that
.they would enforce any federal law.

The formal and both formal and inform11-4ro s are larger in

population and allocation, yet are split tttween minimal and

active rulemaking. While both groups enforced rules through
use of formal monitoring and enforcement techniques, the
both formal and informal group also tended to rely on
coercion, and, if challenged by districts indicated they
might have to back down in their enforcement.
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What Other Factors May Affect Extent of Rule Use?

Three other factors were examined that were hypothesized to play an

important role in states decisions to exercise their rulemaking auth-

ority: the importance states attached to rulemaking, including the amount

of time states reported spending on rulemaking activities; perceived

.,helpfulness of ED in this area; and state contextual fac,tors.

Importance of rulemaking. It was hypothesized that state Title I
coordinators who tended to feel the rulemaking provision was important

would also tend to be more active in this area. The coordinators were

asked to rate the rulemaking provision as being of "little or no impor-

tance," of "moderate importance," or of "substantial importance" in
meeting the purposes of the Title I law. They were also asked what

percentage of their time (and time of their staffs) was spent in rule-

making activities. Table 4 presents the median percent of time spent on
rulemaking activities as a function of the importance ratings.

Table 4

Percentage of Time Spent in Rulemaking as a Function of its Importancea

Importance Median Percent

Rating of Time Spent Low High

Little or no
/mportance .5 0 5.0 12

Moderate
Importance 1.0 0 10.0 20

Substantial
Importance 5.0 0 10.0 15

Group Median 2.0

a Data from two states are missing.

These data suggest that the'amount of time spent in rulemaking activities

as a function of how important states feel the provision is.

The amount of time spent on rulemaking is also related to states'

extent of rule activity: Median percents of time spent on rulemaking by
the non-rulemakers, minimal rulemakers, and active rulemakers are .5, 1.0,

and 3.0, resPectively.

Helpfulness of ED. State Title I coordinators were asked how ED has

helped them.to carry out their r amaking responsibilities; The question

was raised as to whether coordinators who felt that ED was supportive of
their rulemaking efforts would be more likely to make rules. Table 5

presents these findings as a function of rulemaking.
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Table 5

Helpfulness of ED as a Function of Rulemakinga

Helpfulness of ED

Use of Somewhat Neither/

Rulemaking Hindered Helpful Helpful Not Consulted

None 0 0 0 3

Minimal 1 0 4 10

Active 2 2 14 3

a Data from 10 states are missing.

It is apparent that active rulemakers generally felt ED was helpful. ED

staff was helpful by reviewing rules states developed, by suggesting areas
in which states should make rules to become in compliance with the law,

and by supporting states' authority to make rules. Active users of the

rulemaking authority also tended to report more interactions with EM, high
proportions of the non-rulemakers and minimal rulemakers reported infre-
quent, yet neutral, consultations with ED on rulemaking issues. Since ED

was often,viewed in a supporting role by reinforcing states' clout to make
rules--even states that were reluctant to make rules may have done so.

State contextual factors. It was hypothesized that rulemaking use
might be affected by the type of organizational structure of a state--in
particular, whether Title I functions were decentralized to other units in
the state agency or whether regional offices were present. It was ex-

pected that small, self-contained units with no regional offices might not
need to make rules,,since communications among staff and LEAs might be
frequent. Rulemaking might be more necessary in large decentralized
states with functions spread across units and regional offices. The data,

however suggest that no differences in level of rulemaking activity
occured as a function of organizational structure.

Use of Rulemaking to Facilitate Program Administration
_

This section, which summarizes states' uses of rulemaking to facil-
itate program administration, is organized around three questiOns:

For which.LEA requirements did states make rules?

To what extent did states use rulemaking to help design
quality programs?

To what extent did states use rulemaking to help strengthen
program administration?
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Content Areas of Title I Rules

State Title I coordinators were asked in which of the district re-

quirements they made rules. The rules Title I units made that are of
interest to this study are those that clarify the Title I federal leg-

islation. To guide states' thinking in this area, the Title I coordi-

nators were asked to use the district requirements presented in the 1978

Title I law as a basis for describing the rules that they developed.
Because the program design requirements had considerable more leeway for
state interpretation, more attention was paid to state rules in these

areas as described in the next section below.

This question disturbed some coordinators, especially those who
labeled themselves as nondirectiye, because it forced them to list.all
areas in which they made rules. Some"coordinators answered the question
only by reporting rules made through a formal rulemaking process, while
others listed informal (called working procedures, guidelines, memoranda,
for example) as well as formal rules. The data from the 46 coordinators
who responded to this question are summarrzed in Table 6 as a function of

rulemaking use.

Despite the fact that the data may be an underestimate of the numbers
of rules made by'states, especially by the states that consider themselves
to be nondirective, it is noteJ that the relative proportions of rules
made in each of the five categories--funds allocation, targeting and
student selection, program design, evaluation, and parent involvement--by
the minimal and active rulemasers were not as differentas had been '
expected. It had been hypothesized that the minimal rulemakers might make
fewer rules in the area of program design than the active rulemakers,
since these coordinators indicated that their rules tended to.clarify
federal law; it had been anticipated that the minimal rulemakers would be
active in making rules in the areas of funds allocation, targeting and
student selection, parent involvement (primarily parent advisory coun-
cils), and evaluation (primarily sustaining gains). While the data in

Table 6 offer some support for the hypothesis that minimal rule rulemakers
tended not to make many rules in the area of program design, caution must
be exercised so as not to oyerinterpret these findings. Since it was
apparent that the nondirectiye states appeared to feel that targeting or.
funds allocation were more "acceptable" rulemaking topics than was program
design, the issue of what-rules states made to 'help their districts design
quality programs was addressed again in another section of the interview

and will be discussed next.

Use of Rules to Design Quality Programs

State Title I coordinators were probed to ascertain what rules they

made to help districts design quality programs, as the regulations appear
to encourage states to make rules to clarify the "sufficient size, scope,
and quality" provision. Many varied names were given to the infohial
rules made by the coordinators--program memos, working procedures, operat-
ing procedures, guidelines, interpretations, policy statements, division-
level policies--Witich made it somewhat difficult for the interviewer to
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make sure that the concept of making rules extended to whatever name for

informal rules that was given out by the coordinators.

Rules or guidelines made it the area of quality program-design did not

always take the form of published memos or handbooks. A review of state

administrative documents also shows that rules were tucked away in the

district applications or in the monitoring checklists used by SEA Title I

staff during their district onsite monitoring visits. Many of these rules

inserted into the application or the monitoring checklists mere those that

are easy to quantify, such as those pertaining to the size (e.g., staff- a,

pupil ratios, instructional time) or scope (e.g., type of program, grade-

level focus) of the project.

Rules, obtained both from the coordinators and from their documents,
fell into 15 different areas as shown in.Table 7.

Table 7

Rules Developed by States to Help Design Quality Programs

Rule Areas Number of States

Staffing Rules
Staff-pupil ratios 16

Title I staff qualifications 10

Staff inservice requirements 7

Education aide requirements 7

Instructional Rules
- Amount of instructional time

Instructional approach
(e.g., diagnostic-prescriptive)
Evaluation (for program improvement)
Coordination of Title I program
with regular classroom approach

Other Program Rules
Needs assessment
Student selection

- Parent involvement
Type of program (i.e., pullout,
School-level plans

Administration-related Rules
- Per-pupil expenditure

Recordkeeping systets

inclass)

13

7

9

8

6

4

2

5
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The numbers of design rules reported were related to the extent of

rulemaking use. The states making more design rules were more likely to
make rules even prior to the 19/8 Title I law, while the less active
rulemakers were not.

States reporting the higher number of design rules tended to utilize
informal rulemaking processes or have both informal and formal processes
in their scates; only 2 of the 14 states reporting reliance primarily on

formal rulemaking processes mentioned 3 or 4 design rules. The greater

numbers of design rules are also reported only by the state-influence and

state-local influence states as shown id Table 8.

Table 8

Design Rules as a Function of Rule Influencea

%

Rule Influence 0

Number of Design Aules
1-2 3 or mol:e

State 4 9 13

State-local 1 2 4

Diftrict 3 1 0

Federal 4 1 0

a Data from seven non-rulemaking states are missing.

Thus, states classified as ac*A.ve in making rules to help design
quality.programs tend to have coordinators who initiate rules on their own
(or in conjunction with their districts), rely primarily on informal

rulemaking processes (or a,combination of informal processes with formal
rulemaking procedures), and make rules ovar a long period of time (ex-

tending prior to 1978).

Years of experience held by, the Title I coordinators are associated
with the presence of any design rules. It is also true tlat the more
active rulemakers generally have more years of experience. This greater

amount of experinnce may make it easier for states to make and enforce

rules, particularly in the design area, since they have presumably de-
veloped effective working relationships with their districts. It may also

mean that thr experienced coordinators feel more comfortable with their
oversight role and are willing to take the risk of making some few program
design rules that may be challenged and rejected, knowing that their
intentions of trying to help districts improve local programs are good.

While states differed in the numbers of design rules made, it was
possible that the content of these design rules might also be important.
An examination of the 15 types of rules displayed in Table 7 suggests that ,

some, such as instructional approach or staff-pupil ratios, were focused
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,more on program than others, such as recordkeeping systems or student
selection. 'Analyses carried out on these data suggested that the eight

staffing and instructional rules listed were highly intercorrelated. A

vapiibleswas created that reflected the number of "quality" design rules

made by each state within,this subset of eight iteMs (range: 0 to 7).

The number of quality design rules reported by states was signif

icantly telated to ov,erall rulemaking .use (see Table 9).

Table 9

Quality Design Ruleb as a Functidn of-Rulemaking

Use of. Numbers of Quality Design Rules

Rulemaking 0 2 or more

None 10 0

Minimal 17 0

Active . 8 , 14

6

The 14 active states reporting .the higher dumber of quality design rules

began makfng rules prior to 1978 and are-the stateinfluence (and state

localinfluence) states. As shown in.Table 10, they do ,not rely exclu

sively on formal rules/

Table 10

Quality Design Rules as a Function-of Rule Processa

Aule Process

Numbers of Quality Design Rules
0 1 2 or more

Informal 6 6

Both 8 7

Formal 13 1

a Data from eight nonrulemaking states are missing.

A ,high number of quality design rules is also associated with a high

rating of importance for rulemaking; all of the ratings of rulemaking as

"little or ng importance" were reported by the states with 0 or 1 quality
4.

design rules.

To summarize, states that report making quality design rules differ

from those that report making lists of design rules in that they are only

the active rulemakers--no minimal rulemakers ever reported making two or

more of the quality design rules. On all other dimensions, however, they

are similar.
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Use of Rules to Stren then Pro ram Administration

.
State Title I coordinators were asked to what extent the rulemaking

,provision facilitated their administration of the Title I program. About

one-half of the coordinators felt that the provision had facilitated their

administrative efforts. Sample responses include: "rulemaking gives'us

clout;" "brings about more consistency in program implementation at local

level;" "is important for state operation of a prograrl;" "it's nice to

have in the law, even if you don't need to use it." The states indicating

that the rulemaking provision did not facilitate their program admin-

istration indicated that "we always assumed we had the power;" "there is

no rvted for the iirovision,c.since there were too many rules and regulations

created by the 1978 law anyway;" "we have the power under state law (as a

designated state office has the power) to make rules governing Title I

programs;" "a provision for rulemaking may be much more important in a

less prescriptive law."

The feeling that rulemaking strengthens program administration is

related to states' use of the provision as shown in Table 11.

Table 11

Reports of Rules to Strengthen Program Administration as a

Function of Rulemaking

Rules Strengthen

Use of Program Administration

Rulemaking No Yes

None
Minimal
Active

10 0

10 7

5 17

In addition, while those who felt that rules do not strengthen program

administration were evenly divided among rule use prior to 1978 and use

both before and after 1978, almost all of the states favoring use of rules

to strengthen administration (N = 17) were active in their rulemaking

activities both befdre and after the 1978 Title I law.

The'tendency to feel rules strengthen program administration was

reported by the coordinators who tended to play a more active role in

initiating rules (e.g., state-influence or state7local influence states)

as shown in Table 12.
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Table 12

Reports of Rules to Strengthen Program Administration as a
Function of Rule Influencea

Rule Influence

State
State-local
District
Federal

a Data from nine states are missing.

Rules to Strengthen
Program Administration

No Yes

8

2

16

5

2

Greater numbers of quality design rules were also related to reports
that rules were used to strengthen program administration as shown in

Table 13.

Table 13

Reports of Rules to Strengthen Program Administration as a
Function of Quality Design Rules

Rules to Strengthen

. Quality Design Program Administration

Rule Reported No Yes

0-1 22 13

2 or more 3 11

Thus, the state coordinators who felt that rulematting tended to

strengthen their program adminstration were active rulemakers--in terms

of their, use of design rules, in length of time theY have been making

rules, and ia terms of the coordinators taking more responsibility in

initiating rules. The profile of states indicating that there was no need

for the provision was one of inactivity: all of them were non-rulemakers

or minimal rulerbakers, all-made one or fewer quality design rules, they

tended to be federal-influence or district-influence states in terms of

initiation of rules, they tended to mAke most of their rules prior to

1978. There was a tendency Tor the coordinators who felt rulemaking.
strengthened their program administration to rely primarily on informal

rules, while the coordinators who felt there was no need for the provision

did not.
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Because such a large number of states, approximately onehalf, felt

that the rulemaking provision did not facilitate their program admin

istration, the question was raised as to how these states did manage their

programs. For example, instead of relying on rulemaking authority, states

might rely on providing more technical assistance to help districts

improve the quality of their programs or by being more active monitors in

the area of program quality to ensure that districts focus on program

quality issues. The extent to which less active rulemaking states engaged

in these other.activities is discussed in the next section..

Interrelationsh4p of Rulemaking with Other State Responsibilities

The making of rules was expected to be related to other state respon

sibilities. For example, spates might need to provide technical assist

ance to districts to help diem understand the new rules and to help them

implement the new policies for states might need to monitor district

practices to ensure that the statedeveloped Title I rules were being

implemented. Thus, one might expect that active rulemakers would also be

active monitors or providers of technical assistance. -On the other hand,

states that are characterized as active in rulemaking might tend to have

an active management style across all of their responsibilities--hence,

active rule makers might tend to be active in all activities regardless of ,

the numbers of rulds on content of the rules they developed.

This section will examine rulemaking activities as a function of ,

activities in other areas of state responsibility, particularly appli

cation approval, monitoring, technical assistance, and evaluation, to

determine more clearly what role rulemaking plays in state management of

the Title I program. The discussion will focus on the extent of rule

activities in three ways:

active rulemakers--active use of other responsibilities;

active rulemakers--less active use of other respon

sibilities; and

less active rulemakers--active use of state responsibilities

as compensation for lack of rules.

Active Rulemakers: Active Use of Other Responsibilities

Monitoring. As shown previously in Table 10, active rulemakers tend

to make numerous rules to help districts design quality programs. Since

states tended to report enforcing these rules through monitoring, it was

expected that states active in making quality design rules would also tend '

to monitor actively in the area of quality of service. Table 14 suggests .

that this relationship holds--active makers of quality rules are also

active in monitoring for program quality, while less active rulemakers are

not.
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Table 14
Quality Design Rulemaking as a

Function of Monitoring for Program Quality

Number of Number of Quality Items Monitored

Quality Design Rules 0 - 1 2 or more

0 - 1 23 12

2 or more 3 11

Evaluation. The hypothesis was explored as to whether rulemakers, who
were especially active in making rules to help improve program quality,

would also be active in evaluation acti. ides, since states reported

making rules in the area of evaluation,for program improvement. For

example, one state rule required that all districts'with achievement gains

lower than a cutoff point were to address this problem in writing to the

SEA else funds would be withheld. Two types of activity relationships
were examined--one activity is defined as a function of the extent of

implementation time and the other in terms of the content of the activity.

One characteristic of a state active in evaluation, as will be dis-

cussed in the chapter on Evaluation, is the implementation of the Title I

evaluation and reporting system (TIERS) prior to its mandate in 1978. An

examination of the early/late evaluators with the onset of rulemaking

activities shows that the states that reported making almost all of their

rules prior to 1978 or that they initiated rules only after 1978 also

tended to implement TIERS after the 1978 mandate. Thus, inactive rule-

makers tended to be inactive in evaluation also. The active rulemakers

(in terms of their making rules both before and after 1978), on the other

hand, were evenly divided among early and late TIERS implementation. If

rule content of these active rulemakers is examined, however, a slightly

different picture emerges (as shown in Table 15).

Table 15
Quality Design Rulemaking as A

Function of TIERS Implementationa

Number of TIERS Implementation

Quality Design Rules Pre 1978 Post 1978

0 - 1 11 19

2 or more 8 4

a Data from seven states are missing.
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As evident from Table 15, states that make the greater number of

quality design rules also have more extensive evaluation experience, while

the lesser number of quality design rules is associated with more recent

implementation of TIERS. This finding confirms that the more active
rulemakers are also the more active in evaluation.

One important evaluation activity for states was helping districts to

use their evaluation data for improving their programs. Since rulemaking
in this area was associated with active rule use, it was expected that

active rulemaking states would also be active in helping districts use

evaluation data to improve their programs--by providing technical assis-
tance to districts on data utilization for program improvement, by re-

viewing evaluation results with districts for purposes of pinpointing

program strengths and weaknesses, by providing feedback reports to dis-

tricts on their program strengths and weaknesses, or by carrying out
statewide analyses cf achievement gains to determine if low achievement

. gains were associated with particular program characteristics that could

be identified and corrected. Use of rulemaking was examined as a function

of the number of data utilization activities reported by states (as shown

in TAble 16).

Table 16

Rulemaking as a Function of
Evaluation Data Utilization Activities Reported by States

Use of
Rulemaking

Number of Data Utilization
Activities Reported
0 1-2 3-4

None 6 3 1

Minimal 4 11 2

Active 6 7 9

The relationship depicted in Table 16 suggests that non-rulemakers

tend to report few, if any, data utilization activities; minimal rule-

makers tend to report a moderate number of such activities; while active

rulemakers report more activity in this area.

In the chapter on Evaluation, one prominent theme is the issue of

whether states should be involved in such evaluation activities or whether

these activities should be left up to local districts. The laCk of

activity reported here for the non-ruJemaking states, some of which are

also "local" control states, may,be consistent with the attitude of

greater local options.

Technical assistance. .A simik.r pattern of activity is observed 4n

the area of technical assistance. Table 17 shows that the number of

states reporting use of workshops to provide technical assistance to LEAs

varies as a function A rulemaking activities.
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. Table 17
Reports of Technical Assistance Workshops as a

Function of Rulemaking

Use of Use of Workshops

Rulemaking No Yes

None i 5 5

Minita ,, 6 11

Active- 3 19

ummary. The examples presented here in Tables 14-17 show that active
ulemakers are also active in other areas, such as providing technical

asgistance to LEAs, monitoring for program improvement, in implementing

evaluation activities prior to their mandate, or helping districts use

evaluation data to improve the quality of their local programs. While

active rulemakers may generally have an active management style, they do

tend to differentiate among kinds of activities as discussed in the next

two sections.

Active Rulemakers: Less Active Use of Other Responsibilities

In some activities, active rulemakers are less active than might be

expected or almost as active as the minimal rulemakers or non-rulemakers.

Several examples of these observations are presented below in the areas of

parent involvement, technical assisance, monitoring, and application

approval.

Parent involvement. Parent involvement is another area in which

coordinators made rules. Some rules, for example, pertained to eligi-
bility revirements for being a voting member of a PAC, while others

required specified amounts of parent training. The extent of state-level

parent involvement activities was examined as a function of rulemaking.

As shown in Table 18, the minimal rulemakers tended to report more state

parent activities. While sote of the active rulemakers reported greater
numbers of parent activities at the state level, a large percentage of the

active rulemakers tended to -report fewer numbers cif parent involvement

activities.

Table 18
State-Leliel Parent Involvement Activities Reported as a

Function of Rulemaking

State-Level Parent

Use of Invokvement Activities

Rulemaking 0-1 2 or more

None 5 5

Minimal 5 12

Active 9 13



Thus, high levels of rulemaking activities are not so clearly related to

high levels of state-level parent invnlvement activities.

Technical assistance. In Table 17 it was noted that reports of

providing workshops for LEAs varied as a function.of rulemaking. An

examination of rule use with the reports of providing statewide con-

ferences shows a different picture (see Table 19).

Table 19

Reports of Statewide Technical Assistance
Conferences as a Function of Rulemaking

Use of
Rulemaking

Statewide Conferences Reportedl
No Yes

None 3 7

Minimal 6 11

Active 13 9

In this instance, the non-rulemakers and minimal rulemakers reported the

use of statewide conferences, while the active rulemakers did not. This

observation, while appearing to contradict the findings shown in Table 17,

actually does not; it is consistent with the discussion in the chapter on

Technical Assistance, which suggests that use of statewide conferences as

a technical assistance mechanism is generally related to lesser amounts of

administrative activity by states. More personalized services, in the

form of workshops, for example, as opposed to less'personalized services,

statewide conferences, for example, appear to be associated with a "qual-

ity" Title I administration.

Monitoring. While monitoring for program quality varied as a function

of quality design rule activity (as shown in Table 14), the question was

raised as to whether active rulemakers would also be active in monitoring

for compliance to ensure legality of projects. While non-rulemaking and

minimal-rulemaking states tend to report fewer ways in which legality of

the projects are monitured (as was expected), the active rulemakers are
fairly evenly divided among the high and low levels of monitoring for

program.legality. An examination Of rule content with the monitoring for

compliance parallel with that shown in Table 15 for monitoring for program

quality indicates that rulemakers active in program design rules are not

'active to the same degree in monitoring for program compliance. This

-teldttonship is shown-in Table 20.
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Table 20

Quality Design Rulemaking as a
Function of Monitoring for Compliance

Number of Ways in Which Program

Number of Compliance is Monitored

Quality Design Rules 0-2 3 or more

46-1 23 12

2 or more 6 8

Application approval. In the chapter on Application Approval, it was

postulated that an active, problem-solving stance might be necessary to
make the three-year application cycle work. It was therefore hypothesized

that the active rulemakers_who_tried the three-year cycle would be more
likely to feel that it did, in fact, reduce their paperwork burden,
whereas the less active rulemakers would not. Table 21 presents use of
the three-year cycle as a function of rulemaking.

Use

Use of
Rulemaking

Table 21
of Three-year Application Approval Cycle as a

Function of Rulemakinga

Three-Year Cycle
Yes,No
Paperwork
Reduction

Use
Yes,
Paperwork
Reduction

None 0 5 3

°Minimal 9 2 6

Active 7 4 10

a Data from three states are missing.

Even thOugh all of the non-rulemaking states reported trying the threeyear
cycle, they were generally not successful in reducing their paperwork. It

Es true that -firly-Iarge proportiOns of the minimal and active rulemaking
groups did not try the three-year cycle. Of those who did, however, the
level of satisfaction wi.th the cycle in terms of reduction of paperwork
increased as a function of rulemaking.

Summary. The examples presented in this section show that active rule-
makers have an active management style that differentiates between Title I
management activities. In the case of technical assistance, they tend to
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be more active in using more personalized service delivery mechanisms

(such as workshops for small numbers of LEAs) and less active in utilizing

less personalized services (such as statewide conferences). While they.

tend to repOrt extensive monitoring to ensure program quality, they are

not as active in monitoring generally for program compliance. While

active rulemakers do tend to conduct numerous state-level parent involve-

ment activities, a sizable number do not. While the active rulemakers who

used the three-year cycle were generally satisfied that the cycle helped

reduce their paperwork burden, approximately one-third of the active

rulemakers did not attempt to use he cycle.

Less Active Rulemakers: Active Use of Other State Responsibilities as

Compensation for Lack of Rules

The focus in the previous two sections was on characterizing active

rulemakers in terms of their state administrative activities.

It seems reasonable that state Title I coordinators-who make a lot of

quality design rules would follow through with their other responsi-

bilities to ensure that these rules are disseminated and enforced. But

one might ask whether minimal rulemakers achieve the goal of helping

districts improve their programs if they do not-make rules or moritor more

for program quality on compliance? his question led to greater con-

sideration of what part rulemaking plays in state administration.

When coordinators were asked what rules they made to help districts

design quality programs, 11 replied that while they made few rules, they

tended to rely on other state administrative activities (such as technical

assisLance and application approval) to achieve the same goal. A

examination of the data presented in Tables 17-19 supports this idea in

that the minimal rulemakers tended to rely on both workshops and statewide

conferences to provide services to their districts. These m!...nimal rule-

makers also tended io be active in conducting numerous,state-level parent

involvement activities; these parent involvement activities included

conducting workshops or conferences, developing and disseminating in-

formation to LEAs, and working with a state Parent Advisory Council.

States that make few or no rules might be expected to rely on tech-

nical assistance sources other than themselves to help their districts

with program design and evaluation activities, simply because they or

their staffs may not have enough content expertise to disseminate to

districts. The fact that more Title I experience.held by coordinators is

related to a greater amount of rulemaking activity, especially numbers of

design rules, supports this hypothesis. Thus, the data were examined to

determine the extent to which these minimal.rules use states relied on

other sources, such as the Technical Assistance Center (TAC),,to provide

assistance to their districts.

Table 22 presents states' use of the TAC, use of evaluation materials

produced by other sources (e.g., the TAC, ED, other states), and use of

general technical assistance materials produced by other sources (e.g., ED

curriculum materials, other states' handbooks, National Dissemination

Network project materials, ERIC materials).
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Table 22

States' Uses of Other Technical Assistance Sources as a
Function of Rulemaking

No. of Evaluation
Materials Used

No. of Technical
Assistance Sources

Use of TAC Use by States Used by States

Rulemaking Low High 0 1-3 4 or more 0-1 2-3 4 or more

None 7 3 2 3 5 2 6 2

Minimal 6. 11 3 4 10 3 7 7

Active 12 10 7 5 10 7 5 10

This table suggests that minimal rulemakers do tend to take advantage

of other technical assistance sources. What is surprising is the fact

that the non-rulemakers do not. Since the non-rulemakers tended to be
generally inactive in monitoring and technical assistance activities, the

question remained as to what mechanisms these states might have used to

help districts achieve quality and legal programs. One other hypothesis

was explored: For states that reported providing minimal amounts of
technical assistance, monitoring, and evaluation activities, the appli-

cation approval process might become a very important activity.

As described in the chapter on Application Approval, each state's

district application was reviewed to determine the extent to which this

document was used to collect information on 21 district requirements.

While the Title I law does not require that all of these points be repre-

sented in the applications, states were required to ensure that the

requirements of the relevant provisions are met. Applications were

reviewed to determine to what extent states used the application to
collect information on these points. Each requirement received a rating
of "absent," "insufficient," or "sufficient," depending upon the amount of

information states requested in the application forms and instructions.
States were then categorized by their overall scores as being in one of

five categories: (1) their applications were primarily "absent" con-
sidering these 21 points, (2) their applications were primarily "insuf-

ficient" to make the needed compliance determinations on the 21 points,

(3) their applications were primarily "sufficient" considering the 2.1

points, (4) the applications were equally divided among the three rating

groups, or (5) the applications were equally divided among the "insuf-

ficient" and "sufficient" rating groups. Table 23 presents states'
application ratings as a function of their rulemaking.
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Table 23

States' Application Ratings as a Function of Rulemakinga

Application Ratings

Use of Primarily Primarily Primarily Insufficient/

Rulemaking Absent Insufficient Sufficient Equal Sufficient

None
Minimal
Active

1

0

3

1

1

2

6

5

8

7

1

2

0

2

5

4

a Data from two states are missing.

What is.striking about these data is the contrast in activity level of

the non-rulemakers compared with the data presented for non-rulemakers in

the previous tables. -The-non-rulemakers -and--minimal-mlemakers-_have
applications that tend to collect sufficient amounts of information on
most of these 21 points of law, while the active rulemakers, on the other

hand, have a higher percentage of states receiving primarily "insuf-
ficient" ratings. This observation tends to support the hypothesis that'
minimal rulemakers may use the application approval process to compensate.
for the lack of rules made. While they may not choose to require that
districts follow certain program guidelines, these coordinators apparently
require that their districts focus on the necessary compliance and quality

issues in any way they choose--as long as they report enough information

to them on the application so that the state office can make the necessary
determinations to ensure district programs are legal and that they address

the necessary program quality issues. This table also suggests that
active rulemakers who do rely on program design rules to guide districts

and who report many monitoring and technical assistance activities may not
need to rely on the application as a stimulus to enstlre that districts pay

,attention to compliance and quality issues.

An examination of the active rulemakers who scored primarily "insuf-

ficient" and "sufficient" ratings on their applications sheds additional

light- on the question. Table 24 compares the two groups on several varia-
bles. The numbers of states in each group are small, which prevents
strong conclusions from being drawn. However, several trends, albeit)
weak, are noted. The primarily "sufficient" rating group appears to fit

the activity pattern presented throughout this chapter for active rule-
makers (e.g.', informal rulemakers, active before 1978, less reliance on

TAC or statewide workshops, reports, of satisfaction with three-year appli-
cation cycle), while the primarily "insufficient" ratings group tends to
fit the picture described for minimal rulemakers (e.g., more formaL users,
active primarily after 1978, greater use of TAC and statewide workshops,
less satisfaction with three-year application cycle). While the "insuffi-
cient" rating group reported a greater reliance on coercion as an enfurce-
ment strategy, more of the primarily "sufficient" group that reported
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Table 24

Active Rulemakers: Comparison of States with "Insufficient"

and "Sufficient" Ratings

Variable

Rating Groups

Primarily
Insufficient

(N=6)

Primarily
Sufficient

(N=7)

Rule process Informal = 1 Informal = 4

Both = 2 Both = 2

Formal = 3 Formal = 1

Use of coercion to No = 3 No = 5

enforce rules Yes = 3 Yes = 2

If challenged, may have No = 6 No

to backdown Yes = 0 Yes = 4

TIERS implementation Pre 1978 = 1 Pre 1978 = 4
Post 1978= 3 Post 1978= 3

TAC use Low = 2 Low = 4

High = 4 High = 3

Monitoring for quality Low = 1. Low = 3

of service High = 5 High = 4

Use of statewide technical No = 3 No =5
assistance workshops Yes = 3 Yes = 2

Use of 3-year application No = 3 No = 1

Yes, paperwork
not reduced = 2

Yes, paperwork
not reduced = 2

Yes, paperwork Yes, paperwork
reduced : = 1 reduced = 4

1
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that, if challenged, they would have to back down on enfocing rules. This

observation suggests that even active rulemakers may need to rely on the

application as an "enforcement" device, especially if they are unable to

enforce their rules completely without having to back down if challenged.

It is of interest that three of these states that reported backing down

also reported actively monitoring to ensure plogram quality.

All of these findings taken together suglest:

While non-rulemakers generally are inactive in monitoring
for program quality and compliance and in providing large

amounts of t.2chnical assistance to their districts, they

perhaps compensate for the lack of rules by using the
application as an enforcement device to ensure that dis-
tricts address the necessary legal requirements.

Minimal rulemakers, while inactive in monitoring a program
quality and compliance, tend to rely on other sources, such

as TAC, to provide technical assistance to their districts.

They also tend to compensate for a lack of rulemaking by
reliance on greater amounts of technical assistance and on
the use of the application as an enforcement mechanism to
ensure that districts address the necessary legal re-

quirements.

While active rulemakerr generally tend to do extensive
inonitoring for program quality, to provide lots of nval-
uation and other technical assistance to their districts,

and rely less on other sources, such as TAC, to help their
districts, the active group was split in its use of the
application to ensure adherence to legal requirements. A

,
primarily "insufficient group," which resembled the minimal

rulemaking group, tended to rely on other sources, such as
TAC, to provide technical assistance, relied on less

personalized technical assistance mechanisms (such as

statewide workshops), yet also monitored extensively for

both program quality and compliance. It appears that these

states used their rulemaking and monitoring activities to
ensure,quality and legal programs instead of the appli-

cation. Since a number of these states tended neither to
use the three-year cycle nor to be satisfied with the cycle,

they may have decided to rely less on the application as a
vehicle for achieving this goal.

The primarily "sufficient" rating group, on the other hand,

suggests that, despite active rulemaking activities, states

may have to back down in their enforcement of rules. It may

therefore be more necessary for these states to rely on
extensive monitoring and on the collection of sufficient
information on the application to ensure that district
practices meet the requirements of the law, especially if

their rules may not be totally enforceable.
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Problems

State Title I coordinators were asked to what extent the rulemaking
provision created Firoblems for them in their program administration. Of

the 14 states reporting problems, 11 of them indicated that they en
countered problems in trying-to make rules on the various district re

quirements. Table.25 presents the number of problems reported for each

district requirl'ements.

Table 25

Reorts of Rulemaking Problems by District Requirement

Funds Allocation

Number of Problems

7

Maintenance of effort (Sec. 162(a)) 1

Supplement, not supplant (Sec. 126(c)(d)) 4

Comparability (Sec. 126(e)) 9

Targe 2

Designating school attendance areas
(Sec. 122)
Children to be served (Sec. 123) 1

Program Design 4

Sufficient size, scope, and quality
(Sec. 124(d)) 1

Training of education aides (Sec. 124(j)) 1

Individualized plans (Sec. 129) 1

Noninstructional duties (Sec. 134) 1

Evaluation 0

Parent Involvement 1

Parent involvement (Sec. 124(j) 1

Problems reported by two Title I coordinators centered around the
belief that the provision was an unnecessary intrusion into states'

4ights. The problem reported by one coordinator, concerning limitations

of ruldclaking authority specified in the Title I regulations, was actually

not a problem, since the item in question was deleted from the final 1981
regulations; this coordinator, however, had not yet read the final regu

lations at the time of the interview.
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The most active rulemakers, in terms of onset of rulemaking, initi-

ation of rules by state-influence or state-loeal influence states, use of

rules to strengthen program administration, and level of activity, tended

to report problems. The design rules made by states that tend to be

associated with reports of rulemaking problems are in the following areas:

instructional time,

evaluation (for program improvement),

staff inservice, and

needs assessment.

Rules made in the areas of per-pupil expenditures, coordination of Title 1

with the regular classroom instruction, and recordkeeping were almost

never mentioned by coordinators who reported problems.

The presence of rulemaking problems was also significantly related to

reports of extensive monitoring for program quality, since it was observed

earlier that numbers of quality design rules were signkficantly related to

numbers of quality items monitored. Rulemaking problems were not related

to the number of compliance items monitored..

A higher percentage of coordinators reporting the use of informal

rulemaking processes also reported rulemaking problerge, but lack of rule

enforcement was not associated with reports of rulem'aking problems. The

use of any particular enforcement mechanism was also not significantly

related to the reports of rulemaking problems.

While it was expected that coordinators reporting use of.coercion

might tend to report more problems, this was not the case. Nor was it

true that coordinators who reported backing down in their enforcement if

challenged tended to report problems.

These relationships are presented in Table 26.
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Table 26

Rulemaking Problems as a Function of State Actiyities

Presence of
Problems

Monitorin. Rulemakin:

Number of Quality
Design Rules
Low(0-1)' High(2-4),

Number of Quality
Monitoring Rules
Low(0-1) High(2-4)

Rulemaking
Process

Informal Both Formal

Rule
Enforcement

Informal Both Formal

No

Yes

23 6

6 8

22 . 13

4 10

6 10 10

6 5 3

A 7 5

0 - 3 11

,
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It had been expected that problems would be reported by states that

felt that ED was not supportive of their efforts. Table 27 presents ths

relationship.

Table 27

Rulemaking Problems as a Function of ED Helpfulnessa

Helpfulness of ED
Somewhat Neither/

Presence of Problems Hindered Helpful Helpful Not Consulted

No 3 1 10 11

Yes 0 1 8 5

a Data from 10 states are missing.

In fact, the three state coordinators who reported that ED hindered their

efforts did not report problems. They reacted by deciding not to consult

ED personnel on subsequent issues or by not making rules. One coordinator

who strongly believed that the intent of the federal review teams was to

indict states for their administrative practices reported that he limited

his rulemaking activities solely to a minimal clarification of the federal

law so as not to in Cte criticism.

A large number of state coordinators who reported problems felt that

ED was extremely helpful. Sample comments made by these cordinators

include: "ED.pointed out problems with district compliance and gave us

.insights as to which areas we should focus our rulemaking activities on;"

"the feds reviewed our' rules and offered helpful suggestions;" "we bounced

our rules off the feds first befora_we disseminated them."

It had been hypothesized that state coordinators who experienced

difficulties with the rulemaking provision might also tend to rate it as

being low in importance in meeting the goala of the Title I program. The

data do not support this notion; in fact, a greater percentage of the

coordinators reporting problems also rated the provision as being of

substantial importance.

While extent of rulemaking could be mediated in terms of state dem-

ographic characteristics, states reporting problems did not differ on

variables of staff, state administrative setaside, or numbers of LEAs from

those that did not. The states reporting problems did, however, lose

substantially in terms of population, from 1970 to 1980 and they had

greater contributions of local funds-to their overall education revenues

than did the states not reporting problems. In summary, there was a

tendency for the most active states to report problems: those making more

design rules, those taking the initiative to make rules, thoSe using
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informal rulemaking processes, those making rules beginning prior to 1978,

those also monitoring extensively for program quality, and those enforcing

all rules. Neither weak enforcement strategies nor lack of support from

ED led to reports of problems as had been expected.

Exemplary_Practices

State Title I coordinators were asked if they had developed any

successful practices or materials in the area of rulemaking with which

they were particularly pleased and. that could be shared with other

states. Eleven states indicated that they had successful practices:

three reported development of successful processes, such as particular

'rules or compilations of federal and state laws.pertaining to Title I

programs, while nine reported exemplary materials, such as handbooks or

Title I policy manuals.

While reports of exemplary practices tended to be made by the active

rulemakers--particularly those that began making rules prior to 1978 and

those who took the initiative to make rules themselVes (or with their

districts)--the profile of the states reporting exemplary practices could

not consistently be categorized is "active" to the extent described in the

implementation section. While making rules to strengthen program admin-

istration was not associated with reports of exemplary practices, the

making of numerous quality design rules is. The design rules made by

states that tended to be associated with reports of exemplary practices

are in the following areas:

staff-pupil ratios,

amounts of instructional time,

evaluation (for program improvement),

instructional approach,

staff inservice, and

recordkeeping procedures.

While development of exemplary practices was equally divided among the

informal, both formal and informal, and formal rule process groups, .

reports of exeMplary rule processes tended to be associated with the

informal rulemaking states, while reporEs of exemplary materials were

associated with formal or both formal and informal process states. .

Since enforcement strategies of the rule process groups tended to

differ, production of exemplary practices was examined as a function of

enforcement. A high proportion of the states reporting little, or no,

enforcement of their rules also indicated production of exemplary rule-

making practices. An examination of the responses made by these states

shows that all but two had both formal as well as informal rtilemaking

processes. Some of the exemplary materials mentioned by these six coordi-
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nators during the interview, however, tended not to be Title I specific

but produced as part of the formal rulemaking process in the state. In

one state, all federal and state laws,.regulations, and guidelines af-

fecting Titic ,lrograms and the state's compensatory education were

compiled in oL ndbook that was disseminated to all districts in the

state.

It was hypothesized that states might develop exemplary rulemaking

processes or materials (a) to overcome problems with the provision or

(b) to fill a void left by ED, especially since the policy manual was

never disseminated. While coordinators reporting no problems also did not

report exemplary practices, the data show that presence of rulemaking

problems was not related to reports of exemplary practices.

The production of no exemplary practices was associated with a neutral

ED relationship. The presence of exemplary materials was associated with

a more active relationship with ED--more than one-half of the states not

reporting practices reported either a neutral relationship or no rela-

tionship at all over rulemaking issues. Thus, states did not appear to

develop exeniplary practices in the area of rulemaking to overcome problems

or to overcome a hindering relationship with ED.

All of these relationships are presented in Table 28.

Production of exemplary practices could not be mediated by any state

demographic characteristics, including years of-experience of the coordi-

nators or percent of time spent in rulemaking activities. This latter

_observation is surprising, since both of these latter variables--years of

experience and the percent of time spent on rulemaking--were related to

the numbers of quality design rules reported by states.

In summary, while practices tended to be reported'by the active

rulemaking states--those initiating rules, those beginning to make rules

prior to 1978, those making numerous quality design rules--these states

were not categorized as highly active in all areas. For example, they

tended not to report the use of rules to help strengthen their program

administration nor did they tend to enforce all of their rules. They also

tended to be formal users or have both formal and informal rulemaking

processes. This mixed activity pattern may thus account for the lack of

state demographic trends observed here.
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Table 28

Exemplary Rulemaking Practices as a Function of State Activities and Attitudes

'Presence of

Exemplary
Practices

Number of
Quality Design Rules

Low(0-1) High(2 or more )

Rule Enforcement

None Some All Hindered

ED Helpfulness

Somewhat
Helpful Helpful Not Consulted

No

Yes

21

4

5

7

1

3

5

3

19

5

2

0

1

1

9

9

13

1



Continuation

At the end of the rulemaking section of the interview, state Title I

coordinators were asked whether they would continue to include the making

of rules as part of their program management if there were no or limited

provisions in the Title I law for them to do so. Since the provisions of

Chapter I were not in existence at the time of the early interviews, the

answers to this question were purely speculative. As part of the inter-

views conducted onsite to a representative sample of 20 states, statelevel

personnel were queried specifically about their continuation plans under

Chapter 1. By this time, the Chapter 1 requirements were a little better

understood, and state coordinators were beginning to make plans as to what

aspects of their Title I practices would or would not be included as part

of Chapter 1 management.

The discussion on continuation plans is presented in two parts. The

speculative answers provided by the 49 Title I coordinators during the

telephone interviews will be summarized and interpreted first. The

information obtained from the 20 state Title I coordinators in response to

specific probes about their Chapter 1 rulemaking plans are presented next.

Rulemaking Plans: A'Speculation

The answers of the coordinators to the theoretical question, whether

they would continue to include rulemaking if it were not expressly per-

mitted by law, are summarizedAn Table 29.

From the table it is apparent that most coordinators report that they

would plan to continue to make rules, even if rulemaking were not ex-

pressly permitted by law. Continuation of rulemaking for at least 17 of

the respondents is expected to take the same form as is at present, with

special attention paid to including rules on program quality, targeting

and student selection, and funds allocation provisions (particularly

comparability and suprilement not supplant). A sizable number of states,

however, would like to mcdify their rulemaking practices to include only

informal rules, which-are essentially nonenforceable, or to rely on state

government for their rulemaking authority.



Table 29

Rulemaking Continuation Plans

Plan Number of Stated

Don't know/Don't' use now 9

Not continue 3

Continuation (plans unspecified) 10

Similar to current practice 17

- Make rules on program quality 5

- Make rules on targeting and
student selection (including private schools) 4

- Make rules on funds allocation provisions 3

Modified practices
- Make only informal guidelines

that may not be enforced

Different practices
- Rely on state authority to make

rules as needed
- Other practices, such as

: include LEAs in rulemaking decisions
: make rules only if threat of audit

exception arises
allow SEAs the power to make whatever
rules are necessary, which may mean
waiving requirements of federal law
(e.g., prohibit personnel unfamiliar
with Title I to be audited)

2

2

6

5

Four kinds of qualifications to this question are of interest. Seven
state coordinators believed strongly that they always had the power to
make rules, regardless of whether a rulemaking provision existed in the
Title I law. They felt that, because they had the oversight responsi-
bility to ensure that their district programs were legal and of sufficient
size, scope, and quality, they were entitled to make whatever rules were
necessary to achieve this outcome. It is not surprising to observe that
these coordinators were extremely active in their rulemaking, having made
rules even prior to 1978, and they tended to initiate informal rules
themselves or in consultation with their districts. Several of these
coordinators proposed other different rulemaking practices, such as
allowing SEAs to have the power to make whatever rules are felt to be
necessary to operate the program, even if it means waiving federal re-
quirements.
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Nineteen coordinators commented that making rules may become more

important in a less prescriptive law. These coordinators presented a less

active rulemaking profile As they were fal.rly evenly divided among the

active and minimal rulemakers: A large proportion of them made rules only

prior to 1978, they tended to rely on formal or both formal and informal

rulemaking processes, and they tended to take the initiative themselves to

make rules. While a subset of these coordinators plan to change their

rulemaking practices (e.g., not to continue, continue only with informal

guidelines, or have rulemaking powers transferred to state government),

most plan to continue rulemaking activities similarly to what they have

done in the past.

Eleven state coordinators felt strongly that rulemaking on the part of

states was not needed if the federal personnel continued to make large

numbers of rules. They pointed to the case of the 1978 Title I law and
indicated that there was very little need for additional rules, since
there were "too many rules and regulations already." Not surprisingly,

these coordinators tended to be less active rulemakers or non-rulemakers,

many of whom tended to have access to both formal and informal rule

processes. They were evenly divided in thair rulemaking activities prior

to 1978 and both before and after 1978, and they were evenly divided in
taking the initiative themselves to make rules or in making rules only in

response to requests from their districts or from federal personnel. This

mixed profile of activity and non-activity also appeared in their con-

tinuation plans, since the more active ones of the group tended to repott

continuation of rulemaking along similar lines, while the other one-half,

of the coordinators wanted to modify their practiceseither not continue

with rulemaking, make only informal guidelines that may have no enforce-

ment attached to them, or have different practices (e.g., making rules

only if requested by districts). The lack of activity may also reflect,

the attitudes shared by some states that program design issues should be

left up to local option. It should be noted, however, that many of these

local control states were observed to make numerous informal rules.

Fourteen states qualified their answers reported in Table 29 by saying

that their future continuation plans depended upon the wishes of state

policymakers (N = 5) or depended upon a rulemaking provision being in-

cluded in the federal law (N 6 9). While it was not surprising that the

coordinators reporting the former were minimal rulemakers, it was inter-

esting that they tended to report taking charge of initiating rules

themselves (as opposed to initiating rules at the requests of districts or

federal personnel). The coordinators who reported a possible inability to

make rules without an express provision tende4 to be active rulemakers who

initiated rules themselves and who tended to make rules to help districts

design quality programs. In both cases, the coordinators tended to

propose continuing to make rules similarly to current practice; in three

cases, the coordinators wanted to include rulemaking as part of the

authority of their state government.

A comparison of the states reporting no continuation of rulemaking,

similar practices, and different practices is presented in Table 30. It

is evident from this table that the states planning aot to continue
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Variable

Rule use

Extent of
rule use

Initiation of
rules

Rule process

Enforcement

Enforcement
Strategies

Table 30

Rulemaking Continuation Plans: Comparison of States

Continuation Plana

Not Continue (N=3)

No active rule users

No use of rules after
1978

Divided between state
influence and federal

Primarily formal

All rules enforced
but weakly

Application approval

Use of rules to No
strengthen program
administration

Quality design None
rules developed

Monitoring for
program quality

Presence of
problems

Presence of exem-
plary practices

'Ratings of
rulemaking

Helpfulness of
ED in the area
of rulemaking

Some, but none are
active

No

One state

No rulemaking ratings
of substantial
importance

No positive or nega-
tive interactions on
rulemaking issue

Type of organiza- Decentralized
tional structure

Similar (N=17)

Primarily active, some
minimal

Use before and after
1978

All are state or state/
local influence

Primarily minimal and
both informal & formal

Different (N=8)

Primarily enforcement
of all rules; a few en-
force no or some rules

Application approval
Monitoring
Auditing or withholding
Coercion
If challenged, may back
down

Primarily Yes

Yes, and 7 states are
extremely active:

Staff-pupil ratios
Instructional time
Needs assessment
Staff inservice
Parent involvement
Education aides
Evaluation

Yes, and 8 states are
active

Yes--(two-thirds)

Yes

Mostly "substantial"
and "moderate" ratings
of rulemaking importance

Evenly divided .between
helpful and neutral (ov
-no) consultations on
rulemaking

Mostly indepandent, many
with regional offices

Equally active and
minimal activity

Use before and after
1978

Mostly non-state influ-
ence (district, federal)

Equally divided among
the 3 groups

Divided among "some" or
"all" rules enforced

Monitoring
Auditing
Backing down only
reported by 2 states
enforcing only some
of their rules

Evenly divided between
Yes and No

Yes but only 1 state
is extremely active:
Staff-pupil ratios
School-level plans
Staff qualifications

Yes and 4 states are
active

Some--(one quarter)

Yes

Mostly "moderate" rat-
ings of rulemaking
importance

Generally helpful, but
some negative and neu-
tral (or no) consulta-
tions on rulemaking

Mostly independent
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rulemaking generally have an inactive profile, the states planning to
continue making rules in a similar way have an active profile, while the
states planning to continue rulemaking.using different practices present a

mixed active-nonaetive profile. An examination of the data from the

"Don't know" or "No use now" states on these variables shows responses
that are very similar to the states planning not to continue making
rules. Thus, one would predict no continuation of rulemaking for the
non-rulemaking states and those states indicating that they are not sure
whether they will continue to make rules or not. An examination of the
responses of the states planning to continue making rules but using
nonspecified practices shows a response pattern like the states reporting
continuation using "similar" practices.

One mir,ht therefore expect these nonspecified states to continue
rulemaking activities that are similar to what they do now: they cur-

rently tend to be evenly divided among active and minimal rulemakers, all
initiate rules themselves (or with their districts), and they tend to make
rules to help districts design quality programs.

Rulemaking Plans: Preliminary Views of Chapter 1 Im act

During subsequently conducted onsite visits to a sample of 20 states,
the Title I coordinators were asked specifically whether they plan to
continue making rules under Chapter 1, how their activities.might change,
and what problems they might anticipate in making rules. While these

interviews took place prior to the effective implementation date for
Chapter 1, most states had begun to make plans for the change to Chap-

ter 1. If states indicated they were unsure of their continuation plans,
they were probed to aacertain what additional information they felt they

needed before they could make a decision. So that the comments made by
these state coordinators can be placed in perspective, the rulemaking

activities of these 20 states are summarized (as shown in Table 31).

Since states were selected to represent a nationally representative
picture on the basis of several demographic variables, and not on the
basis of their interview responses, it was important to determine to what

extent these states used rulemaking in the past before looking ahead to

their Chapter 1 plans.

Even though many months lapsed between the initial and follow-up

interviews for some stntes, states did not tend to change their positions
much during this interval, although the changes mentioned were always in a

less active direction: Two states changed their previously mentioned
continuation plans from "yes" to "don't know;" three others qualified
their earlier responses by adding they would make rules "only when it was

essential." One state coordinator, who previously indicated he would not

mak rules modified his statement by adding that he would like to make
some informal rules (which may not be enforceable), but his State Board

may not allow him to make any rules that are not expressly encouraged.
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Table 31

National SaMple.of 20 States: Description of

Past Rulemaking Activities

Variable Number of States Variable NuMber of States

Rulemaking Rule Influence

- None 3 - State 11

- Minimal ,8 - State/local 4

- Active 9 - District 1

- Federal 2

Rule Process
- Informal 6 Number of Quality Design Rules

- Both 8 - 0 - 1 14

- Formal 5 - 2 or more 6

Extent of Rulemaking Initial Continuation Plansa-

- None 3 - Not continue 3

- Prior to 1978 Similar/Yes

only 5 (unspecified) 11

Both before - Modified 1

and after 1978 9 - Different 4

After 1978 only 1 - Don't know 1

a Data collected during initial telephone interviews

Impact of Chapter 1 on Rulemaking Continuation Plans

Many of the coordinators expressed uncertainty about what states could

actually do in the area of rulemaking. While the Chapter 1 law (P.L.

97-35) was available to states early on, the supporting interpretive

materials, such as Department of Education's Questidhs and Answers, the

various drafts of the Chapter 1 informal nonbinding guidelines, and the

Chapter 1 draft regulations, were not released until most of the onsite

interviews were mainly completed. Despite the fact that the coordinators

were exposed to different amounts of information and interpretations on

the Chapter 1 law, the impact of Chapter 1 was manifested in three major

rulemaking questions:

What is the authority of states under Chapter 1 to make

rules?

What authority do states have to enforce rules under

Chapter. 1?

How will Chapter 1 change states' current rulemaking

activities?
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Chapter 1 rule authority. States disagreed as tn whether they had
authority to make rules if a rulemaking provision was not expressly
included in the law. Since the rulemaking provi on was not in the law
itself but added later to the draft Chapter 1 egulations, many states

interviewed early were concerned over this is ue. Some states felt that
the authority to make rules was implied in application approval

function: Sidce they had to ensure valid frogranis of sufficient vize,
scope, and quality, states had to be ab3 to make whatever rules they felt
were necessary to achieve this outcome..- Others disagreed, saying that
they would be unable to make rules unless the law gave them express
authority to do so. A few states with formal rulemaking processes in-
dicated that their State Boards or state policymakers might tot allow them
to make rules, if the law did not grant them specific authority, since the
philosophies of these states were "nondirective." Thus, Title I rules
would be perceived as "directive" and counter to educational policy in the
state.

States--even the nondirective ones--generally wanted to be in control
of the program and to have the power to act if krogram quality declined or
if Chapter 1 funds were misused. They resented the vagueness of their
role as specified in the Chapter 1 law. They also felt they could not
rely on the Department,of Education for much guidance in this area,,since
a federal role was also vague in the Chapter 1 law. The lack o. possible
direction from the federal personnel-either in clarification of their
responsibility or in providing technical assistance to help them decide
what kinds of rules were within the scope of the regulations--was inter-
preted by states to mean that they would have to provide.whatever guidance
their districts needed themselves. It will be the coordinators and their
staffs who will be accountable to answering their districts' questions.
Some accepted this role enthusiastically, saying that they have con-
siderable knowledge of programs gained over the years, which they can
share and which LEAs did not have the opportunity to gather. Others

accepted the role grudgingly, by indicating they will make whatever rules
are minimally needed to clarify what practices are acceptable to avoid
audit exceptions. Still others indicated that they plan to make no rules
or interpretations but to provide alternative strategies for implementing
a particular provision and leave the selection of a strategy up to the

LEAs.

Once states began to define their rulemaking roles, questions arose
concerning the extent of their authority. If states believed that they
had the authority to make whatever rules are necessary to implement valid
programs, could they add back in all of the requirements from the 1978
Title I law, i.e., the flexibility afforded by the prescriptive Title I
provisions, in their Chapter 1 rules? While no one wanted to add ad-
ditional layers of red tape, they did want to make rules to include some
of the provisions of the Title I law, namely noninstructional duties and
schoolwide projects, which they felt would strengthen their program
management.

The extent of states' rulemaking authority apparently came to a head
in Spring 1982 over the issue of Parent Advisory Councils (PACs). Several
state Title I coordinators indicated that they wanted to use their rule
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making authority to require that all districts (or schools) have PACs,

since they strongly believed that councils are a good way of involving

parents. They reported that ED forbade them to mandate councils, because

such a mand.ne was felt to violate the intent of the Chapter 1 law. One

state responded to this response by reluctantly dropping its plans to rule

on PACs; another proposed to include PACs in a state rule; still another

contemplated a rule that required districts to have periodic consultations

with their parents and to keep records of these consultations--that is,

councils, but the word,"council" was never to appear in the rule.

Chapter 1 rule enforcement. Tae extent to which Chapter 1 rules can

be enforced is still an issue of concern to states. Many are dissatisfied

with the information provided by ED to date in this area. The concerns

center around several questions:

Can states enforce their rules by withholding funds? Since

states disagree as to whether they have the authority under

Chapter 1 withhold funds, they disagree as to whether this

enforcement sanction applies to their Chapter 1 rules.

,If states.make rules, will the-auditors use these state

standards when they audit? Some states fear that federal

auditors may not interpret federal law to concur with state

rules. On the other hand, states that rely solely on

informal rules that may not be enforceable expressed concern

that, if state rules are used as standards by federal

.auditors, they may be held accountable for all of their

rules. Thus, fear of audit exceptions, which drove much of

the rulemaking activities prior to 1978, may stifle much of

the rulemaking under Chapter 1.

Because informal rules may not be enforceable by states, especially

under Chapter 1, two states with informal rules reported creative ways of

coping with this problem. One state assembled a committee consisting of

state policymakers, district personnel, and parents to review the law and

to decide on what areas rules should be made. The committee felt that the

Title I law was good as it existed in 1978. They believed that rules

needed to be made in the areas of evaluation and PACs. They plan to

formulate riLles in these areas, which they hope will go through the public

hearing process and eventually be approved by the State Board. Thus, n

future disagreements should exist over enforcement of these rules. A

second state indicated its informal rules could not be enforced due to the

nondirective philosophy espoused by the state. However, if LEAs follow

the informal rules made by the Chapter 1 coordinator, the SEA will support

the districts if they receive future audit exceptions. If the SEA is

challenged by an LEA and is forced to back down in its enforcement, the

SEA may not support the LEA if it receives future audit exception. If

districts are aware of this policy, enforcement of informal rules may not

be difficult.

Impact on state activities. States have responded to the vagueness of

the rulemaking authority in several ways. Some definitely appear to be

"running scared"--they plan to make rules only if problems arise or out of
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fear of an audit exception. These states generally plan to make rules

only if they receive full support of their policymakers.

Other states have adopted a "wait and see" attitude--they plan to make

few, if any, rules during the first implementation year. Later, at the

requests of their districts, they will make more rules.

One interesting response that was mentioned by a sizable number of the

coordinators was that rulemaking was very dependent upon acceptance by

their districts and their state policymakers. Thus, they planned to

involve representatives of these groups more in the planning of which

rules should be made. Undoubtedly, rule enforcement in these states
should be facilitated if they have the.support of all constituency groups

at the outset.

One group of states that bears future observation are the non-
directive, "local control" states. Some of these relied on the pre-

scriptive Title I law.to make their rules for them. While some were

classified as active rulemakers by this study, they relied primarily on

the use of informal rules--soms of which were inserted indirectly into

application instructions or monitoring checklists. While these coordi-

nators may have favored relaxing of the federal requirements, they may now

find themselves in the position of not being able to provide any direction

to their districts-- both because any state rules would. appear more

"obvious" to their districts and because these "directive" rules would

appear counter to their state philosophies. Furthermore, with cutbacks in
available administrative funds, which may also mean a loss of staff for

states, much reliance on large amounts of onsite, personalized technical

assistance to further program development may bedifficult.

Possible Rulemaking Problems Under Chapter 1

Three basic problems were reported by state coordinators in antic-

ipation of making rules under Chapter 1:

Possible conflict with State Boards. Chapter 1 coordinators

who felt that certain rules are necessary to prevent a
decline of program quality and to prevent misuse of Chap-
ter 1 funds may find themselves forbidden or discouraged

from making rules-by their nondirective State Boards.

Possible conflict with districts. Some'states believe that

rulemaking does not help SEA-LEA relationships. Thus, these

states do not want to make many rules but do want to exer-
cise enough control over the districts to give them whatever

guidance they will need to implement valid programs.
Other states reported that their districts will be watching
them carefully to make sure that they do not put back in all

of the requirements of the 1978 Title I law. For those

states making rules may be extremely difficult.
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Possible enforcement probleos. Since authority to make
rules is still unclear, the authority to enforce them is
also unclear. States generally seemed to feel that informal
rules may be more difficult to enforce than in the past.
They:either will have to 'bluff or back down" or try to get
their informal rules passed using a formal rulemaking
process existing in the state..

Some states hoped that, if their rules were defensible, were based on
good common sense, and.eareful reasoning, they would not have any en-

forcement problems.

State Rulemaking: A District Perspective

Since rulemaking,was such a controversial issIle with the state Title I
coordinators, particularly regarding the issue of "local" control, dis-
tricts were queried to ascertain if they could differentiate between
state-generated rules and the federal requirements.

Table 32 presents a summary of these perceptions as a function of
states' rulemaking use as defined by this study.

Table 32

A District Perspective of States' Rulemaking

District
'Differentia ion of States' Use of Rulemaking Authority

State and Federal Rules None Minimal Active

No state rules made 9 6 0

No 0 4 6

Yes 0 11 16

Don't know 0 2 2

As apparent from this table, when states make no rules, districts tended
to be aware of this fact. In two states, six districts reported that
their states made no rules, which was close to the truth--in both cases,
these states made a few rules solely to clarify existing federal re-

quirements. When states were active rulemakers, their districts also
tended to recognize their activities in this area.

However, when the districts were asked whether their states made rules
over and above what is required by federal law, only 22 indicated affir-

matively, while 19 districts did not.

Many districts had difficulties differentiating state from federal
rules. Some even attributed federal rules to their states. When they
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were pressed to give examples of a "state" rule, rules in the following
areas were Mentioned: .

designation of a particular per-pupil expenditure ( .

$300 per child),

definition of accepta'Ae/unacceptable conference at-
a

tendance,

establishment of particular pupil-teacher ratios,

requirement to ,se pullout-type programs,

requirement that districts (not the state) must pay for
fiscal audits,

requirement that districts must employ exernal eval-
uators,

selection of students below a particular cut-off per-
centile,

requirement that state approval must be received prior to
hiring any consultants,

establishment of teacher/aide certification requirements,
and

all completion dates for application, evaluation, etc.

Some of the districts that reported state rules over and above the
federal requirements felt that their states used a more restrictive
interpretation of federal requirements, generally, in part to keep them
from receiving audit exceptions. While most of them were not able to
provide any specific example, a few did. They indicated rules as follows:

additional requirements in the area of parent training,

a residence requirement for principals before they can
vote in PAC elections,

requirements about location of instruction for private
school instruction.

A fairly sizable group of districts that reported examPles of state
rules actually misattributed federal rules to their states. The areas

most frequently mentioned were:

Parent Advisory Council requirements,

sustaining gains provisions,

private school participation requirements,
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the need for annual application updates; and

-targeting requirements.

It is noteworthy that all of these provisions were extremely detailed

and rather prescriptive in the'1978 Title I law. It may be that districts

believed thiat their states must have been inyolved in making these

requirements, since so many details were prescribed.

Since"these provisions also t,ended to cause problems for the dis-

tricts, it is surprising that some states did not "disown" these require-

ments as federal ones in order to preserve a less directive image in front

of their LEAs.

Districts were less able to differentiate between few and many rules

made by states to help LEAs design qiality programs, but districts were

able to differentiate on the basis o..! rule content as shown in Table 33.

As pointed out earlier in this chapter, states made what was referred

to as "quality design rules," which reflected those rules pertaining-to:

staffing (staff-pupil ratios, staff qualifications, staff

inservice requirements) and

instruction (time, approach, evaluation, coordination

with regular program).

Table 33

Number and Content of State Rules as Perceived

Numbers of State Rules

Does State Make Made to Help Design

Many Rules Over Quality Programs

Federal Requirements? LoW (0-2) High (3-4) .

No

Yes

9 10

9 13

by Districts

Number of State
Quality Design Rules
Low High

15 -4

10 12

Since some of these rules apparently were problematic for districts and

were ones listed by LEAs as examples of state rules, the observation in

Table 33 is not unexpected.

Twenty dic,tricts indicated that there were areas in which they would

like to see fewer rules, while twenty-four did not. Many of these areas,

however, were federal requirements, particularly:

Parent Advisory Councils;
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evaluation;

private school participation;

supplement-not-supplant, comparability, and target area

selection;

program audits; and

selection of educationally disadvantagaed children.

Fewer areas of legitimate state rulemaking were mentioned:

.primarily residence requirements for voting on PACs,

a general diisatisfaction with the state's interpretation

of the federal requirements,

teacher certification,

///
.

state too "picky" about budget details,.and

have state give more consideration to inclass (not

pullout) programs.

While less guidance was desired by some districts, seven districts

indicated areas where they felt more guidance was necessary:

better standards for defining acceptable conference

attendance,

more guidance on use of inclass pr^grams,

more guidance on how to design and monitor junior and

senior high school Title I programs,

more guidance on use of evaluation data to improve

programs,

more interpretation of private school participation,

more interpretation of acceptable duties for noninstruc-

tional personnel, and

more clarification on serving Special Education children.

In summary, wbile districts were generally able to know when their

etates exercised their rulemaking authority, they were less clear about

exactly which rules were state-generated and which were federal require-

ments. In the specific area of improving programs, however, districts did

perceive correctly when their states made few or many rules in this area.

'While districts expressed dissatisfaction with some of the rules they
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perceived, much 9f,their dissatisfaction actually lay with the federal

Title I law, although the districts were unaware of this fact.

It had been expected that some states classified as active rulemakers,

which also labeled themselves as "local" control, might have worked hard

to make it clear to their districts which rules belonged to them and which

belonged to the "feds." In examination of the responses made by districts

in these local control states.showso however, that the PAC requirements

were high on the list of rules that districts felt were too restrictive.

Thus, it is interesting that these states were particularly sensitive to

presenting a non-directive image, yet perhaps were unaware that some of

their districts held them accountable for the federal requirements.
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APPLICATION APPROVAL

Chapter Highlights

In 1978, Congress gave states an opportunity to reduce paperwork by

using a three-year application approval cycie. The State Management
Practices Study began collecting data from state Title I coordinators in

Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the application approval provisions

included in the 1978 law (and the 1979 and 1981 regulations):

To what extent did the application approval provisions,
particularly the introduction of th -. three-year cycle,

affect states' administrative practices?

To what extent was the application approval process
interrelated with other state responsibilities as
intended by Congress?

what problems did states encounter in implementing the

provision?

Did the provision Ftimulate states to develop exemplary
practices or materials in this area?

To what extent would states anticipate continuing to use
application approval in the same way as is at present, if
this authority were not expressly permitted by law?

The option to use a three-year application approval cycle has proven

to be popular: 33 states use the three-year cycle. Making the three-year
cycle "work," however, is a nontrivial matter. Eleven of these states

felt that their paperwork and that of their districts had not been reduced

by use of the cycle. Nineteen of these states, on the othe-F-hand, felt

that paperwork was reduced for both them and their districts. Three

states believed-Mt the cycle had reduced paperwork only for their

districts.

There is substantial variation in how states implemented the three-

year cycle, particularly how they handled the problem of annual updates.

States that were successful in reducing their paperwork through use of the

three-year cycle were characterized as having an active, problem-solving

management style. These successful users of the three-year cycle can be

characterized as follows.

Successful users were especially clear in saying that A
model application format would not be of value to them,
since they already have in place a system that works.

Successful users were likely to develop exemplary prac-

tices.

Successful users enjoyed a more positive working rela-
tionship with the U.S. Department of Education.
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The active management style of the successful users of the three-year

cycle was also characterized by greater use of personalized,(rather tat .

less personalized) technical assistance service delivery mechanisms and .

greater activity in the use of parent involvement.

Under ESEA Chapter 1, Title I coordinators wanted to consider stream-

lining the application approval process to reduce districts' paperwork and

to facilitate the approval process. While some coordinators wanted to

rely more on assurances to achieve this goal, oihers strongly did not.

Coordinators not wanting to use assurances felt that they would be unable

to make the necessary compliance determinations required of them by law.

Other states plan to reduce the application burden under Chapter 1 by

continuing to use a consolidated application, which includes Chapter 1 in

addition to other state and federal programs.

Some Title I coordinators were unsure whether they had the authority

under Chapter 1 to include items on their application if they were not
expressly provided by law.

All of these states believed strongly that the application approval

process was extremely important. While they wanted to comply vIth the

intent of Chapter 1, namely to reduce paperwork and admin1strAtive burdens

on their districts, they were not generally desirous of trading rigorous

collection of information on the application to be assured that their

districts were in compliance for assurances, which would only provide

simplicity of administration. Most, however, were willing to explore

other ways (other than assurances) in which this goal could be met.

Introduction

In the three-tiered administrative structure that was established by

Congress to facilitate Title I program management and compliance, state

agencies played a critical role in ensuring the federal Department of

Education and the public that Title I funds appropriated by the federal

government were utilized by local projects in accordance with the intent

and the terms of the law. States were vested with the responsibility of

approving local project applications to ensure that districts complied

with all of the Title I fiscal and program requirements. With this

arrangement, the federal government received assurance of state and local

program compliance from the SEAs by way of the LEA applications.

The importance.of the application approval process in Title I was

recognized by the Committee on Education and Labor during the hearings

that preceded passage of the Education Amendments of 1978:

Application approval is perhaps the most important function
performed by state educational agencies under Title I. It

enables the state educational agency to determine whether
an applicant agency has complied with applicable program
requirements before the applicant agency implements the
program or projects described in the application. (p. 42)
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In practice, the LEA application serves a variety of functions. Many

districts, for example, feel that it is an important planning document.

In the course of completing the application, local project staff must make

many decisions regarding program operations and expenditures of federal

funds. Valuable coordination among Title I and regular classroom person-
nel are.ofteri needed to prepare the description of project activities that

is included on the application. The completed application also provides a
measuring post against which projects may examine themselves in terms of

progress made td achievetheit objectives.
,

For state agencies, a-Le LEA application is also 'a valuable aocument.

During the application approval process, state Title.I staff often assist

districts with or participate in various planning activities. This early

contaCt facilitates state-local relations that may be critical to the

operation of this program and to successful future SEA activities in the

district. Often thin contact provides SEAs with an opportunity to oversee

the quality of the program design and to provide technical assistance to

improve planned local services to eligible participant studentS.' In

addition, the LEA application is also a major ingredient of:the SEA

enforcememt system. In approving applications, the state assumes respon-

sibility for reviewing the planned project for compliance with all appli-,

cable requirements prior to the expenditure of federal funds. Once

approved, the application serves as an agreement between the SEA and the

LEA that the project will be conducted as specified and as approved and

therefore fedelal furds will be spent legally. The application may later

be used during monitoring and auditing to check that the LEA has implemen-

ted the project as approved. As such, the approved LEA application has

been viewed as a legally significant document, not unlike a conttact or n

agreement, the-breach of which places the SEA in the position of ,enforcing

compliance through delay or withholding of future application approval or
through use of other enforcement sanctions (Gaffney, Thomas, & Silver- .

stein, 1977).

The importance uf the approved application as a legal document cannot ,

be underestimated. Many districts rely upon it, to some extent, as a form .

of protection from grof.,s violati..Ins that might otherwise be cited in audit

exceptions. That is,.a project that is conducted in conformance with the
approved application should be substantially in compliance with all

applicable federal and state requirements. As evidenced by SEA negotia-

tion and revisions to LEA applications, the SEA approval. process has made

tremendous contributions to the level of compliance among operational .

Title I projects. I ,

The legislative language related to approval of district applications;

While not changing,dramatically since the inception of Title I in 1965,

has resulted in an expanded role for states over the years-and in an

increased importance for the application approval responsibility. Under

P.L. 89-10, states were to receive, review, and approve districE applica-

tions that described activities to be conducted with federal funds to

cover one year of program operation. Before approval was given, the state

had to determine that the planned LEA project was in compliance with
applicable requirements; and the state had to provide the LEA with an
opportunity for a hearing if the project were disapproved. Section 164 of
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the 1978 Title I law expanded the state role in applicatlon approval by

specifiying an interrelationship between this responsibility and other

state responsibilities. Specifically, prior to approval of an applica-

tion, states mast review and take into consideration pertinent federal and

state audits, ED program reviews, monitoring reports, complaints of

non-compliance, and evaluations. Thus, the LEA application was intended

to become the focal point for program administration.

The expanded state role stemmed, in part, from a history of problems

with states' approval of applications. Since states design their own

application forms and procedures, it has been observed that the extent to

which applications meet the various legal requirements varied. As noted

by the House Committee on Education and Labur, "some states' application

forms request only limited information from local school districts and may

result in these states approving programs that do not meet all require-

ments" (Report 95-1137, p. 41).

While the requirements relating to states' responsibility for approval

of LEA applications underwent some change between 1965 and 1978, the

number of determinations states needed to make to ensure that LEAs were

meeting the necessary requirements increased over the years. Section

141(a) of the 1974 Title I legislation presented the LEA requirements that

had to be met Priok to SEA approval. These provisions pertained to:

- - Funds Allocation

maintenance of effort
excess costs
supplement, not supplant°
comparability

--.Targeting and Eligibility

designating school attendance areas
private schoo0articipation

Program Design and Implementation

purpose of program and program design
needs assessment (implied)
planning a

sufficient size, scope,-and quality
information dissemination
training of education aides and professionals
control of funds and property
construction
jointly operated programs
accountability (reporting, recordkeeping, and a&Gets

to informetion)
individualized plans (encouraged)

--Evaluation
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-- Parent Participation

parent involvement
parent advisory counclas

Several of the above requirements were combined in a few but very brief

provisions in the 1974 law.

Sections 121 through 134 of P.L. 95-561, which contain the LEA

requirements of the 1978 Title I law, fill 16 pages. The 1978 Title I

legislation expanded on all of the earlier requirements and added the
following ones:

children to be served,

schoolwide projects,

expenditures related to ranking project areas and schools,

teacher and school board participation,

complaint resolution,

noninstructional duties, and

sustaining gains evaluation.

The addition of the above requirements resulted in an increase in the

length, detail, and prescriptive nature of the law. Congress, however,

intended to strengthen program management by providing SEAs and LEAs with

clearer, more precise guidance for them to use in addressing areas of

program need that were absent,from previous legislation. The assumption

was that increased specificity would lead to increased flexibility of

state and local management of Title,I Programs. To demark clearlv the

state and local responsibilities r.wrding preparatian and approval of

applications, the authors of the 1978.statute introduced a cosmetic change

as well--all state responsibilities and local requirements were touped

together and clearly labeled to facilitate easy reference.

,..As the number of LEA requirements expanded, so could the length,

complexity, and burdensome nature of the LEA application. In fact,

testimony presented at the 1978 hearings suggests that Congress was

extremely sensitive to the excessive paperwork burdens placed on LEAs.
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. According to the House Committee on Education and Labor:

A number of witnesses at the hearings held specifically

on paperwork problems Suggested that some of the Title I

application and assurance requirements created unneces-
sary paperwork, in that most of the information collected

changes verY little from year to year. Testimony also

suggested that this process diverts staff time away from

actually operating and overseeing programs. (p. 19)

In recognition of concerns among Title I program managers of excessive

1

paperwork burdens ,Id the n w demands placed on LEAs by the 1978 law, the

1978 Title 1 law was writte expressly to reduce paperwork by permitting

the use of a three-year LEA application cycle, with annual updates or

amendments representing only,program changes. This change meant that the

LEAs might need to complete lengthy and detailed Title I applications only

once every three years, and, during the subsequent two years,.they might

need to submit only brief documentation of budgetary information and

descripions of,any program changes that might result, for e4emple, from

incorporation of evaluation or needs assessment findingS, or changes in

the population served.

The effect of these legislative changes on state administration was

twofold. First, the 1978 Title I law allowed for a reduction in the
numlier of district applications that a state agency must process each

year. Second, the law specified that particular state and federal docu-

ments are to be consulted before approval can be granted. This require-

ment was to help SEAs improve their application approval procedures and to

encourage them to use the application approval process as a basis for

their program administration,.which would include the other state respon-

sibilities of monitoring, providing technical assistance, evaluating, and

resolving complaints.

The regulations for the 1978 Title I Amendments, which were to provide

additional guidance on the implementation of the Title programs, were

first published in 19791. By way of Congressional reso i ution,.the
issuance of final program regulations was delayed for a humber of reasons;

chief among them were complaints that the draft was "confusing, mislead-

ing, iacomplete, and in some 'respects incorrect," that it could not be

"understood without reference to at least five other documents," and that

it was lacking in required "standards" and examples that explain the -

Manner in which the regulations operate" (Committee on Education and

Labor, 1979, p. 2). Between 1978, when Titlej was amended, and 1981,
when final regulations were issued, SEAs and LEAs had to rely upon the

language of P.L. 95-5610guidance or ideas they could obtain from ED or

1

.1

The regulations that provided additional information and guidance on

the evaluation of Title I programs were published separately from the

program regulation$. The final evaluation regulations were published

on 12 October 1979.
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infer from the proposed regulations, and other binding requirements, such

as the General Education Provisions Act (GEPA) and regulations, and the

Educatiot Department General Administrative Regulations (EDGAR). The

Policy Manual, which was to provide states with sample application formats
and supporting materials, was never published.

In 1981, the final Title I regulations were issued. They clarified
the'previous draft, incorporated the other applicable requirements refer-

enced in the draft, and provided standards and examples for certain
responsibilities'. The response to the final regulations on the part of

the program people who had requested the changes was not positive:

...state and local education agencies pleaded for

self-contained regulations. When they got theregs, they
.-pointed with horror to how long and burdensom, . they were"

(Robinson, 1982, p. 4).

The 1981 final Title I program regulations were lengthy and quite de-

tailed, providing substantial guidance for implementation of the 1978

legislation, including application approval.

Sections 200.110 through 20b.113 relate to SEA approval of LEA appli-

cations. These regulations specify standards for approval, factors to be
conOdered in approval, effective date of approved application, procedures

related to opportunity for a hearing on application disapproval and appeal

to ED, and contents of amendments and updates to the application. While

many of the regulations echo the language of the statute, considerable

elaboration for implementation is provided. In addition, regulations on
amendments to the application stipulate that annual updates contain, at a
minimum, assurances on maintenance of fiscal effort, amount of carryover
funds and funds requested, and a budget of expenditures of Title I funds.
It further provides i'nformation on what application amendments are neces-

sary to document specific program changes. Perhaps the greatest expansion

of the 1981 regulations was to the LEA requirements. For every LEA

requirement of the statute, lengthy and detailed guidance was incorporated
in the regulations, purportedly to increase administrative flexibility and

to provide sufficient implementation examples.

The State Management Practices Study beian collecting data from state

Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the applica-
tion approval provisions included in the 1978 law (and the 1979 and 1981

regulations):

To what extent did the application approval provisions,
particularly the introduction of the three-year cycle,

affect (states' administrative practices?

To 4hat extent was the application approval process
interrelated with other state responsibilities as in-
tended by Congress?
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What problems did states encounter in implementing the
provision?

Did the provision stimulate states to develop exemplary
practices or materials in this'area?

e'r To what extent would states anticipate continuing to use
application approval in the same way as is t present, if .

this authority were not expressly permitted by law?

Title I projects operated under the 1978 statute and 1981 regulations
for only a brief time when, as a result of change in federal administra-
tion and administrative priorities, the Education Consolidation and

Improvement Act was passed.

ECIA Chapter 1 cpntains substantially fewer requirements relating to
LEA application approval. Section 556 of the new Title I law requires
LEAs to have an approved application on file in the SEA, which covers not

more than three years and which describes the local program. The SEA may

approve applications when satisfactorily assured that the LEA will keep

records and provide such information to the SEA as may be required for

fiscal audits and grogram evaluation. Certain local requirements must

also be met:

targeting attendance areas;

conduct of needs assessment;

identification of children to be served;

design of projects of sufficient size, scope and quality;

consultation with parents and teachers;

conduct of evaluation and sustained-effects studies; and

participation of private school children.

In designing LEA applications that provide satisfactory assurance of

compliance with these requirements, the SEA appears to have considerable

flexibility in determining the amount of information it requires. Thus,

the last section of the application approval part of the interview, namely

the theoretical question of states' intentions under a less prescriptive

law, took on added significance.

In February 1982, ED published the Proposed Regulations on ECIA

Chapter 1. In Sections 200.12 through 200.14, the Proposed Regulations
reiterate and expand the requiremehts of the law regarding LEA applica-

tions and SEA approval. The primary addition made is a requirement that
LEAs submit annual updates showing that the fiscal effort was maintained

and presenting a budget for the upcoming project year. These regulations

provided guidance to SEAs as they began to develop their Chapter 1 appli-

cations.
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This chapter summarizes the findings.of the State Management Practices .

Study to the questions listed above. Also included in this discussion are
states' preliminary views of the impact .of Chapter 1 on their future
application approval activities. 'The chapter concludes with opinions of a

sample of districts to their states' use of the appliCation approval
process.

Issues related to the three-year cycle, and its perceived impact on
paperwork reduction, turned out to be the theme running through most of
the comments made by the coordinators to the questions in this section of

the interview. Because of this fact, this chapter will be organized
differently from the others in this part: All of the findings pertaining
to the three-year cycle will be discussed in one section of this chapter,
even though they cut across the study questions listed above. All of the

other findings will be discussed under their appropriate headings.

Use of the Three-year Cycle

Implementation

In this section, states' implementation of the three-year cycle for

approving applications is described. Basic descriptive statistics are

presented as well as correlates of use of the cycle. Finally, some ideas

on how well the three-year cycle is working are given,

An important change allowed by the 1978 Title I law has been the

option for states to use the three-year cycle for approving district
applications together with annual updates. This change was made to help

states and district personnel reduce their paperwork. This option has

proven to be popular; 33 states report using the three-year cycle. Of

these,.7 states began using the three-year cycle in 1978-1979, 20 in
1979-80, and the remaining 5 in 1980-81. Eliminating th ,=. requirement of

annual applications also permitted states to stagger the submission of

applications. Only 5 of the 33 states using the three-year cycle stagger

submissions. This strategy was apparently successful, as four of these
states reported reduction of paperwork for both them and their districts.

Some of the states that do not stagger submissions happen to have so few

LEAs that the idea does not make sense, but many other states on the

three-year cycle are quite large, and their reasons for not staggering
submissions are not clear.

Since Congress gave states the option of using the three-year cycle as
a means of reducing paperwork, it was hypothesized that the larger states

would select the option since they would have more paperwork to process.
However, use of the three-year cycle turned out to be unrelated to almost

all major demographic size variables, including the number of LEAs, total

state educational revenues, funds for state administration, state popula-

tion, number of SMSA's greater than 25,000, rumber of SMSA's greater than
100,000, as well as several measures of the size of the Title I state

staff. Use of the three-year cycle was correlated only with population
density (number of persons per square mile): States using the three-year

cycle had greater population density than those that did not attempt it.

Since use of the cycle did not correlate as expected, it suggests that the
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re sons. for states' use of the cycle are more Complexand varied than
'cori inally anticipated.

.T\ idea that the larger states would choose to use the three-lrear

cycle i , of course, based on the assumption that this option is perceived
as,a me6hanism for achieving paperwork reduction. If states have other
percepti8ns, then this hypothesis Would not be expected to hold. As the

following\discussion makes clear, states have widely varying experiences
with and oPinions aboUt the value of adopting use of the three-year
cycle. Thee opinions and experiences prove to be important mediating
variables; crlsequently much of this chapter deals with them.

Although over 607..of the states used the three-year cycle, the data
indicate that this option has not been entirely successful. State Title I

coordinators that reported using the three-year cycle were asked whether
they believed it had reduced paperwork either for themselves or for their
district personnel. Table 1 displays the crosstabulations of the respon-

ses to these two questions. It is evident that a substantial proportion
of those states using the three-year cycle report, in effect, that it is
not working for them or for their districts. In fact 8 of the 11 states
reporting no paperwork reduction for either the SEA or their LEAs said
that annual updates involve as much work as preparing and processing a new

application. A few states were extremely vocal on this point, calling the
three-year cycle a "farce" or saying that it is just not working to reduce
paperwork burden as they had expected.

Table 1
Reports of Paperwork Reduction by Users of Three-year Cyclea

Reduction
in Paperwork - SEA

Yes

Reduction in Paperwork LEA
No Yes

11 3

0 19

a Data from 16 states that are not using the three-year cycle are not
included.

The issue of paperwork reduction was also of concern to states not on

the three-year Cycle. Of the 16 state Title I coordinators that reported
not using the three-year cycle, 10 said that they were not using it

because they felt annual updates would be just as much work. Several felt

that the law required that the updates contain too much information to

permit an appreciable reduction. Others said that their LEAs modified
their programs annually and would need to submit revised program descrip-

tions anyway. Thus, the degree to which the three-year cycle would reduce



paperwork was a dominant concert\for both those using the cycle and those

that did not.

In contrast, several of the cooinators whose paperwork had been
reduced for both them and their districts indicated that the paperwork
reduction was substantial. Of these 19 states, 11 said that only updates
needed to be reviewed in the off years and these updates are much shorter
than completing (or processing) a new application. Four.other, states said

that eliminating the need to review detailed project descriptions each
year was instrumental in lessening the paperwork burden. A few of these

states said the amount of paperwork reduction was "very substantial."

Some of these "successful" states had such dramatically different
stories to tell thanthe "unsuccessful" states that it was difficult to
believe that they were both talking about the same thing. The data
suggest that there is considerable variation in the ways states have
implemented the three-year cycle. The answers to several of the interview
questions suggest that the successful states may be using different kinds
of update materials than the others.

These 33 states using annual updates were asked whether they had
Problems in updating. Problems were reported by 14 states. However, the

states unsuccessful in reducing their paperwork were more likely to report
problems as shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Problems with Annual Updates as a
Function of Paperwork Reductiona

SEA
Paperwork Problems with Annual Updates

reduction No Yes

No

Yes

4 7

14 5

a Data from three states using the three-year cycle are missing.

Six of those seven unsuccessful states that had problems with updates said
that the SEA has to keep referring to the original three-year application
in processing the update. In other words, successful and unsuccessful
states appear to differ in how they handled the updating process. The
successful states seemed to have found a way to process a shorter form

efficiently. In contrast, the unsuccessful states have not implemented a
procedure that permits them to capitalize on the potential advantages the
three-year cycle offers. One of these coordinators, for example, com-
mented that he often did not know which items in the update were different
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from the original applicatidn, and, in effect, had to review both the

update and the original application jointly. On the other hand, the

states that have reduced their paperwork seem to have developed procedures

that circumvent this problem; they never mention having to go back to the

original application when processing the update.

The foregoing discussion implies that making the three-year cycle work

is a nontrivial matter. By allowing states to use a three-year cycle,

Congress only gave states an opportunity to reduce paperwork: It does not

happen automatically. To make the three-year cycle work, a state may have

to design new management procedures that capitalize on-this opportunity.

Since the staffing and funding resources available to the successful and

unsuccessful states did not differ, this raises the question: What is

different about successful states that allows them to adapt to the

change? The data from this study suggest that the,management styles of

the successful states may differ from that of other states. It may be

this style permitted these states to adapt to the change more readily than

others. Responses to the interview questions, as well as a look at the

application materials, provide some evidence in support of this conjec-

ture. These findings are discussed below.

Percent of Time Spent on Application Approval

State Title I coordinators were asked what percentage of their time

(and time of their staffs) was spent in approving district applications.

It was hypothesized that states reporting that the three-year cycle

reduced paperwork for them and their districts might tend to spend a

smaller percentage of time on this responsibility than other states.

Table 3 presents the percentage of time spent on application approval as a

function of use of the three-year cycle.

Table 3

Percent of Time Spent on Application Approval as a

Function of Three-year Cycle Usea

Three-year
Cycle Use

Median Percent
of Time Spent Low High N

No 22.5 10.0 41.0

.._

16

Yes, No Paperwork
Reduction 20.0 5.0 37.0 11

Yes, Paperwork
Reduction 15.0 10.0 44.0 19

a Data are not included for the three states that reported that only the

paperwork of their districts was reduced.
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Since the successful and unsuccessful states did not differ in terms

of their state characteristics, tte.lesser percentage of time spent on

application approval does not ref:ect fewer applications to process or
greater numbers of staff available to process the applications. Thus,

these data offer support for the hypothesis that the successful states may

have developed more effective strategies for implementing the three-year

cycle. These more effective strategies, then, may have led to a reduction

in paperwork and to less time spent on the application approval process.

Desire for Standard Application Approval Formats

State Title I coordinators were asked whether they felt the applica-

tion approval process would be facilitated by having standard formats or

model materials. Thirty states said it would not be helpful, eleven said

it might be helpful, and only eight said it would be helpful. Cross-

classifying these responses with use of the three-year cycle as shown in

Table 4 shows an interesting relationship.

Table 4

Desire for Standard Formats as a
Function of Three-year Cycle Usea

Desire for Standard Formats

Three-year Cycle Use No Maybe Yes

No 10 1 5

Yes, No Paperwork 5 4 2

Reduction

Yes, Paperwork 14 4 1

Reduction

a Data are not included for the three states that reported that only the

paperwork of their districts was reduced.

In this table, the cross-classified responses in the last two columns are

of special interest. Superficially, one might think that responses of

"maybe" and "yes" to the "standard formats" question reflect similar

viewpoints, but, in reality, this is not so. The comments made by state

coordinators to this question reveal strong differences in point of view.

States that would like standard formats actually take a rather passive

stance: The dominant reason is that they want guidance. Illustrative,

comments are, "This would tell us what the feds want," and "They should

provide us with this; it would have eliminated some horrendous discus-

sions." Comments by these state coordinators did not' portray the State
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as an active evaluator; they depicted the providers of the standard forms

as the decisionmakers.

In contrast, states that said "maybe" were actually the most active of

the three categories of states. The crucial difference is that these

states said that they would determine for themselves whether some (or all)

of a standard form would be useful. That is, they could not tell whether

standard forms might be helpful until they s,..47 such a form and evaluated

it. If such forms were provided, they might, say, incorporate some

features of the forms into their own. This more active stance, in which

the state is viewed as a dominant decisionmaker, is correlated with the

decision to adopt the three-year cycle.

The comments made by the 14 coordinators that felt that the cycle

reduced their paperwork suggested, in effect, that they have a procedure

already in place that works for them, and that there is no reason for

their staff to need a new form. As with the "maybe" :.ategory, these
states appeared to be taking a more active, problem-solving stance. Ten

of the state coordinators who responded "no" said that they ought to be

responsible for developing their own models, standards, and guidelines;

and eight of these ten use the three-year cycle.

These responses are especially'interesting in that they provide some

insight into the "management style" of the states. Most states did not

want standard models or formats, because they felt it was their reSponsi-

bility to develop their own (10 states) or that there is too much varia-

tion across states (e.g., urban-rural) for standard formats to be helpful

(10 states). It is significant that the few states that valued guidance

from outside also differ on other variables.

With ro.spect to state demographics, three variables differentiated the

groups: percent of educational funds from state sources, percent of

educational funds from local sources, and.population density. As is

consistent with the results presented above, the states saying "yes" were

most unlike the states saying "maybe," with the states saying "no" occupy-

ing an intermediate position between the two. The states that said they

might be able-to use standard formats are characterized by a high per-

centage of local funds, a low percentage of state-funds, and had high

populatioudensity. States that would like models had the reverse config-

uration of funding percentages (high state-low local) and had less popula-

tion density. The "no" group occupied a middle position on this continuum.

The Three-year Cycle: Further Support for an Active Management Style

Because the successful users of the three-year cycle are characterized

as having an active, problem-solving management style, the hypothesis was

advanced that this same markagement style might also appear in their other

Title I management responsibilities. -

Further evidence that states that successfully used the three-year

cycle differ in management style from those that do not is found in the

ways they provide technical assistance to LEAS, in the ways they conduct
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parent involvement activities, and in the extent to which they exercised

their rulemaking authority.

Use of statewide conferences to provide technical assistance is
inversely related to successful use of the three-year cycle. This rela-

tionship is displayed in Table 5. States that successfully used the

three-year cycle are less likely to use statewide conferences, while
states that did not attempt to use the three-year cYcle at all are much

more likely to report use of statewide conLerences. The data shown in
Table 5 are consistent with the findings reported in the chapters on State
Rulemaking and Technical Assistance--namely, that the more "active" states
tend to rely more on personalized "face-to-face" modes of providing
assistance and less on the less personalized service delivery mechanisms.

Table 5

Reports of Statewide Technical Assistance Conferences as a
Function of Three-year Cycle Usea.

Three-year Statewide Conferences Reported

Cycle Use No Yes

No

Yes, No Paperwork
Reduction

Yes, Paperwork
Reduction

5 11

5 6

12 7

a Data are LIW-. included for the three states that reported that only the

paperwork oi their districts was reduced.

The greater involvement of the atates. reporting satisfaction with the
three-year cycle in these face-to-face workshop settings is exemplified in

the area Of parent involvement. As shown in Table 6, states reporting
successful use of the three-year cycle are more likely to work with LEAs,
conduct workshops for LEAS on parent involvement issues, develop and
disseminate parent involvement materials to LEAs, and Work directly with a
state Parent Advisory Councia (often consisting of district representa-

tives).
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Three-year
Cycle Use

No

Table 6

Type of State-Level Parent Involvement Activities as a
Function of Three-Year Cycle Use

Develop/

Work With Conduct Disseminate

LEAs Workshops Information

No Yes No Yes No Yes

6 10 8 8

5

3 16

Yes, No Paperwork
Reduction 7 4

Yes, Paperwork
Reduction 8 11

Work with
State PAC
No Yes

11 5 8 2

10 1 6 4

8 11 5 7

As might be expected from these data, the successful users of the

three-year cycle were also more active when the total number of their

state-lev41 parent involveinent activities were examined (range = 0 to 4).

This relationship is presented in Table 7.

Table 7

Number of State-level Parent Involvement Activities as a
Function of Three-year Cycle Usea

State-level Parent

Three-year Involvement.Activities

Cycle Use 0 - 1 2 or more

No 8 8

Yes, No Paperwork
Reduction 7

Yes, Paperwork
Reduction 4

4

15

a Data are not included for the three states that reported that only the

paperwork of their districts was reduced.
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This pattern of findings is consistent with the thesis that successful

users of the three year cycle are more active than unsuccessful users in

terms of the delivery of support services to LEAs. They are clearly much

bore active in the delivery of more personalized services to LEAs. In

view of the fact that these groups do not differ on the amount of resour-

ces available to them !e.g., setaside funds) or number of LEAs to be

served, differences between the successful and unsuccessful three-year

cycle users cannot be explained by any such outside variables. Instead,

the data suggest that the successful states are simply more active and

creative managers, and this difference manifests itself in several differ-

ent areas. One difference was discussed in the previous chapter on

Rulemaking. Here, the active problem-solving stance of the successful

users was noted when it was observed that successful cycle users also

tended to use their rulemaking authority, actively, while the unsuccessful

cycle users did not.

Use of Three-year Cycle and Development of Exemplary Practices

The Title I coordinators were asked whether they had developed any

successful practices or materials in the area of application approval with

which they were particularly pleased and that could be shared with other

states. Thirty states reported that they had developed exemplary prac-

tices or materials in the area of application approval. Of these, 22

states said they had developed exemplary materials, and 10 states said

that they had developed exemplary processes. The most frequent kinds of

materials mentioned were the application itself (9 states), the instruc-

tions for the application (7 states), and an application review instrument

or checklist (7 states). The most frequently reported process was the

development of a management system (5 states). Other exemplary processes

mentioned were the use of a computerized processing system, the inclusion

of LEAs in the review process, and the use of more than one reviewer.for

each application. One particularly interesting process included reviews

by an advisory committee, which included local administrators, teachers,

and parents.

The development of exemplary practices is correlated with success in

using the three-year cycle to reduce paperwork. This relationship is

displayed in Table 8.
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Table 8

Exemplary Application Approval Practices as a
Function of Three-year Cycle Usea

Three-year Presence of Exemplary Practices
Cycle Use No Yes

No 6

Yes, no Paperwork
Reduction

Yes, Paperwork
Reduction

4

9

6

2 14

a Data are not included for the three states that reported that only the
paperwork of their districts was reduced.

Although most states reported having developed exemplary materials or
practices, this trend was more pronounced in the states that reported that
their paperwork was reduced by using the three-year cycle. These states
may have felt that it was their responsibilty to develop materials and
procedures, and clearly a higher proportion of them did so. The same
relationship was observed above with use of the three-year.cycle and
desire for standard formats.

The development of exemplaty materials was predicted by the configura-
tion of percentage state and percentage local funds. States that had
developed exemplary practices were characterized by the high percentage
local-low percentage state configuration, while states that did not
develop exemplary materials showed the opposite configuration (high
state-low local). This is the same pattern that differentiated states
that wanted standard formats from those that did not, but it is not true
that the development of exemplary materials is related to attitudes toward
standard formats.

Use of the Three-year Cycle and an Examination of the AWication Form

The discussion so far has argued that the successful users of the
three-year cycle may have a more active, and perhaps more effective,
management style than the non-satisfied users. This management style has
permitted them to adapt successfully to use of the three-year cycle.
While this point of view is supported by states' responses that indicate
that states are using different kinds of update forms (e.g., one state
said that the update is the same as the application except for the title
page, while some successful states said that the update is only a few
pages or a small fraction of the length of the application), further
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possibilities exist. One is that the states are serv ng different kinds
of LEAs; it may be easier to make the update simple i_ almost all of the

districts are small and the relationship between the SEA and LEA is

close. Another point of view is that paperwork is reduced by not doing a
thorough job; that is, the states that say that the law doesn't permit a

"real" three-year cycle may be right. To be thorough and complete may be

inconsistent with the goal of paperwork reduction.

To examine these alternatives, it was important to review the applica-
tions and updates from all of the states. Each application was reviewed
to determine the degree to which it requested information about district

legal requirements. From an examination of the legal district require-
ments in Subpart 3 of P.L. 95-561, 21 requirements were selected for

examination. While,this list is not exhaustive, these points were
selected because they described specific actions to be taken, they were
commonly represented in district applications, and they were easily

identiftable. A list of the 21 points is included in Table 9. While the

Title I law did not require that each of these points be represented in
the application, states had the responsibility to ensure that these
relevant provisions were met. It was not unlikely that states would use

the application as a vehicle for collecting the information on these
points to facilitate making their necessary determinations. An example of

a'legal requirement that may not be included in great detail on the
application is comparability, since districts are required to submit
comparability reports to the state at regularly scheduled times.

Table 9

Legal District Requirements Reviewed in State Applications

Funds Allocation

Maintenance of effort (Section 126(a))

Excess costs (Section 126(b))

Comparability (Section 126(e))

Targeting and Student §election

Using low-income measures for identifying school attendance areas

(Section 111(a))

Serving high-ranked eligible schools (Section 122(a))

Serving students in greatest need first (Section 123(a), 124(b))

Private school participation (Section 130)



Table 9 (continued)

Program Design

411 Program description (Section 121, 124(b)(2))

Design to meet the special needs of educationally deprived students

(Section 124(a))

Determine childrens' needs for program design (Section 124(b))

Coordination with other programs (Section 124(f))

Teacher and school board participation (Section 124(i))

Training aides with teachers (Section 124(1))

Written complaint resolution procedures (Section 128))

Evaluation

Evaluation of effectiveness in meeting special needs

(Section 124(g))

Measure of sustained effects (Section 124g))

Use of evaluation for program improvement (Section 124(g)(3))

Parent Involvement

Parent participation (Section 124(j))

District adhsory council (Section 125(a))

School advisory couneil (Section 125(a))

Advisory council responsibilities (Section 125(b))

Because.it was known that states might collect information on these 21

points using coMractual documents other than the application, cautfon was

exercased in setting up the rating procedures. AIR staff did not want to

downgrade states for failure to collect a sufficient amount of information

on a particular requirement, since'states may have used other methods or

documents for collecting the information that were not provided to the

study staff. AIR staff, however, finally decided to use the rating system

simply to assess the extent to which the applications'were used to collect.

infOrmation on these^points. Thus, the observation that a requirement is

,missing from an application should not be overinterpreted to mean that a

state is negligent in its appli.cation approval responsibility.
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Each requirement receiyed a rating of "absent," "insufficient," or .

"sufficient," depending upon the amount of information states requested on

the application forms, updates, or instructions. The amount of informa-

tion that states needed to be able to make the determination that dis-

tricts were, in fact, in compliance was defined to be "sufficient." An

assurance or a lesser amount of information provided was defined to be

"insufficient." A requirement was "absent" if no information was collec-

ted on the application. [For a complete discussion of how each require-
ment was reviewed and for examples of "sufficient" ratings taken from

existing state documents, see the management module on application

approval produced part of the State Management Practices Study (Putman,

1982).] States were then categorized by their overall scores as being in

one of five categories:

the application was primarily "absent" considering the 21
points,

the application was primarily "insufficient" considering
the 21 points,

the application was primarily "sufficient" considering
the 21 points,

the application had equal numbers of the three ratings, or

the application had equal numbers of the "insufficient"
and "sufficient" ratings.

The correlations between states' classifications on the application
and state demographic variables were low; however, the direction was
consistente The number of "absent" ratings (no information requested)
correlated negatively with population and financial variables, such as

1980 population, number of SMSAs larger than 25,000, number f SMSAs

greater than 100,000, state administration funds, and total revenues.
These correlations averaged about -.25. The number of "sufficient"
ratings was positively related to these variables, but the relationship
was even weaker; the average correlation was about .15. The number of

."insufficient" ratings did not correlate with this set of demographic

variables.

The cross classification of state ratings by use of the three-year
cycle is shown in Table 10.

-s
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Table 10

States' Application Ratings as a Function of Three-year Cycle Usea

Three-year
Cycle Use

ApplIcation Ratings

Primarily
Absent

Primarily
Insufficient

Primarily
Sufficient Equal

Insufficient/
Sufficient

None 1 4 5 2 4

Yes, No Paper-
work Reduction

0 3 5 1 2

Yes, Paper-work 3 1 9 0- 4

Reduction

a Data from five states are missing.

The relationship between these variables and success in using the

three7-year cycle is not clear cut. When the states are grouped according °

to no use, use with no paperwork reduction, or use with paperwork reduc-

tion, no difference in the number of "absent" and "sufficient" ratings

were found. However, states that reduced paperwork using the three-year
cycle had significantly fewer "insufficient" ratings than those that did

not attempt the three year-cycle. The "non-use" group averaged 8.75

insufficient ratings, while the successful states averaged 6.8 insuffi-

cient ratings. The states that tried the three-year cycle but did not

realize a reduction in paperwork averaged 8 insufficient ratings, which

was not significantly different from either of the other two groups.

This set of results suggests that the successful states are doing as
thorough a job as the other states as far as collecting sufficient amounts
of information on the application. The successful states are doing a
quite thorough job, as they account for a large proportion of the primar-

ily sufficient ratings. However, the ratings did not differentiate
updates from original applications, so it is difficult to determine other

ways in which the applications of states successful in reducing their
paperwork differed from those of states unsuccessful in reducing their

paperwork. As we 4*cussed above, the crucial difference may be in the
way successful and unsuccessful states handled the annual updates. Since

the successful and unsuccessful states did not differ in the frequency

with which they made changes to these updates, the content,of the updates,

or perhaps their formats, may be important differentiating factors..
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Threeyear Cycle Use and SEAED Relationships

Because successful use of the threeyear cycle might have been en
hanced by a positive relationship with the U.S. Department of Education
staff, state Title I coordinators were asked how the federal Department of
Education helped them to carry out their application approval responsi
bility. Five said that they felt ED had hindered their efforts, seven
found ED "somewhat" helpful, twentythree said ED was helpful, and the
others expressed a neutral relationship or indicated that they did not
consult with ED on application approval issues. Of those that found ED

not helpful, many expressed difficulty in obtaining answers to their

queries (e.g., clarification of the law). Other states, however, reported
that ED was helpful and responsive to exactly the same type of query. As

part of their response, many states commented that they functioned rela
tively independently of ED; they qualified their answers by saying that
their contact was minimal anyway.

.

There is a relationship between helpfulness of ED and use of the
threeyear cycle as shown in Table 11.

Table 11

Helpfulness of ED as a Function of Three ;ear Cycle Usea

Threeyear
Cycle Use

ED Helpfulness
Somewhat

Hindered Helpful Helpful ,

Neither/
Not Consulted

No 4 5 2

Yes, No Paper
work reduction

1 1 -4 4

Yes, Paperwork 1 2 13 1

Reduction

t states are missing.a Data from e

-----

As shown in Table 11, states using the threeyear cycle are more likely to

find ED helpful than those that are not. In addition, almost all states

that felt the threeyear cycle reduced their paperwork and that of their

districts found ED helpful.

It appears from the comments made during the interviews that states

not on the threeyear cycle had difficulties communic.-3ting with ED. Their

problems typically dealt with getting clarification of the law or checking
the legality of practices with ED; their complaints were that the res

'ponses were slow (i.e., in writing) or insufficient. States on the
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three-year cycle apparently enjoyed greater success in communicating with

ED on the same kinds of issues.

Summary

Taken together, these findings seem to suggest the following:

Although use of the three-year cycle is widespread, an appreciable propor-

tion of these states feel that it has failed to accomplish its primary

purpose and may even have created additional paperwork (e.g., by having to

review both the update and original application). The three-year cycle

only provide:: an opportunity to reduce paperwork; accomplishing this

objective is nontrivial. There is substantial variation in how states
implemented the three-year cycle, particularly how they handled the

problem of annual updates. Some states say that use of the cycle has

reduced the paperwork for them and their districts more successfully than

others. States that feel that they should take an active role in planning

and structuring their programs are more likely to be on the three-year

cycle, and states that would like to have guidance from outside in struc-

turing their application forms are more likely never to have attempted

it. States that reported that their paperwork had been reduced through

use of the three-year cycle were more likely to have developed exemplary
practices and to have enjoyed a more positive relationship with ED. It

may be that an active, Problem-solving stance is necessary to make the

three-year cycle work, since several of the coordinators who said that the

paperwork reduction was substantial were also especially clear in saying

that standard formats would be of no value to them (i.e., forms should be

tailored to meet each state's own needs; they say they already have in

place a system that works).

Application Approval Changes Unrelated to Use of the Three-year Cycle

States were asked to describe how they changed their practices in

response to the 1978 Title I law. Changes to the content of the applica-

tion forms, changes to the format of the forms, changes to the upda':es (or

annual form), and changes to the application approval process itself were

common responses to this question.

Thirty-eight states reported that they had made changes to the content

of their application forms. Nine added new sections to meet the reqvlre-

ments of the 1978 law; and ten specifically mentioned changing or aduing

sections in the area of parent involvement and parent advisory councils.

Twenty-nine states reported changes to the format of their forms. The

tendency was for these changes to be in the direction of simplifying or

shortening the forms. Four states said they now use checklists, and seven

said they did something to simplify the form. While several coordinators

mentioned shortening the application form to reduce paperwork, especially

for their districts, this variable did not correlate with any of the

variables mentioned in the previous section on paperwork reduction.

Twenty-nine states said t "ilat they changed the prccess by which they

reviewed applications. The types of changes mentioned were more diverse

than those from the previous questions. Changes in the number of staff
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used (both increases and decreases) were mentioned, as well as more or
less use of regional staff in the review process. Other areas of change

were in the areas of use of computers and word processors to keep track of

information. Curiously, this.variable was related to several demographic
variables pertaining to the "size" of the state in the sense of population

and finances.

Figure 1 shows the pattern of mean differences on several important

demographic variables for states that reported changes to their applica-
tion approval materials or processes as no changes. Because these vari-

ables are measured on different scales, they have been reexpressed to make

the differences between the two groups easier to see. For each variable,
the mean difference between the "change" and "no change" groups is

graphed. If states that made changes have a higher mean than states that

did not, the arrow points upward. Conversely, if the states that did not.

Make changes have the higher mean, the arrow points downward. Each unit

on the Y axis corresponds to one standard error. Thus, an arrow two units

in length represents a statistIcally significant difference between the

groups.

Because the types of changes made by these states are so diverse, it

is surprising that any relationships exist. Although several of these

variables showed significant differences, a singIe test of the signifi-

cance of the entire group of variables showed that this set actually does

not predict whether a state made process changes (F=1.21, p = .31). Thus,

it may be that the results depicted in Figure 1 may be falsely conclu-

sive. This is plausible, both from a substantive and statistical vie4
point. Since the types of changes mentioned by the states are so diverse,

it is difficult to imagine a single mechanism that could account for the

pattern of differences shown. Also, the intercorrelations among these
measures are extremely high (correlations between population and financial

variables are in the .90's). Figure 1 seems to imply that there are

several independent didensions,on which the groups differ, but the inter-

correlations show that this is misleading. Very clearly, each variable is

not contributing independent information. The single overall test, in
effect, says that the information in this set of variables is not suffi-

cient to differentiate the groups.
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Figure 1. Profile of demographic differences--process changes.
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Interrelationship with Other State Responsibilities

One of the intentions of Congress was that the application process

would be a cornerstone for other Title I responsibilities, such as moni-

toring, auditing, evaluating programs, and providing technIcal assis-

tance. To help states do this, Congress required that, prior to approval

of an application, states were to review

the results of federal and state audits,

the results of federal and state monitoring reports,

administrative complaints made by parents or other individuals

concerning the district, and

districts' evaluation reports.

The data collected during the interviews show that, for the most part,

coordinators used problems encounterd during the application approval

process to focus their monitoring and technical assistance efforts for the

particular LEAs exppriencing difficulties. If the same problems kept

emerging time after time, the coordinators would generally try to hold

regional workshops to discuss the requirements, disseminate written

information about the requirements, or take such steps as were needed to

correct the problems.

Problems with particular LEA requirements were not generally passed

along to auditors, since the coordinators felt strongly that this would

violate the "independence" of the auditors. In cases of a few recalci-

trant districts or in cases where the coordinators were in more frequent

communication with their auditors, problematic information on requirements

or districts was shared.

Most coordinators reported that they took the results of federal

program reviews into consideration prior to approving applications. For

those coordinators who had.experienced complaints, ill but four indicated

that the complaints were resolved or on their way to resolution prior to

approval. In the four cases where the coordinators indicated the com-
plaints were noe resolved prior to approval, most of these complaints were

felt to be irrelevant to Title I matters or holdovers from the pre-1978

era

Less agreement was observed on taking LEA audits and evaluation

reports into consideration prior to approval. Eight coordinators indi-

cated they did not either review audit findings or hold up the application

approval for a review of audit findings unless an audit exception was

noted. In one case, the coordinator indicated he has never seen the audit

findings from any of his districts--even when exceptions occurred. In

another case, summaries of audit findings which were paid for and prepared

by auditors hired by local districts, were sent to the state audit 'agency;

this agency never shared the information with the Title I unit.
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Evaluation reports were not used by eight coordinators in the applica
tion approval process due to a variety of reasons--the primary one being
the lateness of obtaining the information. In several of these cases,

however, the evaluation results from the year previous to the last school
year (i.e., data that were two years old) were considered in the applica

tion approval process. Several coordinators, however, were very active in

- taking the districts' evaluation results into consideration prior to

approval. If the evaluation da showed low achievement gains for one or
more buildings or for the district as a whole, the local school district
was required to indicate on its application how it planned to modify its

program in light of these findings. In one case, state and local Title I

staff sat down together to identify factors that could possibly have
accounted for the low gains and to work out modifications to the program
that might improve it.

Problets

State Title I coordinators were asked .to what extent the application
approval provision created problems for them. The context of this ques

tion was such that state coordinators focused\on problems other than

paperwork, which had been covered elsewhere ift\the interview. Twentyone
states reported that they had problems. The moat frequent types of
problems concerned lack of enough time to process applications (5 states),
problems with having LEAs complete applications (7 tates), and problems

with the language of the law (5 states).

Almost all of the coordinators (N = 44), however, reported that one or
more of the district requirements were problematic in.the approval pro

cess. Many of these coordinators indir.ated that the problems were major
enough that they were forced to delay approval of the application until

the applications were changed to bring the districts into compliance.

Table 12 presents the number of problems reported for each district

requirement and the number of times states reported delaying or with

holding approval of the application.
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Table 12

Reports of Application Approval Problems and Incidences of
Withholding of Approval by District Requirement

Type of Problem'

Funds Allocation

Maintenance of effort

Excess costs

Supplement not supplant

Comparability

Targeting and Eligibility

Designating school attendance areas

Children to be served

Private school participation

Schoolwide projects 2 1

Number of
Probleme

Number Delaying
or Withholding

Approval

16a 11

12a,b 5

18a,b 10

19a,b 7 '

20a,b 10i

10a,b 4'

17a 10

Program Design

Purpose of program 1 2

Assessment of educational need

Planning

Sufficient size, scope, & quality

Expenditures related to ranking
of project areas and schools

Coordination with other programs

Information dissemination

Teacher & school board participation

Training of education aides

Control of funds

12a,b 10

1 r 2

lla 6

15a 8

7a 2

3 1

8a 3

6 3

1 1
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Table 12 (continued)

Construction 3 2

Jointly operated programs 2 1

AccountPability 2a,b 1

Complaint resolution 3 1

Individualized plans 3a 1

Noninstructional duties 8a 1

Evaluation

Evaluation 10a,b 4

Sustaining gains 8 4

Parent Involvement

Parent participation 8alb 3

Parent Advisory Councils 18a,b 9

a These items were mentioned as being a "major" problem by at least one

state Title I coordinator.

These items were mentioned as being a "major" problem by at least

one-half of the state Title I coordinators who reported it as a

problem.

As evident from the table, the funds allocation and targeting and

eligibility provisions caused problems for the coordinators, and approval

of the application was often delayed until these problems were corrected.

Of the other provisions, needs assessment, expenditures related to ranking

of project areas and schools, and the parent involvement provisions were

felt to be major problems and ones for which approval of the application

was often withheld. The insufficient size, scope, and quality provision

occasioned many sarcastic comments by coordinators, who said they were not

sure what the provision meant in the first place, and they were even less

sure what they needed from the districts to ensure that this provision was

met.

Many of the problems with the district requirements may have been

caused, in part, by the language of Section 164, which says that state

agencies "shall approve an application...if such...agency is satisfied

[emphasis added]...that such applicant agency will use the funds

received...in a manner which meets the requirements c his title."

Several state Title I coordinators were unsure how mt J cmation they
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needed to collect from local districts before they would be satisfied that
their districts were in compliance. This uncertainty of how to
the "satisfied" clause coupled with the uncertainties of how to interpret

some of the program design requirements created much frustration for some

coordinators.

All of the coordinators took the application approval process ser-

iously: In fact, only five coordinators rated the provision as of "moder-'

ate" importance in meeting the purposes of the law (and no one rated it as
having "no" importance). Because of the importance of the provision and,
perhaps, because of the legally binding nature of the application, coor-
dinators appeared to resent the vagueness of the law and the lack of help
from the Department of Education, as both factors made their job more

difficult. For example, delays in receiving waivers from ED of main-
tenance-of-effort for their districts or failure to require the "right"
kind of information from LEAs so that they could adequately address the
sufficient size, scope, and quality provision'could lead to serious
problems for the coordinators in terms of audit exceptions or citations
from the federal program monitoring reviews.

Because of the short timelines under which they had to approve the
applications, states were concerned that they were not able to do as

thorough a job as they would have liked. The notion of an application
having "substantially approvable" status was one way that states could buy

more time for processing the applications. Thus, for those sections of

the application that were approved, districts could receive a portion of

their funds and begin their programs on schedule, while negotiations
continued on the remaining items to bring them intg compliance. For these

states, the concept of "withholding" approval was totally foreign. Their

attitude was thLt all applications would be approved eventually, but some

may need a little more help and negotiation than others before final

approval could be given.

An issue of concern to quite a few coordinators was the fact that

districts were to complete their applications. Two types of problems with

districts were noted. First, personnel were not perceived by th2ir state
staff to be sophisticated enough to be able to complete the aylication

directly. Consequently, state Title I staff often went to !lie districts
to help them write their project narratives and to provicV them with

feedback on the submission prior to its official submiss,.on. Second, some

district personnel were so extremely sophisticated in grant writing that

they could "make even a lousy project sound exemplary." Thus, even though

the printed words were in compliance, the state office was not really sure

the words accurately reflected project activities until the monitoring

visit was conducted.

Avoidance of problems led, in some cases, to the creation of several

exemplary application review processes. Because some coordinators felt
district personnel could improve theif own submissions by seeing the

'problems encountered during the review process, they included a few
'district coordinators as outside reviewers. Other coordinators instituted
advisory panels, containing parents in addition to state and local admin-

istrators, for reviewing the applications. Not only did these processes



cut down on the amount of time spent in application approval, but they

also facilitate state-local-parent relationships.

Another approach to avoiding problems taken by some coordinators was

the assignment of multiple state reviewers to each application. The

reason given was that several reviewers would be less likely to miss

something on the application than if only one reviewer had complete

responsibility.

Other coordinators wanted to minimize the possibility that personal
relationships of state reviewers wiCh their districts might result in

certain noncompliant items being "overlooked." Thus, they rotated the

application reviewers frequently, and they made the applicatioh reviewers

monitor different districts to prevent this problem from occurring.

Having problems with the application approval process was noteworthy

in that it did not correlate with a single other demographic or interview

variable. Thus, apart from itentifying the specific problems mentioned by

the states, it is difficult to say very much more about these states.

Continuation

At the end of the application approval section of the interview,

states were asked whether they would include applications in their program

management if there were no or minimal legal requirements for them to do

so. Since the provisions of Chapter 1 were not in existence at the time

of the early interviews, the answers to this question were purely specula-

tive. As part of the interview's conducted onsite to a representative

sample of 20 states, state-level personnel were queried specifically about

their continuation plans under Chapter 1. By this time, the Chapter 1

requirements were a little better understood, and state coordinators were

beginning to make plans as to what, aspects of their Title I practices

would or would not be included as part of Chapter 1 management.

The discussion on continuation plans is presented in two parts. The

Speculative answers provided by the 49 Title I coordinators during the

telephone interviews will be summarized and interpreted first. The

information obtained from the 20 state Title I coordinators in response to

specific probes about their Chapter 1 application approval plans will be

presented next.

Application Approval Plans: A. Speculation

The answers of the coordinators to the theoretical question, whether

they would continue to include application approval if it were not ex-
pressly required by law, or summarized in Table 13.
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Table 13

Application Approval Continuation Plans

Plan Number of States

Don%t 'know

ij

2

Not continue 1

Continuation (plans unspecified) 3

Similar to current ractice
4

24 '..

Request the same
as is currently
Request more tha
Request informati
RequVnformati
supp ental
Request
Request
Request
Request
Requp-e

Modified practices

natu

mount of information
ing requested
assurances
h on targeting
n to ensure

of program
fiscal information
information on program design
informatioh on nee4s assessment
information on evaluation plans
maintenance of effort

-. Rely more on assurances
- Relax rules to add more flexibility

.- Include nonpoverty children

- Balance accountability and paperwork

Different pract!ces

Delete comparability
- Delete PACs

Delete all parent involvement
- Delete ipaintenance of effort

Include LEAs in decision process
No ap ication per se--only a
list cf asisdranaes

- Make eneral aid

19

4

8

7

7

7

7

4

1

7

6

2

1

1
P

2

2

3

1

1

.09
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From the table it is apparent that all but three coordinators defin-

itely would plan to continue application approval. Continuation for 24 of

the states is expected to take the same form as at present, while 19

indicated they would .change some feature of their current,practice.

\

The two coordinators who indicated that they were uncertain of their

continuation plans also indicated that whatever continuation plans were

made would depend npon the wishes of their Chief State School Officers on'

other state-level policymakers. Curiously, these two coordinators also

reported no use of the three-year cycle and spending two of the highest

percentages of staff time on the application approval process.

The four states that would change their current practices, in general,

favored involving LEAs more directly. With reApect to state demographics,

these states differed from the remaining two groups in the configuration

of percent state and percent local funds. The states.that would do

application approval differently had significantly low percentage state

funds than each of the other two groups and a signifi antly higher per-

centage local funds than the two remaining groups.
' 4P

States' continuation plans as a function of'some of the variables

cLecussed 'in this chapter'laire summarized in Table 14. While the presence

of problems may tend to be associated with changes to current practices,

these states were still active in the area'of application approval--they

tended tr) develop exemplary/Practices, they Made annual changes to.theif
application forms, and,those that uSed the thiee-year cycle tendedto te

satisfied with it. States planning to do similar practioestended to use
the three-year cycle, and many were satisfied with it; they enjoyed a

supportive relationship with ED; they deyelcped exemplary practices.
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Table 14

Application Approval Continuation Plans:
Comparison of States

Continuatic:1 Plan

Not Continue/

Variable Don't Know
Yes/
Similar Modified Different

Three-year
cycle use

- No 2 1

- Yes, no:
reduction . l' 7 2 1

Yes, reduction a -11 6 2

Annual changes to
application form

No 1 14 6 3

Yes 2 12 9 1

.Presence of appli-
,cation approval
problems

No 3 16 8

- Yes 0 10 7

Presence of exem-
plary application
approval practices

- No 1 7 4-

-Yes 2 17 7 2

Desire for standard
formats

- No 1 15 LI 11 3

-Yes 0 9' 1 1

- Maybe 2 3 3 0

,ED helpfulness

- Hindered 0 2 3 9

- Somewhat helpful 0 3 2 2

- HelpfUl 2 14 6 1

- Neither/N-z
consulted 1 , 0 6 4 1 ,

,
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It had been expected that states that expressed satisfaction with the

three-year cycle might be more likely to report continuation using similar
practices, while the remaining states might want to change. The data,

however, do not support this hypothesis.

Application Approval Plans: Preliminary Views of Chapter 1 Impact

During subsequently conducted onsite interviews to a sample of 20
states, the Title I coordinators were probed about their plans for approv-
ing applications under Chapter 1. Since application approval is a re-

quired activity, the questions probed what changes to their management
they migh anticipate making, and what problems they might anticipate in

..ls

carrying o t their application approval activities. So that.the comments

of these coordinators can be placed in perspective, a summary of their
past application approval activities is included in Table 15.

Variable

Table 15

National Sample of 20 States: Description of Past
Application Approval Activities

Number of States Variable Number of States

Three-year Desire for

cycle use standard
formats

-None 6 -No 15

-Yes, no re-
duction 1 -Yesc, 4

-Yes, reduc-
tion 11 -Maybe 1

Annual changes Initial con-

to application tinuation

form plansa

-No
Yes

11
9

-Similar/Yes 13

- Modified 5

-Different 2

Presence of Presence of

p oblems exemplary
practices

No 13
7

- No

-Yes

a Data collected during initial telephone interviews

6

12
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It is of interest that the sample contains such a high proportion of

states that found that the threeyear cycle was successful in reducing

their paperwork.

While six of the seven states wishing to change their practices said

they wanted to rely more on assurances, it is not clear that their wishes

came to pass. An examination of several of their Chapter 1 applications

showed little changes in the way the information was collected.

Assurances, while certainly easier for states to process, generated

much discussion from the coordinators. One point of view was that the

states would receive pressu-re from their districts, or possibly other

state decisionmakers, to collect assurances. The other point of view,

expressed vehemently by one coordinator, was "I need more than a bunch of

checklists. How can I be assured that my locals are really in compliance

if all I get are lots of "yeses" and "noes?""

Most states in the sample indicated they wanted to simplify their

application forms or the approval process in some way to reduce their

paperwork and to make it easier for their districts to complete the

application. Other than relying on assurances, shortening the application

form to include collection of hard data on only,the few items required by

law was frequently mentioned. One creative solution, propoted by one

Title I coordinator ear17 in the planning process, consisted of staggering

the submission times for various portions of the application. In this

"way, both'districts and states (with limited bhdgets and staff) could

spread out the processing and the paperwork more evenly over a longer time

period.

Several states in the sample with state compensatory education pro

grams planned to continue a joiht application with Chapter 1 and their

state compensatory program. .Hreviously the state mandates for their state

compensatory education program matched those for Title I, which facilita

ted a joint application effort. One problem that was expressed by one of

these states concerned the fact that the lesser Chapter 1 requirements

were now at odds with their state mandates (e.g., parent councils)--a

problem that was not resolved at the time of the interview.

In addition to the problems noted above, two other major applicatipn

approval problems were anticipated. Fiist, extremely active (and gener

ally large) LEAs may apply pressure on states not to include any items not

required by law in their applications. Without,the perceived enforcement

sanctions discussed in the last chapter, coorainators expressed uncer

tainty in their rights to continue with an application identical in size

and detail to the one used for Title I. Sec,nd, with fewer staff to

approve applications, state coordinators may be forced to consider ways of

shortening their applications, through use of assurances for example, even

though they do not feel they are-valid indications of compliance.

a
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Application Approval: A District Perspective

To obtain some indepth information about the details of the applica-

tion approval process at the district level, a sample of the-districts (N

= 62) included in this study were queried about their local activities in

this area. All of the 98 districts, however, were asked about key aspects
of the process that they liked or did not like.

Of the 62 districts interviewed to ascertain a picture of the local
application approval process, 80 percent of them indicated that the person
responsible for completing the applications was most often the local
Title I coordinalor acting alone (N = 29, 46.8 percent) or with input from

his or her staff (N = 24, 38.7 percent). The remaining districts reported
that their applications were completed by the person in charge of all
federal and state programs (N = 6, 9.7 percent) or by some other configu-
ration of personnel (N = 3, 4.8 percent).

All but fourof these sixty-two districts indicated that they received
assistance from someone at the state level to help them complete their

applications. The mosi. likely response was pre-submlIsion conferences.
In some cases, state staff would either go to the district to work over

the details of the application in a "mini" review prior to submission or

appear regionally to help a number of districts both collectively and

individually. As indicated earlier in this chapter, some states even
admitted actually writing the narratives required in the applications for

their districts.

The applications were submitted directly to the central state Title I t,

office, or in a few cases, they were submitted to the regional office
first for a preliminary review. In one state, the bulk of the application
approval process took place at the regiohal offices, although the narra-
tives or program content were sent to the relevant content specialists

located in the central state office for review.

Forty districts indicated that they had never had approval of their

applications delayed for any reason. Eight LEAs reported delays of one

mouth, five LEAs reported delays of two or three.months, three LEAs
reported delays.of from four to six months, and P.,nother group of six LEAs

reported slight delays but were unsure of how long they were.

A number Of districts felt that some of the delays were expected,

since they were not experienced in making budgets and, as a-result, tended

to make "lots of nitty gritty errors" that caused them to resubmit their

application a number of times. Others, especialty those with only alew

years of experience, expected to make mistakes, simply'due to lack of

experience in completing the forms. Generally, most of the districts
interviewed indicated that the delays were not substantial, and that the

errors tended to be trivial.

The use of the "substantially approvable" application was probably a

help to these districts. The fact that the project was substantially in
approvable form meant that funds could be spent for the activities that
were approved; thus, the project could most likely begin on time.
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In cases where project approval took longer, there tended to be more
serious problems that had to be negotiated. In one case, the state and
district disagreed as to whether the nualber of hours an aide spent in the
regular classroom disqualified her from being paid for out of Title I

funds. In another case, supplement not supplant was at issue.

One coordinator indicated that, as long as he got his money in time to .

begin Title I programs in the Fall on schedule, he was not concerned.how

long he had to "haggle over getting his numbers to add up correctly."

Generally speaking, however, districts tended to receive formal
approval of their applications within one month after formal submission
(N = 34, 65.3 percent), two months (N = 14, 26.9 percent), or three months

(N = 4, 7.6 percent).

Twelve districts indicated that they submitted an application
annually, while forty-three districts rndicated that they submitted an

application on a three-year cycle. The districts indicating use of the
three-year cycle were queried, as were their states, as to whether use of
the three-year cycle reduced paperwork and administrative burdens for
them. The cross tabulation of the responses made by states and districts
to this quegtion are presented in Table 16.

Table 16

Use of Three-year Applfcation Cycle and

. Reduction of State and District Burden

District
Three-year
Cycle Use No

Yes, No
Paperwork
Reduction

Sta'te Three-year Cycle Use

Yes, Paperwork
Reduction for -

Both SEA and LEAs

Yes, but Paperwork
Reduction only
for LEAs

No 12 0 0 0

Yes, No Paper-
work Reduction 1 2 7 3

Yes, Paper-
work Reduction 0 2 25 3

Yes, Uncertain
Paperwork
Reduction 1 0 2 0



Several findings of interest are noted from this table. First, it is

apparent that districts tended to agree with their states as to whether a ,

three-year application cycle was used. It seems that the two districts

that believed that use of the three-year cycle had not reduceu their

burden or were not certain whether it had were actually on an annual

application cycle, which may account for some of their misperceptions.

There is also fairly close agreement between the districts that both

reported using the three-year cycle and reported that it had reduced their

paperwork and the corresponding beliefs held by their states to this .

effect. However, in ten cases, the districts felt that the cycle had not

reduced their paperwork, although their states felt that it had. A likely

explanation for this difference of opinion may be tliat, since some of

these districts were large, they had to complete essentially the bulk of

the application every year due to program, staffing,'and budget changes.

Thus, while the majority\ of distriets, pa,.eicularly smaller ones, in those

states may have been helPed by allowing use of the three-year cycle, the
large districts may not have seen much relief.

Forty-three districts reported completing annual updates to supplement

the three-year application; one did not. Eleven of those that completed

updates indicated that they encountered problems in completing thed. For

five of these districts, the two major problems were the amount of time

involved and the perceived annual reporting requirement for large LEAs.

sampling of their comments is:

The updates are so lengthy.

We have to provide as much information as we did for an

annual cycle, since we are a large LEA.

The paperwork reduCtion is a farce for large districts,

since we have to do the same amount of work every year.

For two other districts, the problems were specific to particular LEA

requirements targeting, selection of schools). The remaining four

LEAs reported problems with the application/updatd itself or the timelines

imposed by the state. Some comments made by these coordinators are:

The update format is too complex. Items are scattered, since we

don't have to fill out the form from start to finish.

The indexing system to find your way around the update is so

coirplex.

We have to make out our budgets_manths before we know the salar-

ies of our teachers. Then.we have o make lots of modifications

to the apPlication, which take time. The state is really good

ahout allowing us to amend our appl cation, but the whole process

gets too lengthy and time consuming.
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Ail 98 districts were queried about what they 7.iked best about the

application approver process. Only two districts felt that there was
nothing particularly good about the process. Their answers reflected both

. quality as well as compliance orientations. The responses of the dis-

tricts can be categorized as shown in Table 17.

Table 17

What LEAs Liked Best about the Application
Preparation and Approval Process

Response Num.er of Districts

Positive Feelings about the
Application Approval Process 38

- Streamlined and not so time consuming
The.help given to complete the
application prior to submission

- Likes the 3-year cycle
Application does not change much from
year to year
Application is easier to use
LEA can make input into the form
before it is made final

The Process Leads to Improvements in
Program Quality/Better Management . 35

- Process forces LEA to plan, including .
involving regular classroom teachers,
Title I teachers, parents, PACs, admin-
istrators, and School Board in the process
LEA must refocus periodically
on its in4nt and Impact

- Forces LEAs to spell out the program in
detail--a good management tool

Better SEA/LEA Interactions 14

Good rapport am working relationship
with SEA
.0EA respOnsiveness to LEA problems and needs

- LEA likes lbe consultants Assigned
to work with his/her district

- Creates an advocacy role for SEA
- LEA likes that the'same person who monitors

her LEA also apprc/es her application
Personal attentibn is given'to LEAs
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Table 17 (continued)

Attainment of Compliance

- Keeps LEAs legal
Helps prevent auditing and monitoring
exceptions

Number of Districts
4

7

The Process Leads to Both Improvements in Program

Quality as well as Attainment of Acrlountability

- Analyzing needs and setting prio
helps kids and ensures best use

ities
f funds

3

Nothing 2

It is apparent from Table 17 that a large number of the districts

believed that the process was important in improving their programs.

Districts were also queried about what they liked least about the

application preparation and approval process. Their responses can be

categorized as shown in Table 18.
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Table 18

What LEAs Liked Least about the Application
Preparation and Approval Process

Response Number of Districts

Nothing 10

Process is too Time Consuming/Burdensome/
Involves too much Paperwork 26

4 Negative Feelings about
the Application Approval Process

Too much uncertainty in completing budgets
Too much narrative required
Xeroxing so many copies is too expensive
Some parts of the application are
redundant, not necessary

- Late forms and too little time to
complete them
Submission date is too early
Timelines do not allow real coordination
among staff, since completion takes place
over the summer

Problems with the SEA
Team assigned to LEA cannot agree on
whether or not LEA is in compliance
SEA is way of approving anything "futuriatic"
SEA oversteps bounds when approving
items on application
SEA gives conflicting answers due to
frequent turnover in personnel . 1

- Lack of communication among regional and

central office staff,results in approvq. delays

Coordination with PACs
- Timelines do,not permit meaningful i

involvement or PAC sign-off !

.- PACs aren't geared to provide any help

30

6

8

Coordination with Private Schools 5

Problems with Particular LEA Requirements
Targeting and eligibility

- Maintenance of effort
Some requirements don't fit small programs

4
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One of the major criticisms LEAs had of their state departments

concerned the timelines for preparation of the application. Since most of

the LEAs felt the application preparation process was a good planning/

management tool, they felt that having to complete it over the summer

detracted from this benefit. In fact, when districts were queried about

how their SEA could be more helpful to them in the application approval
process, a frequent response was modification to the timelines.

Fiftytwo districts provided suggestions for how their states could
be more helpful to them in the application preparation and approvLI

process. The most frequently mentioned suggestions are summarized in

Table 19.

Table 19

Ways in Which SEAs can.be More Helpful to LEAs in the
Application Preparation and Approval Process

Response Number of Districts

No suggestions--SEA is doing a good Sob 18

Simplify the process to include
reduction of paper burden 14

Shorten time for approval

Provide more assistance to LEAs to complete
the application (in person or in writing) 7

Provide allocation information sooner 4

Allow more lead time for preparation 3

Allow more LEA discretion (e.g., use
of innovations) 2

. Other suggestions, which are quite varied and don't lend themselves

well to categorization, include:

having less staff turnover at the SEA,

having more competent SEA staff,

having SEA be more sensitive to the needs of LEAs, and

having different applications for large and small LEAs.
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Oue district made a particularly unusual suggestion. BeiT, a new
local Title I cocrdinator, she was unsure of what her Title I program

looked like in previous years. Her consultant at the state level, who was

also new, could not help her in this area. Thus, she suggested that her
state Title I office could computerize both its application approval and

monitoring processes so that an historical trail of both what worked and
what did not work (in terms of monitoring citations) could be kept. That

way, she could review the past program and learn from the mistakes/

successes made by these earlier managers.

This probikm of LEAs not knowing what happened in the past was men-
tioned by several coordinators in the form of inconsistent comments made
to them by the SEA. Some state consultants who apparently were not aware

of the past goings on of a particular project might make suggestions for
change, which another consultant knew had been tried and found to be
unsuccessful or not tried for some other reason. Thus, a much unnecessary
"reinventing of the wheel" was perceived to occur by some districts.
Better rec)rds of project activities at the state level (not at the
district level due to frequent changes of staff) were believed by the
districts to correct some of these problems.

Districts also recognized that their state offices were often at a
disadvantage in not knowing who they (the local Title I coordinators) were
due to frequent turnover of staff. Some problems cited earlier with
receipt of late forms were not due, as it turned out, to state negli-

gence. In LEAs where the Title I coordinator changed often, states tended
to send the application to a designated "contact person," often the local

oistrict superintendent or some other district administrator. In one

instance, a superintendent unintentionally delayed several weeks before
passing the application along to the person,who was to complete it. Since

the person who was to complete the application had never received any
notification in adVance as to when the application materials package was
to be mailed, this particular individual blamed the SEA for completion of

the form in an impossible time periot..

Generally, LEAs perceived their state Title I units to be extremely
helpful (N = 82, 85.4 percent) to them in preparing their applications.
Twelve LEAs (2.5 percent) felt that thetr states were only slightly
helpful to them, and two LEAs (2..1 percent) were neutral.

A sample of 59 LEAs were asked, if there were no requirement in the

law for their states to require an' application, do you think it would be a
good idea for the state to do this? Fifty-five LEAs (93.2 pr:rcent)
indicated affirmatively; two were unsure (3.4 percent); and only two
indicated there was no need for the application. In fact, one of these
coordidators strongly resented the fact that Congress and his state office
shared the attitude that LEAs needed to complete an application to ensure
that,the project was legal. He felt many districts would design legal and -

quality programs without an application.

As the Chapter 1 requirements became better known by LEAs, LEAs tzre
able to speculate about a Chapter 1 application. Districts, as did their

states, had mixed reactions to the idea of greater use of assurances.
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Some of the district coordinators 'for whom the prepatation exercise was a
good management tool indicated that they would feel cheated if they could
not go through the process of writing project narratives. Others, for

whom the process was primarily to ensure compliance with the law, felt
that assurances were sufficient. For other coordinators, such as the ones

described above, an application was unnecessary; assurances in this case
would definitely relieve the administrative burdens of completing numerous
forms.

In summary, states might be able to improve their application approval
process under Chapter 1 by being concerned about timelines for the prepar-
ation and about how to streamline their forms. Since several LEAs com-
mented on the fragmentation of the form used in a three-year cycle,
perhaps clearer instructions or a better indexing system to the various
sections in the application might alleviate these problems.
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MONITORING
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MONITORING

Chapter Highp_ghts

An important indicator of how each state views its relations to dis-

tricts is the degree to which it uses its monitoring responsibility to
help LEAs improve program quality in addition to using monitoring to en-

sure fidelity to the application and compliance with the law. The State
Management Practices Study began collecting data from state Title I coor-

dinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the monitoring (including

Monitoring and Enforcement Plan) prwisions included in the 1978 Title I

law (and the 1981 regulations):

To what extent did the new monitoring provisions affect
states' administrative practices?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the

provisions?

Did the monitoring provisions stimulate states to
develop exemplary practices or materials in this area?

To what extent would states anticipate continuing to
monitor if this activity were not expressly required?

While all states said they used monitoring to ensure compliance, only

39 said that program quality was also monitored. Monitoring in compliance-

oriented states was, in general, linked more closely with auditing than in

the quality-oriented states. Quality-oriented states, on the other hand,
generally tied technical assistance to monitoring; they used monitoring
visits to identify areas in which technical assistance would be helpful to

their districts. Compliance-oriented states are not especially active--

even when they monitor for compliance, while quality-oriented staees are

active.

The study's major findings show that:

While the compliance-oriented states tended to rely pri-
marily on the application or monitoring checklists as the
basis for monitoring, quality-oriented states developed
more complex monitoring procedures.

States focusing on monitoring to improve program quality
tended to use content specialists in other units of the
state agency or staff located in their regional offices
to assist them in the review of program content in the
monitoring process.

During the monitoring process, the quality oriented
states tended to visit Title I classrooms, interview
teachers and students, and interview Oatents or Parent
Advisory Council members.

. _
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The quality-oriented states were also successful users of the,three-
year cycle, and they tended to make rules to help districts design quality

programs--all.of which are characteristics of quality.Title I administra-
tion. Thus, these quality-oriented states were active problem solvers and
they tended to go beyond what is required by law.to help achieve program
quality.

All but three states indicated a desire to continue monitoring if
there were no or lesser legal requirements for them to do so. The quality-

oriented states planned to continue practices similiar to those conducted
at present, while the compliance-oriented states'planned to do less moni-
toring in the future.

Specific continuation plans under Chapter I will be affected by fewer
dollar resources and fewer administrative staff. States may not be able
to monitor as frequently or as intensely as they have in the past. New

ways to monitor more effectively at low cost are sought. "Paper" moni-

toring is not viewed as a particularly viable option, gince states felt
they could not make the necessary determinations to assess program com-
pliance. While the threat of monitoring, proposed by some, may be suf-
ficient in the short term to maintain compliance and high program quality,
some follow-through is needed to ensure future success and identity of the

program.

States with quality-oriented attitudes were viewed by their dis-
tricts as beng extremely helpful to them, while states with compliance
attitudes were felt by their districts to be less helpful.. Districts

generally tended to be supportive of their states' monitoring efforts;
almost all wanted their states to continue to monitor even if they were
not required to do so by law.
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IntroduCtion

While the Title I statute prior to 1978 did not explicitly specify a
monitoring role for state agencies, the importance of monitoring has been
recognized by Congress for more than a decade. For example, stronger

enforcement of Title I requirements through states' monitoring efforts was
advocated in 1969 by the Senate Labor and Public V 4.fare Committee.

What is seriking about the early legislative history on monitoring,
as described by Gaffney, Thomas, and Silverstein (1977), is the dual role

assigned to monitoring from its outset. That is, monitoring is not a pro
cess limited solely to determinations of program legality or compliance to

program regulations. Rather, monitoring is also a vehicle by which states
can render technical assistance to their applicant agencies, identify
exemplary programs, and determine the quality of services provided to the

program's beneficiaries. A review of Congressional records and other fed
eral Title I documents led to the gonclusion that monitoring for quality
of service as, well as monitoring for compliance was important. Gaffney

and his colleagues summarized this dual role through an identification of
three essential components of states' monitoring efforts. Specifically,

states were to make determinations of:

The legality of the programa and projects--Are programs
and projects in compliance with the LEA program
requirements?

The fidelity of the Title I program with the projeEt
application--Is the LEA's program being implemented
according to the design indicated in the application?

The quality of the services provided to participating
children--Do the services being provided appear to be
meeting the needs of the children in the program?

Broadly interpreted, monitoring includes a number of activities in
addition to formal onsite monitoring visits. For example, reviews of an
LEA's application to determine whether Title I projects are designed in
line with the designated program requirements is a form of monitoring. In

fact, reviews of any reports submitted by an LEA or communications with
LEAs can be considered monitoring, because the SEA is both assisting the
LEA and at the same time discovering problem areas, which is monitoring.
Districts, on the other, hand, tend to view the formal visits as the only
monitoring activities cenducted by states.

Monitoring standards and guidance on monitoring procedures were
provided to states prior to 1978 primarily through the GEPA statute and
regulations and a handbook and Program Support Package prepared and dis
seminated by ED (the U.S. Office of Education). Other various ED program
directives, guidelines, and memoranda indirectly related to monitoring were
also available, but they did not expressly use the term monitoring. The

clarity of the legal monitoring framework for state administiation of the
Title I program as it existed prior to 1978 was examined in depth by NIE ,
(Gaffney, Thomas, & Silverstein, 1977). The NIE study generally noted
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that the federal legal framework was unclear concerning the proper and
efficient monitoring of Title I programs. Specifically, a lack of minimum

standards in GEPA or the Title I regulation's for states' monitoring ef-
forts and outdated and noncomprehensive federal publicatioas may have led,
in part, to the insufficient monitoring instruments prepared by states to

satisfy the vague federal requirements noted by the study staff.

The NIE study also observed that states differed widely in hOw they
carried out their administrative responsibilities in the area of moni-

toring. Some states, for example, conducted monitoring visits to all LEAs
on an annual basis, while others visited only their large LEAs annually

and the remaining ones less often. Some states required LEA self-assess-
ments, while others did not, nor did they share copies of their SEA moni-

toring checklists with their districts prior to the visit.

A need for improved state monitoring systems was noted in a report to
Congress prepared by the Comptroller General in 1975. The Comptroller
General found that about 35 percent of the states visited as part of the
study had no formal monitoring systems. The eport also suggested that
the SEA monitoring visits in the observed states were generally too brief,

and the brevity of the visits was felt to undermine an important component
of the SEA monitoring function--the process of making judgment as to pro-

gram quality. The report concluded that the states reviewed needed to
establish comprehensive monitoring procedures, formalize existing proce-
dures, or conduct more indepth reviews during monitoring visits if these
.visits were to be useful in evaluating districts' performance (House

Committee on Education and Labor, 1978).

The House Committee on Education and Labor concluded in its report on
the Education Amendments of 1978:

Monitoring is an important part of State.administration
of Title I. The.Office of Education should, in the
course of conducting its own program reviews of State
administration, insure that such State'procedures have
been developed and that they are consistent with minimum
standards for State educational agency monitoring estab- <

lished by the Commissioner in Title I regulations.
(p. 45)

A review of state management practices of Title I from 1965-1976,
conducted by SRI International (1979), analyzed the findings of audits and

Department of Education (then U.S. Office of Education) program reviews
from 1965 to 1976. This study concluded that inadequate scope and fre-
quency of monitoring were consistent problems over the years. While the

most recent period (1974-1976) showed an improvement in checks for com-

pliance, problems continued to'be observed in the areas of monitoring for
program quality and the adequacy of specific program design features.
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The recommendations of these various studies, the NIE study on state
administration in particular, were influential in contributing to the
passage of the 1978 Title I legislation, which contained specific moni-

toring provisions.

The new legislation expressly provided that each state must "estab-
lish standards for monitoring programs, consistent with minimum standards
established by the Commissioner, inc]uding the frequency of onsite visits
and the methods for reporting, responding to and correcting problems
uncovered during the monitoring visits" (Committee on Education and Labor,

1978, p. 159).

The 1978 Amendments also included a provision requiring each SEA to
submit to the U.S. Commissioner of Education a monitoring and enforcement
plan (MEP) once every three years. This plan was to describe a program of

regular visits by SEAs to local projects and procedures for verifying
information, conducting audits, resolving complaints, and monitoring the
compliance of LEAs in providing equitable services to children enrolled in

private schools. Along with the submission of the'MEPs, states were also
required to report on their monitoring and enforcement activities over the

previous reporting period. While,the extensive specifications provided on
monitoring in the 1978 law resulted in sn increase in its length, detail,
and prescriptive nature, the intent of Congress was to provide SEAs with
clearer, more precise guidance to address areas of program need absent from
previous legislation, and in many cases to increase flexibility in program

management.

The proposed regulations for the operation and administration of
Title I programs were published in 1979. The dual compliance-quality role
of monitoring was expressly noted in Section 116.151(a), which outlined

the scope of monitoring. An SEA shall

(1) determine whether the Title I projects comply with
applicable Title I requirements;

(2) determine whether the Title I projects are being
implemented in accordance with approved project appli-
cations; and

(3) evaluate the quality and effectiveness of the Title I
services being provided.

Comments received in response to these proposed rules, however, indicated
that some commenters objected to the requirement that SEAs monitor for

. both compliance and program effectiveness (Section 116.151(a)(3)). Other

commenters recommended that the regulations recognize the technical assis-r

tance aspect of monitoring, which has historically been an important part

of the monitoring for quality process conducted by many states.

The final Title I regulations, which were issued in January 1981,

incorporated many of the recommendations made by the commenters. In

_particularchanges were made to the section noted.previously:
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A. new item, (a)(4), was added to the purpose and scope
of monitoring: An SEA shall provide technical assis
tance if Appropriate (Section 200.151(a)(4)).

Item (a)(3) was modified slightly to lessen its moni
toring for quality thrust: SEAs are to evaluate appli
cant agencies for their efforts to assess and improve
the quality and effectiveness of the Title I services

being provided (Section 200.151(a)(3).

The final regulations provided extensive guidance to state agencies
for implementing the monitoring provision. Section 200.150 restated the

obligation of SEAs to adopt standards for monitoring the effectiveness of
their projects in accordance with the MEP. Section 200.151 outlined the

purpose and scope of monitoring, specified the frequency of onsite moni
toring visits, and specified the issuance of monitoriag reports (including
responses by the applicant agency to these reports, followup on recommen
dations or corrective actions, and making monitoring rePorts available to
auditors, LEAs, and district advisory councils). Guidance to the states

regarding the contents of the MEP was provided in Section 200.21.

The effect of these legislative changes on state administration was
twofold. First, the 1978 Title I law required periodic monitoring. Prior

to 1978, the federal legal framework required that each state agency
"constantly monitor" its districts, and it wars not clear whether or not

this phrase meant that each LEA had to be monitored on an annual basis

(Gaffney, Thomas, & Silverstein, 1977). The regulations allow the largest

LEAt., (or those with a history of noncompliance) to be moaitored at least

once every two years, while the remaining districts are to be monitored at

least once every three years. This change was to allow states to spread
their monitoring effort§ over a period of three years, which might help to
reduce their administrative burden. Second, specification of increased

monitoring activities (e.g., onsite visits, reports, dissemination of
reports) meant that some states would have to increase their monitoring
efforts substantially in order to meet these new requirements. Because

funds for state administration were believed to be insufficient to accom
modate these new compliance -activities, Congress increased the amounts
available for state administration to a maximum of oneandonehalf. per
cent (from one percent).

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state
Title I.coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the monitor
ing (including Monitoring and Enforcement Plan) provisions included in the
1978 law (and the 1981 regulations):

To what extent did the new monitoring provisions affect
states' administrative practices?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the

provisions?



Did the monitoring provisions stimulate states to
develop exemplary practices or materials in thii area?

To what extent would states anticipate continuing to
monitor if this activity were not expressly required?

Title I projects operated under the 1978 Title I statute and 1981

regulations for only a brief time when, as a result of a change in federal
administration and administrative priorities, the Education Consolidation
and Improvement Act was passed. ECIA revised Title I, and although the
policy is to continue to provide financial assistance to SEAs and LEAs to

meet the special needs of educationally deprived children on the basis of
entitlements calculated, under ESEA, Title I of 1965, the intent behind the

legislation is to:

eliminate burdensome, unnecessary, and unproductive
paperwork;

free the schools of unnecessary federal supervision,
direction, and control; and

free education officials, principals, teachers, and sup-
porting personnel from overly prescrip'tive regulations
and administrative burdens that are not necessary for
fiscal accountability and make no contribution to the
instructional )rogram.

The amount of space and emOasis given to monitoring in ECIA Chapter 1
is a marked contrast from t1e-197.8 legislation it replaced. In facts it

_

has totally eliminated the monitoring and MEP provision included in the

earlier law. It has also reduced the percent allowed for state adminis-

tration of Chapter 1 programs from 1.5 percent to 1.0 percent.

SEA monitoring of Title I programs has thus evolved from a period in

1965 when there were no requirements, to a period in 1978 when very speci-

fic stipulations were in force, to 1982 when, Once again, monitoring is no

longer mandated. Thus, the last section of .the monitoring section of the
interview, namely the theoretical question of states' monitoring intentions

under a less prescriptive law, took on added significance.

This chapter summarizes the findings of the State Management Prac-

tices Study to the questions listed above. Also included in this discus-

sion are states' preliminary views of the impact of Chapter 1 on their

future monitoring activities. The chapter concludes with opinions of a

sample of districts to their states' monitoring efforts.

IMplementation

Monitoring is a very time consuming, yet impOrtant part of states'

Title I management activities._ All but one coordinator rated monitoring

as being-of- "Moderate or "substantial" importance in preserving the intent

of the Title I legislation. A large percentage of staff time was devoted
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by the coordinators and their staffs to conducting monito\ring activities

as shown on Table 1, mhich presents the percentage of time reported as a
function of the perceived importance of monitoring.

Table 1

Percentage of Time Spent on Monitoring as a Function of its Importancea

Rating'

Median Percent
of Time Spent Low High

1

6

41

Little or no importance
Moderate importance
Substantial importance

Group Median

25.0
30.0
27.0

30.0
00.0

b
35.0
50.5_

30.0

a Data from one state are missing.

b Time for monitoring could not be differentiated from time for

technical assistance. See text below.

It was hypothesized initially that states giving low importance
ratings to monitoring would tend to spend less time on the monitoritg

responsibility. While it is true that all of the states reporting the
greatest amounts of time tended to rate monitoring as "moderate" or "sub-

stantial" in importance, it is significant to note that a low importance

rating is still associated with a fairly high percentage of time spent on

monitoring activities. This state indicated that, on the average, one-
quarter of all staff time was devoted to carrying out its monitoring

responsibilities.

At first glance, it may appear inconsistent to have states rate moni-
toring as having substantial importance, yet indicate no staff time was

spent in monitoring activities. Several of these states that reported

spending almost no time on monitoring indicated that monitoring was so
intertwined with technical assistance that they were unable to tease apart
the contribution made by monitoring from that made by technical assis-

tance. Hence, for these states, larger amounts of time were reported for

technical assistance.activities.

One reason for the relatively large amounts of time spent on moni-
toring may be that this amount of time was needed for the states to meet
the monitoring requirements of the 1978 Title I law. Answering two very

important questions appeared to consume the major portion of staff time.
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Theseare:

How is fidelity to the application monitored?

How is quality of service monitored?

A discussion of states activities to answer these questions is the pri-

mary focus of the remainder of this section.

How are Fidelity to the Application and Quality of Service Monitored?

An important indicator of how each state views its relations to dis-
tricts is the degree to which it uses its monitoring responsibility to
help LEAs improve program quality in addition to using monitoring ensure
fidelity to the application and compliance with the law. All of the

states said they used monitoring to ensure compliance but only 39 said

that program quality was also monitored. Attitudes toward the purposes of

monitoring vary widely.

At one extreme, some states believe that the main or sole purpose of

monitoring is compliance. One such state remarked that the purpose of
monitoring.was to check LEA practices with those presented on its applica-
tion; that is, their monitors only check to see whether the district is

doing what it said it was going to do in the application. Another such

state said that "the Title I office considers the whole monitoring effort

to be an issue of compliance." To them, fiscal credibility and accounta-

bility is the major or sole objective of monitoring.

At the other extreme, some states engage in several "extra" activi-

ties to help their districts improve program quality. Such quality-

oriented activities include but are not limited to (a) using outside

subject area specialists to review the program narratives in the applica-

tion, (b) visits by the monitors to Title I classrooms and interviews with

teachers and students, and (c) interviewing parents or Parent Advisory

Council members during the monitoring visits.

While all states monitor to ensure compliance, some go beyond this

and use monitoring for other purposes. The ways in which states monitor

for compliance appear to be limited, as will be discussed later, and

states tend to use these same methods regardless of whether they supple-

ment monitoring with more quality-oriented activities.

Monitoring in compliance-oriented states is, in general, linked more

closely with auditing than in the more quality-oriented states. For

example, communication with the auditors is better, and monitoring is used

explicitly to uncover problem areas for auditors. On the other hand,

quality-oriented states generally tie technical.assistance to monitoring,

and relationships with auditors are more distant but nonetheless exist and

are functional. Quality-oriented states use monitoring visits to identify

areas in which technical assistance would be helpful to their districts.

There appears to be greater psychological distance between monitoring and

auditing in these states and less psychological distance between technical
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assistance and monitoring. For example, one qualityoriented state, when
asked if findings from the monitoring process are used as a basis for
technical assistance, said:

That's a "chicken and egg" question. The monitoring
visit is also a technical assistance visit. They aren't

separable.

When the same state coordinator was asked about using the findings .

from monitoring as a basis for audit checks, he said:

Occasionally they tell the auditors that they should
look at a district. But I don't know if they did...

Responses to this question from complianceoriented states were much
more definite. They suggest that an established and.formalized relation
ship.between the two responsibilities exists. For example, a compliance
oriented state said that "Monitoring reports are on file and available to
the auditor;" another said that "monitoring reports are sent to external
(fiscal) and internal (program) auditors." Another Title I coordinator
said that:

An accountant and the Title I staff work together. We
check for our area of expertise and if we find something
wrong we may visit the LEA together.

Monitoring for Compliance and Quality

Practically all states reported using either the application or
monitoring checklists to monitor for compliance, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Use of the Application and Checklists to Monitor .;:st. Coiance

Use of Use of Appca:ion
Checklists No Yes

No

Yes

3 12

8 26

Two other methods of monitoring for compliance werp also used by a sub
stantial proportion of the states: 21 states dsed observation of project
activities and 23 states reported using source data (e.g., evaluation
data, comparability reports) to monitor for compliance. All of these
methods of monitoring for compliance have one theme in common: They are

amenable to standardization and quantification. Items on a checklist as
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on an applicatlon can simply be rhecked off if certain criteria
presence or absence of an item) are met.

g,

States that emphasized monitoring for purposes of program quality, on
the other hand, tended to develop more complex and elaborated monitoring
methods. Greater effort may be required here, perhaps, because monitoring
for program quality is harder in the'sense that it relies more heavily on
professional judgments and on personal contacts with LEA staff, parents,
or even students. In fact, six coordinators admitted that, while they
tried to monitor for quality of service, ihey were unsure how successful
they were, because program quality was a very difficult concept to capture
in a brief monitoring visit. Table 3 shows the ways 'n which quality is
.monitored by SEAs.

Table 3

Ways in which Quality of Service is Monitored

Method

Classroom observation

Interviews with teachers

Interviews with parents and/or students

Number of States

21

19

8

Look at instructional variables (e.g.,
class size, materials, space for project) 18

Look at teacher/aide credentials 6

Look at evaluation findings 19

Using checklists/monitoring istruments 19

Very informal measures--no
official guidelines 10

A quality-oriented state may, for example, talk to parents, visit
classrooms, examine achievement scores, and have subject area specialists,
review programs in order to make determinations of program quality. For
example, one quality-oriented state said that:

Prior to going onsite, the monitors meet with a member
of the Parent Advisory Council always, privately, with-
out LEA administrators, to get confidential private
views; the team then addresses any issues raised by the
PAC during the site visit:
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Another qualityoriented state said that its staff:

Spend one hour'with each teacher and go over.the list of

children, types of setvices,etc.,Sand answei
questions. We see theirmaterials and how effective

they are.. They tell us what is effectIve. We suggest

that'they try other things...

Qualityoriented monitoring tends to be associated with use of mul
tiple monitoring methods. This manifests it$elf in two ways. First,

several qualitatively distinct methods bf tonitoring for quality are

-
employed simu4aneously, and, second, monitors with A wider range of

backgrounds participate in the.process. One qualityoriented state said

that:

-Monitoring is always comprehensive but can vary in
emphasis from districtto 4istrict. We pay special

attention to past weaknesses, routinely review records,
talk to staff, visit classrooms, aad have subjectarea

experts review programs.

In terms of staffing, this Title I coordinator said that:

Site visits to the,largest,LEAs will use a team approach

in which program content experts from other SEA depart
ments (e.g., reading specialists, math specialists) will

accompany.the Title rstaff. These people advise the

Title I staff on program quality, not compliance, issUes.

It is not surprising that qualityoriented states believe that this

extra work does, in fact, lead to improvements in program quality. How
ever, complianceoriented states also 'reported that their activities led

to improvements il4program quality (a1I but four states said monitoring

led to improvuments in prOgrdm quality). But because these two types of

states are actually referring to different types of.monitoring activities,

their responses have ifferent frteanings. For example, a, compliance

oriented state said that Inonitoring leads to improvements in program

quality:

c.

To the extent that the regs and the law make sense
(i.e., they terve an educational intent) Then to achieve

compliance can result in better programquality.

Another'complianceoriented state admitted that:

To a degree, maybe it does, but monitoring 'probably

leads more to operating programs within the scope of the

law.

Another such Title I coordinator felt that program quality was improVed,

because, without monitoring, the idea of a supplemental compensatory

education program would die; the funds would be just used for general aid.
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c,

P6rhaps the difference in attitudes between compliance-oriented and
quality-oriented states is best expressed by one of the four states that
sain that monitoring did not lead to improvements in,,program quality.

This coordinator said:

No. You have to monitor for compliance with legalistic
things. That doesn't always lead to quality. You can
have a very:good program that is illegal and a bad one
that is legal.

Quality-oriented states seem to recognize this either implicitly or ex-
plicitly and therefore, supplement their compliance-oriented monitoring
with other activities that address the issue of quality more directly.

To obtain overall measures of the degree to which states actively
monitor for quality and compliance, variables were constructed that are
simply counts of the numbers of quality arid compliance activities reported

by each state. A sub$et of the items.in Table 3 were selected to con-

struct a measure of quality:

observation in the classroom,

interviews with teachers,

interviews with parents or students,

examination of teacher/aide credentials, and

examination of instructional variables.

These were selected over the others, because it was hypothesized that

these items reflected more effort in trying to monitor for quality of

seebice than reviews of source data or uses of monitoring instruments or

checklists. The activities selected to construct a measure of compliance

are:

use of the application,

use 'of a checklist or monitoring instrument,

observation of project activities, and

reviews of source data.

The joint distribution of these variables is given in Table 4.
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Table 4

Distribution of Compliance and Quality Monitoring Activities

Number of Compliance Monitoring

Number of Quality Monitoring
Activities Reported

Activities Reported 0 1 2 3 4

1 7 1 1 0 0

J 5 5 4 0

3 1 5 4 2 1

4 1 0 0 5 .:',:1-)1

,

From Table 4 it is very obvioub that these two types of activities are

related. States that are active on one dimension are likely to be active

on the other. What is striking is that states that are very active on the
"quality dimension (three or more activities) are also very active on the

"compliance" dimension. Of the thirteen most active "quality" states,

L*'only four engaged in less than three compliance activities, and these fourtates monitored for compliance using the two obvious compliance activi
ties, the application and a monitoring checklist. Thus, it is clear that
the qualityoriented states do not neglect compliance activities in their

monitoring visit; rather, these Activities are supplemented with addi
tional activities designed expressly to improve program quality.

What is not apparent from Table 4 is that states with very strong
compliance" philosophies do not necessarily manifest,this attitude by

engaging in many different comOliance activities. That is, the archetype

"compliance" state is less active generally than the archetype "quality"

state. Several of the statee that reported only one or tWo compliance
activities nonetheless said that compliance or fidelity to the application

was the mafor or only function of monitoring. Thus, a simple count of the

number of: activities does not necessarily capture the attitudes or
philosophy of these coordinators. '

This probletti led to the creation of a second type of variable that

was designed to reflect states' attitudes or philosophies about the pur

pose of monitoring. States were classified into three categoties--quality,
compliance, and both quality and compliance--based oh their coordinators'

answers to'the entire monitoring interview. The complianceattitude
states believed that compliance was the only or sole objective of moni
toring, and a close psychological distance between monitoring and auditing

was often observed. Sample comMents of these states include:
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Monitoring ensures that the dollars are spent on the
right kids--without it, Title I funds might just become

general aid.

Monitoring prevents audit exceptions.

The threat that locals will be monitored periodically
keeps them in compliance.

We monitor primarily to ensure compliance.

The only reason we do monitoring is because the law says
we have to.

The qualiby-oriented states J'ended to tie technical assistance more closely

to monitoring, and, in general, engaged in some of the "extra" activities

that characterize quality-oriented states. Sample comments of these

states include:

Identification of district needs for technical
assistance is the key function for monitoring.

It is impossible to separate technical assistance from
monitoring--thy go hand in hand.

Monitoring is essential for improving programs and
ensuring program quality,

Monitoring is extremely important for locals--they can,
use our results to accomplish program changes that gould
not be acceptable to their districts at their own
suggestions.

States that gave attention to both compliance and quality issues comprised

the third group. Sample comments from these state coordinators include:

The only'important functions monitoring serves are
keeping LEAs legal and helping encourage program quality.

I don't like monitoring--it is too time consuming--but
you need it for accountability.to the locals, the states,

and the feds; but I feel the importance of monitoring
rests with improving program quality.

Monitoiing serves two purposes--it provides recognition
to the'locals that the program is working and is impor-
tant to state and federal personnel and knowledge that
the program is within legal guidelines.

As Table 4 implies, this last focus is actually the most common.
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Relations between Attitudes and Activities

To indicate a state's level of quality and compliance monitoring
activities, the variables were dichotomized as displayed in Table 5. A

state wa,:.classified as "high" on quality monitoring activities if it
reported two or more quality activities; it was classified as high on
compliance monitoring activities if it reported three or more compliance
activities. The rationale for the higher cut-off point for the compliance
measure is that, since almost all the states reported using either a check-

list or the application, the higher cut-off point would differentiate those
states that engaged in more than the two obvious ways.of monitoring for
compliance.

Tables 5 and 6 show the relationships between states' attitudes
toward monitoring and each of the activity measures of quality and
compliance.

Table 5

Itelationship between Monitoring Attitude and
Number of Compliance Monitoring Activitiesa

Monitoring
Attitude

Number of Compliance Monitoring Activities Reported
1 or 2 3 or more

Quality 4 2

Both 13 14

Compliance 9 5

a Data.from two states are missing.

As suggested earlier, the archetype compliance-oriented state is not
especially active; this observation is consistent with the notion that
such a state may simply be "doing what it is supposed to do."
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Monitoring
Attitude

Table 6

Relationship between Monitoring Attitude and
Number of Quality Monitoring Activitiesa

Number of Quality Monitoring Activities Reported
0 or 1 2 or more

Quality 3 3

Both 12 15

Compliance 9 5

a Data from five states are missing.

As is implied by Table 4, a substantial number of active quality
states would be classified as emphasizing both compliance and quality.

Because quality-oriented states tend to be more,active than compliance-

oriented states, particularly with regard to more costly, personalized
kinds of activities, it is reasonable to suppose that these states have

more resources to draw upon than others. However, this turns out not to

be correct. States that used two or more quality monitoring activities
did not differ from the others cn amount 16f funds for state administration
and the amount of setaside per LEA, nor did they differ on the number of

LEAs, population, population density, or time spent in monitoring. The

variable on which they differed, however, was years of experience held by

the Title I coordinators.

Years of Title I experience appear to differentiate states that
report any quality monitoring activities from those that do not and to

differentiate those that report no quality monitoring activities from
those that report four quality activities. Trying to assess the effects

of this experience is most difficult. For whatever reasons, the more

seasoned coordinators tend to view monitoring for program quality as being

extremely important, often difficult, but they tried to do it anyway.

Demographic characteristics of states were also not related to moni-

toring attitude. However, the number of quality monitoring activities was
related to the type of Title I unit as shown in Table 7.
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Table 7

Relationship between Number of Quality Monitoring Activities Reported
and Type of Title I Unit

Type of Title I Unit

Number of Quality
Monitoring Activities
0-1 2 or more

Independent

-No regional offices 15 8

-Regional Offices 8 5

Decentralized

-No regional offices 3 5

-Regional offices 1 4

As evident from this table, Title I units that are decentralized, that is,

units that have some administrative functions (other than auditing, which

is required to be independent from Title I) housed in other units in the

state agency tend to engage in two or more quality monitoring activities.

This finding may be due, in part, to the fact that content specialists

used by some states to review program narrative, decide on quality activi-

ties to monitor, and to provide special technical assistance to their

districts to help them improve the content of their programs are often
located in other divisions of the state agency--for example, in reading

bureaus or in curriculum units. As described in Part Two of this report,

some states use their Title I funds to pay staff in other units of the

state agency (e.g., curriculum unit) or external consultants to assist

them with their monitoring responsibilities. States that do not have

access to such specialized curriculum personnel tend not to engage in many

quality monitoring activities.

It is of particular interest that the four decentralized states
reporting two or more quality activities use both content specialists
located in other units of the state agency and their regional office staff,

to help them conduct their monitoring activities.

.

The fact that this relationship does not hold fdr the number of

compliance activities tends to reinforce the hypothesis that, since:com-

pliance. activities are fairly easy to.quantify, no additional expertise

from the state agencY would be necessary to help states conduct these. .

activities.
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Other Functions Served by Monitoria

After discussing the major purposes of monitoring with the Title I
coordinators, they were asked what other functions monitoring serves.
These responses are classified and displayed in Table 8.

Table 8

Reports of Other Monitoring Uses

Function

SEA keeps abreast of LEA activities 9

Establishes better SEA-LEA r,ommunications 8

Serves as a lead-in to technical assistance 34

Tightens up program--leads to improvements
in quality 25

Provides formative feedback 24

Identifies exemplary practices 4

Accountability 13

Encourages valid programs 16

Compliance only 10

Number of States

The interrelations among these variables are presented in Table 9.
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Table 9

Tetrachoric Correlations among Measures of Uses of Monitoringa

B 'CDEFGHOnlyCompliance

A. J.,EA Activities .60 .43 -.49 .30 -.13 -.36 .22 .09

B. SEA-LEA Communication .38 .02 .22 .17 .21 -.14 -.40

C. Leads to Technical Assistance .24 .20 .32 -.49 -.32 -.53

D. Leads to Improve Prog. Quality -.16 -.01 .21 -.44 -.37

E. Formative Feedback .55 -.21 -.12 -.34

F. Identifies Exemplary Programs -.03 .24 -.17

G. Accountability .44 -.41

H. Encourages Valid Programs -.24

a Correlations of approximately .4 are statistically significant at the

p=.05 level.

From these data, several conclusions can be'reaChed:

Most states use monitoring for mare than to ensure
compliance with federal law. One-half of the states
said that monitoring is used to help improve the quality
of Title I programs, and over 60 percent use monitoring
as a lead-in to technical assistance.

States that used monitoring for compliance only tended
not to use it as a lead in to technical assistance or to
improve SEA-LEA communications. However, states that
used monitoring for accountability tended not to use
monitoring only for compliance. That is, they aiso used

monitoring for other purposes.

States that used monitoring to ensure that the program
was valid (i.e. complied with the law) tended not to use

monitoring to help develop program quality. This find-

ing is shown in Table 10.
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Table 10

Relationship between Two Measures of Program Improvement

Tightens up Program--Leads to Improvements
in Program Quality

Encourage Valid Programs No Yes

No 13 20

Yes 11 5

The states that report gsing monitoring to encourage valid programs are,
essentially, the low activity, high compliance-oriented states discussed
earlier. Table 11.diSplays the relationship between monitoring attitudes

and both of these measures.

Table 11

Relationship between Monitoring Attitudes and
Two Measures of Program Improvement

Monitoring Encourages Valid Programs Tightens Up Programs

Attitude No Yes No Yes

Quality 6 0 1 5

Both 17 10 10 17

Compliance 8 6 11 3

It is apparent that a quality-orientation or a both quality and compliance
orientation is associated with the report that monitoring tightens up pro-
grams and leads to improvements in program quality, while a compliance
orientation is associated with reports that monitoring encourages valid
programs (i.e., legal).

The difference in emphasis on quality/technical assistance and audit-
ing/accountability between the quality- and compliance-oreinted states is
further illustrated in the Table 12.
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Table 12

Relationship between Monitoring Attitude and
Technical Assistance and Accountability Measures

Monitoring
as Leadin

Serves
to T.A.

Monitoring Important
for Accountability

Monitoring Attitude No -Yes No Yes

Quality, 0 6 6 0

Both 6 21 18 9

Compliance 9 5 10 4

Again, the quality or both quality and compliance attitude is associated
with providing technical assistance to districts to help them improve

their programs. Reports of monitoring for accountability purposes were
never mentioned by the qualityfocus states.

Interrelationships with Other SEA and LEA Responsiblities

Part of Congressional intent regarding the monitoring responsibility
was that the findings obtained from the monitoring process were to be used

by states to provide greater attention to other related state administra
tive activities, such as application approval, technical assistance,

auditing, and so on. In other words, if states uncovered particular
implementation problems during the monitoring process, they were to use
this information to tighten up the application approval process in these

areas or to provide more technical assistance to districts in these areas.

Virtually all the state coordinators reported that monitoring findings
were used as a basis for providing technical assistance (N=47) and for

paying more attention to the application approval process (N=45). Only 37

states said that monitoring findings were used as a basis for audit checks;

most of those that did not make such a report tended to cite the indepen

dent nature of the audit unit as the primary reason.

Most of the states indicated, however, that the increased attention

paid to these areas by the state was on an individual district basis.

Only in those few situations where lots of LEAs encountered similar prob

lems would statelevel activities be planned. Management strategies

varied: When largescale workshops were needed, some states reported use
of regional office staff to conduct regional workshops for LEAs having

similar problems; others reported use of mass mailings or additions to

state handbooks to highlight problem areas; still others reported handling
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all of the problem areas as part of a regularly scheduled state-level

workshops. States indicating that findings from the monitoring process
served other functions mentioned a variety of activities, such as reduc-
tion of audits, identification of greatest number of problems areas for

purposes of focusing the monit

(
ing emphasis and use of monitoring find-

ings for notifying other SEA u ts of state (non-Title I) standards that

were violated.

While monitoring is used as a basis for all of these activities,
states differ wide* in their monitoring emphasis. "Quality" oriented

states do not neglect their compliance responsibilities, yet it is clear

that technical assistance is more closely tied to monitoring than any

other responsibility. Conversely, "compliance" oriented states do use
monitoring as a basis for providing technical assistance, but this re-
sponsiblity occupies a more secondary role.

Thirty-five states said that monitoring findings were used as a basis
for making changes to their state-level management practices. When changes

to state-level management are made on the basis of monitoring findings,

these changes may be implemented to help correct compliance problems.

Typical answers to this question include:

If a common problem is observed, SEA uses this informa--
tion to tighten up its application review procedures to
ensure that LEAs keep implementing legal projects.

When we found that LEAs were not developing sufficient
complaint resolution procedures, we changed our policies

so that LEAs would have to include additional pieces of

information in their procedures.

If state Title I personnel found that a specific recom-
mendation has become superfluous over the years, they
would change their monitoring form accordingly.

Monitoring problems pointed out the need to docuaent all
failures in writing and to randomly assign monitors to

districts to ensure more compliance.

While a few states responded to this question with less compliance-
orientA comments, they were in the minority. For example, one respondent

indicated

Monitoring pointed out the need to increase out technical
assistance efforts in the area of paren't involvement. We

then hired a parent involvement coordinator to handle re-
quests for information in this area.

States were more likely (N=45) to report that findings from the moni-
toring process were used to institute changes to district management

practices. The majority of these states, however, also hastened to add
that they never "forced" LEAs to adopt changes to their management pro-
cedures, even if serious problems were encountered during the monitoring
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process. Instead, the states tended to report trying to tighten up the

state application approval process, for example, to effect changes in

district procedures or to provide lots of technical assistance to these

districts so hat districts might learn about alternative management
strategieco th t might be helpful to them. In one case, a state indicated

that poor district management was often associated with low achievement

gains; thus, forcing the district to focus on identifying reasons for the

low gains usually led to positive changes in district management proce-
dures. The interview data seem clear in suggesting that states tried to

work with their districts to effect whatever management changes were needed

at the district level without resorting to an adversarial relationship

between state and districts.

How is Monitoring Conducted?

Nineteen states said that they monitored every district at least once

a year, ten said that they monitored every district at least once every

three years, sixteen states said that monitoring frequency depended upon

the size of the LEA, and only three states said that they monitored every

district at least once every two years. Not surprisingly, states that

are able to monitor every year tend to have fewer LEAs than the other

groups, but there were no differences in number of LEAs among these three

remaining groups. The states reporting annual monitoring have an average

of 100 LEAs with a high of nearly 400. While the other groups have more

LEAs (as many as 1,000), they appear to monitor about the same number of

LEAs per year as the annual group. Thus, it appears that states, regard-

less of size, tend to gravitate toward monitoring approximately 100 LEAs

per year.

The relationship between frequency of monitoring and a quality- or

compliance orientation is complex, because it is confounded by financial

and practical considerations. A reasonable hypothesis is that the more

quality-oriented states would monitor more frequently. But since a quality

orientation is not generally associated with greater resources, this is

sometimes impossible to achieve. For example, one quality-oriented state

said that it switched from annual monitoring to monitoriug every three

years because it could no longer afford to spend enough time per LEA to

make annual monitoring work. On the other hand, the four decentralized

states reporting highlevels of quality monitoring shown in Table 7

indicated that they were able to monitor all districts annually, since

their regional offices played a major role in the conducting of monitoring

visits.

There is a tendency for a compliance orientation to be associated with

monitoring every three years as shown in Table 13. This may be due to the

fact that the law does not require more frequent monitoring, and thece

states are doing what is necessary to be in compliance. On the other

hand, a substantial proportion of these states monitor annually as well.
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Tabi.e 13

Relationship of Monitoring Frequency to-
Number of Compliance Monitoriag Activities Reporteda

Number of Compliance Monitoring

Monitoring Activities Reported

Frequency 1 or 2 3 or more

Annual

Two years

Three years

Depends on Size

13

1

2

12

6

4

a Data from one state are tnissing.

Who CLnducts Monitoring

The majority of state Title I coordinators (N=31) reported that moni-,
toting is conducted entirely. by their Title I staffs. A sizable group
reported that their staffs were assisted in the monitoring process by
other content svtcialists (e.g., curriculum personnel) within the SEA
(N=9) or by external consultants hired expressly for the job of conducting
monitoring visits (N=2). The content speCialists involved in the monitor-
ing process performed a variety of functions--for example, serving as part
of a monitoring team that visited LEAs or serving as advisors to the
Title I staff in the development of monitoring instrument'S to assess
program quality in specific subject matter areas. While the number of
content specialists involved in any one state was rather small, (a range
of 0 to 4), some states using external consultants tended to employ as
many as 500 of these personnel to assist in onsite monitoring. In four

states, regional offices had primary responsibility for the monitoring of
district programs. Eight states reported that the monitoring responsi-
bility for Title I was coordinated with the monitoring for a state com-
pensatory education program or with some other federal program.

Seventeen states reported that they used teams to conduct the onsite
monitoring visits, while eleven other states said that they used either
individuals or teams depending on the size of the district. The remaining

seventeen states reported using individuals only. The states using teams .

had greater resources available to them than the other groups--more pro-
fessional staff available for monitoring, more administrative funds, and
more total state educational revenue. However, these variables did not
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differentiate the states using individuals from the states using both
indivichial.s and teams..

While greater resouyces appear to be available to states using teams,
Andicators of qualityToriented monitoring are associated with the use of
both individuals and teams. As is shown in Table 14, the number of quality
doni,toring activities is 'strongly related to this mode of operation.

Table 14

Relationship between Number of Quality Monitoring Activities
and Monitoring Staffinga

Number of Quality Monitoring
Activities Reported

Monitoring Staff 0 or 1 2 or more

Individuals 11 6

Teams 11 6

Both 2 9

a Data from four states are missing.

The use of either teams or both individuals and teams is strongly

associated with the use of monitoring as a lead-in to technical assistance
-

as shown in Table 15.

CL
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Table 15

Relationship between the Use of Monitoring and Monitoring Staffa

Serves as a Lead-in to Technical Assistance

Monitoring Staff No Yes

Individuals 8 9

Teams 4 13

Both 1 10

Data from four states are missing.

From the interviews it is apparost that the use of additional persOnnel

associated with quality activities by these groups accounts for these

relationships. Content experts or external consultants are obviously more

likely to be found in the latter two groups, and their presence is related

to the clost psychological distance between monitoring and technical

assistance that characterizes a quality orientation.

The use of either teams or both individuals or teams is also related

to the type of Title I unit. All.of the decentralized states use either

teams or both individuals and teams as shown on Table 16.
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Table 16

Relationship between Type of Title I Unit and Monitoring Staffa

Type of Title I Unit Individuals
Monitoring Staff

Teams Both

Independent

-No regional offices

-Regional offices

Decentralized

-No regional office

-Regional offices

12

5

0

0

4

5

7

0

2

2

a Data from four states are missing.

In this sense, the states using individuals for monitoring are "smaller"

than the remaining states, despite the fact that they do not differ on

demographic variables. Thus, their "smallness" refers to the type of
Title I office they have rather than financial.or human resources.

Eight of the states reported that monitoring is coordinated as part
of monitoring for a state compensatory education program or other federal

,programs. Seven of these states reported using teams, and the remaining
State reported using both individuals and teams. Thus, these two variables

are highly related, and both are correlated with demographic variables

measuring size and amount of resources. The states reporting that Title I
monitoring is coordinated with monitoring for other programs have more
administrative funds, more Title I and total educational revenues, and

more monitoring taff. They are also larger and more urban states (higher
population and more medium size and large towns and cities). They did not

differ on proportion of time spent on monitoring, years of experience of
the Title L coordinator, population density, or number of LEAs. They also

did not show any clear relationship between any of the indicators of
quality/compliance emphasis. These eight states evidently represent a
mixture of attitudes toward monitoring.

4

Use of LEA Self Assessments

Eleven of the state Title,I coordinators volunteered that they shared
copies of their state monitoring instruments or agenda with districts in
advance of state onsite monitoring v ies so that districts could conduct
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self-assessment checks of their own before the offitaal monitoring visits

took place. Four other Title I coordinators indicated that their LEAs

were required to conduct their own self-assessments using either an in-

strument developed by the district or the official monitoring instrument

developed by the state. Together, 17 of the states incth.:ated the import-

ance of LEA self assessments.

Although the idea behind having districts monitor themselves may have

been to encourage program quality, the data collected here suggest that

the use of LEA self-assessments is actually related to a compliance

orientation. This variable was not related to the measure of monitoring
attitudes, but it was related to the number of compliance monitoring
activities as shown in Table 17.

7able 17

Relationship between Use of LEA Self Assessments and
Number of Compliance Monitoring Activities Reported

Number of COmpliance Monitoring
Activities Reported

0 - 2 3 or more
Use of LEA
Self Assessments

No

Yes.

24 8

4 13

It appears .that LEk self-assessments are being used as a method of achiev-

ing compliande as opposed to a method for improving program quality.

Involvement of Parents in the Monitoring Process

Fifteen states indicated stime involvement of parents or members of

Parent Advisory Councils in the monitoring process--either as part of the

state monitoring team or as interviewees at the local district. These

states appear to be the large and less highly populated western states:

Their population is smaller than those states that do not report involve-

ment of parents, their popWation density is smaller, and they have grown.

more from 1970 to 1980. They received smaller Title 1 allocations, had

smaller total revenues, fewer LEAs, smaller Title I staffs, and smaller

staffs available for monitoring. However, the involvement of parents is

,not related to the quality and compliance measures discussed above.

On the other hand, attitudes toward parent involvement, as assessed

by the summary measure described in the chapter on Parent Involvement, are

strongly related to a quality orientation. States that are positive about

parent involvement tend to engage in more quality monitoring activities,
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have a quality orientation as measured by the attitude variable, and use

monitoring as a lead-in to technical assistance. In addition, states with

a negative attitude toward parent participation are more likely to use

both monitoring for compliance and monitoring to ensure program quality as

shown in Table 18.

Table 18

Relationship between Parent Involvement Attitudes and
Quality and Compliance Monitoring Activities

Monitoring Activities

Number.of Quality Number of Compliance

Activities Reported Activities Reported

Attitude toward
Parent Involvement 0-1

Positive toward parent
participation and
pro-PACs

Positive toward parent
participation and
less pro-PACs

Positive toward p rent
participation and
anti-PACs 11 6

2 or more 1-2 3 or more

3 2

10 14 13 11

Negative toward parent
involvement and
anti-PACS 2

9 8

0 2

Taken together, this set of findings suggests that merely involving parents

in the monitoring process is not an indicator of a quality orientation;

however, a positive attitude toward parent participation in the Title I

program is an excellent predictor of a qnality monitoring orientation.

,Relationship of Quality Monitoring to Use of Other Responsibilities

In the chapter on Rnlemaking, it was noted that active makers of

quality rules were also active in moditoring for program quality as ex-
pected, while less active rulemakers were not (see Table 14. of that

chapter). This relationship did not hold when rulemaking activities were
examined as a function of coMpliance monitoring activities (see Table 20

of that chapter).
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In the chapter on Application Approval it was argued that successful

use of the three-year cycle is associated with.an active, problem-solving

stance. Since quality monizoring appears to require more innovation and
resourcefulness than compliance monitoring., it is reasonable to hypothe-
size that successful users of the three-year cycle would tend to have a

quality orientation. This, in fact, turns out to be the case as shown in

Table 19.

Table 19

Relationship between Moniioring Attitude and
Use of the Three-year Application Cyclea

Three-year Cycle Use

Yes, No Yes,

Monitoring Paperwork Papert4ork

Attitude No Reduction Reduction

Quality ,_ 1 1 4

Both 9 5 11

Compliance 5 4 4

a Data from five states are missing.

As Table 19 shows, the relationship between success in the use of the

three-year cycle and monitoring attitudes is monotonic. Furthermore, the

relationship is in the expected direction for both the compliance and

quality activity measures as shown in Table 20.
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Table 20

RelL ohip between Three-year Cycle Use,and Number
of quality and Compliance Monitoring Activities

Three-year

Monitoring Activities

Number of Quality
Activities Reported

Number of Compliance
Activities Reported

Cycle Use 0-1 2 or more 1-2 3 or more

No 8 8 9 7

Yes, No Paperwork
Reduction 8 3 5 6

Yes, Paperwork
Reduction 10 9 13

Thus, activities in three different areas are related: As is dis-

cussed in the chapter on application approval, successful users of the
three-year cycle tend to be much more active in the area of parent involve-
ment; states with a quality monitoring orientation have a more positive

attitude toward parent involvement; and states with a quality monitoring
orientation also tend to be the successful users of the three-year appli-

cation approval cycle.

This configuration of attitudes and activities is characterized by an

active, problem-solving stance and a tendency to engage in several diverse

activities, beyond that which is required by law to help achieve program

quality. It is noteworthy that this configuration is not correlated with
any major demographic or resource variables. Such an association would

have suggested that higher levels of activities are a function of greater

staff or financial resources. Instead, this configuration is due more to

a philosophy,or approach to the management task and is more clearly re-
lated to differences in values and orientation than to resources or state
demographic characteris'acs.

Changes

When asked what changes they had made to their monitoring practices to
implement the provisions of the 1978 Title I law, 35 of the Title I coor-
dinators indicated some management changes. Increases in staffing (N=8),

increases in frequency of monitoring (N=9), and changes in moni- toring
content to reflect the content changes of the 1978 Title I law (N=9)
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were cited moderately often. Other types of changes reported include

changes to coordinate the monitoring of Title I with the state's compen-

satory education program, a shifting in emphases to more monitoring of

schools, closer monitoring of lowest achieving schools, and a shift to

monitoring whatever decisions are made by locals (a school-based manage-

tent approach).

A sizable number of coordinators (N..23) indicated that they changed

their monitoring process to be more comprehensive, structured, or for-

malized after the introduction of the 1978 law. While population, alloca-

tion, and staffing of these states did not differ as a function of whether

such process changes were reported, there was a slight trend to suggest

that these states reported spending a larger proportion of their time on

monitoring than those states that did not report similar structured

changes. 'A larger proportion of these states also had state compensatory

education programs (43% vs 31%), but they were not likely to report thac

title I monitoring was coordinated with monitoring for these state com-

,pensatory education programs. This finding suggests that the states

reporting coordination of monitoring with other state or federal programs

formalized their procedures at the time of the coordination and not as a

result of the 1978 Title I law. In fact, of the eight states that re-

ported coordinating Title I monitoring with monitoring of other programs,

only one reported initiating coordination of monitoring with its state

compensatory education program after 1978.

The states reporting more structured changes tended to report greater

use of teams to conduct monitoring, while those states not reporting such

changes tended to rely on individuals to conduct monitoring as shown in

Table 21.

Table 21

Relationship between Reports of Changes to
Monitoring Process and Monitoring Staffa

Process Changes

Monitoring Staff

Individuals Teams Both

No 11 7 6

Yes 6 10 5

a Data from four states are missing.

Despite the fact that the use of teams seems to ue associated with a more

quality focus, reports of changes made by states to make their monitoring
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process more structured were not,related to the quality-compliance orien-

tation discussed earlier.

Prior to the interviews, informal discussions with a few state Title

I coordinators suggested that the increased monitoring requirements may be

too time.consuming, that-states may have less time now to spend providing

technical assistance to districts or on helping,districts to improve their

programs. To our great surprise, only one Title I coordinator-volunteered

this response when asked what changes were made as a result of the imple-

mentation of the monitoring provision. While some of the coordinators

spoke out strongly against the greater emphasis placed on monitoring,in

the 1978 Title I law, it appears that almost all developed ways to ensure

that technical.assistance or attention to quality issues did not suffer.

Desire for Monitoring Models

Almost one-half of Title I coordinators (N=22), when asked whether

monitoring models would be helpful to them, indicated affirmatively.

Common answers to this question were a desire for monitoring instruments,

desire for monitoring examples as long as they were not mandates, and

models for quality as well as for compliance. These states could not be

differentiated from the others by any of the population, allocation, or

staffing variables. The only descriptive variable that appeared to differ

alta function,of preference for models was the percentage of time spent in

monitoring: Coordinators who indicated a preference for models also
indicated that more time was spent in monitoring. Three coordinators who

were unsure of whether models would be helpful reported that they spent

approximately 50 percent of staff time conAucting monitoring activities.

It may be that models, or examples, are desired by these coordinators to

help them reduce the amounts of time they spend in this area.

Preference for monitoring models, however, was not related to any of

the quality/compliance orientation variables. No overall trends were

apparent; however, several small features in the data merit comment.

Some states (N=13) were very adamant about' wanting monitoring models

or examples and that the monitoring models not be mandated. These states

tended to be characterized as having large monitoring staffs, and signifi-

cant influxes of population over the last 20 years. Ten of these states

were categorized as having a compliance or both compliance arid quality

orientation; and eight of them reporting conducting 0 or 1 quality moni-

toring activities.

Five states indicated they were satisfied with the models they were

currently using. Four of these states were characterized as having a

quality (or both compliance and quality) orientation.

Thus, while no overall trends were observed with preferences of

states toward models, some weak evidence (based on the small number of

responses) suggests that compliance-oriented states are more likely to

want models, while the quality-oriented states are likely to be satisfied
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with the processes and materials they are currently using. This trend is

in the expected direction similar to that noted in the application approval
chapter--quality states are less likely to want models, since they tend to
feel more responsible for taking charge of their management activities.

Problems

When asked whether the monitoring provisions in Section 167 caused
problems for them, 38 of the state Title I coordinators responded Affirma-
tively. Table 22 lists the problems mentioned.

Table 22

Reports of Monitoring Problems

Problem Number of States

Problems caused by language of Section 167 4

Problems,cause by LEA requirements 33

Insufficient funds to implement provision 4

Staffing (quality, training) problems 4

Too much effort required 6

Increased effort means.less time spent on
quality or technical assistance 2

SEA does not like to be heavy arm of law 6

Analyses examining the presence of problems as a function of state charac-

teristics shows that, none of the population, allocation, or staffing
variables are statistically significant. This finding is not too sur-

prising, considering the diverse nature of the problems reported.

Difficulties caused by the language of Section 167 or the regulations.
were reported by four coordinators. These difficulties reflect the diverse

nature of the problems reported overall: problems caused in the districts

by the sending of a copy of the state's monitoring report to the PAC
chairperson; such frequent monitoring is unneccessary in small states
where the state Title I staff knows all of 'the LEAs very well; too much
time is spent monitoring the small LEAs with small allocations--with-
holding funds in these places results in the collection of "nickels and

dimes" and is not worth the time and money it takes to collect it.
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A sizable number of the coosclknan-is (N=33) reported that one or more
of the district requirements were problematic in the monitoring process.
Table 23 presents the number of problems reported for each district
requirement.

Table 23

Reports of Monitoring Problems by District Requirement

Type of Problem

Funds Allocation

Number of States

Maintenance of effort 3a,b

Excess. costs 8a

Supplement, not supplant 13a,b

Comparability ga

Targeting and Eligibility

Designating school attendance areas 7a

Children to be served 7a

Private school participation 5a

Schoolwide projects 1

Program Design

Purpose of program 1

Assessment of educational need 6a

Planning" 1

Sufficient size, scope, and quality 7a

Expenditures related to ranking
of project areas and schoo7.s 5

Coordination with other programs 4

Information dissemination 3

Teacher and school board participation 4a

Training of education aides 3

Control of funds 2

Construction 0

Jointly operated programs 1

Accountability 1

Complaint resolution 4

Individualized plans 4a

Noninstructional duties 7

Evaluation

Evaluation 4

Sustaining gains 3
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Type of Problem

Parent Involvement

, Table 23 (continued)

Parent participation
Parent Advisory Councils

Number of States

5a,b

16a,b

a These items were mentioned as being a "major" problem by at least one
state Title I coordinator.

These items were mentioned as being a "major" problem by at least
one-half of the state Title I coordinators who reported it as a
problem.

As evident from the table, the funds allocation, targeting and eligi-
bility, and parent involvement requirements caused major problems for the
coordinators as they tried to conduct monitoring of local projects. A

comparison of *..his table with Table 12 in the Application Approval chapter
shows that these same requirements were problematic during the application
approval proces.s as well. This observation is not unexpected. Uncertainty

first about how to interpret a requirement and second how much information
to collect on the application to be satisfied that lodal projects are in
compliance with the requirement are undoubtedly related to the ability (or
inability) to monitor this information.

All of the six states reporting Use of external contractors and use
of regional offices to conduct monitoring reported problems, but, in only

one-half of these cases were the reported problems related to the staffing.
Some of their comments include:

Keeping the regional office staff coordinated with our
own (central office) staff is a problem.

Training for the many hundreds of people hired to conduct
the monitoring is insufficient.

An examination of the six states reporting that the monitoring pro-
visions took too much effort also shows that these states were also very
active monitors: all reported using two or more ways to monitor quality
of service, and four of these also reported using three or more ways to
monitor compliance areas. While one of these coordinators reported spend-
ing more than one-half of all staff time on monitoring (which was the
highest percentage reported overall by any of the coordinators), the
percentages of time reported by the other five do not reflect inordinately

high percentages of time spent on this activity.

It was hypothesized that a less supportive and helpful stance by the
Department of Education as perceived by states might be associated with re-

ports of monitoring problems. This relationsLip is presented in Table 24.
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Table 24

Reports of Monitoring Problems as.a
Function of Perceived Helpfulness from EDa

Presence of
Problems Hindered

Helpfulness of ED
Soulewhat

Helpful Helpful
Neither/
Not Consulted

No

Yes

0

2

3

7

4

13

4

11

a Data from five states are missing.

From this table it is apparent that a less helpful or neutral relationship

with ED is associated with reports of monitoring problems.

Of the 13 states ipdicating that "monitoring for quality of service
is difficult to do, but we try," 11 reported problems, some of which
related to not having enough time to devote to quality issues. Since the

establishmeut of quality monitoring activities was felt to be particularly
difficult for some states, and perhaps an area that could have been facili-
tated by the development of a Policy Manual, the states' attitudes toward

monitoring were hypothesized to be affected by the help they received from

ED. This relationship is shown in Table 25.

Table 25

Relationship between Perceived Helpfulness of ED

and a Quality-Compliance Orientationa

Monitoring Attitude Hindered

Helpfulness of ED
Somewhat
Helpful Helpfu5

Neither/
Not Consulted

Quality

Both

Compliance

0

1

1

3

"6

3

11

2

2

9

3

a Data from seven states are missing.
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From this table it is apparent that the states characterized as having a

compliance or both compliance and quality orientation perceived ED as
being less helpful.

Presence of monitoring problems, however, is not related to any of

the measures of quality-compliance discussed in this chapter.

.p!emt_plary Practices

When asked whether the state Title I coordinators had developed any
monitoring practices that could be considered exemplary and that could be

shared with other states, 37 answered in the affirmative. Sixteen states

reported development of exemplary processes, while twenty-seven reported
development of materials. Table 26 presents a listing of the exemplary
processes and materials developed by these coordinators.'

Table 26

Reports of Exemplary Monitoring Practices

Practice Number of States

Exemplary Processes Developed

-Team approach 4

- Onsite review process 12

- Coordinated monitoring approach 3

-Feedback from monitoring to LEAs 2

Exemplary Materials Developed

-Monitoring checklist 11

-Monitoring instruments, handbook,

MEP 14

-Monitoring feedback reports 4

-Program review guides 1

The states that reported developing exemplary processes are characterized

by larger central office staffs and greater numbers of staff available for

monitoring, but by no other state demographic characteristics. Interest-

ingly, the 22 states producing either exemplary materials or processes did

not differ from those states that did not report such production in terms

of the percentage of time spent on monitoring or in terms of years of

experience of the coordinators. Since relationships with both these vari-

ables were observed in earlier discussions, especially regarding implemen-

tation of monitoring for quality of service, it was axpected that they

might be significantly related to production of exemplary practices

discussed here.
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One initial hypothesis held prior to data collection was that de
velopment of exemplary practices might be associated with reports of
monitoring problems--that processes or materials might be developed to

overcome problems. An examination of the data shows that this hypothesis

was not supported..

States' relationships with ED were also believed to play a key role
in the development of exemplary practices or materials. It had been

thought initially that, had the policy manual being drafted by ED been
completed as scheduled, helpful monitoring materials would have been
distrl.buted to states, which would have obviated the development of their

own materials. The fact that the policy manual was never completed implied
that gaps in such assistance might exist (e.g., in the area of monitoring
checklists), and these gaps might have stimulated states to develop their

own materials. Table 27 presents the production of exemplary monitoring
practices as a function of the perceived helpfulness of ED.

Table 27

Production of Exemplary Monitoring Practices as a
Function of Perceived Helpfulness from EDa

Development of Exemplary
1-,\Monitoring Practices Hindered

Helpfulness cf ED
Somewhat
Helpful Helpful

Neither/
Not Consulted

No 1

Yes 1

2

8

2

15

3

12

a Data from five states aye missing.

This table shows that the states reporting development of exemplary
monitoring materials or processes tended to perceive ED as being more help
ful than those states that reported no development of exemplary materials.

Some of the comments made by states to this question include:

ED was supportive of our efforts to develop our monitor
ing system.

ED encosIsraged us to develop a monitoring checklist.'

ED shared monitoring materials from other states with us.

ED sent monitoringrelated materials to us for dissemina
tion to our LEAs.
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ED encouraged us to do as much as we could in the area of

monitoring depending on the funds available.

While the help given by ED was often in the form of encouragement or
reviews of Materials or sharing of materials from other states to stimu-

,late development of materiafs by a state, nevertheless it does not E,eem to

be.the case that states developed materials to overcome a "hindering"

relationship with ED.

1

To identify more clearly what kinds of states developed exemplary

monitoring practices, roduction was examined as a function of monitoring

attitudes as shown in able 28. From this table it is apparenf that

production of exemplary practices is associated more with a quality or
both quality and compliance orientation. (

')\

Table 28

Production of Exemplary Practices as a
Function of Monitoring Attitudea

Production of
Exemplary Practices Quality

Monitoring Attitude
Both Compliance

No

Yes

1

5

4

21

4

9

a Data from five states are missing.

Since monitoring checklists and instruments were hypothesized to be

items more likely produced by compliance-oriented states, while use of

special consultants was known to be associated with quality monitoring as

described earlier, further examinations of materials development were made

as a function of the quality-compliance attitudes held by states as shown

in Table 29.
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Table 29

Development of Exemplary Processes and Materials as a
Functionof Monitoring Attitudea

-Development of Development_of
Exemplary Processes Exemplary Materials

Monitoring Attitude Nb yes No Yes

Quality 3 3 3 . 3

Both 16 9 8 17

Compliance 11 2 6 7

a Data from five states are missing.

From this table it is apparent that more quality-oriented states report
production of exemplary processes; while compliance-oriented states do not
tend to report developing exemplary processes. Of the two compliance-
oriented coordinators who did, both reported an exemplary progess for the
actual conduct of onsite monitoring reviews, which is not inconsistent
with the earlier discussions of states holding a compliance orientations.
The states having both a compliance and quality orientation tend to be
very active producers of practices, especially in developing exemplary_

materials.

Different kinds of materials tended to be associated with the quality-
compliance orientations held by states. All but one of the five states
reporting development of a monitoring feedback process or monitoring
feedback reports were states reporting at least one quality monitoring
activity, and none of these states was labeled as a compliance-oriented
state. On the other hand, of the eleven states reporting development of a
monitoring checklist, only one was labeled as a quality-oriented state.

Continuation

At the end of the monitoring section of the interview, states were
asked whether they would continue to monitor if there were no or minimal
legal requirements for them to do so. Since the provisions of Chapter 1
were not in existence at the time of the early interviews, the answers to
this question were purely speculative. As part of the interviews conducted
onsite to a representative sample of 20 states, state-level personnel were
queried specifically about their continuation plans under Chapter 1. By

this time, Chapter 1 requirements were a little better understood, and
Ttate coordinators were beginning to make plans as to what aspects of their
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Title I practices would or would not be included as part of Chapter 1

management.

The discussion on continuation plans is presented in two parts. The

speculative answers provided by the 49 Title I coordinators during the

telephone interviews will be summarized and interpreted first. The infor-

mation obtAined from the 20 state Title I coordinators in response to

specific probes about their plans to monitor under Chapter 1 will be

presented next.

Monitor1n5 Plans: A Speculation

The answers of the coordinators to the theoretical question, whether

'they would continue to monitor if it were not expressly required by law,

are summarized in Table 30.

Table 30

Monitoring Continuation Plans

Plan Number of States

Don't know 3

Yes (plans unspecified)
9

O Similar to current practice 23

Monitor for fiscal accountability 11

Monitor for program quality 11

Insure integrity to application 1

Modified practices 12

Monitor all districts but less frequently 6

Monitor fewer requirements 4

Simplify examinations of source data
(e.g., comparability reports or maintenance

of effort) 3

-. Other modified practices (e.g., monitor

smaller districts less frequently 3

Different practices 9

Monitor less for program compliance and more
for program quality even if adherence to
compliance suffers 4

- Involve LEAs on decisions about what items
should be monitored 4

Include as part of state law or as part of

state requirements for other eaucational

programs 3
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From the table it is apparent that all but three coordinators de-

finitely plan to continUe some sort of monitoring activities. Continua-

tion for 23 of the states is expedted to take a form similar to that being

done at.present, while 21 indicated they would like to change some fea-

ture(s) bf their current practice. Of the coordinators wishing to change

their monitoring activities, 12 wanted to expend less effort in monitoring

generally either by monitoring less often or by monioring fewer require-

ments.

States' continuation plans could not be differentiated on the basis

of any population, allocation, or staffing variables.

A sizable number of the state Title I coordinators.(N..,20) indicated*

that implementation of their continuation proposals depended upon the

wishes of their chief state school officer or other state-level policy

makers. These states were characterized by an influx of population from

1970 to 1980. the coordinators of these states also tended to have fewer

years of experience with the Title I program than those coordinators who

did not similarly qualify their continuation proposals. Of these ten

states, only one state proposed different monitoring practices, five

states proposed similar practices, and the remaining states were either

unsure of continuation or did not specify what kinds of activities they

would include. It was surprising that more of the states proposing dif-

ferent-ptactices did not also report a greater degree of dependency on

their state decisionmakers.

It was originally hypothesized that continuation of a particular

state management responsibility might be a function of the importance

placed on it by the Title I coordinators. Since almost all coordinators

indicated th t they would want to continue monitoring, continuation was

defined for he remaining discussions in terms of the similar, modified,

or different proposals made by the respondents. Of those proposing similar

practices, 95 percent rated monitoring as hexing substantial importance;

88 percent of those proposing different practices rated it as having sub-

stantial importance; only 63 percent of those with modified practices

rated it as having substantial importance. The modified group tended to

include a number of states that wanted to.do less monitoring than is

currently required. Thus, it may be that these states are generally less

satisfied with monitoring than either the "similar" and "different"

groups, which appears to be reflected in these importance ratings.

It was also hypothesized that another indicator of importance as far

as continuation is concerned may be the development of exemplary materials.

It had been thought that states that invested time and effort in the devel-

opment of exemplary materials might be more likely to continue monitoring

than those with less investment. In fact, 90 percent of the states pro-

posing similar plans states reported development of exemplary practices,.

81 percent of the states proposing modified plans reported exemplary prac-

tices, while only 66 percent of the states proposing different plans

reported exemplary practices. This finding was somewhat surprising in

light of the high ratings given to monitoring by the "different" group.

An examination of these continuation plans as a function of the

quality-compliance orientation held by states is shown in Table 31.
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Table 31

Initial Continuation Plans as a Function of Monitoring Attitudea

Monitoring Attitude

Continuation Plans 2.1.122ity Both. Compliance

Similar to Current Practice
(including unspecified plans)" 14 5

Modified Practices 1 7 4

Different Practices 0 4 5

a Data from five states are missing.

Only one of the quality-oriented states reported wanting to change moni-

toring activities, while most of the compliance-oriented states wanted to

change their monitoring practices. Since some of the compliance-oriented

states indicated that they did monitoring only because it was required by

law, it is not surprising that these states might want to do less in the

future or consider different alternatives to monitoring. Some of these

attitudes will be explained in more detail in.the next section of.this

chapter.

,
Although the "different" states were less likely to report develop-

ment of exemplary practices, two-thirds of them indicated they wanted

monitoring models, while the other two groups of states tended to be
equally divided in their preferences for models. It is reasonable per-

haps, that the states proposing to implement different management strate-
gies would be most interested in receiving helpful ideas or examples.

One indicator that had been expected initially to differ as a func-

tion of continuation is frequency of monitoring. It was held that states

doing annual monitoring might feel that monitoring was more important than

states that conducted monitoring less frequently. Thus, states choosing

to monitor more Erequently were expected to be more likely to continue

monitoring if it were not required. Approximately one-half of the states

proposing similar and modified monitoring plans did, in fact, report

monitoring every year, while none of the states proposing different plans

reported monitoring every year. More than one-half of the "different"

states reported that monitoring frequency depended upon the size of the

LEAs. These data suggest that more frequent monitoring may be more condu-

cive to continuatiom proposals that are more similar to current practices.
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One other indicator of effort expended, which was felt might-also be

related to continuation, was the percentage of time spent on mpnitoring.

While the amount of time spent could be'viewed as "too much effsrt re-

quired" rather than as an indicator of the amount of time ,expended by

choice, analyses were conducted to eXamine the continuation responses *of

states as a function of time reported spent on' monitoring. A weak rela-

tionship was observed in that states regorting different proposals also

reported spending more time than those states reporting similar or modi-

fied proposals.

All of.these findings taken together raise an interesting question.

If the states proposing different monitoring activities do not tend to

monitor more frequently or develop exemplary materials, in what activities

do they engage that could result in so much more time spent? One possible

reason for the additional time spent may be that all of the states

reporting different plans also tended to report monitoring problems as

shown in Table 32.

Table 32.

Initial Continuation Plans as a Function of Problems Reporteda

Continuation Plans

Problems Reported

No Yes

Similar to Current Practices
(and unspecified) 10 15

Modified Practices 2 11

Different Practices 0 9

a Data from two states are missing.

fihile problems wilth LEA requirements were reported by all but one of the

different states, other frequent problems reported were too much effort

required (N=2), iusufficient funding to implement (N=2), and different

problems caused by the language of Section 167 (N=2). While problems

apparently did not cause these states with different continuation plans to

rate monitoring as having a low importance, the presence of problems may

have led these states to more serious consideration of alternative moni-

toring strategies.

Table 32 also shows that the states with modified continuation plans

also tended to repbrt problems. Problems reported by the modified states

include problems with specific LEA requirements (N=3), problems with the

state not wanting to be the heavy arm of the law (N=3), and different
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problems caused by the language of Section 167 (N=.2). Whether the loss of

face as reported by some of the states that they encountered in having to

be the heavy arm of the law led to lower importance,ratings ie not certain.

These problems did apparently lead states to feel that,less frequent

monitoring or less active monitoring in the future would be better than

frequent and intense monitoring currently reported.

Thus, while amount of effort expended on monitoring (e.g., frequency,

exemplary materiale) may be one indicator of continuation of similar

practices, the presence of numerous problems may cause states to consider

alternative continuation proposals.

Monitoring Plans: Preliminary Views of Chapter 1 Impact

During subsequertly conducted onsite interviews to a sample of 20

states, the Title I coordinators were probed specifically about their

plans to include some kind of monitoring activities in their Chapter 1

program management and about what problems they mig anticipate in carry-

ing out these monitoring activities. So that the fiomments of these coor-

dinators can be placed in perspective, a summary of their past monitoring

activities is included in Table 33.

Table 33

National Sample of 20 States:
Description of Past Monitoring Activities

Variable Number of States Varinble Number of States

Monitor Desire for models

-Title I unit 12 -No 10

-Title I & -Yes 8

content -Don't know 1

specialists 3

-Title I & Presence of exem-

external plary practices

consultants I -No 4
/

-Regional -Yes 16

office 4

Number of ways

Types of quality is

monitors monitored

-Individuals 8 -0 or 1

-Teams 5 -2 or more

-Both 5
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Table 33.(continued)

Variable Number of States Variable Number of States

LEA involvement
-LEA self

Number of ways
compliance is
monitored

assessments -0 to 2 8

or sharing
of SEA in-
strument

-3 or more

Monitoring orientation

12

with LEAs 8 -Quality 4

-Both quality

Parent involve- & compliance 11

ment .-Compliance 5

-As monitorsor as in-
terviewers 7

Presence of
problems
-No 4

Monitoring
frequency

-Yes 16

-Annual 8

-Every 3 yrs 6

Initial continua-
tion plansa

-Depends -Similar 9

upon size 6 -Modified 4

-Different 4

-Don't Know 3

a Data collected during initial telephone interviews

As evident from the table, the states in the national sample tended

to be very active in the area of monitoring. Thus, it is of particular

interest to determine whether these state coordinators specifically plan

to continue monitoring under Chapter 1, since monitoring is not a required

activity:

Of the 20 coordinators,

3 indicated continuation of monitoring similar to what is

being done at present,

8 indicated plans to do less monitoring in the future, and

9 indicated monitoring plans that differed from those being

done at present.

Only one coordinator indicated that he was not planning' to continue

monitoring actitivies. This coordinator, however, indicated that he would
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continue to make an annual "evaluation" visit to LEAs, which, for all

intents and purposes, is a monitoring-like activity that includes a heavy

focus on technical assistance.

An examinaSion of these continuation responses with those summarized

in the previous table shows that only two of the nine cOordinators who had

initially wanted to continue similar monitoring activities reported similar

continuation plans during the later interviews. The coordinators who

originally proposed to do less monitoring or to do different monitoring

.

activities tended not to deviate from these plans in the later interviewsw

Table 34 presents the later continuation plans for monitoring as a func-

tion of the earlier responseSgiven during the telephone interview.

Table 34

National Sample: Changes to Monitoring Continuation Plans

as a Function of Prior Expectation

Current Emtilllis Number of States

Same emphasis as previously expected 7

Less emphasis than previously expected 6

Different emphasis than previously expected 7

Comments of the states reporting that less emphasis will be placed on

monitoring in the future than they had anticipated cited fewer dollar

resources under Chapter 1 and fewer administrative staff as the primary

reasons. Their plans generally included less frequent monitoring visits

to all districts or monitoring in fewer areas. Sample comments include:

We will concentrate our limited resources to protect

LEAs in compliance matters. We will cut back in tech-

nical assistance.

We may have to monitor districts every four or five

years instead of every three years.

With fewer staff, we will monitor less often.

With fewer staff, we will invest less effort in moni-

toring, and we will monitor less often.

We will do monitoring less often and to fewer LEAs--

mainly those needing the most assistance. We will also

reduce the number of areas covered.
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We will monitor to a lesser degr e. We'll have fewer
staff, conduct fewer visits, and review fewer program
activities.

We will concentrate,on the large districts and pay less
attention to the many smaller ones around the state.
MonitorIng or auditing the extremely tiny districts is
akin to going after the nickels and dimes--the real
compliance problems are not there.

We may not have the resources to monitor for quite as
much, but we will definitely monitor.

One might expect from the discussions early in this chapter that the
compliance-oriented states wuld tend to want to do less monitoring in the
future. In this sample of 20 states, 5 were labeled as having a compliance
orientation. Only one of these, however, had a low activity, compliance
orientation, the remaining four tended to view monitoring as important for
accountability and, as such, tended to be more active monitors generally.
Sample comments from these state coordinators are:

We cannot afford, to give up monitoring. We cannot rely
on "paper" monitoring, since LEAs will make up anything
to satisfy us regardless of the truth.

While we will be forced to do less monitoring than
before because of shrinking dollars, the threat of
monitoring will keep people honest.

Because of monetary and staff limitations, we will do
monitoring in a limited, mickey mouse way. We will have
a much reduced effort--we won't be able to do as much.

The comments made by some of the compliance-oriented states shows a
relatively heavy emphasis on providing technical assistance. In fact, one

of these state coordinators indicated that, since the threat of monitoring
and audits was generally felt to be sufficient to keep districts legal,
they felt they could reduce their monitoring effort slightly without
affecting the legality of their programs. The savings in time gained from
moni- toring.less frequently could be applied to providing more technical
assis- tance to their districts. ,

In fact, a number of states--regardless of their quality or com-
pliance orientattion--appeared to make plans to continue monitoring under
the guise of providing technical assistance. A further look at a few of

these states showed that they fit the "local control" picture described in
the Rulemaking chapter--these states were active in making informal rules
to help districts improve quality programs, but they were very careful not

to project a directive image to their districts. Since a decision to
monitor actively under Chapter I might be interpreted as an inappropriate
activity for a nondirective state, this may account for the large number
of future monitoring 'plans that contain a heavy focus on technical

assistance. Sample comments of some of these coordinators are:
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I don't know how much monitoring the department will let
me do. We may set up a monitoring group that monitors
across many programs.

.Monitoring is a necessary evil. We have to do some. We
do it to get to the technical assistance part of things.

The emphasis in monitoring will be different--we will
focus more on achievement and less on how the dollars
are spent.

The bottom line lies with the auditor. The SEA is
willing to help LEAs become legal. However, we will not
call it monitoring, but voluntary program review by
request of districts. This program review will be like
monitoring, and probably all LEAs will want it.

We will not do monitoring. Instead we will visit dis-
tricts annually for an annual "evaluation" visit, where
we will include technical assistance.

We will do a "program review" instead of a monitoring
visit. This review will be a technical assistance
activity that will help districts solve any problems of
compliance.

We will not call it monitoring--that implies checking up
on LEAs. We will only check the minimum areas that are
required by law. In other areas, we will assist dis-
tricts to develop more effective programs by providing
more help on "sufficient size, scope, and qqality" and
on needs assessments than in the past.

More than one-half of the sample of states was strongly committed to
the idea of monitoring under Chapter 1. These states tended to report
past effort in developing monitoring processes that work, they may have
expended efforts to involve parents in the process, or they may have
utilized other state or local resources to conduct monitoring. Some of

those coordinators--especially those who were able to report continuation
plans that were consistent with (even if not identical to) their past
efforts--spoke out strongly in favor of an important role for monitoring.
Sample comments of these coordinators include:

The SEA is rds1;onsible for monitoring. State regula-
tions even rt.Nquire it. We have invested a lot of dollars
in our review process and have refined it, and we plan
to continue using it.

Monitoring is an important role of the state.

We want to help districts solve any problems of com-
pliance.
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We will monitor districts to help protect them in case
of audits.

Monitoring is part of the state leadership role;. the
districts will expect it.

We have always monitored; it has great value for program
quality and compliance. We will continue to monitor as
before.

Monitoring is important for compliane and assisting
LEAs to develop more effective programs.

Monitoring is a state responsibility,to ensure that
funds are spent within the intent of the law. It also

leads to program improvement.

Monitoring is necessary to ensure compliance with
federal rules and the approved project application. It

is also the main vehicle for providing technical assis-
tance.

In some case:, however, states that had been extremely active in

monitoring under Title I were forced--by fewer dollars and fewer staff--to
plan to do less m)nitoring in the future. While they were all very upset

about this turn of events, they tended to deal with their frustration in

different ways. Four states, for example, reported plans to do less
Monitoring to all districts. One planned to require that all of its
districts utilize self assessments on an annual basis in lieu of annual
monitoring by the state. In three cases, states planned to focus their
monitoring ln a subset of their districts--whether selected by allocations
or by a history of noncompliance.or on the basis of poor achievement.

It had been hypothe-ized that states that really wanted to do more
monitoring might discover more creative monitoring procedures other.than
onsite visits to help them monitor under Chapter 1 to the extent that they
would like. One such alternative, which was in fact mentioned, invol7ed
more self assessments by districts. Even though sev n states in the
sample had districts monitor themselves in the past, 7

none of these men-

tioned relying on this alternative more in the future. Greater reliance
on "paper" monitoring was considered by one state bdt rejected, because it
was not felt to be a valid indicator of compliance. Thus, states at this

early stage of planning had not considered any different alternatives to
monitoring onsite. Hence, they were forced to consider compromises of
fewer activities or fewer districts.

It is significant that the coordinators who reported changes to their
monitoring continuation plans also tended to report problems. Lack of

staff and fewer dollar resources were the only problems mentioned. One

coordinator commented:

Carrying out. the actual monitoring activities will not be
a problem; what will be frustrating is that we won't be

able to do as much as in the past since we will have
fewer staff available for conducting monitoring visits."
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The states in this sample tended to believe that monitoring was an
important function, despite the desires by some to include monitoring
activities as part of evaluation or technical assistance. The major
challenge for these states under Chapter 1 will be conducting monitoring-
like activities with fewer staff and fewer administrative resources.

Monitoring and Enforcement Plan

Th'e monitoring and enforcement plan (MEP) was intended by Congress to
help states'focus on their monitoring and enforcement activities. The
plan.was to include a program of regular visits and a description of
states' monitoring procedures that was to cover a span of three years.
Also to be included,vere procedures for resolving audits and resolving
complaints and spectlication of plans for ensuring equitable services to
children enrolled in private schools. According to the final regulations
published in.1981, states

...shall submit to the Secretary amendments to an MEP
whenever the SEA has substantially changed a policy or
procedure that is deseribed in that MEP.

Copies of the MEP were also to be available, free of charge upon request,
to any district or Title I advisory council.

Implementation

At the time-when Itates were preparing their MEPs, much confusion
existed as to the purpose of the document and its use by ED. It was not
until the FY 1980 Title I allocations were delayed during Summer 1979 for
some states until their MEPs were submitted to and approved by ED that

-state Title I coordinators fully fealized the significance of this docu-
ment--that it was considered to be the state application. Because of this
finding, some states apparently submitted their documents in a much hur-
ried manner without devoting much time to detailed considerations of its
content.

Because many states were not certain about how to interpret the
requirements to be included in the MEP, ED disseminated a memorandum
outlining the major sections of the MEP,Ancluding seven statements that
were to appear in the diffefent sections. This memo apparently reached
some states too late--after.they had already struggled with the prepaea-
tion of the MEP, but, for others, it was applauded. It is not surprising
that many of the MEPs produced looked exactly alike--they tended to follow
the outline provided by ED.

Given the knowleege that.some of the MEPs were developed under less
than ideal circumstances, state Title I coordinators were asked during the

%interviews conducted by this study about the procedures included in the
MEP and how their actual monitoring practices might differ from them.
,Almost all (N=40) of the state Title I coordinators indicated that the
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procedures outlined in their MEPs are the ones psed for monitorihg and

enforcement. Only seven coordinators indicated that procedures other than

in the state MEP were being used in monitoring. Usually the discr.epancies

between practices mported on the MEP and actual ones were due to using a
newly developed or modified instrument (N=3), to monitoring less frequently

than originally planned (N=3),:or to not expanding into program compliance

auditing as was planned (N=3).

Almost all of the coordinators (N=40) also indicated that they are
following the program of regular visits outlined in their MEP. However, 1

these are not necessarily the same ones who indicated that all procedures

outlined in the MEP are being used for monitoring and enforcement. Only

35 coordinators consistently said that they are following the procedures
outlined and that they are adhering to their plan of regular monitoring
visits.

While a sizable number of the coordinators (N=25) said that'their
state office had used an MEP or a similar plan prior to 1978, and most

were following the procedures outlined in their MEPS, more states inter
viewed said the.MEP has not reduced audit exceptions (N=21) than said the
MEP has reduced audit exceptions (N=13).

Twentyseven Title I coordinators answered the question "Does the MEP
sere any other important functions (i.e., than reducing audit excep

tions)?" in the affirmative. Positive comments regarding important funC
tions of.the MEP included such things as the MEP "forces the SEA to forma
lize their monitoring plan," and it is "good for reaching closure with ED

on their expectations." Most of the eight negative comments about the MEP

were general and to the effect that the MEP just does not serve any impor

tant function.

Problems

Over onehalf of the Title I coordinators interviewed stated that"the

requirement for an MEP has created problems for them (N=24). The problems

. reported centered on the timeconsuming aspetts of preparing, negotiating,
resubmitting, and amending the original MEP (N=9). Some.coordinators felt

cCpkeparing the MEP was busy work or an unnecessary burden OT that there
ere inadequate resources at the state level to meet the requirements

(N=7). 'Several Title I coordinators reported problems specific to the

area of program compliance audits (15).

.
One theme that underscored many of the discussion problemt was the

,4
la.ck bf information about the MEP available at the time wher.rit was being

prepared. Lalck of knowledge about the fact that Title I funds would be
withheld until the MEP was approved to lack of knowledge about just how

"independent" an auditor had to be created much frustration on the part of
coordinators who were trying their best to develop these monitoring and

enforcement documents. Sarcastic comments made by the coordinators sug
gested that different answers to the questions dealing with compliance

audits and independence of auditors were given simultaneously by different

ED Title I personnel.
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Resentment was expreised by several coordinators as they believed
that the MEP requirement was introduced in the legislation to force a
small number of very influential states to conduct regular monitoring
visits to their districts. These respondents felt that "most" states were
already monitoring their districts, and these states were not the ones
that needed an MEP-like plan. Thus, the majority of states had to "suffer

for the sins of a few."

One problem encountered by states with the MEP was a long time in
coming. Apparently, during the year following its submission, the Title I
Program Review Teams began their monitoring visits to states during which

- they compared actual procedures with the plans and procedures outlined in
the MEP. As a result of these visits, a number of states were told to
submit an amendpent to their MEPs since their actual practices differed
from those outlined in the MEP. A frequent reason for submission of an
amendment is that states were unable to meet the frequency of their moni-
toring visits as specified in their P.

These citations served to provide a second jolt to tates concerning
the importance of the MEPs. Since several coordinators had felt initially

. that the MEP was submitted to ED primaily as simply something they had to
do to obtain their Title I dollars, they were surprised to discover that
ED Title I personnel took the MEP so seriously. Thus, additional time and
effort was spent amending the MEP, which several coordinators felt was
problematic:

While the Title I regulations contained a provision that required
states to amend their MEPs if their actual practices differed from those
included in the MEP, these regulations were, not made final until 1981--long
after the first amendments were requested.

Preference for Models

A majority of those interviewed (N=23) said it would not be useful tO
have a standardized or model,MEP format. Those who did not feel a stan-
dardized or model MEP form would be helpful simply said it is not neces-
sary (N=7) or it would not allow for individual differences or flekibility
(N=8).

Of those who felt some kind of model might be useful if the MEP were
renegotiated in three years, they suggested having some type of guideline
(N=3), a checklist (N=1), or an outline of the format (N=1).

However, as the data collection continued, and when it became apparent
that monitoriong may no longer be required, this question was fet to be
irrelevant by many of the respondents.

Continuation Plans

Many of the Title I coordinators (N=31) said they would include an
MEP-like plan as part of their program management, even if it were not
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required by law. However, few indicated they would continue to develop an

MEP exactly as in the past. Instead, the coordinators said they would use
a less formalized system to ensure compliance and to provide technical

assistance, which may or may not exist as a formally written plan.

Since so many negative feelings were tied to the MEP, it was not
surprising that so few coordinators indicated a desire.to continue using
the document that they had initially developed. However, the negative
feelings observed were not directed toward monitoring or enforcement in
general, only toward the MEP itself. c'

Summary

While the idea of an MEP may have appeared conceptually sound to its
initiators, implementation of the idea appears to have been a failure.
The differing importance placed on the document by ED and states and the
lack of timely and consistent assistance to states on how to develop the
MEPs appeared to negate much positive benefit derived from the MEP. The

4tates that reported using a monitoring plan similar to the MEP prior to
the MEP mandate tended to report that they will continue to use a similar
plan in the future. These states seemed to feel that they suffered through

a lot of unneeded paperwork, effort, and difficulties without feeling that

much good came of it.

Monitoring: A District Perspective

A sample of 60 districts was queried about their states' monitoring
activities to provide an indepth look at this process from a district

viewpoint. All 98 districts were asked about key features of the process
that they liked or did not like.

The local Title I coordinators indicated that the person(s) who come
to conduct monitoring visits were primarily individual Title I consultants

from either a regional office or from the central office staff (N=34, 59.6
percent). Twenty coordinators (35.1 percent) indicated that they were
monitored by teams, and three (5.3 percent) mentioned some other
arrangement.

The frequency with which LEAs were monitored was compared with that
reported by their states. This relationship is shown in Table 35.
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Table 35

Reports of Monitoring Frequency by Districts and their States

Monitoring Frequency
Reported by Districts

Monitoring Frequency Reported by States

Annual
Every
2 Years

Every
3 Years

Depends on
LEA Size

Annual 19 0 11 8

Twice per year 0 0 1 4

Three times per year 1 0 0 1

Every 2 years 1 0 0 2

Every 3 years 0 0 3 4

Other/Don't-Know 2 0 1 2

As apparent from the table, there is relatively close agreement between
district perceptions of how often they are monitored and reports of
monitoring frequency made by their states. The largest difference was
between the 11 LEAs that reported annual monitoring visits and their
states that reported less frequent monitoring. No particular reasons for

this discreliancy were observed.

The majority of districts believed that monitoring led to improve
ments dn program quality (N=46, 80.7 percent); a lesser number felt that
monitoring led to changes in their program management (N=38, 66.7 percent).
The districts reporting that monitoring led to changes in their program
management tended to come from states that were active in the area of
monitoring for quality of service. Surprisingly, the same relationship

did not hold strongly for districts reporting that monitoring led to
improvements in program quality as shown on Table 36.
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Table 36

Relationship between District Monitoring Attitudes
and State Monitoring Activities

Number of Quality
Monitoring Activities
Reported by States

Low

High

District Attitudes

Monitoring Leads to
Management Changes

No

10

9

Yes

10

26

Monitoring Leads to
Program Improvement

No Yes

2 22

8 25

All districts were asked what they liked best about the monitoring
process, and their responses are categorized as shown in Table 37.

Table 37

What LEAs Liked Best About the Monitoring Process

Response

Constructive Criticism, Suggestions,
Reinforcement of Practices by SEA--
A Good Management Tool

- SEA goes over problems on the 3pot
and helps LEA make necessary changes

- LEA staff included on state monitoring
staff offers helpful suggestions

- SEA offers worthwhile suggestions to
improve programs

- SEA can put pressure on LEA adminis-
trators to make needed changes

- Comments made by SEA staff lead to
improvements in program quality

- Having an outsider review the program
allows LEAs to review their programs
objectively
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Table 37 (continued)

Response

MonitOring Keeps LEAs Honest/On Their Toes/
Legal and in Compliance

- Knowledge that LEAs will be monitored
keeps çheni on their toes and in compliance

Number of Districts

28

Monitoring Allows LEAs to Show Off
Program to Outsiders 6

- Opportunity to show off the good
things LEA is doing

- LEA can "strut its stuff"
- SEA can increase knowledge of the LEA
- Monitoring leads to improved SEA/LEA

relations

Monitoring Enables Provision of
Technical Assistance 7

- Major means Of getting ideas of what
other LEAs are doing

- Good way for LEAs to find out "what
is going on in Washington" and "what
.may come done the pike from Washington"

- Oppartunites to "pick the brains" of SEA
consultants, especially if content
specialists are used

General Positive Attitudes toward SEA/
Monitoring Process 18

- SEA consultants are fair, thorough,
good monitors

- SEA monitors are very personal, advo-
cates not adversaries, humans not
tyrants

- Use of teams is valued
- Provision of a checklist in advance of

the visit is helpful

Nothing 3

It is apparent that LEAs also have a mixture of attitudes about monitor-
ing--whether monitoring is to help improve their programs or primarily to
help them become in compliance with the law. These same attitt.des are

mirrored by their states as well.
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This mixture of district atti udes is furtherjllustrated by their
comments as to what they liked leas about the monitoring process. These

answers are categorized as shown in ble 38.

Table 38

*What LEAs Liked Least About the Monitoring Process

Response

°Nothing

Monitoring is a Burden/Too Time Consuming

- Timing of visits is always bad
- Too much time is needed to prepare for

the visits, and often the information
compiled is never reviewed by the
monitors

- Scheduling of many monitors into schools
is difficult

- The process is too time ccnsuming,
contains too much busy work'

Number of Districts

17

23

Monitoring Causes High Levels of Anxiety
on Part of LEAs 12

- Title I teachers get so nervous and
uptight about the visit

- Title I coordinators feel the pressure--
if violations are found, they don't
want the rest of the district to suffer
from their mistakes

- Monitoring makes all LEA staff nervous
- Some SEA monitors deliberately intimidate

Title I teachers
- Creates too much uncertainty--LEAs do not

know what to expect

o

Problems With Monitoring Process/SEA Staff 20

- Not enough technical assistance provided
- One day is too short to be of help to LEA
- Some SEA staff have preconceived notions

about what they will find
- Some SEA monitors ask.irrelevant questions
- A team of 15 SEA consultants is overkill
- Not following an SEA "recommendation"

toda; will mean a "citation" tomorrow
- Monitoring'is not frequent enough

- Monitoring is too frequent
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Table 38 (continued

Response Number of Districts

Regional office monitors only do "paper"
monitoring since they have no special
ized content backgrounds
Some SEA monitors not well trained,
competent, inexperienced

Monitoring as Implemented May Not Lead
to Imprdved Program Quality 10

SEA does not make helpful/constructive
comments.
Not enough focus on the whole project--
only on whether particular requirements
are met
Follow through by SEA is minimal--
friendships get in the way of making con
structive suggestions to improve program
Monitoring does not-benefit the students
SEA forces LEAs to change program
practices, even if evaluation data show
no problems
SEA monitors only look for noncompliance--
they do not help LEAs to improve their
programs

General Negative Reactions Toward Process

One reaction shared by districts that might surprise their state
Title I offices is that monitoring led to high levels of anxiety on the ,

part of 12 LEAs, in which incidentally six were located in three states.

Much of the anxiety stemmed from the unpredictability caused by having
inexperienced or less competent SEA staff serve as monitors. In other

cases, howeve,-, experienced monitors apparently deliberately intimidated

some districts to make themselves appear to have more oversight authority

than they did. Because these monitors appeared to have such complete
control over whether districts received positive or negative reports of
the visit, it is not surprising that some LEA staff were anxious about the

process. In a few cases, more vocal LEA staff requested that the state
Title I coordinator change their monitor(s), becaLse they believed that
the monitors assigned to them were not fair or not doing a good job.

.Despite some of these problems, most districts tended to rate their

states as being extremely helpful (N=61, 66.3 percent) or slightly helpful

(N=21, 22.8 percent) to them during the monitoring process. Eight dis
tricts (8.7 percent) were neutral, and two districts (2.2 percent) felt
that their states had actually been a hinarance in this process.
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Districts' views of how helpful their states were in the area of
monitoring are highly correlated with their states' monitoring orientation
as shown in Table 39.

Table 39

Helpfulness of States as a Function of their Monitoring Attitudes

District Perceptions of
Helpfulness of State

State Monitoring Attitude
Quality Both Compliance

Hindered 0 0 2

Slightly Helpful 1 14 6

Helpf:.1 16 32 13

Neither 1 4 3

It is readily apparent from this table that the qualityoriented states,
or states with both a quality and compliance orientation, appear to be

viewed by their districts as much more helpful than those states with a
more compliance orientation.

The presence of state regional offices was also associated with more
helpful responses by their districts as shown in Table 40.

Table 40

Helpfulness of States as a Function of Regional Offices

District Perception- of
Helpfulness of State

Presence of State Regional Offices

No Yes

Hindered 0 0

Slightly Helpful 15 6

Helpful 34 27

Neither 6 2
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Districts were asked how their states could improve their monitoring
process. While 20 coordinators had no suggestions, 72 coordinators did.
The most frequent suggestions are:

more frequent or longer visits (N=18),

fewer visits (N=6),

concentrate more on program quality (N-6),

provide information in advance of'the visit as to con-
tent to be covered (N=2), and

eliminate monitoring altogether (N=1).

Forty coordinators made numerous other comments that spanned many areas,
primarily involving SEA activities and staffing, such as

increase competence of monitors;

tie evaluation,,monitoring, and application approval
together to make a gore integrated program;

use the statewide computer to keep a permanent record of
monitoring activities for each LEA;

have SEA monitors be more consistent in their criti-
cisms; and

have SEA monitoring reports appear in a more timely
manner so as to be useful to LEAs..

At the end of the monitoring section of the interview, districts were
asked, if there were no requirement in the law for the state to monitor
your Title I program, do you think it would be a good idea for the state
to do so? Only 3 of the 63 coordinators (4.8 percent) answered nega-
tively--all of the remaining LEAs felt strongly that monitoring should
continue. Since the monitoring items generated quite a few strong nega-

, tive comments on the part of some LEA coordinators, it is interesting to
note that some of these coordinators were particularly vocal advocates for
continuation of the monitoring process.
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
AND DISSEMINATION

Chapter Highlights

Prior to 1978, the Title I statute only obligated states to provide

technical assistance to LEAs for evaluation purposes. The U.S. DepartMent

of Education also funded ten Title 1L Eyaluation Technical Assistance

Centers (TACs) in 197 to help states implement the evaluation pro-

visions. The 1978 Title I statute clarified and expanded the state role

in providing technical assistance and disseminating information. The

State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state Title I

coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine' the impact of tbe technical assis-
tance and dissemination provisions included in the 1976 law and 1981

regulations (and the impact of the Technical Assistance Centers):

To what extent did these provisions affect states'
administrative practices?

To what extent did states change their practices as a
result of the Title I law?

What problems did states encounter in carrying out their
te,:hnical assistance and dissemination efforts?

Did the provisions stimulate states to develop exemplary,
practices or materials in this area?

To what extent would states anticipate continuing to
provide technical assistance if this activity were not
expressly required by law?

Technical assistance has a strong dual quality and compliance com-

ponent: States used technical assistance to help their districts imple-

ment legal programs, and they also engaged in activities to help their

districts improve their programs. Technical assistance was also highly

interrelated with all of the other management responsibilities states
have. For example, technical assistance was combined as part of the

monitoring onsite visit; Title I staff provide assistance to their dis-

tricts to complete applications, conduct evaluations, and involve parents.

The study's major findings are:

The personalized methods of assistance--meetings with
LEAs, conducting small-group workshops--consistently
correlate with a "quality" management orientation; while
use of lesapersonalized services--statewide conferences,

for example--correlate with more of a "compliance" orien- ,

tation.

A gteater emphasis placed on providing technical assis-
tance in the areas of evaluation and parent involvement as

25?
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a result of the 1978 Title I law was associated with

compliance attitudes. These states had not been active in
these areas prior to 1978; hence their recent activities
in these areas were conducted, in part, to become in
compliance with the law.

States that reported using their Technical Assistance
Centers to help them integrate evaluation with program
design were very active in evaluation, had a quality
orientation that was expressed in monitoring and evalua-
tion, and relied on personalized technical assistance
methods--the profile of a "quality" management.

Almost all states felt their Technical Assistance Centers
were extremely helpful. However, they were divided as to

whether they wanted the Technical Assistance Centers to
retain their evaluation focus or to broaden to include
curriculum or other areas. A few states felt that their
Technical Assistance Centers had outlived their useful-
ness and should be terminated, since their TACs were
associated only with implementation of the evaluation
models.

Almost all states planned to continue providing technical assistance
and dissemination under Chapter 1. However, fewer administrative funds

and lack of a legal mandate may curtail a high level of activity in this

area. Vhile some states planned to scale down their present efforts or to
rely more on the use of large-scale workshops, others were looking for

effective--but low cost--methods of providing assistance. Since the
personalized services are consistently associated with quality management
activities, states may look to the U.S. Department of Education, their
Technical Assistance Centers, or elsewhere for assistance in this area.

Districts tended to corroborate their states' reports of technical
assistance provided. The more active providers of assistance apparently
utilized more personalized services, while the less active states relied
more on large-scale, more impersonalized, assistance methods.

Generally, districts were quite satisfied with the help they received
from their states, and they wanted the assistance to continue even if

states were not required by law to provide any.

Introduction

Prior to 1978, the Title I statute only obligated states to provide
technical assistance to LEAs for evaluation purposes. The reference to

the provision was contained in Section 143(b) of Public Law 93-380, under

payments for state administration: "The Commissioner is authorized to pay

to each State amounts equal to the amounts expended by it for the proper
and efficient performance of its duties under this title (including

technical assistance for the measurements and evaluations required" by
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law. A similar statement was also included in the 1976 Regulations
(Section 116.4).

According to Gaffney, Thomas, and Silverstein (1977), who did a
thorough review for NIE of the legislative history of the technical
assistance responsibility given to states prior to passage of the 1978
law, Congress apparently did not intend that technical assistance should
be limited to the area of evaluation. From a review of Congressional
reports and informal USOE (now ED) memoranda and handbooks, these authors
found evidence for a broader interpretation of technical assistance:
States were-to help districts plan, develop, and evaluate their programs;
to provide assistance to districts during the monitoring onsite visits; to
provide assistance to parent advisory council members to improve council
operations; and to provide case studies of exemplary projects to districts
to help them design Title I projects (which USOE disseminated to states).

While districts were charged by law (Section 141(a)(10) of P.L. 93-380)
with adopting effective procedures for disseminating significant informa-
tion derived from educational research, demonstration, and similar pro-
jects, no comparable provision existed to require states to act similarly.
The only authority was impliee from GEPA in which states were required to
provide whatever methods of administration as may be necessary for proper
and efficient administration (Gaffney, Thomas, & Silverstein, 1977).

The NIE study concluded that states' technical assistance and dissemi-
nation efforts varied widely in quality and comprehensiveness. Despite
the apparent emphasis of the law and regulations on providing technical
assistance in the aiea of evaluation, some states concentrated much of
their assistance in other areas, parent involvement for example.

One point that was mentioned briefly by these authors was the emerging
dual purpose for technical assistance--the provision of assistance to
districts to help them come into compliance with the law vs. the provision
of assistance to districts to help them improve the quality of their
programs. As noted by Goettel, Kaplan, and Orland (1977), "all states
feel comfortable in rendering assistance to address funds allocation
questions. Some states are decidedly less comfortable, however, in giving
technical assistance in program developmeat areas" (p. 78).

Where states should place their staff and dollar resources--on com-
pliance or quality assistance--was an issue addressed by Congress during
the 1978 Title I reauthorization hearings. The House Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor in its report on tne Education Amendments of 1978 coa-
cluded:

Different needs may dictate different forms of and
approaches to technical assistance provided by State
educational agencies. The Committee's intent is that
State educational agencies provide a program of compre-
hensive technical assistance. The Committee believes
that a broader, more balanced approach to technical
assistance will help improve program quality and com-
pliance with the appliCable provisions of this title and
the regulations. (p. 44)
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Section 166 of the Education Amendments of 1978 clarified and expanded
the state role in providing technical assistance and disseminating infor-
mation. The recommendations of the NIE study were closely followed in
drafting this piece of legislation. The 1978 Title I law broadened the
interpretation of technical assistance. States were speoifically required
to provide assistance to these districts in the following areas:

management pro edures, including preparation of applica-

tions;

planning;

development;

project implementatiOn;

evaluation; and

any other assistance as needed by LEAs.and other state
agencies administering Title I programs.

'States were also required to adopt effective procedures for dissemina-
ting information to their districts in the following areas:

relevant research findings;

information about successful compensatory education
projects;

information about federal and state programs that, provide
health, social, and nutrition services to Ti-tle'Ieligible
students; and,

any other information that will help districts with.'

planning, developing, implementing, or evaluating their
Title I programs.

The final 1981 Title-I regulations included similar statements in Sections

200.170 and 200.171.

Ten regional Techni.cal Assistance Centers (TACs) were funded in 1976
by ED in response to a mandate in Section 151 in P.L. 93-380,to assist
states with their provision of technical assistance, as well as to imple-

ment the Title I Evaluation and Reporting System (TIERS) and to build

state and local cipacity in the area of evaluation. The early years of
TAC operation focused primarily on implementing the evaluation system;

once the system was in place, TACs began to assist states with how to use

evaluation data to improve programs. Since a prime focus of the TACs is

to build evaluation capacity, ED specified in the TAC contracts that TACs

were to serve only in a supportive capacity to states; they were not to

take over any tasks from states that they were specifically requL-ed by

law to do (e.g., collect and analyze evaluation data).
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The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state
Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the technical
assistance and dissemination provisions included in the 1978 law and 1981
regulations (and the impact of the Technical Assistance Centers):

To what extent did these provisions affect states'
administrative practices?

To what extent did states change their practices as a
result of the Title I law?

What problems did states-encounter in aarrying out their
technical assistance and dissemination efforts?

Did the provisions stimulate states to develop exemplary
practices or materials in this area?

To what extent would states anticipate continuing to
provide I-echnical assistance if this activity were not
expressly required by law?

Title I pt..jects operated under the 1978 Title I statute and 1981
regulations for only a short time, when the Education Consolidation and
Improvement Act was passed (August 1981). Chapter 1 of ECIA retained the
intent of the Title I program, but lessened many of the requirements.

One of the requirements that is not included in Chapter 1 is the
requirement for states to provide technical assistance. Thus, the last

part of the technical assistance and dissemination section of the inte'r
view, namely the theoretical question of states' interactions to provide
such assistance under a less prescriptive law, took on added significance.

This chapter summarizes the findings of the State Management Practices
Study to the five questions listed above. Also included in this dis
cussion are states' preliminary views of the impact of Chapter 1 on their
future technical assistance and dissemination activities. The chapter
concludes with opinions of a sample of districts to their states' techni
cal assistance and dissemination efforts.

Implementation

The technical assistance'and dis'semination provision was viewed as
being of substantial importance in meeting.the intent oi the Title I law
by most%f the Title I coordinators (N = 37). Only one coordinator felt
the provision was of little or no importance. This coordinator felt that
a technical assistance provision was not needed, because these activities
were conducted as part of monitoring--to which he gave a substantial
importance rating.

Considerable staff time, approximately 20 percent, was spent on
providing technical assistance and disseminating informationwto dis
tricts. The median amounts of time spent by states conducting these
activities as a function of importance states placed on this provision is
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1

Percentage of Time Spent on Technical Assistance and
Dissemination as a Function of Their Importancea

Median Percent

Rating of Time Spent Low High N_

Ltttle or no importance 10.0 1

Moderate importance 16.5 12.0 44.0 9

Substantial tmportance 21.0 5.0 42.8 37

Group Median 20.0

, a Data from three states are missing.
,1

As apparent from this table, the amount of time spent did not differ
significantly as a function of its importance rating. It is also evident
that several states indicated spending almost one-half of all staff time
inthe provision of technical assistance. As noted in the chapter on
monitoring, separation of time spent monitoring from time spent in provid-
ing assistance to districts was difficult. While some states attributed
no staff time to monitoring, they were the ones that reported much larger
amounts of time spent in technical assistance.

The technical assistance activities undertaken by states will be
discussed in the first section of this chapter. The discgssio- will

center around the following questions:

How do states provide technical assistance?

To what extent is technical assistance related to activi-
ties provided in other areas of responsibility? -

To what extent is technical assistance coordinated across
units in the state agency?

To what extent is technical assistance coordinated with
monitoring?

How do States Provide Technical Assistance?

All of the ways state Title I coordinators said that they provide
technical assistance to their districts are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2

Ways in which Technical Assistance is Provided

Method Number of States

Meetings with LEAs (at LEA or SEA) 35

Telephone consultations 23

Workshops 35

Correspondence/mailings/memos 22

2
Newslettebs 7

TAC 11
5

Monitoring onsite visits 15

Statewide regional meetings 20

Statewide.conferences 16

Use'of a state parent group 1

Use Of a contractor to train PACs 3

Responses to LEAs for,specific help 6

Attange visits to)exemplary programs 1

State Title I handbook/policy mant-1777' 9

Use of regional offices to provide TA. 5
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The interrelationships among these methods are shown in Table 3. From the

pattern of interrelationships shown, several trends are :,..vident:

Certain pairings of activities correlate highly, particu-
larly use of correspondence and newsletters, and use of.
telephone conversations and meetings with the LEAs. The

formei: pairing consists of two ways of providing written
technical assistance, while the latter is oral or face-

to-face. The pairs of variables are not correlated with
each other, however.

There is a high negative relationship between use of
telephone conversations and statewide meetings. Use of

statewide regional meetings also correlates negatively
with responses to LEAs for specific help. This contrasts
relatively "distant" and impersonal methods (statewide
meetings) with more personalized and direct methods.

It was recognized in the introduction to this chapter that states
historically have been less comfortable with their role of providing
assistance to districts to help them improve programs than with their role
of helping districts implement legal programs. Despite this fact, almost
all states provided technical assistance to their districts on the great
majority of LEA requirements as shown in Table 4.
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Table 3

Tetrachoric Correlations afflong Kinds of Technical Assistance Activities a

Activity

cl
.(=')*,.

(z,

Meetings with LEAs

Telephone Conversations .38

Workshops .17 .08

Correspondence/Mail ings/Memos .04 .57

Newsletters .00 -.30

Work with Technical
Assistance Center

.03 -.03

Monitoring Onsite Visits .29

Statewide Regional Meetings .11 -.05

Statewide Meetings .27 -.49

Responses to LEAs for flélp -.08 .30

o

-.11

.29

.24

, .23

-.19

-.23

-.08 .14

a
Correlations of approximately .4 or greater are statistically sign ficant at the p = .05 level.
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Table 4

LEA Requirements on which Technical Assistance is Provided

LEA Requirement Number of States Reporting

Funds Allocation
39

40
a. Maintenance of effort-126(a)

b. -Excess EFTErizOCP)
.'''.7§7117Plettrit-Ic& 45

a. Comparability-126 e 46

P. Exclusions from excess costs.and
32

---1E2I----a..bilit-J--thc"
f. Limited w5emption to s,upplement

not supplant-132 / 29

Tarzeting and Eligibility

4
a. Designating school attendance ,

areas-122
. Children to be served-123 45

c. Private school participation-130 43

. Schoolwide projects-133 20

Program Design and Planning-124,129,134

40

45

a. Requirements tor design-and imple-
mentatio1:1 of programs-124

1. Puryose of program!-124(a)
2. Assessment of educ. need-124(b)
3. Planning-124 c) 42

.4. Sufficient, size, scope, and

auality-124(d) 41

5. Expenditures related to rankinz

of project areas & schools-124(0) 37

6. Coordination with other
progrms-124(f) 42

37 .

. Information dissemination-124(h)

. Teacher & school board
participation1124(i)

38

9. Training of educationiaides124(j)
43

41
10.Control of tunds-124TM)

11.Construction-124(n)
12.Jointiv operated pro:rams-124(o) 36

13.Accountability-127
38

14.Como1aint reso1ution:125
42

15.Individualized .)

42

41
.1a.mftc-19c

16.Noninstructional duties-134

Evaluation
46

a. Evaluation-124(g)
b. Sustaining gains-124(k) 40

Parent Involvement
47

a. Nacent involvement-124(j)
b. Parent Advisory Councils-125 , 44



It does not appear from these data that states as a rule provided less
assistance to their districts on program areas than on the funds alloca-
tion or targeting areas. The more significant variable in deciding which
areas to emphasize was perceived to be district needs. States often did
not provide assistance in areas that they felt were of little or no
concern to districts, such as construction, the exclusions from excess
costs and comparability, or the limited exemption to supplement not
supplant.

One area that was treated with care by states was schoolwide projects.
States that had schoolwide projects tended to provide assistance to their
districts on issues related to their.implementation. States with no
schoolwide projects had mixed reactions when they were asked if they
provided technical assistance to districts in this area. Some states
indicated that they covered schoolwide projects in their technical assis-
tance workshops or written materials as simply another program option
available to districts if districts wanted to select it. Other states,

however, especially ones that felt they had districts that were eligible
to have schoolwide projects, had spent considerable time studying the
legal provision for schoolwide projects only .to conclude that their
districts could not meet all of the necessary requirements for implements-
tion.1 Because these states knew that their districts would want to
attempt implementation and would therefore be frustrated to discoyer they
were unable to implement schoolwide projects, they made the conscious
decision not to inform their districts generally of the option.

If districts learned of the option by reading the law on their own and
requested information from their states on schoolwide projects, the states
indicated that they supplied whatever assistance was needed in this

area.2

1 The requirement in Section 133 on schoolwide projects that apparently
gave the districts most trouble was (b)(7)(B), which specified that LEAs

were to make "special supplementary State and local funds available fort

the children" in the schoolwide projects "in amounts which, per child

served who is not educationally deprived, equal or exceed the amount of
Federal funds provided ... which, per educationally deprived child
served, are made available for children in such schools." Districts,
many of which were already strapped for funds, were unable to come up
with the additional funds to pay the per-pupil costs for as many as 25
percent of a school's children.

2 One Title I coordinator related a story about providing technical
assistance to a school district interested in implementing schoolwide
projects. Although the state relt that the district was unable to
provide the necessary supplementary funds, and hence the district should
not consider implementation further, the district insisted on trying
schoolwide projects anyway. After many months of intensive state help,
including hours on the telephone and onsite, the project folded because
the district was, in fact, unable to come up with the amount of supple-

mentary funds needed for implementation. State and district both felt

embittered over this eliisode. The state coordinator regretted that a

provision such as this one was included in the law. He felt that all
districts did not have an equal chance to implement the law, and that it

was expected that states were to provideraspistance to districts on it.
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Since the topics on which states provided assistance did not appear to

reflect avoidance of "program" areas in favor of "compliance" areas, the

question was raised as to whether the ways in which states provided

assistance to their districts (as shown in Table 2) might differ depending

on their attitudes toward program quality and compliance.

The following section examines these relationships between technical

assistance methods and attitudeS,and activities in other areas of respon-

sibility.

'Interrelationship of Technical Assistance with Attitudes and Activities in

Other Areas

In the chapter on Monitoring, it was noted that quality-oriented states

tended to see monitoring as more closely related to technical assistance

and associated efforts to improve program quality than other states. They

tended to engage in "extra" monitoring activities to monitor for quality

of service. This extra effort was clearly 4ifficult to do and sometimes

involved the use of outside consultants and Ontent experts from other

units with the state agency. Thus, it is reaaonable to inquire as to

whether the methods of providing technical assistance listed in Table 2
\

correlate with these activities.

Table 5 presents the association of monitoring attitudes with the major

technical assistance variables. This table indicates\that three of the

methods--meeting with 'LEAs, telephone conversations, add correspondence--

consistently correlates with quality-oriented attitudes; and one method in

particular--use of statewideeconferences--correlates negatively with these

variables.

Table 5

Relationship of Monitoring Attitude to
Technical Assistance Activities

Technical Assistance Activity

Meet with Telephone Corres- Statewide

Monitoring LEAs Conversations pondence Conferences

Attitude No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Qualitj 0 6 2 4 3 3 5 I

Both 7 20 15 12 13 14 18 9

Compliance 6 8 7 7 10 . 4 9 5

Of all the methods of providing technical assistance presented in

Table 2, meeting with LEAs is,mkerhaps, the "purest" so-called "quality-

related" way of providing technical assistance. As seen in Table 5, all

26,j
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six quality-oriented states said they do this, while the compliance-
oriented states are split nearly equally. In addition, this method of
providing technical assistance is also related to the number of quality
monitoring activities as shown in Table 6.

Table 6

Relationship between Number of Quality Monitoring
Activities and a Technical Assistance Activity

Number of Quality
Monitoring Activities

0 1

2-4

Technical Assistance:
Meet with LEAs

No 1Yes

10 16

4 19

Statas that meet with LEAs are much more likely to have said that monitor-
ing serves as a lead-in to technical assistance and that monitoring leads
to improvemepts in program quality as shown in Table 7.

1

Table 7
1

Relationships between several Technical Assistance Va41.ables

Lead-in to Technical Improves Program
Assistance Quality

Meet with LEAs No Yes No , Yes

No 7 7 10 4

Yes 8 27 14 21

Since the close psychological distance between monitoring and technical
assistance is characteristic of the archetype quality-oriented state, the
relationships shown in Table 7 are key features of this configuration of
activities and attitudes.

With respect to so-called "compliance" oriented attitudes and activi-
.ties, relationships between.two monitoring variables are of interest.
First, states that meet with LEAs are clearly not those that said the
purpose of monitoring was "compliance only" (see Table 8).
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Table 8

Relationship between a Technical Assistance Activity
and a Monitoring Attitude

Technical Assistance:
Meet with LEAs

No

Yes

Monitoring is for
Compliance Only
No Yes

8 6

31 4

Second, almost all of the states that said that monitoring is used for
accountability also engaged in this technical assistance activity as shown

in Table 9.

Table 9
Relationship between a Technical Assistance Activity

and a Monitoring Attitude

Meet with LEAs

Monitoring for Accountability
No Yes

No 13 1

Yes 23 12

Those states reporting use of meeting with LEAs as a method of techni-

cal assistance clearly tends to be the quality-oriented monitoring states
as measured by both attitude and activity measures. They view monitoring

and technical assistance as being closely related, they do not monitor for

compliance only, but nearly all the states that use monitoring for accoun-
tability report use of this method of providing technical assistance.

Two other technical assistance activities, telephone conversations and
written correspondence, also correlate with indicators of quality monitor-
ing attitudes, but the relationships are not as strong. As shown in Table

10, both variables are associated with the use of monitoring to improve
program quality.



Table 10

Relationship between Monitoring and Technical Assistance Activities

Monitoring Leads to
Improvements in Telephone Conversations Written Correspondence
Program Quality No Yes No Yes

No 17 7 16 11

Yes 9 16 11 14

It was also observed in the chapter on Monitoring that attitudes
toward parent involvement, and not simply whether parents were involved in
monitoring, differentiated quality-oriented states from the others. Thus,

it is reasonable to inquire as to whether the methods of providing techni-
cal assistance correlate with these attitudes and activities.

Table 11 presents the association of the parent involvement attitude
variable with five technical assistance activities. As is indicated by
Table 11, the technical assistance activities of telephone conversations
and written correspondence are also associated with positive attitudes
toward parent involvement. Thus, the states that have a quality monitor-
ing orientation and positive attitudes toward parent involvement tend to
report using these three methods of providing technical assistance--
meeting with LEAs, telephone conversations, and written correspondence.
This group of technical assistance activities emphasizes individualized
contact between the SEA and LEA and face-to-face interaction.
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Parent

Involvement
Attitudes

Positive toward
parent participation
and pro-PACs

Positive toward
parent participation
and less pro-PACs

Positive toward
parent participation
and anti-PACs

Negative toward
parent involvement
and anti-PACs
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Table 11

Relationship of Parent Involvement Attitudes to

Technical Assistance Activities

Activity

Meet with LEAs

No Yes

4 20

4 13

0

Telephone
Conversations

No Yes

4

13 11

10 7

0

Correspondence

No Yes

0

15 9

10 7

2 0

C.

Statewide
Regional Meetings

No Yes

2

18 6

11

Statewide
Conferepces

No Yes

4

19 5

6 11

2 7



The opposite end of this continuum is represented by use of statewide

meetings and conferences. As is indicated by Tables 5 and 11, the use of
statewide meetings is actually negatively related to a quality orientation
in monitoring and attitudes in parent involvement. This negative relation
ship is also observed with activities in other areas, as shown in Tablet 12.

Table 12

Relationship of Impersonalized TechniCal Aseistance Activity
with Activities in Other Areas

Statelevel Threeyear Cycle Use

Use of
Statewide

Parent Involve
ment Activities Rule Use

Yes, No - Yes,

Paperwork Paperwork

Conferences 0-2 3-4 . None Minimal Active No Reduction Reduction

No 12 10 3 6 13 5 5 12

Yes 22 5 7 11 9 11 6 7

As shown in Table 12; use of statewide conferences is alsurinversely

related to the number of parent involvement activities and the extent of

rule use. The use of statewide Conferences is also negatively related to

success in use of the threeyear application approval cycle.

A comparison of both the "personalized" and "impersonalized" types of

technical assistance as measured by the use of meetings with LEAs and the
use of statewide conferences with evaluation attitudes highlights the .

differences implied here. These relationships are preSented in Table'13.

Table 13

Relationship of Evaluation Attitude to
Personalized and Impersonalized Technical Assistance Activities

Meeting with LEAs Statewide Conferences

Evaluation Attitude No -Yes No .Yes

Program Improvement 7 9 7 9

Both 4 19 11 12

Accountability/Compliance 1 6 .2 5
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As is discussed in the chapter on. Evaluation, the states. with both

program improvement and accountability'attitudes are the most active

states in the area of evaluation; they are also active monitors for

program quality and.successful users of the threeyear application cycle.

Thus, they resemble the "quality"oriented states referred to here, which

rely more on personalized facetoface technical asgistance and le!;s on
the. more impersonalized services as measured by 'the use of statewide

;conferences. "The program improvement States are generally less active in

both evaluation and monitoring activities and they hold less positive
parent involvement attitudes--their profile on the two technical assis
tance activities is consistent with this inactive pattern.

As is apparent from Tables 12 and 13, users of statewide conferences

tend to be less active generally than other states. A quality orientation

in monitoring, evaluation, and parent involvement is characterized by

higher than average levels of activity, particularly the socalled "extra"

acttvities designed to go beyond compliance or accountability. In the
chapter on Application Approval, success in using the three yearcycle was
related to a moie active, problemsolving management style; here it can be

seen that successful users of the threeyear cycle states tend not to rely

on statewide conferences to provide technical assistance. Users of

statewide conferences appear to be less active on several related dimen,-

sions.

To summarize, it appears that states that have a quality monitoring

orientation, positive attitudes toward parent involvement, and attitudes

that evaluation serves both program improvement and accounAability pur

poses, tend to use facetoface or individualized methods of providing

technical assistance. Less active states that have less postive attitudes
about parent involvemgnt and do not have a quality monitoring orientation

-tend to use statewide'meetings instead.

Frequent personalized facetoface interactions with LEAs,'however,

are likely to be expensive and may require both more staff and resources

vo implement than would the conduct of infrequent, large statewide confer

ences. Thus, an alternative explanation for the differentiation of

cctivity levels mentioned previously may be possible. Perhaps the only

way states with more limited resources can carry out their technical
assistance activities.required by law is to rely on large statewide

conferences. States with access to larger staffs or more.dollars or
regional offices may have the resources needed to be able to provide more

personalized services to their LEAs. An examination of the use of these

two types of technical assistance activities as a function of state

characteristics shows the following:

Ar States :.nat-. reported use of meeting with LEAs could not
be differentiated from those that did not, using any of
the allocation, population, or staffing variables. They

did, however, report spending more time on technical
assistance activities than those states that did not use

,meeting with LEAs.

States that used statewide workshops can be differentia
ted from those that did not: they had larger amounts
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of funds for state administration, more LEAs, more
population at each of the last three census counts, and
more SMSAs over 25,000. They did not, however, have
larger central office staffs, nor did they differ on the
amounts of time spent on technical assistance.

The role played by the regional offices was further investigated. It had

been expected that regional offices might facilitate face-to-face meetings.
The data show, however, that approximately the same proportion of states
reporting use and nonuse of meetings with LEAs had regional offices.

Thus, it is not the case that states using more personalized technical
assistance have a greater amount of resources, or even smaller numbers of
LEAs, than those that do not. In fact, the greater resources are associa-
ted with statewide conferences, which have been'shown to correlate with
lesser amounts of activities. Therefore, the differences in activity
levels noted here cannot be explained on the basis of differing state
characteristics.

Coordination of Technical Assistance Across Units in the State Agency

Forty-three states said that other units within the state agency were
also involved in providing technical assistance to Title I projects. The

types of units mentioned by the coordinators are given in Table 14.

.Table 14
Types of SEA Units in State Agencies

Involved in Providing Techni al Assistance to Title I Projects

Type of Unit Nqmber of States

Instruction or curriculum unit 28

Testing or evaluation unit 15

Fiscal unit - auditing 11

Special Education Unit 10

Administration/Record Keeping/Accounting 10

Other federal program units (Vocational Education) 5

Another unit involved in Title IV or NDN programs 3

Computer center for data processing 5

Perlonnel services (Certification, etc.) 3

State Compensatory Education 3

Early childhood unit 2

NIE dissemination project grant 1
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Staff.from these other units provided a number of different types oz

services to Title I projedt staff. Staff from instruction or curriculum

units (including specialized subject matter.units--reading or math, for

example) often reviewed project applications to ensure quality programs

and accompanied state Title I staff on their monitoring visits to LEAs to

examine the actual program content and to offer suggestions on what

instructional methods or practices might improve the quality of the

programs. In other cases, t* staff from Title I and the state.s

compensatory education program overlapped to d great degree .so that new

ideas learned in One program would benefit the other.

It was therefore expected that some of these types of coordination

would be correlated.with the quality and compliance attitude variables

discussed'in this chapter. The only activity that exhibits some consis-

tent relationships is coordination with a Special Education unit. This

type of coordination is associated with quality monitoring activities and

negatively related to a compliance monitoring attitude. All of the other
relationships with coordination types are weak or nonexistent.

Coordination of Technice. Assistance with Other State Responsibilities

Monitoring

P As noted in the discussion on monitoring, the final 1981 Title I

regulations were changed to permit, rather than require, states to include

technical assistance as part of the onsite monitoring visits. While 43

states reported that they combined their technical assistance activities

with monitoring, 33 of them reported actually providing technical assis-

tance as part of the onsite visits. A group of four states'indicating

that monitoring and technical assistance were kept'separate in their

states reported that the two functions were actually conducted by separate

units in the state agency.

Because a close relationship between monitoring and technical assis-

tance was hypothesized to be due more to a "quality" than a "compliance"
orientation, the coordination between the two responsibilities was exam-

ined as a function of monitoring activities and ai;titudes. The results

show that none of the four states reporting that different s.tate units

conductea monitoring and technical assistance were characteri7,ed as having

a quality monitoring orientation as was expected.

What was unexpected is the observation that equal proportions of the

states labeled as having quality, compliance, or both quality and com-

plUlce attitudes in6icated that they combined technical assistance with

their monitoring onsite visits. A closer look at the individual responses,
however, shows very different interpretations of what was meant by this

coordination. Consider, as an example, the following coMments:

Technical assistance is the purpose of monitoring.

When onsite, we first do our monitoring for compliance,

then we follow it up by providing technical assistance in

the areas oF weakness.
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One of the most effective ways of monitoring is to correct
problems as soon as they are identified--i.e., onsite.

We have monitoring teams visit districts4 which include
content specialists Irom other state units whose primary
purpose is to provide technical assistance.

A less active point of view was expressed by the following coordina-
tors:

We provide technical assistance as needod.

If we find a district in violation, we ilelp them while

onsite.

Our consultants always write up findings and offer
suggestions for corrective action in monitoring reports,
which are later sent to the districts.

We handle technical assistance informally before or after
the visit.

Thus, while states with differing monitoring attitudes all reported
coordination of technical assistance with monitoring onsi':e visits, it
appears that some states were more active in this area than others.

Application Approval and Program Implementation

According to Section 166 of P.L. 95-561, states were required to
provide assistance to their local school districts to help them prepare
their project applications and provide whatever assistance was needed to
help districts plan, implement, evaluate, and manage their programs.

Forty-four states reported that they use technical assistance to help

LEAs prepare their applications. This assistance was provided primarily

in the form of presubmission conferences or workshops (N 32) or some

other form of individual contact (N ... 12) is used. Only one state said
that they try to go beyond compliance to help the LEA design a quality
program, and two states said that they would help the LEA write the
application, if needed.

The use of presubmission conferences to help the LEA prepare the
application is, in fact, associated with a compliance-orientation in
monitoring. States with compliance attitudes and states that engage in
many compliance monitoring activities are more likely to hold pre-
submission conferences as shown in Table 15.
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Table 15

Use of Application Approval Presubmission Conferences as a
Function of Monitoring Attitudes and Activities

Use of Number of Compliance

Presubmission Monitoring Attitude Monitoring Activities

Conferences Quality Both Compliance 1 -L*2 3 4

No

Yes

2 12 3 13 4

4 15 11 \ 15 17

These relationships are probably,due to the fact that the technical

assistance being provided is of a legalistic nature. Reports from several

of the coordinators tend tolsupport this view. In the words of one:

We hold many county/regional meetings around the state to
help districts work through their applications. By

working through the problems prior to submission, we save

a lot of time later on when we receive them to approve.

Helping LEAs with the application is seen as qualitatively different

from helping LEAs implement the program itself. Fortytwo states said

that they use technical assistance to help districts plan, implement, and

evaluate their programs. Ways in which this assistance is provided are

listed in Table 16.

Table 16

Technical Assistance Methods to Help Districts
Plan, Implement, .and.Evaluate Programs

Method Number of States

Workshops or facetoface conferences 27

Other indivi,..ual coutacts 11

Planning is a major area; not as much TA
in implementation, management areas

Use of computer to flag evaluation problems

Lots of technical assistance in evaluation

Emphasize use of individualized educational plans

2

4

1
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Thirty-nine states reported that they use technical assistance to help
their districts manage Title I programs. Ways in which this assistance is
provided are listed in Table 17.

Table 17

Technical Assistance Methods to Help Manage Programs

Method Number of States

Workshops or other face-to-face conferences 19

Other individual contact 6

Through monitoring visits 10

Through management checklist LEAs
administer themselves 2

Emphasis on evaluation as a management tool

Workshops on time accounting, fiscal accounting 1

Indirectly--timelines imposed by SEA require LEAs
to manage programs to produce these results

Emphasis on individualized educational plans

1

1

From the discussions earlier in this chapter, it was expected that a
strong positive relationship would exist between use of face-to-face
contacts--whether it be to help districts plan, implement, or evaluate
their programs or to help them better manage their programs--and other
quality" measures in the other responsibility area, such as rulemaking,
evaluation, monitoring, or parent involvement. Thus, two variables were
created to reflect the personalized services provided in the planning,

implementation,
and evaluation area and similar services provided in the management area.
The first two items in each of Tables 16 and 17 were combined to obtain an
unduplicated count of rtates. In this way, 29 states reported the use of
workshops or other individual contacts in helping districts plan, imple-
ment, and evaluate their programs; and 21 states reported the use of
workshops on other individual contacts to help districts manage their
programs.

The relationship of these variables to levels of monitoring activity
and levels of evaluation data utilization'are shown in Table 18.
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Table 18

Relationship between Two Personalized Technical Assistance
Measures and Levels of Monitoring and Evaluation Activities

Personalized Technical Assistance Activities

Plan Face-
to-face

Manage Face-
to-face

Activity Levels No Yes No Yes

Quality Monitoring

Low 13 14 16 11

High 7 15 12 10

Compliance Monitoring

Low 3 15 8 10

High 7 14 10 11

Evaluation Data
Utilization

Low 14 16 21 9

High 6 13 7 12

What is interesting about the relationships (and lack thereof) shown in

Table 18 is the relationship between planning f2.ce-to-face and the higher
levcls of both quality and compliance monitoring, while'no such relation-

ships existed between manage face-to-face and the two indicators of

monitoring activity. As previously noted, high levels of monitoring for
quality have been associated with a "quality" orientation in other areas

of responsibility. These data suggest that use of technical assistance to
help districts plan, implement, and evaluate their programs may be associ-
ated with a quality orientation, while use of technical assistance to help

districts better manage their programs may be more related to a compliance

orientation. That is, better management procedures may be viewed as a
tool for achieving legal, more accountable, programs and not as a tool
oriented toward achieving program improvement.

Both measures, however, are related to some extent to a.ccountability

attitudes expressed in evaluation as measured by the data utilization
activity level also shown in Table 18. 'While the managing face-to-face

was very strongly related to the level of data utilization activities
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(which was shown in the evaluation chapter to be positively related with
accountability attitudes in evaluation), the relationship with planning
face-to-face was less strong.

This relationship is further illustrated by Table 19 in which these
two measures of personalize& services are examined as a function of
numbers of activities conducted to ensure good data quality in evaluation.

'Table 19

Relationship between Personalized Technical Assistance Activities and
Attention to Quality Control in Evaluation

Evaluation:
Level of Quality Control

Technical Assistance Activities
Plan Manage

Face-to-face Face-to-face
No Yes No Yes

Low 7 17 14 10

High 12 12 13 11

This table suggests that assistance in the area of management is somewhat
more likely to be associated with activities to ensure good data than is

attention to planning, implementing, and evaluating programs.

Two additional items from Table 18 were selected to examine further

the characteristics of states reporting planning activities: "lots of

technical assistance in evaluation" and "planning is a major area."

.
The four states reporting "lots of technical assistance in evaluation"

did not monitor actively for quality or compliance, and they reported few
activities to help districts use evaluation d ta to improve their programs
They were, however, heavy users of TAC servic s. This finding suggests

that, while these states having attitudestha can not be categorized as a
"quality" orientation were inactive, theydi&tend to rely heavily on
their TACs to provide evaluation assistante.

Four states reported that "planning was
assistance, rather than management. It was

while these states did not monitor actively
did monitor actively to ensure compliance.
active in helping their districts with data
rely heavily on TACs.

a major area" in technical
surprising to observe that,
for quality of service, they
They also tended to be in-
utilization, and they did not

Thus, the states reporting personalized help in planning are a mixture

of both a "quality" and "compliance" orientation.
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In comparison, the states listed in Table 17 that use the monitoring
process to help districts manage their programs are generally active in

monitoring for compliance and can be characterized as having a compliance
(or both quality and compliance) monitoring orientation.

Thus, both of these personalized methods of providing technical
assistance do have strong relationships with accountability attitudes and
attitudes that are less of a "quality" orientation. However, there

appears to be a tendency on the part of states to use personalized 'aelp

with project management for purposes of ensuring legality of programs, or
at least programs thit are accountable, while this attitude was less
evident when personalized help was given to help districts plan, imple
ment, and evaluate their programs.

Initiation of Technical Assistance

The Title I coordinators were asked to indicate what percentage of
their technical assistance activities to districts were conducted at their

own initiation, provided in response to questions from districts, or

provided at the suggestion of federal personnel. The results are shown in

Table 20.

Table 20

Reasons for Initiating Technical Assistance

Median

Technical Assistance Percentage of

Act'..vities Conducted Total Effort Low High N

At SEA initiation 49.0 10.0 100.0 45

In response to questions
from LEAs 42,5 0.0 90.0 45

At suggestion of
federal personnel 1.0 0.0 30.0 45

.(14ost of the states indicated that their assistance was provided either
pilinarily at their initiaM.on (N = 14) cr almost eqdally as a function of
their initiation and perceiived responses to their districts (N = 19). In

ten states, the assistance was provided primarily in response to requests

from districts; in two other states, the coordinators felt that assistance
was initiated equally as often by them, requests from districts, and

suggestions from federal personnel.

The question was raised as to whether these influences might relate to
other factors, such as the reasons why states made rules. It was expected

that states taking the initiative to make rules would also be likely to
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take the initiative in providing technical assistance, while those states
making rules in response to perceived outside requests would not.

While approximately one-half (N = 25) of the states exhibited similar
patterns of influences in both areas, the remaining did not. One group of
states with apparent inconsistencies in terms of influence is worthy of
noteven states with a district or federal role influence were charac-
terized as having a state or both state and district influence in techni-
cal assistance. Thus, the same "take charge" attitudes exhibited in
rulemaking
are not necessarily followed through in technical assistance. A look at
states' responses to the rulemaking and technical assistance questions
sheds some light odthis observation.

These states having a strong district or federal influence in rule-
making indicated that they only made rules in response to outside requests.
In some cases, these states feared to make many new rules without a
request saying that, since the Title I law was so prescriptive, they did
not need to make additional rules and that they did not want to be per-
ceived by their,districts as being overly directive. However, although
these states indicated that they took more of the initiative in providing
technical assistance, their assistance tended to be weak: they provided
less intense technical assistance during the monitoring visit, they tended
not to use monitoring for quality of service as a way of helping districts
improve programs, and they tended not to be active in providing assistance
to their districts in helping them use evaluation data to improve programs.
In fact, these states were characterized as the compliance monitoring
states and as program imOrovement states in evaluation--ones that had
strong feelings about the importance of evaluation and monitoring but did
not follow through with activities in either area. Thus, eir attitudes
in both technical assistance and other areas do not really appear to be
inconsistent with each other.

Influence of technical assistance was expected to play a part in
selection of particular technical assistance activities. Two different
types of technical assistance activities were examined as a function of
technical assistance influence: the use of statewide workshops and
meetings with LEAs. While states reporting use of statewide workshops did
not differ as to reasons for initiating the assistance, those states
reporting use of meeting With LEAs showed marked differences. Meeting
with LEO was characterized by a strong district influence, a less strong
state influence, and an extreMely low federal influence. It is not

surprising that use of more personalized services is highly related to the
needs of districts.

Changes

The Title I coordinators were asked how their technical assistance
activities changed as a result of the provision on technical assistance
that was included in Public Law 95-561. Thirty-five states indicated that
their activities had changed since passage of the law. Table 21 presents
a list of the changes mentioned by the coordinators.
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Table 21

Changes to Technical Assistance Activities

Change Number of States

More emphasis on evaluation 12

More emphasis on parent involvement 8

More emphasis on program matters,
not just compliance 7

Content changed to reflect all of the
specifics of-P.L. 95-561 and the regs 5

More emphasio on the application approval process 2

More emphasis on excess costs 1

More emphasis on complain resolution 1

The two most frequently reported changes--evaluation and parent
involvement--were examined with respect to states' attitudes in these

areas.

As shown in Table 22, the states reporting more emphasis in evalua-

tion, as part of their technical assistance activities can be character-

ized as compliance-oriented states. They are inactive in monitoring, both

for iluality of service and fot compliance, and inactive in helping their

districts use data to hap-Amprove programs. They also did not as a group

tend to conduct many activities-to improve the quality of their evaluation
data nor did they tend to be.heavaers of'TAC services. They tended tb

have more negative attitudes toward parent involvement. While they were

active in conducting state-level sustaining gains activities, these
activities were associated with a more compliance orientation in evalua-

tion;
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More Em-
phasis on
Evaluation

No
Yes

More Em-
phasis on
Evaluation

No

Yes

More Em-
phasis on
Evaluation

No

Yes

Table 22

More Emphasis in Evaluation as a
Functioa bf States' Attitudes and Activities

Monitoring

Monitoring Attitude
Quality Both Compliance

5 21

1 6

10
4

Quality
Monitoring
Low High

19 18

8 4

Parent Involvement

Compliance
Monitoring
Low High

10 17

8 4

Pro
PAC

4

0

Parent Involvement Attitude
Less Anti Anti Parent
Pro-PAC PAC Involvement

20

4

Evaluation

11

6

1

1

Evaluation Attitude
Program Compar- Data

Imple- ability/ Utili-

menta- Accounta- zation

tion Both ability

11 17 7

5 6 0

Quality Sustaining
Control Gains
Activities Activities Use

Low High Low High 0 1 2 Low High

21 16 19

8 4 6

18 4 17 16

6 3 3 6

'18 19

7 5

States that reported more emphasis on parent involvement actually had
more negative attitudes toward parent involvement and conducted fewer

parent involvement activities as shown in Table 23. Increased emphasis on
parent involvement is also related to a compliance orientation and to the
number of quality monitoring activities as shown in the table. The

greater emphasis on program improvement activities in evaluation, which is

also associated with a profile of less activity, is consistent with a more
compliance orientation observed here.
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Table 23

More Emphasis on Parent Involvement as wFunction of
States' Attitudes and Activities

. Parent Involvemerit
Parent Involvement Attitude Number of Parent Involve-

More Emphasis Less ment Activities

on.Parent Pro- Pro- Anti- Anti-

Involvement PAC PAC PAC P.I. Low High

No 3 22 14 0 17 28

Yes 1 2 3 2 2 2

Monitoring

More Emphasis
on Parent Monitoring Attitude Quality Monitoring

Involvement Quality Both Compliance Low High

No 6 93 20 19 22

Yes 0 4 4 7 1

Evaluation
Evaluation Attitude

More Emphasis Program Compliance/

on Parent Imple- Accounta-

Involvement mentation Both . bility

No 11 20 7

Yes 5 3 0

While these sets of relationships may seem to be counterintuitive, one
explanation is that states that had more positive attitudes were already

providing technical assistance in these areas and have been doing so for a

longer time. States that said that they were making changes tended to be

less active generally. They are, in effect, "catching up" with the more

active states.

One interesting observation is that all of the seven states reporting

that they emphasized program content more, not just compliance, tended to

hold-both-quality-and compli-anee -attitudes in monitoring and both program

improvement and accountability attitudes in evaluation. Thus, these states

seemed to be conscious of the amounts of time spent in helping districts

implement legal projects vs. helping them improve the quality of their
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projects. These states tended to be active in monitoring for quality of

service (but not active in monitoring for compliance purposes) amd active

in helping districts use data (including TIERS data) to improve their

programs. They also conducted numerous activities to improve the quality

of their TIERS data. These relationships are shown in Table 24.

Table 24

More Emphasis on Program, NOT Compliance as a
Function of States' Attitudes and Activities

Monitoring

More
Emphasis Quality Compliance

on Monitoring Attitude Monitoring Monitoring

Program Quality Both Compliance Low High Low High

No 5 22 13 24 18 16 16

Yes 1 5 1 2 5 2 5

Evaluation

Evaluation Attitude
More Program Com

Emphasis Imple- pliance/ Quality Control Data Uses Use of TIERS

on menta- Account- Activities Activities to Improve

Program tion Both ability Low High Low High No Yes

No 16 16 7 23 19 26 15 17 25

Yes 7 0 2 5 2 5 2 5

The states reporting emphasfg on program activities, not just com-
pliance, are more active than those states reporting greater emphasis on
evaluation or parent involvement. Perhaps because of their recognition

that both accountability and program improvement are important to the

success of the program, they were able to target even their activities

that may be considered accountability (such as actively monitoring for

quality of service and working to improve the quality of their data) to

help districts improve their programs.

Relationship with the Department of Education

When asked how helpful ED had been in the area of technical assistance,
ten states said that ED had been helpful, four states said ED Rad been

7somewhat_he1pf121,7. and. only one state Said_ED,had hindered_them. The

comments made by the coordinator who felt ED had hindered his efforts were

quite strong:
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ED has not met our needs in a timely manner, whether the

need was for policy, assistance, written guidelines,
program review letters, or answers to letters.

Twentytwo states, however, said that ED had been neither helpful nor
hindering, and an additional ten states reported that they did not consult

ED on any matters relating to technical assistance. In other words, well

over onehalf of the states did not report any definite opinions about

relationships with ED. Clearly, ED was portrayed as rather "out of the
picture" in terms of technical assistance; the focus is on the SEA and LEA

level.

Relationships with the Title I
Technical Assistance Centers

As indicated in the Introduction to this chapter, the Department of

Education funded 10 regional Technical Assistance Centers, beginning in

1976, to help states increase their capacity in the area of evaluation as
well as to help states carry out their technical assistance activities in

the area of evaluation. Over the years since their inception, states
developed close working relationships with their TACs and have relied on

them to provide numerous technical and support services in the area of

evaluation.

Particularly in states with small Title I staffs or with large numbers

of LEAs, greater reliance on the TAC to provide evaluation services was ex

pected. In fact, the measure of the ektent to which TAC services were
used shows no significant differences between low users and high users in

terms of the numbers of staff in the state Title I office or in the numbers
of staff available to the state from any regional offices or other evalua
tion consultants. Furthermore, use could not be described by amounts of

funds available for state administration or by numbers of LEAs. TAC use

was also equally distributed among the states With independent and decen
tralized organizational structures and equally across states with some

regional offices and those with none. Reliance on TACs, then, is not to

compensate for small numbers of staff or resources. As indicated in the

chapter on Evaluation, TACs were also not used to provide assistance in
evaluation areas of low perceived importance, such as sustaining gains,
simply so that the states could report being in compliance with the law.

Thus, it appears that use of the TACs is, perhaps, a more personal matter

between the states and their TACs rather than use being dictated by lack

of resources.

When states were asked how helpful their TACs were, fortysix states
said that the TACs were he pful. One said that the TAC had once been

helpful but had outlived i s usefulness. Only one state coordinator said

that his TAC was not helpf. 1 to him but perhaps was helpful to his

evaluator. This distribut on of responses, however, still does not
capture- the full-extent- of the states' enthusiasm about .the TACs. The--

TACs were described as being essential to the SEA (e.g., "couldn't do it

without them"), and their performance was typically Characterized as
exemplary (e.g., "they have been routinely fantastic," "[creating the TACs
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is) the best thing the feds have ever done"). When the coordinators were

asked about particularly helpful TAC services, they gave the responses

presented in Table 25.

Table 25

Particularly Helpful TAC Services

Service Number of States

Workshops 22

Preparation of information and materials
on evaluation issues, tests, student selection, etc. 22

Helped to integrate evaluation with needs assessment
and program 9

Responsiveness to LEA requests 12

Responsiveness to SEA requests 8

A/V materials on evaluation issues

Development of evaluation materials for parents 1

Helped make state evaluation more valid 1

Assistance with long-range evaluation planning 1

Provision of technically competent people 4

Provision of capable people who are also "practical"
oriented 1

TAC not imposing itself on state 1

Forms design

Computer programs 1

With very few exceptions, the states reported that their TACs provided

valuable, if not essential, services and that a close and positive working

relationship between the SEA and TAC exists.

The following example is presented to illustrate why it is not sur-
prising that no demographics were able to differentiate states on the

basis of TAC usage. Four states indicated that one,of the positive

strengths of the TAC was their extremely technically capable staffs.
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two of these states, however, "technically competent" meant TAC staff who

could talk to their research and evaluation units about the complexities

of test-retest reliabilities, regression analyses, advantages and dis-

advantages of using a correction factor to enable schools to select

program participants using the pretest, computer programs that could be

used to conduct both error checks on the data and do sophisticated anal-

yses of their data, and so on. For the other two states, which were small

to medium in size and which had a staff person assigned as evaluator who

was not trained in evaluation or measurement, "technically competent"

meant TAC staff who knew more about the TIERS evaluation models and

research design than the state staffs did. Thus, when categories are made

up of such different states, no apparent trends can be expected.

As shown in Table 25, nine coordinators indicated that TAC staff had

helped them better tie evaluation into the program. As might be expected,

these states had both program improvement and accountability attitudes in

evaluation and both quality and compliance attitudes in monitoring. They

reported meetings with LEAs and conducting workshops as technical assis-

tance methods, but they did not rely much on statewide conferences. While

they helped districts plan, implement, and evaluata their programs, they

were not as likely to help them better manage their programs. They tended

to have a higher level of activity to improve the quality of their data,

and they tended to be active in helping their districts use data to

improve the quality of their programs. They were split on TAC usage--some

relied heavily on their TACs, while others did not. This profile unlike

that described for the two change iteths.discussed earlier (greater empha-

sis on parent involvement and evaluation) is very much a profile of

quality" states. The fact that they were active monitors in the area of

compliance and not for program quality is somewhat out of character for

this "quality" group, however. These relationships are shown in Table 26.
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Table 26

Characteristics of States Integrating Evaluation
with Program Design

Monitoring

Integrate Quality

Evaluation Monitoring Attitude Monitoring

and Program Quality Both Compliance Low High

Compliance
Monitoring
Low High

No 4 22 12 20 20 11 19

Yes 2 5 2 6 3 7 2

Evaluation
Quality Evaluation

Integrate Evaluation Attitude Control Data TAC

Evaluation Program Im- Account- Activities Utilization Use

and Program provement Both ability Low High Low High Low High

No 15 16 6 22 18 25 14 19 19

Yes 1 7 1 3 6 3 6 5 4

Technical Assistance
Integrate Meet with Conduct Statewide Plan Face- Manage Face-

Evaluaticn LEAs Workshops Conferences to-Face to-Face

and Program' No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No . Yes

No 12 28 12 28 18 22 18 22 24 16

Yes 2 7 2 7 4 5 2 . 7 4 5

As noted earlier, states with'both quality/program improvement and
compliance/accountability orientations may be better able to attempt to

integrate the two. They have an awareness that certain compliance actiyities
must be conducted, and this grOup tended to monitor quite actively in this

area, but they also, perhaps, are better able to see how some of the accoun-
tability activities can be used to work positively toward program improve-

ment. These states do not just report working in this area, but their
attitudes and activities across several responsibilities consistently support

their follow through.

When coordinators were asked about TAC services that they,thought were
not very helpful, only 13 states were able to identify problem areas. As.

evident from Table 27, nO one problem with the TACs was mentioned by more

than a few coordinators.
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Table 27

Not Very Helpful'TAC Services

Service Number of States

Some TAC staff not competent 3

TAC too technical--initial adjustments
needed to work with SEA and LEAs 2

Weak on data utilization for program improvement 1

Weak on early childhood education 1

TAC role too limited--cannot do SEA evaluation 1

TAC branching into areas of questionable expertise 1

TAC staff interact primarily with evaluators
and exclude program staff 1

One problem area tha was noted both by the coordinators and also by

a sample of 20 evaluators interviewed subsequently onsite (the answers of

the evaluators are not reflected in this table) was TAC staff competence.

Highly qualified staff were admired and respected. However, both large

states with experienced and technical evaluators and smaller states with
less experienced staff tended to underscore the importance of having these

extremely qualified people be facile enough to converse with a non-

technical audience. While less technically experienced staff may have

felt the knowledge gap more, the same feelings were also strongly echoed

by the states with research units or evaluators. While this type of
problem was encountered less frequently now than in the early days of the

TAC effort, experiences with s'taff who were unable to communicate using
non-technical language made lasting negative impressions on some state

coordinators.

When asked what theY would like to.see as a future role for TACs, 18

coordinators indicated that they would like TACs to continue as is, and

another 14 wanted the TACs to continue but 'broaden to include other areas,

such as curriculum. Only five states felt that the TACs should terminate,
and one other felt the TACs should terminate if the cost of their opera-

tion would result in less funding for states.

The continue as is vs., broaden issue for TACs generated some strong

feelings from some of the coordinators. While some felt that TACs should

move into program areas, such as curriculum, others felt just a8 strongly

.

that the TACs should maintain evaluation as their primary focus.
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A further look at the six states that wanted to see the TACs termin
ated shows that they were the ones who had problen41/4 with their TACs. Some

of their reasons are: The TAC was not helpful to program staff, the TAC
was helpful in the past but has no role in Chapter 1, the lesser role
given to evaluation in the future means that the Title I unit can handle

all of the demands for evaluation assistance on its own, now that the

state has implemented the models theilre is no need for TACs, and the TAC

has outlived its usefulness-by branching into questionable areas, such as

curriculum. These coordinators tended to be a mixture of quality and
compliance orientation, they we're equally0divided among their use of TACs
and whether they began implemenLing TIERS before or after it was mandated

in 1978.

Problems

When Title I coordinators were asked what problems they had encoun
tered in carrying out their technical assistance activities under
P.L. 95-561, only three coordinators indicated having any problems carry
ing out Section 166. They tended to be minor; in fact, one state indica
ted that the problems were "insignificant and nothing we can't solve."

One state reported, with a loss in funds, the state had lost access to its
computerized network through ERIC; this meant they might loss access to
the research on exemplary programs. Several states indicated that they

encountered no problems with technical assistance, "because we.were always

supposed to be doing this."

Twentysix coord-inators, however, indicated problems in providing
assistance to their districts on some of the LEA requirement:. A listing

of the problem areas is shown in Table 28.
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Table 28

Reports of Technical Assistance Problems by
District Requirement

Type of Problem Number of States Reporting

Funds.Allocation
Maintenance of effort
Excess costs
Supplement not supplant
Comparability
Exclusions from excess costs and comparability

Targeting and Eligibility
Pesignating school attendance areas
Children to be served
Private school participation

Program Design
Purpose of
Assessment
Planning
Sufficient

program
of educational need

size, scope, and quality
Expenditures related to ranking of
project areas and schools
Coordination.with other programs
Teacher and school board participation
Training of education aides
Controlof funds
Complaint resolution
Individualized plans
Noninstructional duties

Evaluation
Evaluation
Sustaining garins

Parent Involvement
Parent participation
Parent Advisory Councils

32

13

22

4

10

2

10a,b
6apb

12a
2'

7a

1
5a

1
6a,b

1
3a

2

1
3a

1

1

1

1

3

1

2

ga

a These items were mentioned as being a "major" problem by at least one

state Title I coordinator.

b These items were mentioned as being a "major" problem by at least
one-half of the state Title I coordinators who reported it as a problem.
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As evident from the table, major ptoblems were encountered by the

coordinators when they assisted districts with the funds allocation

provisions and some of the targeting provisions. The "equitably provided"

clause of Section 130 relating to expenditures for private schools was

difficult for many states, simply because they were unsure of what the

provision meant. The sufficient size, scope, and quality provision

appeared again as a problem in technical assistance; lack of understanding

of what the provision meant was one of two most frequent problems cited

--the othee being how to provide assistance to districts on "what works"

so that'aistricxs can improve their programs. The last major prob4m

related to the Parent Advisory Councils. Since councils were extremely

difficult Zor some districts to implement (e.g., elections, membership

requirements, failure.of patents to participate), states tried to work

with districts to arrive at "creative" but legal w'ays of meeting these

requirements.

Exemplary Practices

When asked whether the state Title I coordinators had developed any

practices or materials in the area of technical assistance with which they

were particularly pleased and that could be shared with other states, 30.

stste Title I coordinators answered affirmatively. Six coordinaEors

indicated that they had developed various technical assistance practices

that they felt worke& Successfully for them, such as methods for providing

technical assistance; nineteen coordinators reported developing materials

that they felt were exemplary, such as handbooks, management/monitoring

materials, materials for particular LEA requirements, materials on program

design, and audiovisual'materials; and five coordinators reported devel

oping both practices and materials.

The states reporting the development of exemplary practices are quite

different from those reporting the.development of exemplary materials.

While those reporting practices tended to spend a gre;ster pr,:mortion of

staff time on parent involvement now and wanted to spend mor0, ,naff time

on parent involvement irkthe future, those reporting exopwA.ary -arials

did not--this group wanted to spend considerable less sta time iv parent

involvement In the future. On the other hand, the states reporilz,

exemplary materials were.gurrently spending more staff triq in p:^gram

design requirements and wanted to spend even more time la t'4, Zucure on

program-design issues, while those reporting practices did not. The

states reporting exemplary materials also wanted 'n spend more staff time

in evaluation in the future, while 'those reporting exemplary practices

were'more satisfied with the curl4Ort amount of time,3pent in evaluation.

One unexpected finding was that states reporting eicher practices or

materials tended to report spending less time on their technical assis

tance activities than the remaining states. It had been expected that

states investing time and effort to produce exemplary practices or mater

ials would tend to report spending more time in this area. The data,

however, suggest otherwise.

States that reported taking the initiative to provide technical

assistance were expected to have been more likely todevelog_technical
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assistance practices or materials. The opposite relationship was actually
observed--both groups did not differ from the remaining states.on the
percentages of thelr technical assis.ance effort initiated either by them

or by their districts. They did, however, tend to report that a higher
percentage of their effort was initiated at the suggestion of federal

personnel.

The states reporting development of exemplary materials have a much
greater compliance orientation than those states reporting exemplary

processes. For example, the states reporting exemplary materials do not
monitor actively in the area of program quality, they tend to have more
compliance orientation in monitoring and a greater percentage of program
improvement attitudes in evaluation, they tend to have more negative
attitudes towards parent involvement they are .less like.. to be active in

helping their districts use data to improve programs, they are not active

users of their TACs, and they reported changing their technical assistance
activities to focus more attention on evaluation and parent involvement.
They were also fairly equally split among their use of statewide confer-

', ences, helping districts via face-to-face interactions, and helpiLg
districts better manage their programs via,face-to-face interactions.

eThis lesser level of activity and greater mphasis on compliance attitudes

are tyPical of the "compliance" states described earlier in this chapter

and in the other chapters of this report. The states reporting develop-

ment of proce6ses, on the other hand, are generally more active, have more
positive attitudes toward parent involvement, and have less of a com-

pliance orientation in both monitoring and evaluation. A comparison of

the attitudes and activities of the states producing exemplary materials

or practices is presented in Table 29.
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.-Talae 29

'Attitudes and Activities 'of the States Reporting Exemnlery Practices or Materials. A Comparison

Monitoring
Number of
Quality
Monitoring
Activitiee
Low /Ugh

/Numbers of
Compliance
Monitoring
Activities
'Low High

Eyaluation

Evaluation Numbers of
,Attitude State-level

, -,.
prounim 14amt I lance/Data Deem

Implemen- AL counta- Activities

tarlon Roth hilitv Low High

TAC Woo

low High

Paient Involvemeat

Parent Involvement
Attitude

. Less

Pro- Pro-r Anti Anti

PACs "'AC, PACs P.I.

Numbers of
State-level
Parent Involve-
eent Activitlei
Low High

Devetopment
of

.

Exemplary
Pr/actg.:es

Monitoring

Attitude

Quality Both

'

Compl.

.

No

Yes .

'4 22

2 5

12

2

22 17

4 6

4 23 16

5 5

.--

14 16 6 27 402

2 7. l 3 7

Zi 18

4 6

,

3 18 14 2

16 3 0

.

23

7

Technical Assistance

Development Use of Use of Help LEAs Help LEAs More More,Focua

of Btatewide Meeting Plan Fall- Menage Fall- Focus on on Parent

Exemplary Conferences with LFAs to Fall to Fall Evaluation Involvement

Prajtices No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

No 16 23 14 25 17 22 25 14 27 12 31 8

Yen 4 0 10 3 7 3 7 10 0 10 0

Monitoring Evaluation . Parent Involvement

Development
,

Monitoring
Number of
Quality

Numbers of
Compliance

Evaluation Numbers of
Attitude Slate-level

Parent lnvOlvament
Attitude

.

Numbers of
, -level
lintof Attitude Monitoring Monitoring Program rompllauve/Dota Uses TAC Use Less involve-

Exemviary Activities Activities Implemen- Aceluouta- ActivitieS Pro- Pro- Anti Anti went Activities
Materials Quality Both Compl. Low High Low High tattoo 8uth billte Low 010 Low High PACio PACm PACm P.I. Low High

Ho 2 14 7 11 14 15 10 7 11 5 . I/ 8 10 15 3 11 9 1 7 18

`

Yes 4 13 7 15. 9 13 11 9 12 2 13 11 15 9 1 13 8 1 12 12

.

' Techhical Assistance

Development Use of Use of Help., LEAi Help LEAs More More Focus

uf Statewide Meeting Plan Fa41- Manage Fall- Foams on on Parent
Exemplary Conferences Olth LEA, to Fall 1 to Fall Evaluation Involvement

Materials uo Yea No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yea No Yes

No 9 16 4 21 1 16 15 10 21 4 b 2

Ye4 13 11 10 14 11 13 13 11 16 8 18 6
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To understand more clearly why the states reporting development of

exemplary practices were different from the states reporting development

of exemplary materials, the content of the items developed was examined.

It appears that much of the focus of the technical assistance effort by

the "materials" states was on achieVing compliance: handbooks on the

Title I program requirements, papers on'particular I.,EA requirements, and

management/monitoring thaterials were particularly fooused toward.com-

pliance, and these items comprisdd more than two-thirds of all materials

produced. The seven states reporting'the development Of management/-

monitoring materials, for examille, were equally divided among levels of

quality andtcompliance monitoring activities, they tended to have rather

strong compliance monitoring attitudes, and all but one reported conducting

technical aSsis*tance as part of the monitoring onsite visit to their

districts.

The "practices" states, on the other hand, reported development of

exemplary practices that appear to be more oriented toward program im-

provement. Examples are: development of a training program for parents;

development*of a weekend training program for teachers, aides, and parents;

financial support given to teachers during the summer to develop new

practices and ideas that were to be used in the Title I prograth; use of

exemplary teachers sent to districts to demonstrate teaching techniques

while the local district's teachers observed; the inclusion of LEA per-

sonnel on state monitoring visits to other districts so that they can

learn how other districts administer Title I programs; the successful

consolidatiowof technical assistance efforts across Title I and other

state federal programs: the development of a.long-range planning pro-

gram. Thus, all of these efforts appear to be more focused on improving

programs and.less oriented toward achieving compliance.

Use of.Materials Produced by Other Sources

It was hypothesized that states might be more likely to use materials

produced by ED, contractors, or other states if they had not developed

exemplary materials of their own or if they did not rely on many methods

of providing technical assistance. That is, states might tend to compen-

sate for their own inactivity or lack of staff by relying more on other

sources.

A variable was created that reflected the extent of states' use of

materials produced by other sources. The kinds of materials states

reported usingoare listed in Table 30.
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Table 30

States' Use of Resource Materials

Material Number of States

ED Handbook --le<iewing ProjectApplications 12

ED Curriculum Guides 5

Minimum competency Guides
State/local curriculum Guides
Program Guides 44, 45A

Materials Produced by National Diffusion Network

Materials obtained from National or-State Conferences

Project Information Package (PIP) materials

ERIC Documents and Materials

Reading programs
Skills programs
Needs assessment

35

28

28

6

Materials produced by Other States 9

Handbooks
States' district applications
Monitoring fcrms
"A Report Card for Parents"
Kindergarten materials
Compilations of Audit procedures
Standards for reading programs

Other Materials Produced by ED 9

Learning Strategies and Evaluation for Teachers
"Winners All"
Draft Title I law and regulations
"Title I--How it Works"
"Title I--Basic Skills for Secondary Schools"

States with fewer staff did not tend to rely more on use of other
resource materials. It was also not the case that states that did not
produce exemplary materials or practices were particularly likely to rely
more heavily on these other materials as shown in Table 31.
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Table 31

States' Use of Other Resources as a Function of
Development of Exemplary Practices

Development of Exemplary Use of Other Resources

Practices or Materials Low (0-3) High (4-7)

No

Yes

14 5

17 13

There was, however, an inverse relationship between use of materials from

other sources and the number of methods reported by states to provide

assistance to their LEAs--the fewer the methods used to provide technical

assistance, the greater tendency to report use of more materials produced

by other resourqes.

It was learned during the interviews that, while almost all states1

reported using materials developed by ED, some states were extremely

sensitive about using materials produced by other states. Their reactions

were varied--some could not bring themselves to use materials developed by.

particular states; others indicated they shared materials only within a

small group of states like themselves; a few indicated that, if any

materials were used in their states, they themselves would develop them.

On the other hand, a large number of states reported freely using mater-

ials from other sources. The following is a typical comment from one of

these coordinators:

We use anything we can get our hands on--as long as it is

of good quality. We need all the help we can get!

In the area of parent involvement, especially, states were often

uncertain about whether some of the materials they Used had been developed

by them or by another state.. In fact, the same parent involvement booklet

was submitted to AIR as part of its document review effort by at least

three states as their own--the original authorship was lost.

Thirty states indicated that they used materials produced by other

states. While use of other state materials was not related to the devel-

opment of exemplary processes or materials, these 30 states were, in fact,

quite different from the remaining states. They were significantly

.smaller in terms of total Title fallocations and funds for state adminis-

tration; they had fewer SMSAs over 25,000 and 100,000, fewer LEAs, and

less population; they had smaller total state revenues. Interestingly,

they were also more likely to spend significantly more time in thearea of

addits and audit resolution, and more time in program design. While they

did not differ significantly from the remaining states in terms of th'e

proportion of technical assistance they initiated alone or in response to
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requests from districts, they reported initiating a greater proportion of

their effort at the suggestion of federal personnel than did these other

states. They also had very positive attitudes toward parent involvement

and a mixture of quality and compliance attitudes in monitoring and both

program.improvement and accountability attitudes in evaluation.

Thus, for these states, the data suggest that greater reliance on

materials produced by other states may, in fact, be compensating for fewer

dollar resources.

Dissemination

States are required by law (Section 166) to disseminate information to

their districts in the following areas:

relevant research findings;

information about successful coNensatory education

projects;

information about federal and state programs that provide

health, social, and nutrition services to Title I-

eligible students; and

any other information that will help districts with

plannimg, developing, implementing, or evaluating their

Title I programs.

Implementation

Almost all coordinators indicated that they disseminated relevant

research findings (N=40), information about successful programs (N45),

and other information about planning, implementing, and evaluating Title I

programs (N=44). Those that did not provided a variety of reasons. One

coordinator indicated that, ince he did not have a newsletter, dissemina-

tion of such information was not well coordinated or uniform. It was

mainly provided informally on an as-needed basis. One coordinator indica-

ted he did not generally disseminate relevant reseaich findings, because

they were not in a form that could be readily understood by local school

districts. Generally, however, most coordinators were active in dissemin-

ating in these areas. As one coordinator put it,

If anything appropriate comes across my desk, I send

it out:

However, only about one-half of the coordinators (N=21) reported

disseminating information about other health or social service programs.

Some coordinators cited other units in the state agency that disseminated

this type of information. Some coordinators simply did not see this

activity as part of their role. Others indicated they provided the

information only at the request of LEAs. Several cocrdinators mentioned

that they did not disseminate information in these areas, but that they

knew that their migrant program office did. They felt that this effort

was sufficient, since the information was reaching the populations that

needed it. 303
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Dissemination of information about health, nutrition, and other social
service programs was felt by some coordinators to be difficult. In the

words of one coordinator,

It is always difficult to disseminate informatiOn about
another agency's programs. It sounds good in the statute,

but it is hard to implement.

This particular coordinator spent considerable effort to survey the
available programs, compile the information, and send the results back to
the districts telling them what kinds of services are available from each
type of agency. Other coordinators decided that this amount of effort was
not productive, since it took time away from their major tasks of helping
districts plan, implement, and evaluate their programs. Some also tended
to feel that local social service agencies were in a better position to.
provide more specific and up-to-date information than they at the state
Title I office could.

Approximately one-half of the coordinators (N-21) indicated that their
dissemination efforts had changed as a result of the 1978 law. A list of

the changes reported is,included in Table 32.

Change

Table 32

Changes to Dissemination Activities

Number of States

More dissemination of parent
involvement materials

More dissemination of evaluation-
related materialg 5

More emphasis on dissemination of
information on successful programs 4

More dissemination on new areas
required by 1978 law

The first three types of changes listed above were reported primarily by
coordinators that had both a quality and compliance orientation in moni-
toring and both a program improvement and accountability orientation in
evaluation. All of the four states indicating more emphasts on successful
programs, for example, also reported use of meetings with LEAs and helping
LEAs plan face-to-face as technical assi6tance strategies. The five
coordinators indicating greater emphasis on evaluation, on the other hand,
reported helping their districts manage their programs.
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Problems

. Only five Title I coordinators indicated that the dissemination
provision in Section 166 caused problems for them. Three of these commen-

ted that their problems were caused by the NDN. Their comments include:

We are required to disseminate information on exemplary
education practices. We rely on NDN for this, since we
don't have the resources to do it. NDN gets millions of
dollars to do just this, but the cost to LEAs for
validation and adoption of NDN projects is way too high.
The probleti is further compounded by the fact that some
NDN-funded projects are not legal according to Title I
rules and regulations. We shouldn't promote projects
that would invite an audit exception.

NDN is "selling" programs, and we refuse to do that when
disseminating information about successful programs. NDN
wants adoptions of programs rather than matches of
programs to needs.

If a program is successful in New York City, it is
doubtful that it will also work on one of our Indian
reservations.

Adoption of such programs conflicts with meeting the
needs at the local level and it's too costly besides.

ED tried to help us through the NDN, but NDN was a waste

of money.

While 29 of the coordinators indicated that ED had been helptul to them
in this area, 13 indicated that they either did not consult with ED on this

area or were neutral about their relationships with ED. The coordinatOre

who felt ED had been helpful to them cited ED's support of their efforts,
ED's encouragement to be active in this area, ED's provision of materials
that were helpful to them, and ED's establishment of the National Diffu-

sion Network. Three state coordinators felt that ED actually hindered
them to carry out their dissemination responsibilities. They commented

that

ED is always tardy in sending us information that might
be "state of the art" at the time we need it.

.!,1) should have more and better information to disseminate
on successful educational practices.

Too little too late is always the problem.

Exemplary Practices

Twenty-nine coordinators indicated that they had developed successful
dissemination practices or materials that they were pleased with and that
could be shared with other states. The most frequently mentioned materials
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include parent involvement materials (N=12), state guidelines or handbooks

(N=8), and materials on exemplary projects (N=5). Six coordinators cited

developing exemplary practices, such as dissemination conferences, use of

newspapers as a dissemination vehicle, and a parent hotline.

Technical Assistance and Dissemination
Continuation Plans

At the end of the technical assistance and dissemination sections of

the interview, states were asked whether they would continue to provide

technical assistance and to disseminate information to their districts if

there were no legal requirements for them to do so.- SinCe the provisions

of Chapter I were not in existence at the time of the early interviews, the

answers to this question were purely speculative. As part of,the inter
views conducted onsite to a representative sample of 20 state, state
level personnel were queried specifically about their continuation plans

under Chapter 1. By this time, Chapter 1 requirements were a little better

understood, and state coordinators were beginning to,make plans as to what

aspects of their Title I practices would or would not be included as part

of Chapter 1 management.

The discussion on continuation plans is presented in two parts. The

speculative answers provided by the 49 Title I coordinators during the

telephone interviews will be summarized and interpreted first, The

information obtained from the 20 state Title I coordinators in response to

specific probes about their plans to provide technical assistance and

dissemination under Chapter 1 will be presented next.

Technical Assistance and Dissemination: A Speculation

The answers of the coordinators to the theoretical question, whether

they would continue to provide technical assistance if it were not ex

pressly required by law, are summarized in Table 33.

Plan

Table 33

Technical Assistance Continuation Plans

Number of States

No/Don't know 3

Continue providing technical assistance in some form 46

Continue similar practices 20

Emphasize planning and evaluation 10

Continue in soue form, since
technical.assistance is a high priority 6

Emphasize program content more
than in the past 5

Emphasize only fiscal areas 2

Specific plans depend upon wishes
of Chief State School Officer 1
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As apparent from this table, almost all states indicated plans to continue
providing technical assistance in some form. The majority of states
wanted to continue to provide assistance in ways that were very similar to

current practices. These states reported spending significantly greater
proportions of staff time on technical assistance and a desire to spend

more time on evaluatj.on in the future. While they had fewer LEAs than the

remaining states, they also had a much greater amount of state administra-
tive funds per LEA.

In comparison, the 10 states reporting that they would like to empha-

size planning and evaluation in their future technical assistance efforts

had more LEAs and a smaller amount of state administrative funds per LEA.
They spent less staff time working in the area of funds allocation and
wanted to spend even less time in the future on these activities. While

they wanted to spend more staff time on evaluation in the future, they
wanted to spend much less time on parent involvement. While they tended

to have fewer staff in their central offices, they did not differ from the

remaining states in terms of the total numbers of Staff available to them
from regional offices or other units in the state agency.

The states indicating continuation of similar practices are generally
less active monitors and less active in helping districts use their
evaluation data to improve programs. They also are a mixture of the
quality and compliance states--they stand out only in their extremely

positive parent involvement attitudes. The profile of these states fits

that of "compliance" states.

The states indicating 'more emphasis on planning and evaluation stand
out, in part, because of their extremely negative attitudes toward parent

involvement. They tend to have both quality and compliance attitudea in
monitoring and both program improvement and accountability attitudes in
evaluation--all of which fit the profile of "quality" states discussed

earlier.

These relationships are depicted in Table 34.

When the Title I coordinators were asked if they would continue
disseminating information even if there were no requirements to do so, the
overwhelming response was yes (N=41). Most of them (N=22) indicated that
they would plan to disseminate information pretty much as they do now--
which basically includes dissemination information on successful practices
and information on planning, implementing, and evaluating programs.
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Table 34

Comparison of States with Similar Technical Assistance Plans and States with Emphasis on Planning and Evaluation

Monitorin Evaluation Parent Involvement

Similar
Continuation
Plans

Monitoring Attitude

Quality Both Comp.

Numbers of
Quality
Monitoring
Activities
Low High

Numbers of
Compliance
Monitoring
Activities
Low High

Evaluation Attitude

Prog. Comp.

Imp. Both Accnt.

.

Parent Involvement Attitude
Less

Pro- Pro- Anti;-. Anti-
PACs PACs PACs P.1.

No

Yes

2

4

15

12

10

4

14 15

12 8

15 14

13 7

8 16

8 7

3

4

0 14 11

4 10 6

2

0

Monitoring Evaluation Parent Involvement

Emphasis on
Planning
and
Evaluation

Monitoring Attitude

Quality Both Comp.

Numbers of
'Quality
Monitoring
Activities
Low High

Numbers of
Compliance
Monitoring
Activities
Low High

Evaluation Attitude

Prog. Comp.
Imp. Both Accnt.

Parent Involvement Attitude
Less

Pro- 'Pro- Anti- Anti-
PACs PACs PACs P.I.

No

Yes

5

1

20

7

12

2

21 18

5 5

24 15

4 6

15 15

1 8

7

0
,

4 17 16

7 1

1

1
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Technical Assistance Plans:. Preliminary Views of Chapter 1

During subsequently conducted interviews with a sample of 20 states,
the Title I coordinators were probed specifically about their plans to pro-

vide technical assistance and to disseminate information under Chapter 1.

So that their comments can be placed in perspective, a summary of their

past technical assistance activities is iachttled in Table 35. As is

appai.ent from the-table, and discussions in other chapters, these states

are particularly active in both monitoring, evaluation, and parent in-

volvement. They also relied more on providing personalized services to
their LEAs than on the use of lar3e statewide conferences. While they

were active in helping their districts with project planning and evalua-

tion, they were less interested in helping districts with project manage-

ment.
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Variable

Table 35

Na.ional Sample of 20 States: Description Of
Past Technical Assistance Activities

tit,. of States Variable No. of States

Meeting with LEAs .

Helping LEAs Plan

No 6 Face-to-face

Yes 14 No

Yes

6

14

Use of Worksps
No 8 Helping LEAs,Manage

Yes 12 Face-to-face
No 14

Use of Statewide Yes 6

Conferences
No .

14 Development of Ex-

Yes 6 emplary Practices
No 15

Use of Telephone or Yes 5

Correspondence
No 7 Development of Ex-

Yes 13 emplary Materials
No 12

Technical Assistance Yes 8

Provided During
Monitoring Visit Use of Materials De-

No 6 veloped by Other States

Yes 14 No 7

Yes 13

Change-More Focus
on Evaluation Continuation of Technical

No 15 Assistance in Some Forma

Yes 4 No 0

Yes 20

'Change-More Focus on
Parent Involvement : Similar practices 9

No 16 : More emphasis on

Yes 4 planning and
evaluation 5

Change-More Focus on
Pro'gram, Less on

Compliance
No
Yes 2

a Data collected during initial telephone interviews.
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The future continuation plans of the 20 coordinators under Chapter I are

shown in Table 36.

Table 36

Technical Assistance and Dissemination

Plan

under Chapter 1

Number of States Repotting

Too early to tell 1

No change 7

Do less technical assistance than before 9

Do more technical assistance than before 3

As is evident from Table 36, the states are fairly evenly divided as
to whether they plan to decrease their efforts or continue as is, 0): even

increase their efforts. Despite the fact that some states anticipated
less effort in this area, all saw technical assistance as a proper role
for the state. A sample of comments made by the Title I coordinators is

illustrative:

The role of the SEA is to ensure quality control.
Technical Assistance is the proper role for the SEA. We
provids services that LEAs are not staffed or don't have
the resources to provide.

Our entire focus is technical assistance--always has been
and always will be.

Two primary reasons given by the coordinators as to why they feel
less effort is a realistic appraisal of their future plans are (a) fewer
dollar resources, which in turn can support fewer staff; and (b) absence

of a legal mandate. Sample comments made by these coordinators are:

How can we do more with less?

With fewer dollars, how do we choose--should we put.the
dollars on staff to keep them on board or put them in to
travel, which means we have to cut some staff?

LEAs will need even more help to develop quality programs
but won't get as much as they need, since we have fewer
staff.

Our evaluation folks will not be able to provide as much
technical assistance as before, since they will have to
cut their staff.
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With fewer staff and resources, we have to make sure our

districts are legal first. Only after that can we

provide technical assistance.

If technical assistance is not required by law, my state
may force me to consider it a low priority. With shrink-

ing federal and state dollars, fewer dollars will go into

low priority activities.

The states indicating less future activity in technical assistance

planned to cut back in several ways. While some wanted to reduce the

amount of assistance provided, others wanted to attempt to maintain their

current levels but reduce the intensity of each interaction. Comments on

the future technical assistance and dissemination activities include:

We will visit LEAs only on request. We will force
ourselves on LEAs only occasionally to keep the fires
burning for Title I. Will keep the SEA on their minds so

that program quality and consistency is maintained. We

will do less, but content will not suffer.

Technical assistance through large workshop formats will
be the approach. 'Will,do less individually tailored

technical assistance to LEAs than we did before--we will

be forced to gather LEAs together for group presentations

more often.

Dissemination will decrease. While technical assistance
will be a main activity_of the Title I office, we won't

be able to visit as many LEAs and won't be able to
provide as much indepth assistance as we used to.

We will have to do less than before because of fewer

staff. But our locals will still need help, though: To

make it easier on them, we will try not to change too
much--only the amount given.

The states indicating similar or increased levels of technical

assistance often indicated coordination of their efforts with those of

existing state programs (e.g., existing state-local dissemination net-

works, state compensatory education programs) as the reason for continued

support in this area.

Five states, however, alluded to several creative ways of providing

technical assistance that they hoped would allow them to continue with the

same or increased levels of effort in this area but with fewer staff and

dollars. Their ideas are:

We will try to do more linking of problems to potential
alternative solutions by introducing LEAs to each other.

We will also look for more low-cost but effective methods

of providing assistance.
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We will do less monitoring* which will allow us to do
more in the area of technical assistance.

We will rely more on content 4)ecialists from within our
state and the TAC to provide the help that we are unable

to.

We want to hold training workshops for LEAs, for example,
in the area of computer-assisted instruction, and then
have them train other LEAs.

We want to tie in our efforts more to existing con-
ferences through state reading and math associations.

This latter group of states was very interested in receiving informa-
tion about other low-cost methods of providing personalized assistance.
Some also wanted more information on exemplary programs and relevant
research findings, particularly classroom methods that work in compensa-
tory education programs. The unanswered question was, who ,will provide

this assistance to states? While ED is the likely choice, the lesser role
Prescribed for ED by Chapter 1 may make a provision of uniform assistance

to all states more difficult. While many states utilized NON services, as
indicated earlier in this chapter, some felt that this network was "not

strong enough for compensatory education programs." The concern was that
not enough information on exemplary.compensatory education programs
focusing on special needs populations was available through NDN.

What is apparent from an examination of these continuation plans is
that two groups of states emerge: One group is responding to the lack of
available resources by turning to a greater use of large scale and lesa
personalized statewide conferences and using personalized services less,
since they are both staff-intensive and expensive. The other group is'

responding to the lack of available resources by turning to low-cost ways
of providing more personalized services to their districts. A major

finding of this study is that use of Personalized interactions between
SEAs and LEAs is more often associated with quality management than are
less personalized interactions. If it can be assumed that a quality
oriented management leads to more high quality programs, then it would be
disadvantageous to encourage states to rely more on these large-scale
workshops at the expense of SOMQ more personalized interactions.

What appears to be needed is greater attention being paid to the
dissemination of effective personalized services that are also low cost.
Currently, ED appears to be taking on the role as a catalyst-in this area
to stimulate thinking in this area. This initial effort on the part of
ED, coupled with interest and support from the network of Chapter 1
coordinators is promising. The new practices that grow out of these
discussions may take time to implement, and some states may adopt a "wait
and see" attitude before replacing their current activities with these new
ones. Thus, increased support for this effort is essential for its
success. Whether this support can come from the ED, the TACs, NDN, the
Chapter 1 coordinators themselves, or state and national organizations is,

at present, unknown.
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Technical Assistance and Dissemination:
A District Perspective

A sample of 62 districts was asked specific questions'about the types

of technical assistance they received from their state Title I units. All

98 LEAs were asked about_key features of the assistance that they particu-

larly liked or di4&t .like.

P
When the LEAs were asked tep indicate who provided the technical'

assistance they received, the most frequently mentioned sources were the

state or regional Title I office staff, their Technical Assistance Cen-

ters, and other content specialists within the SEA. These individuals

provided assistance through workshops, onsite consultations, bY telephone,

'newsletters, other written materials, and as part of the monitoring

process. Four districts reported unusual methods of assistance in combin- 7

ation with the typical methods previously mentioned. These include the

use of closed-circuit television, other audio-visual materials, and

sharing of information with other schools. The numbers of technical

assistance methods reported by LEAs as a function of the number of techni-

cal assistance methods used by their SEAs is shown in Table 37.

Table 37

Comparison of Technical Assistance Received by Districts
with State Reports of Technical Assistance Methods Provided

Number of technical Assistance
Methods Received by Districts

Level of State Activity
Low (0-4) High (5-8)

One 3 0

Two 7 3

Three 28 16

Unusual Method 3 1

From this table it is apparent that a relationship exists between activity

levels reported by states and districts. The states that tend to use many

, methods of technical assistance to help districts tended to be recognized

by their districts as active in this area. It also suggests that dis-

tricts tend to take advantage.of the assistance given 'by their states.

An examination of the number of methods reported by districts as a

function of state activities shows several interesting relationships.

Table 38 predents the relationship between number of methods reported by

the LEAs and states' use of two types of technical assistance methods:

meeting with LEAs and use of correspondence or telephone.
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Table 38

Number of Technical Assistance Methods Reported
by LEAs and State Adtivities

State

Number of Technical Assistance
Methods Received by Districts

Use of Meetings
with LEAs

No Yes

Use of Correspon-
dence or Telephone
No Yes

One 2 1 0 3

Two 5 5 0 3

Three 10 34 15 29

Unusual 1 3 3

This table suggests that meeting's with LEAs tend to be reported by dis-
tricts that received several methods of assistance from their states,
while use of correspondence and telephone consultations tended to be
reported more often by districts receiving fewer kinds of technical

assistance. The relationship with statewide conferences ds a technical
assistance method is in the same direction as those presented for corres-
pondence and telephone but weaker. '

These data suP-ast that the more active SEAs may be more likely to
utilize personal.zed seryices for providing technical assiStance, while
the less active states may be relying more on impersonalized services.
The discussion in the earlier part of this chapter also suggests that
states .relying on pers(.2alized methods to provide assistcnce are charac-

terized as having a "quality" orientation, while those that rely more on
impersonalized technical assistance methods are characterized as haVing
more "compliance"-or accountability attitudes.. The data shown here dre

not inconsistent with this conclusion.

Districts tended to, report that most of the assistance was provided at
the initiation of the SEA (58 percent, N=51), with the remaining 42 percent
provided in response to questions, they raised. There was no significant
correlation between these values reported by their districts and the values
to a similar queStion given by their states. However, the state-level
findings are consiitent with the district ones, as states tended to
believe that 49 percent of their effort was conducted at their initiation,
and 42 percent was provided in response to district requests.

Districts were asked whether their states provided them with the
information required of them by law. These responses are shown in Table

39.
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Table 39

Assistance Provided by States to their Districts

Area

Has the state provided technical
assistance,to help LEA

Prepare its application?
Plan, implement, and eValuate
its program?
Manage its program?

Ha the state disseminated
ormation'td the LEA on

- Relevant research findings?
- Information about successful

programs?
Information about health,
nutrition, and other social
service programs?

Number of Districts Reporting
No Yes

1 55

3-. 54

20 29

11 45

4 52

38 18

The findings i Table 39 e consistent with the attitudes of the states

described earli r. Most states reporting providing assistance to help

districts to pre are their applications and improve their projects, but

they were less unanimous on their feelings about disseminating information

on health arid social service programs, program management, and relevant

research findings.

Al1 districts were asked what they liked best about the technical

assisyance they, received from their states. Two major classes of res-

ponses were mentioned as shown in Table 40.



Table 40

What LEAs Liked Best-About the Technical Assistance They Received

1

Response Number of Districts Reporting

P6sitive Feelings about the SEA

Accessibility of central office .nd
regional office SEA staff
Responsiveness of SEA staff to
LEA requests
G6od SEA-LEA rapport
Competent/knowledgeable SEA staff
Providion of timely/up-to-date
information

54

Positive Feelings about the Technical
Assistance Methods Used 43

Workshops on particular subject areas
- Onsite visits
- Informal discussions with SEA staff

- Inclusion of LEAs in state-level
Aecisionmaking

- Inclusion of LEAp in onsite monitoring
visits to exchange ideas

- Use of monitoring.to provide
technical assistance

-
When coordinators were asked what they liked least about the technical

assistance provided to them by their states, only 56 coordinators could

think of any responses to make. These responses are summarized in

Table 41.
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Table 41

What LEAs LiL 'last About the Technical Assistance'They Received

Response Number of Districts Reporting

Nothing 16

Problems with the SEA 34

- SEA consultants give different answers
to the same questions, not helpful

- SEA assigned incompetent staff to
small LEAs to train them

SEA staff not flexible to consider
alternatives and program options

- Cutbacks in funds reduced the amount
of personal contact LEAs received

- Uncertainty as to whether LEA should
call regional offices, central state
office, or SEA content specialists
for help

- No special help for new local
.Title I coordinators

- Some SEA staff are not inspiring as
workshop presenters

Problems with the TAC 10

- TAC information on all models is useless
because state mandated Model Al only

TAC no longer useful, since state
emphasis is on program improvement, not
the models

- TAC is too technical; TAC staff do not
communicate well with locals

NCEs are not useful; TACs outlived
usefulness

- TAC summaries of technical reports
not useful

Problems with the Types of Assistance
Received

- Materials are not applicable to small
schools

- Workshops are confusing

- Activities'that work in some districts
should not be thought by SEA to work
in all districts

- Information is often repetitious
°
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Table 41 (continued)

Response Number of Districts Re ortin

Problems caused by Federal Law/
Requirements

- Federal law and regulations are
o,,ccasionally misinterpreted
Feds force the SEA to pass on too
much uhneeded materials
Feds created too many unnecessary
requirements

Problems caused by a differing Quality
vs. Compliance Orientation

SEA protects itself at all costs--
emphasis on program compliance over
quality to prevent audit exceptions

State is too obsessed with fear oi

audit exceptions
State does too much compliance checking
and has too litle focus on quality
State gives not enough help to make
programs of quality

Despite these negative comments, most of the local coordinators felt

that their states were.extremely helpful (N=74, 77.9 percent) or slightly

helpful (N=20, 21.1 percent) in the area of providing them with technical

assistance. Only one coordinator felt nedtral--that the help received was

neither helpful nor hindering.

When asked how their states could be more helpful to them, the.coordi-

nators tended not to have many suggestions: 35 were entirely sa-isfied

and could think of no ways.in which their states could be more helpful to

them, 29 made one suggestion, and 14 made more than one. The types of

comments made fall into two major categories--those pertaining to ways in

which the SEA might change some of the problem areas noted above in Table

43 attributed to the state agency, and areas in which the LEAs wanted more

assistance. The most frequently mentioned areas in which LEAs wanted more

assistance are:

more staff development, inservice for teachers and aides

(N=10);

more help with evaluation (N=5);

more assistance in the area of parent involvement (N=4);

more conferences or meetings to disseminate information

(N=4); and
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more assistance generally in interpreting state rules or

guidelines (N=2).

Only five coordinators felt that there were areas in which they would

like less asssistance. The primary ones mentioned were evaluation and

parent involvement.

A sample of 60 districts responded to the question, if there were no
law requiring states to provide technical assistance or disseminate
information to LEAs, do you think it is a good idea for your state to do
this? All-but one answered affirmatively. The smaller districts were

particularly adamant on this point. Some of them felt at a disadvantage
due to their small size, since they did not feel that they received as
much individual attention from their states as larger districts did.
Others, particularly those far removed from their state's Title I office,
valued whatever assistance they received, since large travel distances
meant less personalized contact to begin with.

It had been hypothesized that states with regional offices would be in
a better position to provide more frequent technical assistance to their

districts. While this relationship was not statistically significant,
perhaps due to the small numbers involved, the importance of meaningful
regional offices cannot be underestimated. In states where the regional
offices were an integral part of the Title I organization, most of the
districts interviewed in the state had glowing praise for the consultants
in these offices. While some problems with coordination (between regional
offices and the central office) and incompetent staff were noted, these
problems were not unique to the regional offices.

If states encounter reduced budgets in the future, extensions of their

staff in regional offices around their states--or housed in local univer-
sities, for example--may be viable alternatives that states could explore
to extend their available resources. The use of regional office staff
would also facilitate more frequent personalized contacts, which have been
associated with quality management in states.
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EVALUATION

Chapter Highlights

Evaluation, defined broadly, had at least three components given to
it by the 1978 Title I law and regulations. Districts had to evaluate the
effectiveness of their programs through use of the Title I evaluation and
reporting system (TIERS) models, they had to assess their programs over a
period longer than the school year in which the program operated, and- they
had to demonstrate to their states that evaluation data were used to
improve programs. The three-tiered administrative structure was apparent

in these requirements. The federal role was to collect data.in stan-
dardized formats (through TIERS) for national aggregation and reporting
purposes;. states were to collect and aggregate daa to submit to the
federal government, but they were also to ensure that districts used data
to improve their programs; districts were to submit data to their SEAs,
but they also had considerable flexibility in implementing the sustaining
gains provision.

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state
Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the eval-
uation provisions and the regulations on state practices. Because states

dealt with evaluation in their state responsibilities--for example, they
included evaluation sections in their applications, made rules on eval-
uation, monitored districts in the area of evaluation--evaluation was
included in this study as part or state administrative activities; The

impact of the evaluation provisions was assessed by obtaining answers to
the following questions:

To what extent did the evaluation provisions affect
states' administrative practices?

What changes were made to their administrative activities
to implement the evaluation provisions?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the
evaluation provisions?

Did the evaluation provisions stimulate states to develop
practices or materials in this areai

To what extent would states plan to continue to evaluate
if this activity were not expressly required?

Some of the study's major findings are:

Most states rated the provision on evaluation and the
Title I law (section 124(g) as having substantial im-
portance, but fewer than one-half of the states rated the
sustaining gains provision (section 124(h) as having
substantial importance.

While not all states implemented the sustaining gains
provision, fthe conducting of such activities tended to be
associated with the attitude that evaluation was conducted
for compliance with the law only.
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States' activities in evaluation were affected by their
attitudes toward the purposes. of'evaluation (program
improvement vs. accountability) as well as by the im-
portance they attached to a federal, state; or local role

in evaluation.

States that were active in helping districts improve
programs were characterized as having an active
quality-ofiented management style--they made rules to
help districts improve programs, they monitored actively
to ensure both compliance and program quality, they
tended to use more personalized methods of providing
technical assistance.

Data utilization was often difficult, since states
discovered that the TIERS data were not often useful at
the local level. Only the more active states, however,
tried to use TIERS data in a formative way; but they also
encouraged the use of more general formative measures in
addition to the summative TIERS measures.

Despite the problems with TIERS, the states that worked
hard to improve the quality of their TIERS data must have
been able to overcome them more successfully. Their

districts felt that they were much more helpful in
providing evaluation help than the states that conducted
few quality control activities.

Almost all coordinators indicated they would plan to
continue some sort of evaluation activ4ies even if they
were no longer requited; and approximatily one-third of
the states indicated a desire to Continue using the TIERS

models.

While the TIERS models were mandated only since 1978, 1S states opted

to implement TIERS prior to that time. The states that implemented the

models early were more likely to plan to continue using the models under

Chapter 1, even though they are no longer required. A concern held by a

number of states is over the lack of program accountability now that ED

will no longer be able,to collect nationwide data-through use of TIERS.

If Congress is not aware of what is happening to Chapter 1 programs,

states and districts fear that program funds will be cut even further,

which will result in the demise of the program.

States, particularly those considering themselves to be nondirective,

were concerned about whether or not they can mandate use of the models in

their states if they are not required. Negative reactions from districts

and state-level policymakers in these states may make continuation of the

models under Chapter 1 difficult.

Many states perceived that Chapter 1 lacked a priority for evalu-

ation. With reduced administrative funds and staff, states may be forced

to place their limited resources on high priority management tasks, which

may or may not be evaluation.
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Introduction

Concern over the effectiveness of the Title I program began in 1965

when Senator Robert Kennedy indicated he felt that the '7,ailure of dis-

advantaged students was due to inefficient and disinte.7eated school

administrators. The notion of accountability also received federal
support, suggests McLaughlin (1975), because it was believed that

(a) evaluation would upgrade local school district practices and lead to a

remodeling of educational practices; (b) the government's knowledge of

education in general, and federally funded programs in particular, would

be increased; and (c) evaluation activities such as data collection and

analysis were synonymous with rational decisionmaking processes.

Early nationwide surveys to provide an assessment of Title I impact,

which began in 1968, proved to be unsatisfactory. Small sample sizes, the

inability of the states to summarize their districts' non-standardized
reports, and the fact that certain relevant data were not collected at the

local level contributed to the lack of meaningful findings.1

By 1973, it became apparent that clearer guidelines for evaluating

Title I projects were required. New procedures were needed--ones that

would lead to the collection of objective data so that rational policy

decision's could be made about Title I programs. When Title I was auth-

orized in 1974, Section 151 of the Education Amendments of 1974 (Public

Law 93-380) was added to address these evaluation concerns. Specifically,

the law specified that the Commissioner of Education (now Secretary of

Education) was to (a) develop and publish standards for evaluation of

program effectiveness, (b) provide to states models for evaluation of

Title 1 programs that include uniform procedures, and (c) provide such
technical and other assistance as may be necessary to states to help them

assist LEAs to implement those evaluation procedures.

The response to the 1974 mandate was the development of the Title I

Evaluation and Reporting System, which contained a systematic method of

collecting and reporting data from Title I projects--districts collected

data and submitt,ed them to the state, where they were aggregated to
present a statewide picture of Title I impact before being sent to ED. At

the federal level, the data would be aggregated from all states and

augmented with information from other federally funded studies to present

a nationwide picture of Title I impact ta Congress. The TIERS system, as

it became known, included not only the evaluation models and accompanying
report:ing forms and instructions but also an extensive support system for

implementation. One large part of the support system was the estab-
lishment of regional Title I Technical Assistance Centers (TACs) in 1976

to

'1

A complete discussion of the early evaluation efforts, including TEMPO,

BELMONT, and other national surveys, is presented in McLanghlin (1975).
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support the implementation and operation of TIERS. TAC staff were to

assist states in implementing the mode14and also in building capacity in
the area of Title I evaluation. TACs were to serve in a supporting role,

not one of supplanting state and district responsibilities in evaluation.

Cross (1979) indicateP that the strengthening of state and local capa-
bilities in this area was one of the prime concerns of Congress in writing
the 1974 Education Amendments.

This approach was discussed during the 1978 Title I reauthorization
hearings. In a report on the 1978 Education Amendments, the House Com-
mittee on Education and Labor reviewed the results of a recently released
GAO report that suggested that state and local officials see important
differences in the types of evidence of program effectiveness that they
and the federal officials prefer:

Although State officials view OE program officials as
being most impressed by standardized norm-referenced test
results, and local officials view State and OE officials
in the same manner, State and local officials say that
they are not most impressed by such results. Local
officials prefer broader, more diverse information on
program results than just test scores and they are most
impressed by improvements in curriculum and instructional
methods and gains in the affective domain (likes, dis-
likes, interests, attitudes; motives, etc.). State

officials are most impressed by results from criter-
ion-referenced tests... It seems, on the other hand, that
OE prefers hard objective data on students' cognitive
improvements... The widespread use of standardized
norm-referenced tests to evaluate... Title I programs
indicates that State and local officials'have more
frequently based their evaluations on the kinds of
results they believe would be likely to most impress
higher level officials than on their own preferences.
(pp. 51-52)

Thus, questions about whether it was realistic to have a single reporting

system serve all federal, state, and local needs were raised by the

Congressional committee. The 1978 legislation was designed, in part, to

address this concern in the future. For example, a proviiion was added

that ED should consult regularly with state and local administrators as to

the practicality of ED's plans (Section 183(d)).

The evaluation provisions of the 1978 law are presented in two

places. One section (Part D) outlines the responsibilities of federal

administrators, which essentially includes as Section 183 the former
provisions (included in Section 151) of the 1974 law. Under Part A,

programs operated by LEAs, are two new evaluations provisions. The

Evaluation provision in Section 124(g) requires districts to (a) adopt

effective procedures for evaluating their programs, (b) assess the extent
to which their programs have achieved their goals by including objective
measurements oyer at least a 12-month period, and (c) use the results from
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evaluations in planning for and improving Title I projects and activ-

ities. The Sustaining Gaihs provision in Section 124(h) requires that,
LEAs give due consideration io the inclusion of components designed to

sustain the achievement of children beyond the school year in which the

program is conducted.

The evaluation regulations published on 12 October 1979 provided
additional guidance on evaluation to states and diStricts.2 The regu-

lations presented in Subpart J included:

four standards for evaluation (Section 201.171)
representativeness of evaluation findings, reliability
and validity of evaluation instruments and procedures,
evaluation procedures that minimize error, and valid
assessment of achievement gains in reading, language
arts, and mathematics;

general model requirements (Section 201.172;)

specific requirements for implementing the three eval-
uation models (Section 201.173)--norm-referenced model
(model A), comparison group model (model B), and re-
gression model (model C);

the use) of alternative models to the three mentioned in
Section 201.173 (Section 201.174);

the frequency of evaluations and sustaining gains asses-
sments; (Section 201.175);

reports of evaluation results by LEAs and SEAs (Section

201.176); and

allowable costs for evaluation (Section 201.177),

Two major changes in the new law and regulation are noted that turned

out to have an impact on state administration. First, the 1978 law

permitted districts to conduct evaluations at least once every three

years; states could opt to collect representative samples of district data

annually to ensure representativeness and still minimize local reporting

burdens or they could choose 'total population" samp1inkon an annual

." 'basis. Second, while district were to collept additional information to

determine whether the achievement gains measured over nine to twelve

months were sustained over a longer perio& of time, the LEAs were not

2

The evaluatibn regulations were reprinted along with the final program
regulations.fOr.Title I when.they were-published on 19 January 1981.

However, they were made final as noted here in 1979.
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required to submit the results of these long-term evaluations to their
SEAs unless requested to do so by them.

All of the technical and supporting materials produced to help the
states and districts implement the Title I provisions enlarged the sup-
porting system of TIERS as it was called. In addition to the law and tLe
regulations, TIERS included an Evaluation Policy Manual, a User's Guide to
the implementation of the system and many papers and monographs on var.ous
technical evaluation issues.3 These were diLseminated by ED and through

use of the TAC network to facilitate the implementation of TIERS. While

the early years of TIERS implementation focused primarily on how to
implement the models, states and locals began to request that more at-
tention be paid to issues of program improvement--how to use the TIERS
data to improve programs.

Many books and papers on data utilization appeared during these
years--some of them stimulated by the increased attention paid to eval-

uation by the Title I provisions. Data utilization, while the focus of

the more recent TAC and ED supported evaluation efforts, was found to be
remarkably difficult to achieve. Reports, such as the recent assessment
of TIERS (Reisner, Alkin, Boruch, Linn, Millman, 1982), continued to cite
problems associated with data utilization: "there is increasing concern

with the degree to which program evaluations have practical utility for
educational decisionmakers" (p. 46). The comparisons of programs and the

search by policymakers for sure answers appeared to become less attainable

(Law, 1982). Some states began to feel that reports of project gains had
to be moderated by caveats that "the models were not followed correctly,"
"the gains based on small samples are not valid," "the testing interval
was nine rather than twelve months."

While some states clearly applauded the TIERS system because it had

increased and strengthened their own capabilities in the area and in-

creased their sensitivity to better evaluation procedures, other states

began to become disillusioned by TIERS, because they began to see forms

completion as the evaluation focus,,not program improvement. While some

states believed strongly that evaluation results were needed to "save the

program" in Congress and were willing to spend whatever time it took to
obtain "clean" or "errorfree" data, others were interested in evaluating
their programs using more formative and less structured procedures with
the hope that, by doing so, theie evaluations would become more mean-

ingful. This age-old problem of conflicting evaluation purposes noted by

Congress in 1977 continued to haunt states and districts.

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state
Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the eval-

uation provisions and the regulations on state practices. Because states

dealt with evaluation in their state responsibilities--for example, they
included4valuation sections in their applications, made rules on eval-
uation, monitored districts in the area of evaluation--evaluation was
included in this study as part of state administrative activities. The

impact of the evaluation provisions was assessed by obtaining answers to

3 While the entire Policy manual as required by Section 187 of P.L.
95-561 was never completed, the chapter on evaluation (Chapter 10--

Evaluation) was completed and disseminated in 1980.
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the following questions:

To what extent did the evaluation provisions affect
states' administrative practices?

What changes were. made to their administrative activities
to implement the evaluation provisions?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the
evaluation provisions?

Did the evaluation provisions stimulate states to develop
practices or materials in this area?

To what extent would states plan to continue to evaluate
if this activity were not expressly required?

Title I projects operated under the 1978 Title I statute and regu-
lations until August 1981 when the Education Consolidation and Improvement
Act was passed. ECIA kept the intent of Title I but revised,it to elim-
inate burdensome and unnecessary paperwork and to free the schools of
unnecessary federal supervision. In the final regulations for Chapter I
passed 29 July 1982, Section 200.54 contains a single provision for
evaluation: that evaluation must include (a) objective measurements of'
educational achievement in basic skills and (b) a determination of whether
improved performance is sustained over a period of more than one year. It

is clear from the Summary of Regulatory Provisions in the introduction to
the regulations that Chapter l's fewer prescriptions extend to the eval-
uation models, as no particular evaluation models are nOw required.

The role given to states or to the Department of Education in the
area of evaluation under Chapter 1 is not clearly specified. Section

556(b) requires that "the local educational agency will keep such records
and provide such information to the State educational agency as may be
required for fiscal audit and program evaluation (consistent with the
responsibilities of the State agency under this chapter)," but an unam-
biguous state role never seems to be defined. Since the federal models
are no longer reqlired, and since ED is prohibited from requiring them
under the new law, the former role of ED is also called into question. If

the models are not used, will,ED continue to gather data to submit a
report to Congress? How will the program stay accountable to federal
policymakers? ,If, the federal requirements are lessened, will states fill
the void with new approaches to evaluation?

These were some of the issues that emerged early when data collection
began. Thus, the last part of the evaluation section of the interview,
namely the theoretical question of states' evaluation practices under a
less prescriptive law, took on added significance.

This chapter summarizes the findings of the State Management Prac-
tices Study to the five questions listed above. Also included in this
discussion are states' preliminary views of the impact of Chapter 1 on
their future evaluation activities. The chapter concludes with opinions
of a sample of districts to their states' evaluation efforts.
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Implementation

Evaluation in its broadest interpretation is considered by all states
to be an extremely valuable function, although they disagree about what
functions evaluation is supposed to serve. This first section will begin
by discussing what important functions evaluation serves and by presenting
the resources available to states to conduct their evaluations. Finally,

the interrelationship of attitudes and resources on states' administrative
evaluation practices will be discussed.

Important Functions Served by Evaluation

Even though evaluation activities have been part of Title I program
management at the local level since the program's inception in 1965, and
at the stata and federal levels since 1964, state Title I coordinators
have widely differing views on what purposes the role of evaluation plays
in the program. At one extreme, states feel that the sole purpose of
evaluation is for accountability to the federal sponsors or to other

state-level officials. Comments typically made by coordinators in these
states include:

Evaluation serves only to report to federal and state
legislatures.

Getting nationally aggregatable data is important.

We use the Title I evaluation and reporting system for
national accountability reasons. This system also
fosters development of strong evaluation designs.

While the evaluation requirements may stimulate some
interaction between evaluation and project planning at
the local level, we evaluate primarily to meet the
purposes of the law.

Evaluation is necessary for program accountability--
are Title I programs really effective?

On the other hand, some states feel that evaluation plays an important
role by serving as a good management tool for identifying problems in
programs and then stimulating changes to improve local programs. For

these states, data uses at the state and local levels for program im-
provement are the important purposes of evaluation. Comments made by

coordinators in these states include:

Program improvement is the sole purpose of evaluation.

Evaluation serves to integrate evaluation with program
design at the local level.

Evaluation indicates a need for technical assistance.

Data are used to create a state profile to see how
effective the programs are.
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Evaluation highlights problems in programs that we can

help locals solve.

A large number of states felt strongly that evaluation had a dual pur-
pose--program improvement as well as accountability. This attitude was,

perhaps, best.expressed by one coordinator who said:

Evaluation is essential. You can't talk about ef-
fective instruction without first-dealing with eval-
uation: Product and process are interdependent...
Since the state is the guardian of the public irust,
evaluation is for accountability purposes also.

A listing of the primary purposes for evaluation that were mentioned
by the Title I coordinators is presented in Table 1.

Table 1

Important Functions Served by Evaluation

Purpose

)

Improves programs

Necessary for program accountability/

Good m nagement tool; identifies prOblems

Stimula es link between evaluation and
program planning

Develop support base for Title I among parents,
teachers, school board, others

Provides objective means for.assessing
programs, pupils, or teachers

Valid data obtained from use of TIERS can be used
in federal, state, local aggregations

Number of
States Reporting

24

22

16

13

11

9

6

Primarily compliance with the law 5

Provides need for technical assistance 4

Fosters development of strong evaluation designs 3

Other:
Basis for research and Ph.D. theses 3

Evaluation is broader in scope to include
planning and decisionmaking in all areas 3

Evaluation serves no important functions
as it is currently implemented; it should
but it doesn't 3
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The interrelationships among the important functions given to eval-

uation are shown in Table 2.

From Table 2 several trends are evident:

Compliance-type attitudes.ae inverselx related to
progiam improvement-type a.,;titudes, such as evaluation

is important as a good m%nagement tool to improve
programs.

Compliance-type attitudes are not related to attitudes
that hold that evaluation primarily serves account-
abiliiy purposes. C:ompliance-type attitudes are

correlated with the attitudes that evaluation provides
an objective means for assessment purposes.

Accountability attitudes are strongly correlated with
the attitude that evaluation helps develop a support
base for Title I among its beneficiaries and its

constituents.

Several pairings of attitudes correlate highly with
the attitude that evaluation is a good management

tool. While attitudes that evaluation provides a link
with program planning, improves programs, and provides
a need for technical assistance are correlated with

the attitude that evaluation is a good management
tool, they are not correlated with each other.

Thus, these data offer support for the idea that states might be

classified on the basis of their feelings about the importance of eval-

uation. Seven states were then classified as having compli-

ance/accountability attitudes; the coordinators from these states felt

that evaluation served no other function than to meet the requirements of

the law, which in some cases, was also interpreted to mean national (or

state) accountability. Seventeen states were classified as having program

improvement attitudes; the coordinators from these states felt strongly

that using data to trouble shoot, to link evaluation with program plan-

ning--all for program improvement--was the primary goal for evaluation.

The last group, consisting of 23 states, was classified as having both

compliance/accountability and program improvement attitudes.

It was expected that, especially for this latter group of states, the

feelings about the importance of using good quality data to make manage-

ment decisions might be in evidence. One relationship that is striking .

because of its absence in Table 2 is, in fact, a strong relationship

between the importance of having good quality data and the importance of

using these data.to make management decisions regarding changes to improve

programs. It was thought that states would feel that the valid data

obtained from the use of TIERS would enable them and their districts to

make more accurate judgments about their programs than they were able to

make prior to TIERS. It is evident from Table 2 that few relationships

exist between item 5 and the other data uses variables (valid data used
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Table 2

Interrelationships among Evaluation Functions

Tetrachofic CorrelatiOnsa

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

1. Primarily Compliance

2. Support Base -.277

3. Accountability -.071 .654

4. Strong Designs .158 .168 .276

5. Valid Data in Aggregations -.067 -.123 .077 .111

6. Link with Program Planning -.120 .017 .026 .100 .120

7. Objective Assessments .581 -.005 -.008 -.033 .298 -.364

8. Improve Programs -.599 -.237 -.228 -.201 .268 .094 -.079

9. Good Management Tool -.420 .076 .116 .010 .011 .438 -.209 .436

10. Need for Technical Assistance .066 .045 .069 .227 .276 -.264 .125 .014 ,557

a
Correlations of approximately .4 or greater are statistically significant at the p = .05 level.
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in aggregations), such as items 7 (objective assessments), 8 (improve

programs), or 10 (provide need for technical assistance).

This apparent lack of relationship may be due, in part, to states'

differing philosophies about what the federal, state, and local roles

should be in the area of evaluation. The issue of where the respon-

sibility for evaluation should lie--whether it should be dictated by

federal mandate or by local state 'or district option--was a prominent

theme among the interviews. What Table 2 does not reflect is this phil-

dsophical undercurrent, which cuts across all of the attitudes toward

evaluation. Some examples will be presented to illustrate the complexity

of the feelings expressed about evaluation.

said:

One state coordinator who indicated primarily compliance attitudes

We use Model Al predominantly to evaluate Title I

programs in the state.. There is not a lot of en-

couragement from us to do formative evaluations, so

most districts limit their evaluations also to uge of

Model Al. We have not followed up on the sustaining

gains requirement at all, because there were not

enough "teeth" in the federal requirement to drive

state action. We at the state level do not have any

activities in the area of using data to improve

programs. While some LEAs have gone beyond TIERS

without much encouragement from us, most LEAs are

evaluating because it is a formal requirement. I like

the evaluation provisions--TIERS has enabled us to get

nationally aggregatable data, which is extremely

important.

This state coordinator apparently liked the federal mandate of the eval-

uation models; he did not resent them as he felt his state role of pro-

viding data summaries for national aggregation was facilititated. While

districts could do other evaluation activities if they so chose,'the

primary thrust of the state effort was to collect Model Al data.

A state labeled as having both program improvement and compliance/

accountability attitudes presents a different picture--one in which there

is resentment towards the federal role in evaluation but still recognition

of both accountability and program improvement purposes. This coordinator

strongly expressed his views as follows:

Evaluation as it exists today serves to satisfy

Congress only. All of the evaluation requirements are
stupid--when you ask districts to do stupid things,

you lose credibility. While accountability is im-

portant, I would leave it up to the states to develop

a scheme that shows the schools what progress they are

making. Evaluation is a tool for management. The

pretest and posttest scores aren't the most important

part--what happens in between is. Now we
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have the tail wagging the dog. We should focus on the

day-to-day evaluation of pupil progress. We should use

state or district norms--not national norms-- because

they don't fit our state.

Two state coordinators expressing primarily program improvement

attitudes expressed their views this way:

Evaluation has been required for the man higher up.

This is wrong. Evaluation should be only a local

(district) concern. The focus should be on assessing

and meeting needs a.t the local level. The current

evaluation requirements are rediculous. All you need

is a requirement that districts must have an eval-

uation plan. Leave the details to the district.

Evaluation serves no important purposes the way it has

been implemented. We spend a lot of time and effort

to prepare our evaluation reports, and what use do the

feds make of it? Evaluation is a very important,
useful,'and valuable function for improving programs.
We try to encourage our districts to be active in the

area of evaluation, and we encourage them to use

programs that appear to be more productive. I would

eliminate the annual reporting of data to ED and. would
like to see evaluation be more of a local option for

states and districts.

While these two program improvement-attitude states espoused local

control feelings, many other program improvement-attitude states did not.

Recognition of federal, state, and local roles in evaluation was expressed

this way:

Evaluation is a state responsibility. The feds put

the mandate in the law for us to carry out: we have

to collect the information, put it in reports, and

send it to ED. TIERS is the best thing that happened

to us as far as evaluation goes--we had not had much

help on evaluation before this. Too often evaluation

is not used to improve programs. We bring evaluation
results to the attention of some LEAs that have
changed theL: programs as a result. The imple-

mentation of a sound evaluation system at the LEA
level, namely TIERS, has given uS data that we can
have some reasonable confidence in. In this area, we

have made more progress since 1978 than we did from

1965 to 1978. While NCE gains may be of little use to

LEAs, we urge LEAs to collect additional data that

they also use in the evaluation process. We review

evaluation data with our districts and encourage them
to improve in areas of need.
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These comments are also indicative of another major theme running

throughout the interviews--namely the issue of quality control. In other

words, TIERS, including its support network of .ED and the TACs, has

provided states with procedures and guidelines, which, if corre-tly

followed, were designed to lead to the receipt of relatively valid data

that can be used for decisionmaking. The modifier "relatively" is used,

because, as documented by Linn (Reisner, Alkin, Boruch, Linn, and Millman,

1982) in his assessment of the technieal qualities of TIERS, it is dif-

ficult for even a "correct" usage of the TIPS models to identify small

achievement gains when projects bave small numbers of participants. What

is generally evident from the interview comments is differing amounts of

concern for quality control issues. Some states make efforts to improve

the quality of their data, because they see an incrPased value to more

valid data to both them and their districts in the area of decision-

making. Others make efforts to improve the quality of their data, because

they view compliance with these procedures in the same way as they view

their complying with the other federal requirements.

Throughout the remainder of this chapter on evaluation, efforts are

made to examine states' evaluation activities as a function of their

attitudes about evaluation. The findings will be influenced by the two

issues raised here. Thus, it should be leept in mind that attitudes toward

the evaluation models reflect the larger issue of whether evaluation is a

legitimate federal concern, as well as states' desires to use (or not use)

valid data to make programmatic decisions. States' decisions to follow

ehe federal mandate on evaluation--including the models--are strongly

affected by their attitudes toward evaluation and by their view of their

own role in evaluation. In the next section, the resources available to

states to help them conduct evaluations uill be presented, followed by a

discussion of other attitudinal factors that might affect states' eval-

uation activities. The section will end with a discussion of what in-

fluences all of these variables have on state evaluation activities.

Resources Available for Evaluation

While the amount of dollar resources available for state admin-

istration has not played a very strong role in discussions of how states

carried out their responsibilities discussed previously, the amount of

Title I funds available to states does play an important role in dis-

cussions of evaluation. In the simplest interpretation, greater dollar

resources can buy more staff and buy staff with more specialized ex-

pertise. It can also buy the use of computers, which may be important not

only in reducing the time and effort needed to prepare statewide summaries

of achievement data but also in enabling sophisticated quality control

checks to be made on the data that would not be possible otherwise. It is

therefore not surprising that the choice of evaluator in each state is

significantly related to the amount of resources available to each state.
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Evaluation Staffing Patterns

In 21 states, a specific staff person(s) from the Title I unit was
designated to handle all evaluation-related activities. This individual

did not necessarily spend all of his or her time on evaluation. In these

cases, the individual also conducted other Title I administrative activ-

ities, such as monitoring and reviewing applications.4 In 11 states,

evaluation was assigned to a specialized research or evaluation unit
within the state department. In 21 states; the Title I coordinator
handled evaluation along with help from his or her staff. Only three

states reported other staffing configurations: two relied on outside
contractors to carry out their evaluation responsibility, and one state
assigned to,each Title I consultant the responsibility of handling eval-

uation activities for his or her districts.

The states that have a specialized unit responsible for evaluation
can be characterized as large on many in the allocation, population, and

staffing variables examined. For example, they have large amounts of
dollar resources--both in terms of Title I allocations, including amounts
for state administration and large amounts of total state educational
revenues. They are also the most populous states having the greatest
population density and most numbers of LEAs. While this group of ,tates
did not differ from the others in terms of the numbers of profess4onal
staff working in the central state Title I office, they had access to a
great number of other professionals who can assist them in their evil-

uation efforts (average = 24.4)--staff from regional offices and inde-

pendent evaluation consultants in addition to the staff from the spec-
ialized evaluation units. States in which the Title I coordinators and
their staff handle evaluation are the smallest in terms of the allocation,

population and size, and staffing (average =.9.7) variables just men-
tioned; and the states with a staff person designated to'handle evaluation
are intermediate between these two groups on all of these variables.

4 The number of states having only part-time evaluators was not
collected.

5 The exact numbers of states in,each of these categories were accurate
at the time the data were collected. However, shortly before and just
after the data were collected, several states indicated plans to modify
their staffing. Several reasons were apparent.to explain these chan-

ges. First, when statPs realized that the amounts available for state
administration were dIcreased to 1.04 percent instead of the allotted
1.5 percent due to recisions in Title I budgets, some states planned to
eliminate the use of outside contractors, the ase of.other research
units or specialized staff in favor of conducting the evaluation in-

house. In at least two other states, the coordinators indicated that
they planned to reduce staff or were forced to eliminate a subcontractor
due to events that transpired within the state agency that had nothing
to do with the Title I resources available to them.
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Frequency_of Evaluations

The frequency with which evaluations were conducted was hypothesized

to be an indirect outcome of the available resources for evaluation. That

is, fewer staff and dollar resources might result in greater use of the

three-year evaluation cycle, while additional resources might facilitate

use of annual evaluations.
_-

While the presence of tegional offices was not related to evaluatiori

frequency, the staffing patnrn was as shown in Table 3.

Table 3

Frequency of EvaluatiOn as a
Function of Evaluation Staff

Evaluation Frequency

Evaluation Staff Annual Three-year-Cycle,

Title I Coordinators 10 4

Staff Person 11 10

Evaluation Unit 5 6

Other 2 1

It is significant that use of annual evaluations is associated with

designation of Title I coordinators as handlers of evaluation, since this

group typically has fewer staff and dollar resources than the other groups.

Use of Computers

All but nine states reported using computers to help them complete

their evaluation activities. The use of computers as a function of

staffing is shown in Table 4.

Evaluation Staff

Table 4
Use of Computers in Evaluation as a

Function of Evaluation Staff

Use of Computers
No Yes

Title I coordinator 4 10

Staff Person 5 16

Evaluation Unit 0 11

Other 0 3
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As evident from the table, all of the states with evaluation units re-

ported using the computer to help in evaluation.

Of the thirtegm states receiving the minimum amounts for state

administration ($225,000), five of them reported not using computers in
evaluation, and four of these had evaluation managed by Title I coordi-

naLors with help from their staff. The remaining four states had moderate

to large amounts of administrative funds ($600,000 to $1,000,000) and

larger staffs.

Thus, the states not using computers in evaluation tended to be small

in terms of staffing and dollar resources available to.them.

Presence of coMputers did not appear to be related to time of im-

plementation of TIERS, since computer use was divided evenly among those

states that reported implementing TIERS prior to 1978 and among those

states reporting implementation after 1978.

Access to Assistance Provided by Regional Offices

, Seventeen states reported having regional offices. The number of

states reporting offices is shown in Table 5 as a function of staffing.

Table 5

Regional Offices asiti;t_

FUnction of Evaluation Slaff

Presence of) Regional Offices

Evaluation Staff No' Yes

Title I Coordinator 12 2

Staff Person 10 11

Evaluation Unit 7 4

Other 3 0

It was hypothesized that presence of regional offices in a state
would facilitate the process of providing evaluation assistance to LEAs.

The' data from Table 4 suggest that, if this hypothesis is borAe out by the

data, the states having evaluation units,or designated staff persons

'managing evaluatiouhave a greater ,chance of being more active in helping

tiiè.kr districts implement the evaluation provisions and in proViding

eval tion assistance to them. While this hypothesis will be explored in

depth iti the last section of this chapter, it appears that the presence of

regional offices doeg contribute to increased levelg of particular eval-

uation activities and that staffing pattetns also tend to be associated

with differing levels of particular evaluation activities.
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Specifically, more often than not, states in which Title I coordi
nators are given responsibility for evaluation tend'to be less active than

other states with more differentiated staffing patterns.

Use of Other Resources

If level of evaluation activity differs as a function of evaluation
staff,.that isp resources, the question was raised as to whether these
states iiith fewer resources might take greater advantage bf othere
sources provided to them that do not depend on state agency organizatrons'

or on Title I administrative funds. Two types of resources are examined

here: the use of TACs add the use of evaluation materials provided by ED,
federal contractor's, or othe'r states.

A variable was created that'reflected the number of ways states
indicated that their TACs had helped them: for example, to implement the

evaluation models, to improve programs, to implement the sustaining gains

provisions, and so on. TAC usage a4 measured by the variable ranged from

0 to 4. "Low" TAC use was subsequently defined as a scoria of 2 or lee's;

"high" TAC use was defined as a score of 3 or more.

It was hypothesized that states with small staffs, especially ones
.-that may not be specialized in evaluation, might be'more likely to utilize

TAC services than those with larger, more technically sophisticated

staff. While the extent of TAC use was not related to any of the staffing

or allocation variables discussed,here, there was a tendency for the

greater users of TAC services to have fewer SMSAs with populations over

25,000 and over 100,000. While TAC use did not vary as a function'of
presence of regional offices, there was a tendency for more of the group
of Title I coordinators to be greater users of TAC services as shown in

Table 6.

cC

Evaluation Staf

Title I Coordinat r

Staff ?arson
4

.Evaluation Unit

ather

Table 6

Use of TAC Services as a
Function of Evaluation Staff

TAC Use
Low High

5 9

10 11

8 3

2 1

Coordinators were not as.likely.to avail themselves of materials that
were produced bycother.sources. Use of several types of evaluation
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materials was examined--use of the Policy Manual, User's Guide, RMC
Technical Papers on the TIERS system, TAC-produced materials, and mater-
ials produced by other federal, state, and local sources. As shown in

Table 7, states having staff persons designated to handle the evaluation
responsibility were more likely to utilize these other materials.

Table 7

Use of Other Evaluation Materials as a
-unction of Evaluation Staff

'Number of Other
Resources Reported

Evaluation Staff 0 - 3 4 - 5

Title I Coordinator 7 7

Staff Person 7

Evaluation Unit 7 4

Other 3 0

Use of these other materials did not relate to presence of regional

offices.

Summary-

It is apparent that greater dollar resources available to states may
enable them to purchase more staff and to use computers more to assist in

their evaluation efforts. The larger states also tended to have regional

offices, which are available to facilitate their work with districts.

While the states with fewer resources were expected to utilize other

resources nore to compensate for their smaller or less technical staffs,

the data only slightly supported this notion in terms of TAC use. An

interesting observation, namely that states with fewer resources tended to

conduct annual evaluations, might tend to corroborate the idea of com-

pensation: states requiring districts to evaluate annually might have to

spend less time assisting districts to conduct the evaluations (which may

require larger staffs). Greater time may be spent by these strtes in
processing the data received, which may not be dependent on having large

numbers of staff or travel funds or regional offices.

Other Factors that May Affect Evaluation Activities

Evaluation pracices were also examined as a function of two other

factors: (a) the importance placed by the coordinators on the evaluation

provisions included in R.L. 95-561, and (b) the percentage of time
reported by the coordinators that was spent in;evaluation activities.
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Importance Ratings

Coordinators were asked whether the evaluation provisions contained in

Section 124(g1 and the sustaining gains provision included in Sec-

tion 124(h) were of "little or no," "moderate," or of "substantial"

importance in meeting the purposes of the Title I law. While most of the

coordinators (N = 38) rated the provision on evaluation as having "sub-

stantial" importance, fewer than one-half of them (N = 19) rated the

sustaining gains provision as having "substantial" importance in meeting

the purposes of the Title I law. It was hypothesized that states giving

higher importance ratings to evaluation, especially to the sustaining

gains provision, would be more likely to be active in the area of eval-

uation than states that felt evaluation was of "little or no" importance.

While this notion is perhaps, simplistic, some evidence exists to

support the idea (see further discussion ih the next section of this

chapter). Table 8 illustrates this point by presenting the number of

sustaining gains activities reported by states as a function of the

importance placed on the provision.

Table 8

Number of Sustaining Gains Activities Reported as a
Function of Importancea

Importance ofe
Sustaining Gains

Number of Sustaining Gains
Activities Reported
0 1 2

Little or No Importance 3 2 5

Moderate Importance 1 7 9

Substantial Importance 2 9 8

a Data ,from three states are missing.

As suggested by Table 8, a greater proportion of states rating the sus-

taining gains Provision as having "moderate" or "substantial" importance

tended to report no activity in this area.

Another way in which importance of evaluation was examined was as a

function of staffing configuration. If states designated staff persons or

evaluation units to handle evaluation, it was hypothesized that they might

rate the evaluation provision in Section 124(g) as being of.higher im-

portance than those that chose not to specialize the evaluation respons-

ibility. This relationship is presented in Table 9.
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Table 9

Relationship between Evaluation Staffing and
Importance Ratingsa

Importance Rating for
Evaluation Provision

Evaluation Staff Little or No Moderate Substantial

Title I Coordinator 0 4 10

Staff Persoh 1 3 16

Evaluation Unit 0 0 10

Other 0 -1 2

a Data from two states are missing.

While most coordinators tended to rate the provision as having substantial

importance, it is significant to note that those states with evaluation

units and the two other states having outside contractors conduct eval-

uations all rated evaluation as having substantial importance.

Time Spent in Evaluation Activities

The Title I coordinators were asked how much time they and their

staffs actually spent in evaluation-related activities across all of their

state responsibilities, such as approving applications, monitoring,

providing technical assistance, and so on. They were also queried about

how much time they would like to spend on evaluation. Overall, state

staffs spent about 15 percent of all staff time on conducting evaluation

activities. While the percentages of time reported decreased as a func-
tion of the staffing pattern, namely less time was reported when the

evaluation functions were farther removed from the Title I unit, these

differences may not be real but due to a lack of knowledge on the part of

the coordinators about how much time these other individuals actually

spend on evaluation activities.

It was hypothesized that states conducting more activities to improve

the quality of their data might be more likely to report spending more

time on evaluation. A rating of quality control was constructed that was
based on the extent to which states followed the guidelines of the models;

trained their.districts on how to implement TIERS, and the extent to which

the states checked their statewide summaries for errors in computation,
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score conversions, and so on'prior to submission to ED. This rating was

obtained from a .combination of sources--a review of TAC reports, 'ED review

reports, in addition to the fhterview data collected as part of this

study. The amount of time spent as a function of these ratings is shown

in Table 10.

Table 10

Time Spent in Evaluation as a
Function of Number of Quality Control Activities

Median
Percentage of Time Reported

Quality Control Rating Actual Ideal

Low 10.0 15.0

High 15.0 15.0

While the states rated as paying more attention to quality control activ-

ities also tended to spend more time on evaluation, it is interesting that

these states tended, on the average, to be satisfied with the greater

amount of time spent. The states receiving low ratings tended to report

wanting to spend more time on eimluation activities than they have in the

past.

An examination of the ratings by the amount of time spent by each type

of evaluator shows that the Title I coordinators receiving high ratings in

the area of quality control were reporting that they spent approximately

20 percent of their staff time on evaluation. These states indicated that

they would like to spend less time on evaluation in the future. This was

the only staffing group that wanted to spend less time on evaluation

activities in the future. Since these coordinators, as a group, also

tended to evaluate annually, the greater amounts of time reported might be

lessened if they opted to evaluate using a three-year cycle. Frequency of

evaluation was considered to be an indirect measure of evaluation im-

portance, since fewer resources available to states might have made

adoption of a three-year evaluation cycle quite attractive.

Another indirect measure of evaluation importance was onset of TIERS

implementation. Implementation of the models was considered controversial

'as noted initially in this section, in that it represented federal in-

volvement in the area of evaluation, which was not universally accepted by

all states. Thus, this fact must be taken into consideration when
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\ evaluation practices are interrelated with this mea'sure. Another factor

that' may have delayed implementation is lack of resources. If states

\perceived that implementation of TIERS needed many staff and greater
Cpmputer resources, only those with existing resources may have attempted
ta\implement the system before it was actually required. In otherords,
implementing TIERS only after its mandate in 1978 may be due not to
perOived low importance of evaluation but to a perceived unimportance of
fedetal involvement and to fewer resources.

An\examination of the onset of TIERS implementation as a function of
evaluation staff is shown in Table 11. As evident from this table,
Title I Coordinators tended. to implement TIERS only after its mandate in

1978. Since the coordinators generally had fewer resources and tended to
favor nonfederal involvement, the major reasons for a later implementation
are difficult to detetmine.

Table 11

Onset of TIERS Implementation as a Function
of Evaluation Staffa

Onset of TIERS Implementation

Evaluation Staff Pre 1978 Post 1978

Title I Coordinator 5 9

Staff Person 8 9

Evaluation Unit 4 5

Other 2 0

aData from seven states are missing.

Summary

Two other factors that are known to influence state evaluation
activities were introduced: the importance placed on the evaluation
provisions and ihe percentage of time spent in conducting evaluation
activities. These factors will be examined again in the next section of

this chapter, when specific evaluation activities are discussed.
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Interrelationship of Resourc s and Attitudes on State Evaluation Practices

Because attitudes--whether ositive or negative--toward program

improvement were so pervasive, 4iis theme was selected as the focus for

the discussion of evaluation practices. The discussion in this section

will be organized around four major questions:

What resources and activities differentiate states with

an attitude of compliance/accountability from those

having program improvement attitudes?

What factors differentiate states with emphasis on
improving the quality of their data from those that do

not?

What factors affect the extent to which states use data

to improve programs?

What factors affect the extent to which states help

districts examine gains sustained over time?

Program Improvement vs. Compliance Attitudes

The belief that evaluation servc.s primarily program improvement

purposes was not shared equally by all evaluation staff as shown in

Table 12.

Table 12

Program Improvement/Compliance Attitudes
as a Function of Evaluation Staffing Patterns

Evaluation Staff

Title I Staff Research

Attitude Coordinator Person Unit Other

Program Improvement 5 6 2 '3

Both 8 11 4 0

Compliance/Accountability 1 2 4 0

aData from three states are missing.

As shown in the table, the states in which the Title I coordinators and

staff persons were managing evaluation tended to favor both program

improvement and accountability attitudes, while those with research units

tended to report strong feelings that evaluation was to serve national
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accountability first, or to meet the requirements of the law, and only

then was prbgram improvement c.onsidered. In fact, three of the five
states expressing the strongest views that evaluation was only important

in meeting the requirements of the law were in the group of states re-
porting use,of research units to conduct evaluation.

Several reasons may exist to account for the extreme compliance, or
perhaps anti-program improvement attitudes expressed by the research

units. First, to implement TIERS well, states felt that much emphasis
must be placed on better testing procedures and tighter quality control.

These activities may'take so much time that not enough time is left to

devote to program improvement. One state that felt strongly that the
purpose of evaluation was.to meet the requirements of the law proudly

indicated that all of its LEAs had adopted the models and were evaluating
in a manner consistent with TIERS, that their testing procedures were

better, and that their data were of better quality. However, this same
coordinator also admitted that he felt the entire TIERS operation removed
all flexibility from evaluation practices. In his words,

We spend so much time filling out forms we can't do any
real evaluation activities.

Despite the fact that his evaluation unit (as opposed to his immediate
staff) aggregated all of the data and did all of the needed quality
control checks, it was still his responsibility to ensure that the dis-
tricts implemented the provisions correctly.

What is interesting about the comments of this state and the four
others that expressed so much of a compliance attitude is that all of them

but one received the lowest rating on activities carried out to ensure

quality control. Thus, while these coordinators were expressing concerns
over the amount of time necessary to do a good job at implementing TIERQ.
the independent ratings of their efforts on this area do not support these

attitudes.

Another reason why the coordinators in Jtates with research units may
be expressing such compliance attitudes may be the fact that, since'they
began implementing TIERS prior to 1978, they have been unable to interest
their districts in any program improvement activities. In the words of

this coordinator:

Time and money have been spent on evaluation since 1978,
yet schools don't use the data much to improve programs.
The programs generally stay the same every year. NCEs

are hard to figure out; people don't know what they mean.

Since program improvement activities were not populaL in that state, the
coordinator, perhaps out of frustration, appeared to have adopted a

compliance philosophy.

The seven coordinators characterized as having compliance evaluation
attitudes in general are striking as a group, because they were not at all

active in the area of evaluation, despite the fact that all but one rated

evaluation (Section 124(g)) as having substantial importance. For
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example, a high proportion of them did not encourage their districts to

conduct program improvement activities, nor did any of them conduct many

activities to help their districts imfrove programs. They did not conduct

or encourage Any use.of formative eva;uations, nor did they 1.:1, to use

TIERS in a formative way. They did not'change their evaluation procedures

after 1978 to emphasize better quality control or better testing pro-

cedures nor did they report making their evaluation systems more stan-

dardized or computerized as a result of the 1978 mandate, despite the fact

that most of them only implemented TIERS after 1978. 'They were not at all

likely to report using the TAC to help districts improve programs or to

implement sustaining gains activities, despite the fact that they tended

to be somewhat active in the area of sustaining gains. Approximately

one-half of them felt that such activities should be left up to the

districts. They also did not report using the application approval or the

monitoring processes to ensure that districts implemented these activ-

.ities. Despite the lack of evaluation activities, these coordinators
seemed satisfied with the amount of time spent on evaluation.

While the compliance attitude group tended to be inactive in almost

all areas of evaluation, the group expressing both program improvement and

accountability attitudes tended to be the most active group. Comparisons

on.a few key variables are shown in Table 13. Basically, all of these

coordinators encouraged their districts to use data to improve programs

and were extremely active in this area themselves, they encouraged for-

mative evaluations and tried to use TIERS in a formative way, they em-

phasized quality control and good testing procedures, they tended to

implement TIERS prior to 1978, and they actively used the TAC to help

their districts improve programs. They also used both the application

approval and monitoring processes to ensure that districts meet their

requirements. While they tended as a group to be split between high

levels of activity in the area of sustaining gains and no to minimal

activities in the area, they were active users of TAC services in this

area. While they were generally positive about both a state and a federal

role in evaluation, they expressed some frustration over the fact that the

TIERS data may not be useful at the local levels. This feeling may have

led, in part, to their dissatisfaction with the amount of time that they

spent on evaluation; the group generally wanted to spend less time on

evaluation in the future. Despite the fact that they tended to evaluate

using a three7year cycle, the complex sampling plans that were drawn up

and followed coupled with training of the districts that aLe next to

submit data plus aggregating the data previously collected all are in-

tensive activities that require mucl7 time and effort on the part of the

coordinators.

What is surprising from Table 13 is that the program improvement

emphasis states are a mixture of activity levels. While they tended to

encourage their districts to use data to improve programs, they did not

actively engage in many state-level activities in this area, nor did they

rely on the TAC to assist in this area. While they were active in encour-

aging formative evaluations, they are not likely to report using TIERS

data in a formative way, because they feel that TIERS data are not useful

at the local levels. They tended to implement TIERS after the 1978

mandate and indicated they would like to spend more time on evaluation in
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Table 13

Relationships between Program Improvement/Ctimpliance Attitudes and EvaluatIon Activities

Use of Mon- Number of
Number of itoring or EMphasIs on Use of !HERS Data State-Level Use of TAC
State-level Appl. Appr. INC of TAC Onset of Quality Con- Use of TIERS Data Not Useful Sustaining 0 Belp

Encourages Data Uses to Ensure to help TIERS Imple- trol/Cood Formative in Forma- at Local Gains Sustaining
Data Uses Activitles Data Uses Using Data mentation TestIng Evaluations tive Way Levels Activlties Gains

Attitude No Yes Low High No Yea No Yes Pre78 1ost78 No Yes No Yea No Yes No Yen 0 1 2 No Yes

Program
Improvement 2 14 14 2 8 8 11 3 4 9 14 2 4 12 15 1 11 3 1 6 9 11 3

Both 0 21 7 16 8 15 15 8 13 8 10 13 7 16 18 5 19 4 5 7 11 15 8

Compliance/
Accounta-
bility 4 3 6 1 6 1 7 0 7 5 5 2 6 1 7 0 7 0 1 5 1 7 0



the future. Despite the apparent strong negative feelings toward use of

the models and the lack of emphasis on quality control and good testing

procedures, they were not any less likely to engage in activities to

improve the quality of their data than those with more positive feelings.

What is surprising about the description of the.program improvement

emphasis states is the high positive feelings about the use of data to

improve programs but the lack of follow-through in this area. Not only

did these states tend not to be activeln evaluation, but they were less

active generally considering their other management responsibilities. For

example, these states made very few rules in general, and made very few

rules to help districts design quality programs in particular. When they

did make rules, a large proportion of them tended to make rules solely in

response to federal requests. These states tended not to m-initor actively

for quality of service--in fact, monitoring for most of this group was

primarily for compliance purposes. This group also did not feel that

monitoring leads to improvement in program quality. From the earlier

discussions, one might expect that lower levels of monitoring for quality

of service are also associated with lower levels of technical assistance.

This is, in fact, the case here: the group of program improvement states

is evenly split on reports of conducting workshops, statewide workshops,

or working directly with LEAs. Since parent involvement activities and

attitudes have been positively related to certain technical assistance

activities and quality monitoring efforts, it was expected that the

program imprrvement states might therefore hold more negative attitudes

toward parent involvement. The data also confirm this expectation.

This description of the program improvement states is interesting,

because it suggests that a group of ,tates that espouse program im
provement attitudes in evaluation, which one might consider synonymous

with a "quality" attitude discussed in this report, are also the same

states that were found to have more "compliance" attitudes in other areas,

such as monitoring, technical assistance, or parent involvement. Table 14

presents a comparison of the evaluation program improvement vs. compliance

attitudes with attitudes and activities in these other areas.

It can be seen from this table that the states with attitudes that

evaluation serves both program improvement and accountability purposes are

the "quality" states described in other chapters of this report: the ones

that monitor actively for compliance and quality of service; they are the

active rulemakers, especially in.the area of program quality; they adopted

the threeyear application cycle and were satisfied with it; they tended

to engage in more personalized types of technical assistance activities;

they tended to have very positive attitudes toward parent involvement and

tended to do lots of statelevel parent involvement activities.

The "compliance" evaluation states are intermediate between these

other two groups: they are more evenly split among high and low uses of

rulemaking, they are split on satisfaction with use of the threeyear

cycle, they have less positive attitudes toward parent involvement, they

do more of both personalized and impersonalized technical assistance
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Table 14

Evaluation Attitudes 28 a Function of Attitudes and Activities in Other Arens of State Responsibility

Attitude

Rulemaking Monitoring
Numbv,r

Design
Low

of Quality
Rules Made

High SEA
Rule Influence
SEA/LEA LEA Federal

Manitoring Attitude
unlit Both Com)liance

Numbers of Quality
Monitoring Activities

Low Hi h

Numbers of Compliance
Monitoring Activities
Low HI h

Monitoring Leads
to Program Quality

No Yes

Program
Improvement

Both

Compliance/

Account-
ability

15

13

4

1.

10

3

5

12

5

3

4

0

0

4

0

5

0

0

0

4

1

5

16

3

9

3

1

14 2

8 15

I 6

12 4

10 13

3 4

12

8

2

5

15

5

Application Approval Parent Involvement Technical Assistance
Attitudes toward Parent Involvement

Three-year Cycle Use Less Conduct
Yes, No
Paperwork

Yes,

Paperwork
Positive
Towards Anti-

Anti
Parent

Numbers of State-level
Parent Involvement Activities

Meet LEAs
Face-tor-Face

Conduct
Workshops

Statewide
Workshops

Attitude No Reduction Reduction Positive Councils Councils Involvement Low No Yes No Yes No Yes
Program

_AWL_
Improvement 5 4 . 6 1 5 8 2 7 9 7 9 7 9 7 9

Both '7 4 10 2 15 6 0 6 17 4 19 6 17 11 12

Compliance/
Accolinta-

htlIty 3 2 2 1 3 3 0 3 4 1 6 0 7 2 5



activities, and they actively monitor for quality but do not actively

'monitor for compliance.

It appears from these discussions that for only about one-half of the

states, namely those with both program improvement and acdountability

attitudes, were the evaluation provisions implemented to their fullest at

the state level. Many of the program improvement states felt the models

represented too much federal intrusion into their "local control" at-

tituds, and hence were not active users of TIERS. Nor were they active

in pro'gram areas that they felt were in the purview of their districts.

The compli'ance states, on the other hand, were unable to see that the.

TIERS system could be used for anything but national or state account-

ability or to meet the purposes of the Title I law; hence they did not

engage in these activities. But these compliance states believed that

monitoring led to improvements in program quality; hence, they were active

monitors-- not in all areas--but in the area of monitoring for quality of

service. In a few cases, the compliance states admitted regretting this

attitude, but they felt unable to change the direction in which the

eva.luation thrust of the state was moving.

0

What do these findings suggest about implementation of such a complex

requirethent? First, that, while most states will attempt to implement the

requirement, the most complete (and perhaps successful) implementation

will be attempted by eNose states that believe in all of the purposes of

the provision and that believe the originators of the provision had a

right and a role to play by placing it in the.law. If states believe that

only some of the purposes can be metofor example accountability, they are

likely to emphasize only the activities that meet these purposes ,and be

less active in other areas. If states believe'that.the originators had no

right to iule on program improvement or on rulemaking because of their

local-state control attitudes, the level of their activities in the'se

areas will be affected accordingly. What is interesting about these ,

'evaluation attitudes is that equal numbers of the program improvement,'

accountability, compliance,.and both program improvement and account-

ability at.titudes engaged in high or low numbers of activities to improve

the qua11;ty of their,data., Thus, de,spite the fact that some states felt

strongly that the TIERS system was not useful, they still worked to

improve the quality of their data. The same finding was observed in ehe

chapter on Parent Involvement, in which states with extremely negative

attitudes towards parent involvement also engaged in several parent

involvement activities.

Quality Control

A high number of quality control activities was associated with a high

reliance on computers and an emphasis od quality control and good testing

procedures, as was expected, but it was not the case that high ratings

were associated with an early implementation of TIERS. Statesodoing many

quality control activities also attempted to computerize or standardize

theit evaluation actiVities after ehe manda_te iA 1978. They tended to use

a three-year evaluation cycle, and these states were also high users of

TAC service's.

Improving the quulity of data as reflected by these ratings is as-

sociated with attitudes that evaluation fosters the development of
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strong evaluation designs and that evaluation leads to program improve-

ment. These states did not generally feel thdgepaluation served account-

ability purposes nor did they conduct evaluations simply to be in compli-

ance with the law.

More quality control activities.generally occurred when a staff person

was assigned; presence of regional offices was also related to more

quality control activities.

A comparison of these quality control emphasis states with attitudes

about evaluation and other areas is shown in Table 15.

One thread that appears to run through the emphasis on quality control

is that these states tend to be active in enforcement--they spend more

time on approving applications, monitoring, and withholding of funds than

do those states with fewer quality control activities.

States with higa ratings on quality control tended to spend more time

on evaluation and less time on parent involvement than those with low

quality control r-tings. They also had more negative attitudes toward

parent involvement, PACs in pa,l.cular, and tended not to engage in many

state-level parent involvement aCTIN4ties. They were also leSs likely to

indicate an emphasis on parent involvement as part of their technical

assistance activities. Since these states were clearly going to great

lengths to implement the evaluation requirements, their lack of attention

to parent involvement was not felt to be part of a less attentive manage-

ment style. A closer look at the responses of these states to the parent

involvement interview questions shows that the negative attitudes of these

states clustered around two themes: the parent advisory council mem-

bership and election requirements were extremely difficult to implement

and parent involvement should not be legislated but left up to state and

local option.

As noted before, this latter view of federal-state roles was al o

distributed throughout the evaluation attitudes. Since paren invo vement

may be considered more of a "local" activity than is evaluation, t s not

surprising, perhaps, that these attitudes would manifest themselve so

prominently in the area of parent involvement.

High numbers of quality control activities were not related to higher

levels of quality monitoring. It had been expected that these states

might have used active monitoring efforts to ensure that attention was

paid to quality control activities at the local level. This, appareatly,

was not the case.

States that did uot conauct many quality control activilies tended to

do evaluation primarily for compliance purbdt'es or because evaluation was

important for accountability. Despite the fact that they believed eval-

uation was a good management tool, especially for troubleshooting to

ascertain needs for technical assistance, they were not likely to feel

that evaluation led to program improvement.



Table 15

The Relationship between Quality Control Activities and Other State-level Activities

Evaluation

Number of

Quality
Contra
Activities

Title I
Coordinator

Staffing
Staff
Person

Pattern
Evaluation
Unit Other

Presence
of Region-
al Offices
No Yes

Use of Com-
pnters in
Evaluation

No Yes

Computer-
ized System
after 1978

No Yes

Evaluation
Frequency

Annual 3-years

Emphasis on
gnat. Cont./
Good Testing
No Yes

Evaluation
is for Com-
pliance Only

No Yes

Low

High

10

4

7

14

6

5

2

1

17 7

11 11

8 16

1 23

23 1

20 4

15 9

13 11

18 7

11 11

20

21

4

1

Evaluation (continued) Monitoring Parent Involvement

Mumbvr of
QualitY
control

Activities

Evaluation
is for Accoun-
[ability
No Yes

Eval. Fosters
Strong Evalu-
ation Designs
No Yes

Use of
Data to Im-
proveP:ograms
No Yes

Good
Manage-
ment Tool
No Yes

Number of
Quality
Monitoring
Activities

Low High

12 13

14 10

,

Number of
Compliance
Monitoring
Activities

Low High
13 12

15 9

Parent Involvement Attitudes
Anti-

Less posi- Anti- Parent

Positive tive PACs PACs Involvement

3 16 4 1

1 8 13 0

low

High

.1.0 14

16 8

24 0

21 3

16 8

9 15

13 11

19 5

Parent Involvem(!nt econtinned) ,

Number of
luality

Control
Activities

Number of
Involvement
Low

Parent

Activities
High

More Emphasis on Parent involvement
in Technical Assistance

. . No Yes

Low

High

14

1111 9

10

5

20

21

5 .

3 .



These states also tended to conduct annual evaluations. This view
appears slightly inconsistent with a compliance stance, since it was

thought that a three-year cycle might have been sufficient to achieve
compliance. However, since large numbers of this group were active in the

area of'monitoring and technical assistance, perhaps an annual evaluation

cycle was "easier" to explain to large numbers of districts. It may also

be that states that feel the sole purpose of evaluation is for account-
ability purposes might feel that an annual evaluation cycle is critical to

meet this need.

As stated earlier, a quality control emphasis is not related only to
the notion that receipt of valid data yield valid aggregations and lead to

better program decisions. While it is true that the six states with the
highest quality control scores espoused this view and that the four states
with the lowest scores did evaluation solely to meet the requirements of
the law, there were many other states in between that had different

views. Some states that felt strongly about evaluation serving national
accountability purposes, which were to justify the program to Congress,
did not conduct a high level of activity to improve the quality of their

data. One might have expected these states to now spend more time to

improve their data quality to facilitate federal decisionmaking. On the

other hand, several states that did several quality control activities
apparently became disillusioned with the usefulness of the data and
wondered what purposes their efforts would serve.

Use of Data to Improve Programs

Forty-three coordinators indicated that they felt the use of eval-
uation data (not limited to TIERS) to improve programs was important and

that they encouraged their districts in this area. The remaining six
coordinators reported either no or minimal encouragement of their dis-
tC.cts in this area. The types of activities conducted by the state
courdinators in the area of using data to improve programs are varied as

shown in Table 16.

a
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Table 16
State-level Data Utilization Activities

Activity Number of States

Lots of technical assistance provided to LEAs 17

Evaluation results reviewed with LEAs 22

Comprehensive feedLack reports given to LEAs on
various aspects of their evaluation results 10

LEA outliers (high or low gains) examined to determine
cause of problems 20

Monitoring process used to ensure LEAs iaclude program
improvement activities 17

Application process used to ensure LEAs include program
improvement activities 18

Statewide gains reviewed to identify factors associated
with successful programs 8-

The interrelationships among these data uses are shown in Table 17.

Table 17
Tetrachoric Correlations Among Data Utilization Activitiesa

Lots of Applica-

Techn. Reviews Looks at Monitor- tion Statewide

Asstnce Results Feedback Outliers ing Approval Reviews

A. B. C. D. E. F. G.

B. .451

C. .742 .605

D. .416 .615 .507

E. .162 .323 -.093 .416

F. .386 .259 .062 .227 .511

G. .261 '.085 .343 .355 .261 .421

a Correlations of approximately .4 or greater are statistically
P significalvt at the p = .05 level.



From this table, several trends are apparent:

Four activities are highly interrelated with each other:
lots of technical assistance, reviews evaluation results
with LEAs, provides feedback to LEAs on their evaluation
results, and SEA looks at data outliers to detect prob-

lems.

Two other activities are also highly interrelated: the

use of the monitoring and application approval processes

to ensure that districts use their evaluation data in

some way to improve programs.

The interrelationships among these activities and the important
evaluation functions (shown in Table 1) is presented in Table 18. From

this table it can be seen that the group of four data utilization activ-

ities noted previously tend to be interrelated with accountability atti-

tudes, attitudes that evaluation fosters strong evaluation designs,
program improvement attitudes, and attitudes that evaluation serves as a

good management tool. It is also the case that use of monitoring or
application approval to ensure inclusion of program improvement activities

is inversely related to compliance attitudes. Furthermore, the use of

application approval is positively correlated with use of evaluation as a

managetLent tool to improve programs and use of evaluation as a link with

program .planning.

A measure of data utilization activities was constructed summing

across the four items mentioned above, since they tended to be inter-

related with each other and with pcsitive,attitudes toward evaluatioa.

These items are:

SEA provides large amounts of technical assistance to

LEAs,

SEA reviews results with LEAs individually or in small
groups,

SEA provides comprehensive feedback reports to LEAs on

,various aspects of their evaluation results, and

SEA looks at LEA outliers to identify problems.

Sixteen coordinators reported none of these activities, fourteen reported

one, seven reported two, seven reported three, and five reported all four

of these activities.
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Table 18.

Tetraehoric Correlations among Data Utilization Activities and Evaluation Purposes
a

)nta Utilization

Activities
Evaluation Purposes

*ompliance
1.

Develops
Support Base

2.

Accountability
3.

Fosters
Strong
Evaluatinn
Designs

4.

Link with
Valid Data ln Program

Aggregations Planning
5. 6.

Objective
Assessments

7.

Improve
Programs

8.

Manage-
ment
Tool

9.

Need for
Technical
Assistance

10.

A. Lots of Tech-
Assistance .081 .177 .451 .402 -,1321 .243 -.244 .093 .068 -.149

B. Review Results -.071 .181 .273 .276 .326 .026 .184 .520 .390 .408

C. Feedhack .336 -.060 .092 .601 -.081 .075 -.251 .198 -.054 -.167

D. Looks at Out-

liers .

-.327 .089 .615 .326 .384 .110 -.566 .286 .596 .126

E. Monitoring -.445 .034 -.088 -.019 .238 .082 -.487 .210 .217 .213

F. Application -.469 -.595 -.011 -.046 -.379 .492 -.515 .420 .565 .183

Applova/

G. Statewide Re-
sults

-.164 -.242 -.341 .286 .008 .208 -.157 .639 .489 .170

a Correlations of approximately .4 or greater are statistically significant at the p = .05 level.



Low levels of data utilization activities are associated with the

assignMent of evaluation to the Title I coordinator as shown in Table 19.

Table 19

Extent of Data Utilization by Type of Evaluation Staff

Evaluation Staff

Title I Coordinator

Staff Person

E'alu4tion Unit

Other

Extent of Data Utilization
Low (0-2) High (3-4)

10

11

4

10

6 5

Since many of these states with evaluation Managed by Title I coordinators

were also the program improvement states descrkbed earlier, the lower

levels of activity are qot unexpected. This relationship is shown in

Table 20.

Table 20

Data Utilization Activities as a Function of Evaluation Attituclea

Extent of Data Utilization

Evaluation Attitude

Program Improvement 15 2

Both 7 16

Compliance/Accountability 6 1

Low High

aData from two states are missing.

As expected from the earlier discussion, only the states with both program

improvement and accountability attitudes report doing more activities to

help their districts use data to improve their programs.

Data utilization activities appear to be facilitated by the presence

of regional offices as shown in Table 21.
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Table 21

Data Utilization Activities as a Function of Regional Offices

Presence of
Regional Offices

No

Yes

Extent of Data Utilization
Low High

20 11

10 8

Since many of these offices are used extensively to provide /technical

assistance to districts, their involvement in evaluation is,not unexpected.

Thirty Title I coordinators indicated that they or their districts

utilized some type of formative evaluation procedures in their states.

The intent was often to supplement the summative evaluation results

provided by TIERS with more periodic formative, data. Six states spec

ifically mentioned, however, that they encouraged their diStricts to use

their TIERS data in a formative way.

Use of formative evaluations is found among both data utilization

activity levels. The use of TIERS data 5n a formative way, however, is

reported primarily by the states that are active in helptng di.stricts in

data utilization as shown in Table 22.

Table 22

Formative Evaluation Efforts as a Function of Data Utilization

Use of Formative

Extent Evaluations (Not

of Data Limited to TIERS)

Utilization No Yes

Use of TIERS Data
in a Formative Way

No Yes

Low 14 16 29 2

High 5 14 14 4

Even though the higher group of data utilization tended to use TIERS

more often in a formative way, they were equally as likely to implement

TIERS prior to 1978 as after. The lower levels of data utilization,

however, tended to implement TIERS after 1978.
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High levels of data utilization are also associated with an emphasis
on quality control and good testing procedures (but not higher numbers of
quality control activities), high levels of helping districts implement
the sustaining gains provision, and slightly higher use of TACs. Since

these states tended to be those with both program improvement and ae-
countability attitudes, which were shown to be associated with high levels
of "quality" activities in other areas, it is not unexpected that the high
data utilizers were also active rulemakers, especially rules to help
districts design quality programs; they tended to initiate rules them-
selves or in conjunction with their districts; they were active monitors
for quality of service and compliance; they had more positive parent
involvement attitudes and did more parent involvement activities.

The relationships among these data utilization activities and several
technical assistance activities are shown in Table 23.

Table 23

Relationship among Evaluation Data Utilization Activities
and Technical Assistance Activities

Extent
of Data
Utilization

.Use of
Workshops
No Yes

Statewide
Workshops
No Yes

Meet with
LEAs
No Yes

Help LEAs
Plan Face-
to-Face
No Yes

Help LEAs
Manage Face-
to-Face
No Yes

Low 11 19 11 19 Il 19 14 16 21 9

High 3 16 11 8 3 16 6 13 7 12

This table shows that high levels of data utilization are correlated with
all personalized and face-to-face interactions with LEAs and inversely
with the use of less personalized statewide workshops. The lower level

data utilizers tend to utilize all kinds of general workshops and meetings
with LEAs, but are less likely to help LEAs with specific kinds of activ-
ities--for example, helping them manage their programs and, to a lesser
extent, helping them with the planning of their programs.

It appears that those states that reported using the application
approval process to ensure inclusion of program improvement activities by
locals were successful in doing so as shown in Table 24.
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Table 24

Use of Application to Ensure Program Improvement

Use of Application to
Ensure Program Improvement

Rating of Application on Inclusion of
Program Improvement Requirements

Absent Insufficient Sufficient

No 23 3 5

Yes 5 3 IO

Greater numbers of states reporting use of the application to ensure

program improvement were, in fact, more likely to request a sufficient

amount of information Rp this requirement in their applications than were

the other states that.did not report using the application in this way.

In comparison, the level of program improvement activities reported had no

relationship to successful use of the application as evidenced by the

ratings made by this study.

Sustaining Gains

LEAs appeared to be encouraged to implement the sustaining gains

provisions in 41 of the states. In eight states, the LEAs were either not

encouraged or left up to their own to implement the provisions. The

provision was actually implemented at the time of the interviews in 40

states; 2 states said they had no plans to implement the-provision at all;

the remaining states planned to implement the provision some time in the

future.

State activities in the area of sustaining gains took several forms.

First, SEAs provided technical assistance to their LEAs to help them

'implement it and either followed up to see that the provision was 1%ple-

mented (N = 14) or did not follow through (N = 2). Second, SEAs ':equired

their LEAs to have plans for implementing the provision to be p.,ailable

for inspection during monitoring visits but did not collect t%em (N = 25)

or they did collect and approve the plans on the application (N = 10).

Third, SEAs conducted a sustathed gains study on a statewide basis or else

collected the data from all or a sample of their districts so that they

would analyze the results at the statejdevel (N = 8). Fourth, twelve

states indicated that they used their TACs to help them provide assistance

to their districts in implementing the provision.

Implementation of the provision was facilitated by the presence of

regional offices and by the designation of a staff person or an evaluation

unit to handle evaluation responsibilities as shown in Table 25.
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Table 25

Sustaining Gains Activities as a
Function of Amailable Resources

Evaluation Staff

Number af Presence of Evalu
Sustaining Gains Regional Offices Title I Staff ation

Activities No Yes Coordinator Person Unit Other

0 7 0 5 1 1 .0

1 9 11 3 12 4 1

2 15 7 6 8 6 2

Reports of no .sustaining gains activities were associated more often with
having the Title I coordinators responsible for evaluation than when other

staff were assigned.

Higher levels of activity in the areas of sustaining gains were also

associated with the collection of a sufficient amount of information on
the district application to ensure that LEAs were implementing the-pro
vision as shown in Table 26.

Table 26

Relationship between Sustaining Gains
Activities and Ratings of'Application

Number of Sustaining
Gains Activities

Application Rating on Sustaining Gains
Absent Insufficient Sufficient

0 5 1 1

1 3 9 3

2 11 2 9

Approximately onehalf of the applications did not collect any information

on this provision. However, no statelevel effort in this area was
associated with the collection of no information in this area of the

application.
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The sustaining gains provision occasioned many negative comments by

the coordinators. Many felt it was a ridiculous requirement; others felt
that the law lacked enough "teeth" to drive state actiotr in this area.

Still others resented the fact that their districts were required to
implement the provision over which they had no role. Since LEAs were not

required to report the results of these studies to SEAs, some state& felt

at a disadvantage in even discussing the activities with them.

It is interesting that the five states with strong compliance iiews

all reported some or high levels of state activity in this area as shown

in Table 27.

Table 27

Number of Sustaining Gains Activities
and Compliance Attitudes toward Evaluation

Number of Sustaining
Gains Activities

o Evaluation is for Compliance Only
No Yes

0 7 0

1 18 2

2 19 3

Nine of the elve states that reported using their TAGs to help

implement the pro sion.tended to be the most active in this area. It was

therefore not the c se that inactive states relied on their TACs to

implement a provisio that they did not like simply for the sake of

complying with the la

Changes

The mo&t s4nificant change made by coordinators to their evaluation
systems as a res4lt of the 1978 Title I law Was the implementation of

TIERS. This change was reported.by 23 states. Nineteen coordinators

indicated that they had already been implementing the models prior to

their mandate in 1978.

While implementation of the models prior.to 1978 was believed init-

ially to be an indidator of the imporiance of evaluation, it has been

,

noted repeatedly throughout this chapter that other extenuating faCtors

may also. have been involved. In addition to consideration of dollar

tesources :ahd staff.,time to implement, state organizational structures

were also important. For example, as showu in Table 28, the presence of._

regional offices is more, likely to be associated with'an implementation of

TIERS after-1978..
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Table 28

Onset of TIERS Implementation as a Function of Regional Officesa

Presence of Onset, of TIERS

Regional Offices

No

Yes

aData from seven states are missing.

Pre 1978 Post 1978

15 12

4 11

Thus, it may have been difficult politically for.some of the large states

to mobilize early to implement such a system that was, perhaps, perceived

to be complex and that might not ever be mandated. It may,have been

easier for some of the states with nondecentralized functions to move

quickly; and the data tend to support this idea. Some states,--Especially

large ones that already had an eva;uation system iv, place that they felt

was working, waited to implement TIERS until the mandate forced them to do

so. A few felt the change meant a loss of fSce for them.in front of their

districts, particularly with the replacement cf the ftvored grade

equivalent scores with a new and unknown metric, (NCEs). For others, the

delays of several larger states in implementing TIERS even after 1978 were
viewed by smaller states as exercising their "political muscle" to test
the strength of the mandate and ED's strength to enforce the mandate.

An examinationof the state characteristics of "early" vs. "late"

implementers shows that early implementers are characterized by a greater
percentage of local contributions to.state educational revenues and more

LEAs, while'late implementers are dharacterized by a greater percentage of

state contributions to state educationul revenues, larger amounts of

Title I administrative funds for State administration, and larger Title I

staffs. Thus, many of the late implementers tended to be the larger

states.

Table 29 presents a listing of all of the changes to evaluation
practices mentioned by-the coordinators.
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Table 29

Changes to Evaluation Practices as a,Result of 1978 Law

Change

Adoption of TIERS

Number of states Reporting

23

Emphasis on quality control/ good
testing procedures 18

Computerized/perfected TIERS after 1978 17

Other

Increase in level of effort 6

Evaluation integrated with other
state/federal prograras, 3

Emphasis on formative procedures 2

Integration of evaluation with
program design 2

Analysis of data--not just
collection or reporting 2

Change in evaluator 3

Those states that reported a greater emphasis on quality control

tended to be the states with both program improvement and accountability

attitudes as noted earlier. The fPct that they also conducted higher

levels of quality control activities tended to corroborate their activ

ities in this area. More emphasis on quality control was also associated

with higher levels of TAC support. 'In fact, many of these states reported

that they could not have implemented the TIERS Gystem without help from

their TACs.

There was also a tendency for states implementing TIERS afte.,7 1978

not to report a greater emphagis on quality control.

More emphasis on quality control and good testing was also aFsociated

with greater numbers of program improvement activities and reports that

the monitoring or application approval processes were used to ensure

program improvement as shown in Table 30.
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Table 30

Relationship between Greater Emphasis on Quality
Control and Program Improvement Activities

Number of Program
Improvement

Greater Emphasis on Activities

Quality Control/Good Testit Low High

Use of Application
Approval or
Monitoring

No Yes

No 23 8 18 13

Yes 7 11 6 12

It appears that the more active states in the area of program improvement
were more likely to use direct services, as measured by the number of

statelevel activitiei in the area of program improvement, as well as
indirect activities, as measured by the use of the application approval
process, for example,;to achieve this goal.

Problems

Approximately onehalf (N = 24) of the coordinators reported having
problems with some aspect of the evaluation provisions. A listing of the

problems reported is presented in Table 31.

Table 31

Reports of Evaluation Problems

Problem Number of States

TIERS/models difficult to understand 8

Testing, including costs, increased 6

Paperwork increased 5

orm completion fncus, not evaluation anymore 4

Concern about effectiveness of TIERS
including NCEs 4

TIERS data not useful at local level 3

Time consuming, too much effort 3
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Table 31 (continued)

Reports of Evaluation Problems

Problem Number of States

Interpretation problems with small samples 2

Technical problems with the models 3

LEAs/SEAs not sophisticated enough to
handle implementation 2

Staffing/contractor problems 2

Strong negative reaction 2

Because of the varied nature of these problems, and, perhaps because they

essentially stem from TIERS implementation, states repOrting problems did

not differ in terms of the population, allocation, and staffing variables

discussed earlier.

Reports of evaluation problems were associated with states where

evaluation units were responsible for evaluation. One re'aison for this

finding may be that, since many states with evaluation units waited to

implement the TIERS system until after the mandate in 1978, their problems

were due to attempting to install the system in a rather short time

period. As shown in Table 32, pore research units that implemented TIERS

after 1978 reported problems, 14hi1e no such relationship existed with

staff who *implemented the system prior to 1978. In fact, one state.with

an evaluation unit indicated that its major problem was "meshing.the

Title I system with the system already used in our state for the state

compensatory education program."

Table 32

Relationship between Problas Reported by
Evaluation Units and,Onset of TIERS Implementation

Pre-I978 Problems Post-1978 Problems

Evaluation Staff No Yes No Yes

Title I Coordinator 2

Staff Person 4

Evaluation Unit 2

Other 1

3 4 5

4 7 2

2 0 5

1 0 0
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Two other state Title I coordinators indicated that their problems 1.37'
with the evaluation units themselves. In the words df one,

Our evaluation unit is so picky about getting
clean data that the data are two years old before
we get them. We can't encourage districts to make
program decisions with that kind of data.

Less frequent evaluations, that is, use of the three-year evaluation
cycle, were associated with more problems than on annual cycle, despite
the fact that annual cycles were expected to involve more work. One state

commented that

Trying to keep track of schools that don't do well
when they report gains every several years is extremely
difficult.

Problems with frequency of evaluation, however, were more likely to be
reported by coordinators wt.) had implemented TIERS prior to 1978 as shown

in Table 33.

Table 33

Relationship of Problems with Evaluation
Frequency and Onset of TIERS Implementation

Evaluation Frequency
Pre-1978- Problems Post-1978 Problems
No Yes No Ye8

Annual 7 4 6 7

Three-year 2 6 5 5

One coordinator who had been an early implementer of TIERS strongly
believed in an annual cycle:

Just when you get everyone trained to use the models
and good-testing procedures, the law comes along and
says you don't have to evaluate every year. If some

districts have a hard time remembering good evaluation
procedures from one year to the next, how can you
expect, especially with turnover at the districts,
that they will remember for three years until the next
time they report data?

Reports of encouragement of formative procedures, and particularly
encouragement of the use of TIERS data in a formative way, were also

associated with a gre-ster incidence of problems. Since.TIERS data were
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felt by some not to be useful at the local level, and since others felt

that NOES were difficult to understand and hence to use, this finding is

not unexpected. Coordinators who implemented TIERS after 1978 were more

likely to report problems as shown in Table 34.

Table 34

Relationship of Problems with Formative
Procedures and Onset of TIERS Implementation

Use of Formative Procedures

No

Yes

Pre-1978 Problems Post-1978 Problems

No Yes No Yes

2 3

7 7

7 3

4 9

While reports of problems did not differ as a function of the extent

of program improvement activities conducted, the absence of other activ-
.. ities tended to be associated with problems. For example, mcre problems

were reported by states conducting no sustaining,gains activities.

Similarly, states not collecting any information on their applications

pertaining to evaluation effectiveness, sustaining gains, or program

improvement also tended to report problems. In this latter case, col-

lecting information regarding data uses for program improvement on the

application was associated with reports of no problems. These rela-

tionships are shown in Table 35.

Presence of
Problems

Table 35

Relationships between Low Levels of Evaluation
Activities and Reports of Problems

Number of
Sustaining Gains
Activities
0 1 2

Evaluation Ratings
Sustaining Program

Effectiveness Gains Improvement
Absnt Insuf Suf Absnt Ins Suf Absnt Ins Suf

No 1 11 11 0 18

Yes 6 7 11

5 9 8 6 9 2 12

2 10 6 13 4 5 17 4 3

The relationship of problems to the use of TAC services presents an

unexpected finding as shown on Table 36.
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Table 36

Reports of as a Function of TAC Usea

Presence of Extent of TAC. Usage

Problems Low High

No 14 9

Yes 9 15

a Data from two states are missing.

It had been expected that high TAC usage would result in fewer prob-

lems reported by states. However, just the opposite relationship was

observed. One reason for this finding may be that states did not feel the

need to utilize their TACs until they encountered problems. An exam-

ination of each of the problems reported as a function of TAC use shows

that higher levels of TAC use were associated with reports of only two

problems, but both of these involved additional burdens placed on

states--greater testing and more attention paid to forms completion rather

. than evaluation. Apparently TACs were called upon to offer several kinds

of assistance to solve these types of problems. First, technical advice

and assistance was provided by TACs to help solve the testing problems;

for example, TACs provided states with statistical corrections to enable

districts to select students on the pretest using model Al. To solve the

forms completion problem, TACs were given credit for helping states revise

their data collection forms to facilitate collection of the information

from local school districts and for providing states moral support "to

carry out the ridiculous paperwork problem" caused by the reporting

requirements.

A re-examination of the problems listed in Table 31 shows that the

problems can be clustered into two major categories--problems centering

around the technical aspects of the TIERS system and probleMs focusing on

the paperwork and testing burdens caused by the new reporting require-

ments. It had been hypothesized that the types of problems reported might

differ as a function lf onset of TIERS implementation. Specifically,

states implemetcing TIERS prior to 1978 were expected to report more

problems related to the technical_aspects of TIERS, while the late

implementers were expeted to report mo e negative feelings and problems

less related to the models. Unfortunat ly, the small numbers of statds

reporting each type of problem are smal , which makes drawing such con-

clusions difficult. However, the data suggest:

,Problems of too much paperwork and that TIERS was too
time 6onsming were reported only by the early imple-

aienters. Some technical problems, such as problems inter
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preting the gains with small samples and the observation
that TIERS data are not useful at the local level, were
also only reported by the early implementers.

Problems with lack of sophistication of state or local
staff and problems that TIERS/NCEs were difficult to
understand were reported by the late implementers. Only

the late implementers expressed extremely negative
reactions (e.g., "stupid-).

RePorts of increased testing were equally mentioned by

both groups.

While it had been expected that states with differing attitudes

toward evaluation--program improvement vs..compliance--might have dif-
ferent problems, the data do not confirm this hypothesis. Equal numbers

of each group reported problems. While the problems of overtesting and
the non-usef.lness of TIERS at the 1.ocal level were reported by the states

having both program improvement and accountability attitudes and never by

the compliance states, the numbers of states reporting each problem are

too small to make many meaningful comparisons.

Problems with evaluation provisions were reported by states during

application approval, the provision of technical assistance, monitoring,

resolution of complaints, and withholding of payments as shown in Table

37. These problems generally focused on the difficulties states had in

ex'ilaining the evaluccion models and procedures sufficiently to their

districts to enable them to implement the provisions and to summarize what

they did on the application. To overcome some of these problems during
the application approval process, states tried to modify their forms to

make it easier for districts to check "yes" or "no" to certain activities

rather than require them to write long narratives about their procedures,

since oftentimes the narratives would be incomplete or incorrect.
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Table 37

Problems Caused by Evaluation Requirements for
Other State Responsibilities

State Responsibility

Application Approval

Technical Assistance

Monitoring

Withholding of Payments

Complaint Resolution

Number of States Reporting
Problems with

Evaluation Sustaining Gains
(Sec. 124(g)) Sec. 124(h))

4 4

3 1

4 3

4 0

1 0

State coordinators were asked how the Department of Education helped
them to carry out their evaluation activities. While 20 indicated that
ED--primarily the division funding the TACs--was extremely helpful, 21
indicated 'that ED was helpful primarily through provision of the TAC.
Only five states indicated that ED was somewhat helpful or that rela-
tionships with Ed were neutral. It had been anticipated that a less
supportive role from ED might have created problems for states. However,
the data suggest that equal numbers of the states reporting helpfulness
from TACs or from ED reported probldMs. Hence, no telationship was
observed.

State Title I coordinators were asked whether they had developed any
procecalres or materials in the area of evaluation with which they were
particularly pleased and that could be shared with other states. Thirty

coordinators indicated they had developed either exemplary procedures
(N = 14) and/or materials (N = 25). The types of procedures mentioned
most frequently were workshop§ (N =;4), computerized data collection
systems (N = 4), and quality control procedures (N = 2). The materials
mentioned most frequently were evaluation manuals or handbooks (N = 6);
materials on general evaluation topics, e.g., NCES, models (N = 8);
evaluation checklists for use in monitoring (N = 4); materials on tech-
nical aspects of the models, e.g., regression effects (N = 4); and audi-
ovisual materials (N = 3). Only five states cited specific materials that
they produced with TAC assistance; many others, however, admitted that
they could not have developed the exemplary items that they mentioned
without the support and assistance received from their TACs.
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Exemplary practices were reported more often by coordinators who were

active in evaluation--they started implementation of the models prior to

1978, they were adtive in the area of sustaining gains, they were active

in helping their districts improve programs, and they were active in

encouraging and utilizing formative evaluation efforts, as shown in

Table 38.

It is also significant that states that did not collect any infor-

mation on their applications concerning evaluation issues tended to report

development of exemplary materials. Since the application does not appear

to be the "watch dog" for evaluation activities, states may have become

more active in these areas to compensate for not 0.sing the application in

this way.

Exemplary practices were not related to a number of factors that

played important roles earlier in this chapter--presence of regional

offices, type of evaluation staff, presence of problems, or the extent to

which ED provided assistance to states. They were also not related to how

much time was spent on evaluation or how many staffing dollar resources

that were aliailable.
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Presenet. of

Exemp. Practices

No
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Table 38

Production of Exemplary Practices as &Function of Evaluation Activities

TIERS
Implementation

.

Pre- Post-
1978 1978

Number of
Sustaining
Cains

Activities

0 1 2

Number of
Program

Improvement
Activities

.

Low High

12 15

2 15

Use of
Formative

Fvaluations
.

.No Yes

9 5

8 22

.Evaluation Ratings

Program
Improvement

Ab- In-
sent Suff. Suff.

7 1 6

18 4 48

Effectiveness

Ab- In-

sem: suff. Suff.

0 4 3

3 20 7

Sustaining
Gains

Ab7 In-
sent suff. Suff.

7 4 3

14 6 10

3 9

15 12

3 6 5

4 10 16
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P States with both program improvement and accountability attitudes

were more likely to report production of exemplary practices as shown in

Table 39.

Table 39

Production of Exemplary Practices as a
Function of Evaluation Attitudea

Evaluation Attitude

Program Improvement

Both

Accountability/Compliance

a Data from six states are missing.

Exemplary Practices
No Yes

7

3

4

18

3

A closer look at the states with''accountability attitudes shows that

they tended to develop processes, such as workshops, quality control

procedures, or computerized data collection efforts, rather than materials.

ProductiOn of processes rather than materials was also more likely to

be associated with greater TAC assistance as shown in Table 40.

Table 40

Production,of Exemplary Processes and
Materials'as a Function of TAC Use

Exemplary Processes Exemplary Materials

TAC Use No Yes No Yes

Low

High

21

15

5

9

11

13

14

11

This finding was not unexpected, since some of the computerized data

collection systems, workshops; and quality control procedures were tech

nical enough so that they might not have been developed by the states

-without TAC help. States were apparently not as dependent on their TACs
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for help with developing materials, perhaps in part, because they had been
developing materials to help their LEAs for many years.

It was hypothesized that states not developing.exemplary practices of
their own, especially materials, would be more likely to utilize materials
produced by other sources. In this case, usage of materials produced by
ED, the contractor that developed the models, and materials produced by
other sourcescsuch as TACs and states, were examined as a function of

materials development. States with or without materials or processes were
equally as likely to use these other resources. While there was a slight
tendency for states producing no materials to use more of these other
resources than states producing some materials of their own; this rela-
tionship was not pronounced.

Continuation

At the end Of the evaluation section of the interview, states were
asked whether they would continue to monitor if there were no or minimal
legal requirements for them to do so. Since the provisions of Chapter 1
were not in existence at the time of the early interviews, the answers to
this question were purely speculative. As part of the interviews con-
ducted onsite to a representative sample of 20 states, state-level per-
sonnel were queried specifically about their continuation plans under

Chapter 1. By this time, Chapter 1 requirements were a little better
understood, and state coordinators were beginning to make plans as to what
aspects of their Title I practices would or would not be included as part
of Chapter 1 management.

The discussion on continuation plans is presented in two parts. The
speculative answers provided by the 49 Title I coordinators during the
telephone-interviews will be summarized and interpreted first. The

information obtained from the 20 state Title I coordinators in response to
specific probes about their plans to evaluate under Chapter 1 will be

presented next.

Evaluation Plans: A Speculation

The answers of the coordinators to the theoretical question, whether
they would continue to monitor if it were not expressly required by law,
are summarized in Table 41.
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Table 41

Evaluation Continuation Plans

Plan Number of states

Don't know 2

Yes (plans unspecified 9

Similar to current pracEice 22

-; Continue using the TIERS evaluation models 18

Emphasize data utilization 10

Include formative procedures also 5

Include sustaining gains 3

Modified practices 8

Less rigorous use of TIERS modqls 6

Rely more on formative evaluation procedures 5

Less rigorous evaluation procedures generally 3

Other
: Delete Model B 1

: Delete sustaining gains 1

Different practices 5

Rely mainly on informal nonstructured
evaluation approaches 1

Trade off measurement rigor with practical data

collection, even if rigor suffers 1

Use national sampling studies to collect
achievement data for ED 3

Do not require LEA reports to the SEA
or SEA reports to ED 5

Include as part of evaluation for other
state/federal programs 4

Have LEAs primarily responsible for evaluation 3

From the table it is apparent that most state coordinators indicated a

preference for continuing evaluation procedures that were fairly similar

to current practices. A common reason why states wanted to continue using

the evaluation models, was in their words, "if it ain't broke, don't fix

it." These states felt that a lot of time and effort had gone into

implementing the system and working out the "bugs" in it and that the

system had not had a chance to prove itself--either positively or nega

tively. Thus, until some evidence to the contrary.was obtained to force

them to change, for example to discontinue the IDmdels, they opted to

continue in the future as they had in the past.



Continuation plans of states were related to the amount of resources

available to them. States reporting similar practices (particularly use

of the models) tended to be large in terms of total allocations, total

state revenues, numbers of LEAs, numbers of large SMSAs over 25,000, and

over 100,000, and numbers of staff available to assist with the evaluation

effort. Since greater resources were available to the states with eval-

uation units, it is not surprising that more states with this staffing

tended to be more likely to report continuation of the models.

Those states wanting to continue using similar evaluation procedures

were also the ones that were very active in technical assistance (as

evidenced by reports of more technical assistance methods) and more time

spent on technical assistance and not active in the area of parent in-

volvement (as measured by the lesser amount of'time spent in this area).

They also wanted to spend more time in the future on evaluation activ-

ities, while the other groups did not.

Continuation of the models was reported by the more active states:

those implementing the models prior to 1978, helping their districts

improve their programs but not those more active in the area of sustaining

gains, those more active in including evaluation items in the appli-

cation--as shown in Table 42. Also shown are the pegative relationships

with parent involvement--namely less positive feelings about the coun-

cils--that were noted in earlier discussions of this chapter.

Continuation of the models was not related to the amount of TAC

assistance received or to how frequently the evaluation was conducted--

both of which had been expected to make a difference. It may be that, ,

while active states were interested in continuing the models, continuation

may be more affected by the amount of dollar and personnel resources

available to states than outside factors, such as the extent to which TACs

or ED were perceived as helpful.

States' plans to emphasize data utilization in the future were related

to an early Implementation of TIERS, both program improvement and ac-

countability attitudes, and the nonuse of evaluation units. It is inter-

esting to observe that those states utilizing their TACs less frequently

were more likely to want to emphasize data utilization more in the fu-

ture. These relationships are shown in Table 43.

It was, at first, surprising that more of the states with a program

improvement attitude were not vocal about emphasizing data utilization in

the future. As noted before, many of these states were interested in

evaluation with more local options. Thus, if districts wanted to spend

more time on data utilization they.could--but it was not for the states to

require them to do so. In the 'words of several coordinators:

Evaluation is necessary and should be used as.a tool for

program improvement b5i locals. The law should eliminate

the rigors LEAs must go through to accomplish that goal.

Evaluation is very important and useful. I would like to

see it be more of a local option. Have LEAs use eval-

uation for program improvement.
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Table 42

Continuation of the TIERS Models as a Function of Evaluation Activities

Onset of
TIERS

Nos. of
Program

Extent of
Sustaining

Evaluation Ratings Parent Involvement Attitudes
. .

Implemen- Improve- Gains Sustaining Program

ration ment Act. Activities Effectiveness Gains Improvement
Less Anti-Par.

Use of Pre- Post- Ac- Ab- In- Ab- In- Ab- In- Positive Positive'Atiti- Lnvolve-'

Models 1978 1978 Low High., None Some tive sent suf. Suf. sent suf. ,Suf. Bent suf. Suf, PACs PACs PACs . *lent

No 9 15 24 7 1 5 12 2 24 5 17 6 8 20 3 8 3 16 8 2

Yes 10 8 6 12 6 15 10 1 11 6 7 6 5 8 3 7 1 8.

b 6
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Table 43

Future Emphasis on Data'Utilization as a Function of Evaluation Activities

Emphasis on
Data

Evaluation Staff

Title I Staff Evalua-
Onset of TIERS
Implementation

Evaluation Attitude

Comp1ian2e/ TAC Use

Utilization Coordinator Person tion Unit Pre-1978 Post-1978
1Program

Improvement Both Accountability Low High

No 11 16 10 11 8 14 16 6 18 21

Yes 3 5 1 21 2 2 7 1 7 3

,
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Thus, these coordinators were not anti-program improvement or anti-data

utilization, but they did not view this role as one played by states.

Seven of the ten coordinators who wanted to emphasize data util-

ization more in the future also conducted high levels of quality control

activities. For these coordinators, they did feel that the good data

received from TIERS would allow them to make better decisions on program

issues in the future. Comments made by these coordinators 'include:

NCEs have really helped us and our districts to be .

accountable. With the NCEs we have really unified the

program--we can now make program decisions at federal,

state, and local levels.

We have spent more than three years to implement

TIERS--now we have really good data. In the future, we

[and the LEAs] should learn to use it to improve their

programs.

Overall, the states reporting continuation along similar lines re-

ported fewer problems than those states wanting to change their evaluation

activities as shown in Table 44.

Table 44

Continuation Plans as a Function of Problemsa

Presence of 'Problems

Continuation Plans No Yes

Similar/Yes 21 10

Modified 1 7

Different 0 5

a Data from five states are missing.

Most of the 12 coordinators reporting problems and wishing to change their

practices felt that the burdens placed on them bytoo much testing or by

too much paperwork or by too many TIERS requirements made their lives much

more difficult than they wanted. They perhaps wanted to alleviate these

problems by spending less time in the future on evaluation activities.

While all saw evaluation as an important function, they disagreed as

to whether they or their districts should be responsible for eValuation.

Some coordinators who wanted to play an active role felt that too much
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effort had been misplaced, which made their jobs very difficult. In the

words of several coordinators:

TIERS has led to the situation where'the tail is wagging
the dog.

We are only evaluating what's measurable, not the learn-

ing process of children. YoU can now report to Congress

better, but not plan programs better.

For these coordinators, less structure (and less validity) was easier

to administer. For others with similar statements, less structure was

better, becuse it placed the responsibility of evaluation back on. the LEAs

where it belonged. Other states wanted to have evaluation a prominent
feature, but some wanted to coordinate evaluations of Title 1 and their

state compensatory education programs.

Thus, each of these "change" groups reported similar problems'with the

evaluation requirements, but they differed on how they planned to resolve

them.

Evaluation Plans: Preliminary Views of Chapter 1

During subsequently conducted interviews with a sample of 20 states,

the Title I coordinators and their evaluators (where appropriate) were

probed specifically about their evaluation plans under Chapter 1. So that

their comments tan be placed in perspective, a summary of their past

evaluation activities is included in Table 45. As evident from the table,

the 20 states in the national sample tended to be very active in the area

of evaluation. Thus, it is of particular interest to determine how these

states planned to continue evaluating their programs under Chapter 1,

since the modls are no longer required.

The issue of whether to continue to evaluate using one of the eval-

uation models was perhaps of greatest concern to personnel in all 20

states. While only 8 states had indicated initially specific plans to

continue using the models, at the time of the follow-up interviews 12

states reported plans to continue using the models. Another five reported

either "we would like to but we are not sure if our Chiefs (or LEAs) will

let us;" another four remained uncertain.

Part of the uncertainty over whether states could require districts to

use the evaluation models stemmed from language provided in the Summary of

Regulatory Provisions in the Chapter 1 Regulations (29 July 1982) that:

It should be emphasized that the provisions in Subpart C

reflect the new flexibility provided under Chapter 1.
For example,...although Section 200.54 requires an LEA to

evaluate its Chapter 1 project, it is not required to use
any particular evaluation models.
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Variable

Table 45

National Sample of 20 States: Description of

Past Evaluation Activities

' Number of Numb er of

States Variable States

Staff Extent of Program

- Title I coord. 4 Improvement Activities

- Staff person 11 -Low

-Evaluation unit 5 -High

12

8

Use of Computers Attempts to Use TIERS

- No 2 Data to Impr. Pgms

-Yes 18 -No 5

-Yes )-3

Frequency.
-Annual 9 Extent of Sustaining

-Three-years 11 Gains Activities
-None 1 ,

Formative Procedures -Some 10

-No 1 -Active 9

-Yes 16

- Use of TIERS data Presence of Problems

in a formative way 3 -No 5

-Yes '11

Number of Quality
Control activities Presence of Exemplary

-Low 11 Practices

-High 9 -No
-Yes

3

15

Evaluation Attitude
-Program Improvement 6 Initial Continua-

-Both 11 tion Plansa

- Compliance/ -Don't know 1

Accountability 3 -Similar/Yes 13

:Continuation of

Onset of TIERS Models 8

-Pre 1978 10 :Emphasis on data

-Post 1978 8 uses 3

-Modified 3

TAC Use -Different 3

-Low. 10

- High 10

a Data collected during initial telephone interviews



While states recognized that no models were to be mandated by ED, it was

not clear whether states could exercise their rulemaking authority granted

to them by the Regulations to require that their districts use the eval-

uation models. Furthermore, while the law empowered states to collect
whatever information as may be required for program evaluation consistent

with the reponsibilities of the state agency under Chapter 1, most of the

states indicated that they were unsure what their role was in the area of

evaluation. Equally unclear was the federal role; if ED no longer re-
quired states to submit data in a common metric for national aggregations

to Congress, then why should states make such requests of their districts?

Evaluators in 14 of the states were also interviewed about plans for
implementation of evaluation under Chapter 1. It is interesting to note

that, in seven cases, the continuation plans toiced by the evaluators

matched those advocated by the coordinators; in four cases the con-
tinuation plans expressed by the evaluators were very tentative and
generally less strong than what the Title I coordinator indicated; and in

three cases, the plans advocated by the evaluators were stronger and much

more definite than those expressed by the Title I coorditators. Most of

the disagreements focus_eg_2yar.whether the models would (or would not) be

used; whether NCSe'r(g't grade-equivalent scores) would be used; and whether

all or a sample of districts would be required to report data to the.state.

Specific continuation plans focused on the following types and com-

binations of activities:

primary reliance on the models as in the past (N=9);

use of the models as before but with the substitution of

grade-equivalenta scores for NCEs ,(N=2);

no reporting from LEAs /o SEA Of from SEA to ED (N=2);

modified use of the models--that iP, Pnv,:gate the &ate

from Chapter 1 with other similar ;c,.;e ant: cederal
educational programs for special nt. popula:ions (N=3);

6 According to Table 45, 16 of these states had evaluators. One state

no longer had an evaluation unit at the time of the follow-up inter-

view. This loss was apparently due not to Title I budget cutbacks, but

to decisions made internally Ly that state department that had nothing

to do with Title I evaluation issues. The evaluator in the other state

was not available to be interviewed.
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Use of the models as before for accountability plus use
of formative evaluation procedures for program im-
provement (N=4 1

use of models on a sampling basis of LEAs or schools

(N=2);

greater reliance on.informal evaluation procedures as
opposed to the models (N=l);

meet with a task force comprised of state and local

personnel to decide what evaluation activities to include

(N=3).

The themes running throughout these continuation plans are the same
ones that have emerged throughout all of the discussions in this chapter; ,

namely evaluating for accountability vs. program improvement purposes; and

defining the role of ED, the states, and the districts in evaluation.

Typical comments regarding the accountability vs pr gram improvement issue

are:

Congress still needs.to know what is happening. We will

continue asing the models for accountability purposes and

encourage formative evaluation procedures for looking at

program quality.

We will keep on reporting data to the Feds--if we didn't,

Congress would say, "we don't know what you are doing"

and then cut the dollars.

We need to know if our districts are succeeding and in

what degree, so we will not change our procedures. We

will not report to the Feds, though, since it is not
required.

We will cOntinue as we have been, but we will increase
our "process" evaluation efforts.

We will continue to use the models but will go back to
the use of grade-equivalent scores at thr local level,
since LEAs can better use them in their local decision-

making.

Accountability to Congress and to the public are the main
reasons we want to continue using the models.

We will do some kind of evaluation in the future--one of

the best aspects of the current system is that it allows
Ed to collect data' on a national level. We will also
hope to do more in the area of tieing evaluation results
back to program quality--we have not done enough of this

yet.
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Typical comments regarding the proper role of ED, SEAs, and LEAs in

evaluation are:

7
Congress still has a right to know what is happening in

Chapter 1. We will recommend continuation of the models
but we may not be able to do it if LEAs pressure us not

to.

We will meet with our LEAs tO-decide exactly what should
be done irrevaluation.

The state is trying to follow the Intent of\the law by

.not requiring the districts to implement the models,

although it would like to. However, the hope is that, if

you leave the LEAs alone, they will continue using the

models, and they will stop only if you' put other.options
or alternativei in front of, them.

We are powerless to require our districts to use, the
models,-since they are not required by law.

1

Tin qf the states indicated that they anticipated problems in carrying

out their chosen evaluation plans under Chapter 1. The major problems

centered around the reduction in activities caused by shortages of staff

or dallars (N=6) and the uncertainties over continuing the models or TIERS

requirements if they are not specially required by law (N=5). -Comments

made by the coordinators regarding the effects of reduced budgets are:.

With cutbaCks in funds, we will lose our evaluator. te

may also not have the dollars to continue doing the
extensive processing of district data using the state

computer. .

Shortage of dollars means shortage of staff. Shortage of

staff moans we can't/won't be able to do more than

informl evaluation checks.

With shortage of staff, we cannot monitor LEAs as often.
LEAs may try to hide illegal activities under the guise

oT "positive" evaluation results so as to avoid being

moni&red,as often. We will not have the staff to check

all the information LEAs provide.

Comments made by thecoordinators regarding the issue of what eval

uation activities can be carried out if not specifically permitted by law

are:

We will keep a low profile--LEAs will keep on doing,what

they always did (i.e., the models) unless told to do

otherwise. If we are challenged, we will have to work

out options with the LEAs.

We can't report any data to the Feds, since none are

.required.
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We will try to continue using the models but may 'have to

stop.,Jf we get resistance from our districts.

The state is trying hard to implement the intent of the

law by not requiring much from LEAs. What this means is

that the state no longer will require districts to
evaluate using a test that has e!good" norms. 'Next year
we will probably see lots of data.submitted from non
normed tests, which means we may not be able to aggregate'

our data statewide using NCEs.

What if an LEA refuses to evaluate using the models? How

can we force them to?

We can no longer point to the law as the reason to
evaluate. We will have to relY on persuasion insEead pf

enforcement.

The 14 evaluatots who were interviewed were also asked what strengths

and weaknesses they saw ili,Chapter 1 regarding the evaluatiOn proviskon.

Only five evaluators cited any strengths, and all five cited the increased

flexibility of the new law and the greater options in evaluation afforded

to states and locals. Typical comments include:

It is good to have local options again.

Good to have orea4State and local flexibility. It may

even encoura e the state to do more rulemaking so it
(rather than )the Feds) can actually be in charge of the

program.

Flexibility is good--it will lead to more creative

evaluation designs.

The new law is good for evaluation, since it eliminated

the requirement that states must report to the Feds--this

eliminated the collection of much evaluation data that

were not used at the state (or even federal) levels.

Control was returned back to the states as it should be,

but the emphasis, on objective measures and sustained

gains, is not different. This is as it should be alco.

Again, as was evident in earlier discussions, not all states that wanted

more flexibility wanted the federal role to disappear as evidenced by the ,

last comment presented above.

-Not unexpectedly, many states saw the aforementioned strengths of the

Chapter 1 law as weaknesses. Thirteen states reported weaknesses in the

law. These weaknesses conceVnedFtpo much flexibility, including lack of

clear federal, state; and loce'Vtoles (N=9); lose of accountability and

lac of paperwork re4uct1on (N=7); and not enough emphasispn formative

evalu on efforts for program improvement (N=3).
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Comments concerning too much flexibility, which also relates to lack

of clarity of federal, state, and local Toles, include:

There is no cleat federal or state role specified in

Chapter 1. What exactly can states_ require as far as

evaluation is concerned?

LEAs will now be able to do anything they want to--the
statewiii have no control over this. The best the state

,can hope for is that LEAs will make a commitment.to their

own evaluation activities instead of doing it for com-

pliance only.

The new law is far more res,..rictive than before--the
rules are not specific enough for use and the LEAs to
know exactly what we should be doing. Had the new law at
least defined the purposes of.evaluation, some of this
ambiguity might have %den lessened.

We still need assistance from ED in the area of relevant
research findings..to help improve programs. Is this

still possible if there is no role.for ED?

The program will be more difficult to administer because

of a lack of guidance in evaluation.

Loss of accountability and concern-over the lack of paperwork reduc7

tion was mentioned as a weakness by seven coordinators. A sampling of

their comments includes:

Data flow upward has been weakened. Data should be

having a more prominent position in decisionmaking in

troubled times. Data have been ,of little use to st'ate

and federal policymakers historically--they will be even
of less use under P.L. 97-35.

Credibility of evaluation is important. Without it, now,

ED will be lost.

Evaluation results are needed to save the program in

Congress.

The law is supposed to have lessened paperwork, but it
won't. It leaves LEAs more vulnerable because of no

monitoring provisions. LEAs will "get caught" during

audits. This'is especially true for evaluation, since
LEAs must evaluate and there are no guidelines to help.
Thus, more paper trails are needed to document what was
done in case of future audits:

Paperwork reduction under Chapter 1 is a fallacy. The

'neW legislation has less accountability than before,

. which is.not really good as far.as evaluation. No one

really knows what is supposed to be done.
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The new law is so open it will take us back to situations

where we cannot make compariscns. This may cause both

destruction of TIERS and demise of the program.

.Not enough emphasis on formative evaluations was expressed by three

states. A sampling of their comments includes:

ProCess evaluation should be built into the legislative

language to help improve programs.

NO4freal emphasis on formative evaluation is included in

Chapter 1. This lack of emphasis has been missing from

all Title I laws since the program's inception.

A definitict of the purpose of evaluation wnuld have been

helpful. Since evaluation has never been useful at t,he

local level, this might have forced LEAs to improve their

programs.

It is clear from both the telephone interviews with the 49 states and .

from the onsite follow-up isterviews to a sample of 20 states that eval

uation is an extremely important and useful function. Roweve,s1t7Ts
disagree as to- the appropriateness of the federal rolethat. h thir

national accountability should be a focus of a state's evaluation effort.

States are also unclear as to what their state role should be, espeaially

if ED's role is limited: should states require the models for purposes of

state atcountability or just foi determining ,program effectiveness at the

local levels? If ED no longer has a role to collect data, should they .

send data to ED anyway or collect data and keep it loca4y with the hope

f sending it to ED at some later time when requestea? Finally, should

states require anything more of their districts, whether it te models or

uses of data to improve programs, if these activities are not required by

law?

If states are uncertain about whether or not they want to play the

"heavy" with their districts in asking them to evaluate sing certain
activities, they may decide to turn to the TACs for help in this area.

They also may need to rely more on the TACs or on free assistance provided

to them from local sources (e.g., universities) to compensate for the loss

of technical staff due to Chapter 1 budget cuts.

One issue related to staffing that may play a part in determining thP

future staffing configurations in states came from observation onsite and'

from the interviews with the evaluators. It was noted that different

attitudes about evaluation were held by the "program" and "evaluation"

staff. Over the years since the TACs were established to help states, it

evolved that "technical" TAC staff talked more and more with the states'.

"technical" representatives and less with their programstaff. While this

practice may have made good-senst in-the early years bp(4auSe of the

technical measurement issues discussed, the growing emphasis on program

improvement and data utilization issues makes this practice seem less

attractive. One outcome has been that, in some large decentralized

states, no TAC staff ever talks to program staff any more--despite the
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fact that the program staff,develop the district applications that may

address evaluation issues and monitor the districts to ensure compliance

with the evaluation requirements. .While some Title I units have utilized

staff in their research units to assist them with these other activities,

others did not. In some states, there is little or no.commqnication
between the two units, which may exist in different buildings and organ-

izational divisions within the state agency. Thus, evaluation capacity

has been built in evaluation units, some of which had no need for it since

they began with technically capable staff, and capacity has not been built

into the program staffs.

The implications of this situation, namely that different amounts of

evaluation knowledge are present in states' program and evaluation staffs,

in times of reduced,funding are apparent. As noted here, several states

indicated they may.lose their full-time evaluators. One other with a'

research unit indicated that the level of effort in the unit would be

reduced if funds were cut. in both of these situations, stakfing losses

mean loss of evaluation expertise to the Title I unit. Since decisions on

staffing cuts often rest with the Title I coordinator, several coordi-
nators indicated they would try to "save" staff whom they saw everday and

"let go" staff in other units, such as auditing or evaluation, that they

saw less often. Thus, the level of evaluation expertise would be de-
creased significantly in each of these states. Since several of these

states had very little communication between program and evaluation

personnel, the capacity built up by TACs into these states would be

irretrievably lest.

Another factor that will affect future staffing will be the role given

to evaluation by the states themselves. In several cases, despite ap-

parent budget reductions, the state agencies had set evaluation as a

priority activity for both federal and state programs. In these states,

evaluation is not expected to get short shrift, and the evaluators may

continue to work with, Chapter 1 programs. In other cases, evaluation may

not be as fortunate. In states where coordinators feel they cannot do
evaluatiA without a legal mandate and where evaluation is not considered
a statelevel activity, they may be forced to let their evaluators go.

Thus, these states will not have the advantage of six years of TIERS

implementation when they plan their evaluation activities under Chapter 1.

It was obvious from-discussions with program staff that a need for

evaluation assistance was great; many staff even expressed frustration

over what they felt was exclusion from SEA-TAC interactions.

One way in which ED might facilitate the future of Chapter 1 eval-

uation is to encourage more program-evaluation bridges to be built in

states. TACs might be used to encourage sharing of information across
units and to include state program staff in their workshops and other

assistance provided to states. Where evaluators no longer exist, ED and

TACs will be forced to help develop evaluation capabilities anew in these

states.
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Evaluation: A District Perspective

A sample of 60 districts in the 20 states was asked about their

states' evaluation attivities to provide an indepth look at this process

from a district viewpoint.

Of this sample of districts, 45 (84.9 percent) indicated that they

evaluated on an annual basis; only 8 (15.1 percent) itidicated that they

used a three-year cycle. Almost all of the LEAs (N=54) indicated that

they used the norm-referenced TIERS evaluation model (Model A) to evaluate

their program.

Since some of the state Title I coordinators had indicated that the

TIERS data were not useful at the local level, districts were asked

whether they supplemented TIERS with any formative evaluation efforts. A

large number of LEAs (N=40, 78.4 percent) indicated that they did some

kind of formative evaluatioLs; 11 (21.6 percent) did not. These district

responses were interrelated with thOse of their states to a similar

question; the results are shown in Table 46.

Table 46

Use of Formative Evaluation Efforts by Districts and States

District Use of State'Use of Formative Effort

Formative Effort

No

Yes

No Yes

5 6

5 35

It is apparent that when districts report use of formative evaluation

procedures, their states also reported actively encouraging district

efforts in this area.

When districts were asked whether they had implemented the sustaining

gains provision, 38 LEAs (73.1 percent) reported that they had; 14 LEAs

(26.9 percent) reported that they had not. The responses of districts to

this qiie's<on were interrelated to their states' responses to a similar

question; the results are presented in Table 47.
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Table 47

Implementation of Sustaining Gains Provision by Districts and States

District Sustaining State Sustaining Gains Activity

Gains Activity. No Activity Some or Active Activity

No-Activity

Some Activity

2 12

1 37

This table suggests that, in states that report no implementation of the

provision, districts also tend not to report conducting sustaining gains

studies. The districts reporting any activity in this area are located in

states that also report active effOrt in this area. It is interesting to

note that 12 LEAs that did report any activity in this area were located

in states that were active. Cone reason for this observation is that

several states conducted statewide activities in this area, even if they

did not actively enforce implementation of the provision at the local

level.

Districts were asked to list ways in which they used evaluation data

(formative or summative) to improve their local programs. Fifty-two ways

were mentioned by the local coordinators; these responses are categorized

as shown in Table 48.

Table 48

Ways in Which LEAs Used Evaluation Data to Improve Programs

Number of

Response Districts Reporting-

Data Used to Change Program

- Data showed program weaknesses; summer
school begun to help students who.regress

- Data used to eliminate/modify activities/
programs not coming up to.par

- Teachers compare notes weekly to-set what
works and what does 'not work and dfiange

prograth accordingly

'-. Evaluator meets with building principals
to look at schools with low gains to see
why they are low and how they can improve

- Teaching strategies are modified on the

basis of test scores
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Table 48 (continued)

Ways in Which LEAs Used Evaluation Data to Improve Programs

Number of

Response Districts Reporting

- Data used to look at teacher effectiveness
--use the information to change order of

classes and to make mini adjustments to
instruction throughout the year

Data Used to Make Changes to Individual
Student Instruction 16

Individual teachers follow student progress

- Formative data used to develop student edu-
cational plans

- Test scores used to place students when they
come from other states

- Test scorea used to identify learning prob-

lems of children
Teachers use test scores to graduate stu-
dents out of the program

- Teachers use test scores for student diag-
nosis/individualizing instruction

Data Used for General Planning Purposes/

Confirmation of Successful Project Performance 8

- Summative data used to plan program emphasis

- Data used for overall program planning

- Program planning and application preparation

Evaluation results/sustaining gains studies

confirm local. efforts
TIERS data help in public relations

- Compare achievement data by schools, grades,

teachers

Weak Uncertain Use

- Review statewide summaries
- Only districtwide assessment data used to

plan, not TIERS daa

2

This table suggests that local uses of evaluation results to improve

programs are quite varied. Only one-half of the districts, however,

actually reported using data to make program-level changes as opposed to

making changes to instruction on a student level. Thus, the summative

outcome data, most often obtained through the use of TIERS, were used to

make program-level changes and for general program "planning;" individual
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test scores and other formative evaluation efforts were used to make

changes at,the student level.

A similar picture of using data to improve programs emerged when
districts were asked what they liked best about their evaluation activ-

ities. Of the 62 districts that answered this question, all but nine
indicated that what they liked best about the process was the fact that
evaluation provided them with good feedback and served as a good planning
tool. A sampling of these responses is shown in Table 49.

Table 49

What LEAs Liked Best about Evaluation

Number of

Response Districts Reporting

Evaluation' Provides Feedback/Serves as a
Planning Tool 53

Use of results to improve teaching
-. Helps identify program weaknesses
- .Measures program success
- Provides feedback for decisionmaking
- Gives teachers opportunity to see what

they accomplished
- Shows constituency groups that the program

is working
- NCEs are useful/models are accurate measures
- Serves as another way to monitor program

effectiveness
- Useful for future program planning

Positive Feelings about the Process 7

Liked TAC help
.Liked SEA assistance
Good SEA/LEA relationships resulted
Evaluation much simpler than before

- evaluation workshops

Nothing 2

Districts were also asked about what they liked least about their eval-

uation activities. Their responses are categorized in Table 50.
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Table 50

What LEAs Liked Least about Evaluation

Number of

ResRonse Districts Reporting

Negative Feelings about the Process
- Filling out the forms is difficult, because

not all information is readily available

Lack of statistical training on the part

of the personnel completing the evaluation

- Test administration problems
- Lack of feedback from SEA on results sent

to them
- Testing at lower elementary school levels

is difficult and not valid

- Requirement to use outside evaluator

- Sustaining effects studies

Evaluation Activities are a Burden
Too time consuming

- Too much work involved and too little

payoff

- Too much testing of children

- Too much paperwork :
Filling out the forms is too tedious

(time conSuming)
- Forms completion takes away from teaching

time

Problems with TIERS, Including TACs, NCEs,

models, testing requirements
- .questions of validity when in-level tests

are used for below average. children

- No one understands NCEs/difficult to explain

- NCEs not usefUl at local level

- TAC is deadly dull/too technical
- Model A testing requirements (separate test

for selection and evaluation)

- Validity of Model A questioned

Usefulness of Evaluation Data'Questioned

- Evaluation does not show complete picture

. of student srowth

- Problems interpreting the results to know

whether the program was successful-

- Since evaluation data, sent to SEA are just-

statistics gathered for the feds, concerns

over how these data can be used at local

level
- Test scores may be over interpreted

- Don't know how to use the data

25

17

16

12
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The comments shown in Table 50 suggest that at least some districts were

interested in improving their programs but were unsure exactly how to do

so. TIERS data., and achievement testing to a lesser extent, were not

considered useful by a large number of districts. LEAs may have become
frustrated, since they did not know what o!-her options were available.

They also felt they lacked guidance on how to interpret the data that they

had.

When LEAs were asked how helpful their states have been with respect

to evaluation, more than two-thirds felt that their states were extremely

helpful to them (N=41, 70.7 percent). Eight (13.8 percent) felt the state

was slightly helpful, eight. (13.8 percent) were neutral about the help

they received, and one LEA (1.7 percent) felt that its state had actually

hindered it to carry out its evaluation activities.

It was hypothesized that districts may have felt that their states

were more helpful to them if their states tended to be more active in

helping their districts use data to improve programs. This relationship

is presented in Table 51.

Table 51

Perceived Helpfulness of States as a Function of
State-level Data Utilization Activities

Perceived Helpfulness
of State

Hindered

Slightly Helpful 6

Helpful 27

Neither 2

State-level Data Utilization Activities
Low (0 - 1) High (2 - 4)

0 1

2

14

6

While it is true that the most active states_in this_a_rea---were perceiVed

as being helpfulAor at_least-nat-a-hihdrante) by their districts, it is

interesting to note that the majority of districts reporting "helpful"

states were lotated in states conducting fewer activities in the area of

data utilization.

Since many LEA comments focused on the usefulness of TIERS, help-

fulness of the states was examined as a function of the attention the

'state paid to improving the quality of its state-level TIERS data. This

relationship is shown in Table 52.
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Table 52

Perceived Helpfulness of States as a Function of
Attentimi to Quality Control

Number of State-Level

Perceived HelPfulness Quality Control Activities

of State Low High_

Hindered 1 0

Slightly Helpful 7 1

Helpful 17 24

Neither 7 1

This table clearly shows that the states perceived to be the most helpful

are active in working to improve the quality of their TIERS data. As

noted earlier, these states believe that evaluation leads to program

improvement--they did not believe that evaluation was conducted for

compliance purposes only.

The sample of districts was asked, if there were no state or federal

rules requiring evaluation, do you think evaluation should be included as

part of your district activities? All 58 districts responded affirm-

atively. The types of evaluation activities districts indicated they

would include are:

pre-post achievement testing (N=10, 20.0 percent),

TIERS evaluation models (N=15, 30.0 percent),

testing plus some formative effort (N=14, 28.0 percent),

reliance on districtwide testing (N=5, 10.0 percent), or

other general evaluation comr.ents (N=6, 12.0 percent).

There was no relationship between the districts that indicated a

preference to continue using the evaluation models and their states'

future plans in this area. However, continuation of TIERS models at the

local level was more likely to be reported by districts located in states

having a staff person assigned to manage evaluation activities and in

states that tended to pay greater attention to the quality of their TIERS

data. Districts' continuation plans as a function of these state char-

acteristics are shown in Table 53.
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Table 53

Districts' Continuation Plans as a Function of State Charazteristics

District
Continuation
Plan

State Evaluation Staff

Title I Staff Evalua-

Coordinator Person tion Unit

State-level
Quality Control
Activities
Low High

Pre-post testing 2 7 1 5 5

TIERS models 2 11 2 4 11

Testing and formative
evalyation procedures

4 5 5
;

10 4

Districtwide testing 2 2 1 1 4

Other 0 3 3 4 2

It is also fioted on Table 53 that while iliclusion of formative evaluation

procedures at the local level are equally likely to occur across all state

staffing configurations, they are less likely to occur in states where

much emphasis is placed on quality control activities.

Thus, states that spend time to improve the quality of their data are

perceived as being extremely helpful to their districts. The state
attitudes toward program improvement and using evaluation data to make'

program decisicns may have influenced their districts to continue use of

TIERS in the fOture. It may be that dl.stricts located in states that do

not try to use TIERS data to their fullest may opt for more formative

evaluation procedures, simply because they lack information on how to

understand their data.

The recent TIERS assessment (Reisner, et 6,1., 1982) did call into

question the usefulness of TIERS for small districts. It may be that an

increased knowledge of the basics on how to interpret test scores might be

helpful to districts, before they decide to abandon testing or the eval-

uation models in favor of more reliance on local teacher assessments.
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PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Chapter Highlights

Parent involvement in Title I programs has evolved from a period when

there were no requirements, through a stage when encouragement only was

given, to 1978 when very specific stipulations on the nature of parent

participation were in force.

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state

Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to determine what effects this pre-

scriptive piece of legislation had on state administration:

To what extent did states implement--and help their
districts implement--these parent involvement provisions?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the
parent involvement provisions?

Did the provisions stimulate states to develop exemplary
practices in this area?

To what extent would states plan to continue involving

parents if there were no or minimal requirements for them

to do sh?

)Tk_study's,major findings include:

Almost all states felt that parents should be involved in

Title I programs in the form of parent participation as
described in Section 124 of the 1978 Title I statute.

Wholehearted support for the involvement of parents in
advisory councils as specified by Section 125 of the
statute come from only eight percent of the states. The

states that tended .to favor the councils were those in

which the council requirements tended to be more compat-
ible with their own local style of government--the
involvement of parents in town councils, for example.
The majority of states, however, felt that the goals of

parent involvement could better be met with less formal-

ized procedures.

Attitudes toward parent involvement correlated positively
with a quality management style as defined by monitoring
actively to ensure program quality and use of personal-
ized technical assistance methods of service delivery.

States designating a staff person to handle parent
involvement activities tended to be more active than

states that did not.
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Section 125 (Parent Advisory Councils) created many more
prob/ems for state management than did Section 124

(parent participation).

States with more positive parent involvement attitudes

tended to develop exemplary practices or materials.

Most states planned.to continue parent involvement under Chapter 1,

but they differed as to whether they plan to take an active role at the'

state level or only encourage their districts in this area. The states

assuming a more active role in parent involvement can be characterized as

having a "quality" management orientation--they are more active in parent

involvement and have more positive attitudes toward it, they actively

monitor to ensure both program quality and compliance,' and they tend to

make rules to help their districts improve their local programs.

Districts generally felt that their states were helpful to them as

they implemented the parent involvement provisions of the 1978 Title I

law. Districts tended to mirror their states in having mixed feelings

about whether councils are a most etfective way of involving parents in

the program, although almost all districts felt involvement of,parents was

important to the success of the program. Despite the negative attitudes

toward councils expressed by some states, states did not allow.these

negative attitudes.to interfere with their technical assistance roles.

Introduction

Parent involvement in Title I programs has evolved from a period-when

there were no requirements, through a stage when encouragement only was

given, to the situation in 1978 when very specific stipulations on the

nature of parent participation in the program were in force. In 1965 when

ESEA Title I was first authorized, there was nt, specific mention of

involving parents in the program. However, the desire to have the program

accountable to parents and to keep parents informed was a major reason

that Congress included evaluation requirements as part of the 1965 legis-

lation. Regulations published in November 1968 (Section 116.18(c)) stated

that parents be involved in planning, operation, and appraisal of pro-

jects, including their representation on Title I advisory committees that

may be established. In 1971, Section 115 of P.L,. 91-230 authorized the

Commissioner of Education to regulate parent involvement and, in October

1972, regulations were issued requiring district-wide parent advisory

councils. In 1974, school parent councils along with district councils

were required by law (P.L. 93-380). In the Education Amendments of 1978,

tWo entire sections of the law were devoted to parents. In Section 124,

"Parent Participation," parents were permitted to participate in estab-

lishing programs; they were to be informed of, and permitted to make,

recommendations concerning inotructional goals and their children's

progress; and parents were to be given opportunities to assist their

children in achieving goals. Section 125 of the 1978 Education Amendment

focused on "Parent Involvement" in the form of school and district-wide

councils, which were responsible for advising the school district in

planning, implementing, and evaluating its program. Section 125 is highly

specific regarding the methods for the establishment and composition of
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the councils. Furthermore, district'councils were given consent power in

two areas of program administration--the establishment of sehoolwide

irlprojects and use of alternative rankings of eligible school attendance
areas.

While Section 124 of the 1978 legislation foCused on involvement of

parents with their own children and the educational goals of the program,
Section 125 established an advisory role for parents in the program.
Thus, parent involvement in Title I grew from an encouraged presence-to
parental oversight of Title I administration at the local level.

There are several reasons for the growtng emphasis placed on the role

of parents in Title I. Primarily, it is felt that children will benefit
if their parents are involved. Parents can contribute information on
their children's skills and interests, and can then reinforce educational
goals in the home. Parent involvement also serves ad a sourde of pressure

to keep local programs directed toward the needs of their children.

Parents can ser a a check on state and local actions in administering
the progratnii Political power to improve school programs often lies with

parents 14C-wealthier communties and not with those in poorer ones. Since

Title I/funds are targeted to low-income areas, a special effort was made
to emp6wer parents and ensure that districts accept parents in a decision-

maki4g role. A third reason for involving parents in the Title I pro-
grams, cited somewhat less frequently, is that the involvement will have

beneficial effects on the parents themselved. For example, one parent who

testified at the Senate Hearings prior to the reauthorization of Title I
in 1978, indicated that, because of her experiences in Title I, she became

aware of the importance of education, returned to school, and completed a

college degree.

There has also been an emergence of advocacy groups for involving

parents in education, particularly the Title I program. These groups

believe that parent involvement is essential to a.good education program
and are concerned that opportunities for parent involvement have not been

encouraged by states and districts. There is a National Coalition of

Title I parents and numerous other organizations, including the National

Coalition for Parent Involvement in Education, the Home and School Insti-

tute, and the National School Volunteer Program, among others.

The growing specificity of the requirements came about because of

evidence that districts were failing to involve parents in a meaningful

way despite the mandate in the legislation (Committee on Education and

Labor, 1978).

A major study conduc.ted by System Development Corporation (SDC) under

the auspices of ED examined the involvement of parents in four major

federally funded programs, including Title I, in 1980 (Melaragno, Lyons, &

Sparks, 1981). This study found that high levels of parent involvement at
the local level produced valuable benefits to parents, schools, staff, and

students: However, despite the legislative mandate in 1974, the operating
Title I regulations at that time (made final in 1976), and the recently

enacted 1978 Title I law governing the,establishment df parent advisory
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councils, it was observed that meaningful involvement of parents varied

widely. Two observations made by the study'are of interest here:

More precise federal legislation and regulations regard-

ing parent involvement could be critical to obtaining

more involvement of parents in Title I projects.

More active involvement of paredts in the form of dis-

trict councils took place in states that developed

Title I guidelines for parent involvement and monitored

to ensure that the guidelines were implemented.

In 1978, Congress reacted strongly to testimony concerning the lack of

parent involvement, and more than two full pages were devoted to parent

requirements in the 1978 legislation. In previous laws, this subject was

treated in only small unlabeled paragraphs. More specific language

regarding an increased management role for states, including expanded

responsibIlities in the areas of monitoring, approving applications, and

providing technical assistance, was also added to the 1978 Title I

statute. Implementation of these provisions was apparently not complete

at the time SDC collected its data in Spring 1980.

The specificity of the 1978 requirements attempted to standardize a

minimum level of parent involvement at the local level. The specifica-

tions contained in Section 124 of the law are somewhat general. Sec-

tion 125 is longer, more explicit, and prescriptive. The text of these

sections is presented in Table 1. The major provisions of these sections

are summarized briefly in Table 2.
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Table 1

Title I Parent Involvement Provisions .

in Sections 124 and 125 of Public Law 95-561

Section 124

"(I) PARENT l'Anitelea1ioN..1 loeal educational agency nosy
receive funds tinder this title only if parents of cliihiren (south:swain
iii prugrauto nssisted under thil tills are permitted to participate tn
tho estithlishosent of such 'lenge:tins ami are informed of, and.per
milted In malte frematitel Illationi With respect in, the instruct I

goals of the program and the pi ogress of their children in such pro-
gram, aml suds paieuts are afforded omit moil ire to assist. their
children in achieving such goals.

"So:. 12i. (a) Kitiani.mlivissT Alivonsiir ( I) A lin el
pillicatilmill agimey may 14.w:we (onds onder this title only if it estisb-
listies si, visoey emoted for its entire school district which

"(A) lies a majority of members %Ito are parents ofelliblien to
be serePil b projeeis assisted antler this title;

"(II) is cimilmseli o( liseinkla elected Ity (he peresits in each
nisi rid ; soil

"(C) includes itliresenustives of childreo mid srboolS eligible
la lin served by, but, lint Ciii rently participating in, progrnms
assisicil :rid, funds j rovided under this title.
2) I A ) A local etlortilii us! agency luay leceive hook under this

title only if it establishes no it,si:Iry rimmed tor encli poject. area or
project Ambito!, eseept as proviid io subparngraph (II), whirls

" (i) has a majority of iiii'sobers who are parents of children In
, be ervei.I by isrpgsams e%sisteti under this tide, soil

"( is) is composed of nolo bera elected by the parents in each
project nren 'or project school

"(II) Ill the case of any projoet Ire& or project school in which not
more thaii one, equivalent stnIT member is paid with fonds
provided nailer 1:63 tills:, Mid in whirls not more than forty students
participate iii such programs, the requirements of,snliparagraph (A)
shall he waived.

"(C) In the rase of any project nrea or project school in which 75 or
ru)ic students are served by progranis assisted hy fonds provided
miner this title, ertell mielt ilrniect afros or projert. school advisory enlist-

ril, sibliinn to ;steeling the requirements of sohparsgraph (A),
slinll .

he compOsed tit wit less Shan 8 members, who {Shall serve for

terms of I Ms years, slier which lime they may he reelected ;
"(ii) elmct oI1iccr of the council after it has been folly emtati.

until; And
"OW/ ;Heel n soflicient smother of times ver yenr, according to a

selsPilsste nod a; toe:slams to he sklerinined by Mich COOtteil.
"(3) Any Milividuinl who is a teacher at a school serving a project

ores up u wilt ut n eb sulsI sesblitig in Ms eligillIC %Ann' n tenilll pre
rues or at lending MI eligible &limn shell he eligible to lie elected se a
member of the district-wine advisory councils peinblishell nurstinnt to
pal .1 grisph ( I);. hot liothino in ibis ;potence shall preeliide the pligi
lohiy tit oilier individuals ;Cho me residents iii that district. Nn holt
vidonl 11.0 is a !rainier al a project schnoi or A SrliOsa Refrittil a projeel

lima %hull In' Sorligible Is) be elected ns it ownilier of it district -wide or
projc..t sumps or !wilts)! rolfism y Council on I Isv besin of residency, out sit le

awls arra or
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"(h) fisamesion.rnre or Alivisoey Cousicit.s.Fach local mince-
lions! agency shall give each advisory council which a establishes .
under soh:section (a) responsibility for advising it in pie:ming for) end
implementation and evaluation of, its programs and prnjects &assisted

under this title.
"() Amiss in f siroastsstow.(1) Each local educational agency

shall provide without charge to emit advisory tousled
established by inch an agency under subsection (a) of this section
and, upon request, to each member of.such

advisOrycouncil--

"(A) i copy of theleseof this title.
."(B) a copy of any Federal mrslat ions and guidelines issued

under such lit lc ; end
"(C) si ropy of appropriate Slate regulations and guidelines

associated wills this title.
"(2) Eads State educational agency shell provide a copy of way

report resulting fr t Stale or Federal auditing, monitoring, or eve'.
uslion activities in any district to the parent ailriscory council esteb-
lished pursuant tis subsction (a) (1) in such district.

"(d) To.a1:41Nu I'osionaeta.Earli local educational agency applica.
lion for funding smiler this title shall describe a program for training
the members of advisory eauncils established pursuant. to subsection
(a) to carry mil their respoussildlities as described in subsection (b).
Such trebling progresu

"( t) shall be (dunned in foil coosohation with the niemLers of
such advisory conoeils;

"(2) shall .loovisk each member of each such council with ap-
propriate Ire g meterials and

"(3) ilia). permit the irse,cif funds limier this tille for expenses
associated-with such training, inelostilicespenses associate,' wit h

the attesulence of /Ma Menthes, at (reusing sessions. .

WoumAnurs us PasexTAI.INvol.veurNT.For each fisca) year
for w itch payments ale made to State educational agencies under this
title the Commilsioner shall aponsor worlishOps in the sereral regioni
of tete United Slates which shall ha designed to assist local educational
agencies to work with and provitle training to parent advisory court-
eils'es:siblislied under solosoction (a) ol this section and to facilitate
!parental involsenient in the programs conducted under this title. The
workshops shell bo planned and conducted in consultation with mern.
bete of pareat polvisory councils in the region served by the norkshop.

hi( f A WNW ENT or Ptpir.csmi. luvot.vtiltwr sr:u 'P*au pIso.Th.
National Institute of Education 4101 mess Iiit effectiveness of (1)
varinsta forms of parenta) involvement, including parent adrisory
councils, on school governance, student achievement) and other pur.
poses of this title, and (2) venous methods of training the menioers
of pi relit advisol7 councils, and shrill report the results of such assess-
nients to the Congress antl the public.

"(g) nom zsmis or Amormsimes.--There art authorized I.
be apprOprinted for fiscal year 1072 and for each stleccesling fiscal year
eliding prior to October I, tom, 50(11 loins Loma? Ix acces.ury lo carry
out the proVisions of subsections (e) and (1) of this section.
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Table 2

Brief Notes on Basic Components in 1978 Legislation (P.L. 95-561)

Regarding Parent Involvement

Section 124: "Parent Participation"

Parents permitted to participate in establishing

programs

Parents are informed of, and permitted to make,

recommendations re instructional goals and their

children's progress

op. Parents are afforded opportunities to assist their

children in achieving goals

Section 125: "Parent Involvement"

Establishing All LEAs Must-establish a district advisory

Advisory Councils council that:

- is elected by parents in the district or by the
schools advisory councils (see below),

- has a majority consisting of parents of children

served, and

- includes representatives of eligible children

who are not participating.

Each participating school must also have a school

advisory council, unless there are fewer than 40

students in the program and not more than one FTE

staff person

The size of the school advisory council is not
specified when there are 40 to 74 students.

If 75 or more students are served, the council

must:

- have at least 8 members, elected for 2-year
terms and they can be reelected

- elect officers, and

- meet a "sufficient number of times per year".

Teachers and parents can be advisory panel members

as well as other individuals residing in the area.
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Tabie-Z (continued)

Advisory. Council Councils are responsible for advising on:

Re 'nnsibilities
- planning for,

- implementation, and

- evaluation Of Title I Programs.

Other sections of the law give advisory councils
consent power in two areas:

district proposals to use alternate ranking of
schools (Section 122), and

plans to use funds for schoolwide projects
(Section 133).

Access to Each council must receive a copy of the law, the

Information regulations, any SEA guidelines, and reports of
SEA or ED audits, monitoring, or evaluation

Each member of a council can have these reports-

upon request.

Training Each LEA application for funds must describe a

Programs program for training advisory council members to

carry out their responsibilities.

Parents are ,also mentioned in several other points in the law:

Sec. 127

Sec. 128

Sec. 129

The application must be made ayailable to parents.

Parents and parent advisory councils are listed as
potential initiators of complaints, and they must
be told what the complaint resolution procedures

are.

When Individualized educational plans are devel-

.
oped for students, parents should agree on it.
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The State Management,Practices Study began collecting data from state

Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to determine what effects this r.re-

scriptive piece of legislation had on state administration:

To what extent did states implement--and help their

districts implement--these parent involvement provisions?

Whai problems did states encounter in implementing the
parent involvement provisions?

Did the provisions stimulate states to develop exemplary

practices in this area?

To what extent would states plan to 'continue involving

parents if there were no or minimal requirements for them

to do so?

States operated under the 1978 statute and 1981 regulations for a

brief time, when Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement

Act was passed. While the intent of Title I programs was maintained under

Chapter 1, the requirements that parents be involved in Chapter 1 were

made less strict:

The application ... shall be approved if it provides

assurances ... that the programs and projects described

... are of sufficient size, scope, and quality to give

reasonable promise of substantial progress toward meeting

the special educational needs of the children being

served, and are designed and implemented in consultation

with parents and teachers of such children.
(Section 556 (b)(3))

Also included in this discussion are states' preliminary views of the

impact of Chapter 1 on their future parent involvement activities. The

chapter concludes with opinions of a sample of districts to their states'

parent involvement activities.

Implementation

This section will present an overall picture of how states implemented

the parent involvement provisions of the 1978 Title I law: What activi-

ties did they engage in, who was responsible for parent involvement, and

what attitudes did states hold toward the parent involvement requirements?

Title I coordinators reported that, on*the average, they devote a

little more than 12 percent of staff time to parent involvement activi-

ties. Their responses ranged trom a min4mum of 2 percent to a maximum of

32 percent. The coordinators were also'asked to indicate how much time

they would like to spend on parent involvement activities in the future.

While the coordinators as a group tended to be satisfied with the amounts

of time currently spent in this area, some coordinators wanted to spend 20

percent more time while others wanted to spend as much as 15 percent less

time in parent involvement activities.
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Five basic types of SEA level parent involvement activities were

identified. These activities are listed in Table 3.

Table 3

State-level Parent Involvement Activities

Activity Number of States

Work directly with LEAs 27

Conduct workshops/conferences 32

Develop/disseminate information
to LEAs 19

Work with state Title I parent ,

involvement councils or other
parent groups 12

Work with other SEA staff to
involve them with parent 6

activities/issues

An overall measure of parent involvement activity was obtained by summing

across these variables for each state. This distribution is presented in

Table 4.

Table 4

Number of Parent Involvement Activities

Number of Number

State-level of

Activities States

0 6

1 13

2 15

3 13

4 2

It is noteworthy that six states reported that no parent activities were

conducted at the state level. In some of these cases, however, states

felt that conduct of parent involyement activities was totally a local--

not a stateresponsibility.
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The degree of parent involvement activity is not related to any major

demographic variables, including the amount of state administrative funds,

amount of administrative funds per LEA, years of experience of the Title I

coordinator, number of professional staff, or any of the population

variables. However,- the level of parent involvement activities is related

to the configuration of attitudes and activities discussed in other

chapters in this report. For example, states that engage in two or more

"quality" monitoring activities are more likely to engage in more'parent

involvement activities, and states that were successful in reducing

paperwork through use of the three-year,application approval cycle were

much more likely to engage in several parent involvement activities. The

relationship with "quality" monitoring is presented below in Table 5;

Tables 6 and 7 in the chapter on Application Approval present these other

relationships.

Table 5

Relationship between the Number of Quality Monitoring Activities

and the Number of Parent Involvement Activities

Number of Quality
Monitoring Activities

Number of Parent
Involvement Activities
0 1 2 3 4

0-1 4 10 9 2 2

2 or more 2 3 6 11 0

As discussed in the Application Approval chapter, successful users of

the three-year cycle are also more active in the delivery of services to

LEAs. This, as it turns out, applies both to parent involvement and

states' use of monitoring to improve program quality.

Who Has Responsibility for Parent Involvement?

Ten states indicated that the Title I coordinator took responsibility

for handling state-level parent involvement activities. In 32 states, the

responsibility was given to a staff member, and in four others, each

Title I consultant was responsible for the parent involvement activities

in his or her districts. In general, all states that assigned resp9nsi-

bility to a staff member are "larger" than the other two groups of

states: They have more funds for state administration (but not more

setaside per LEA>, they have larger populations, they have more SMSAs

greater than 25,000 and 100,000, and they have more professional staff in.

their Title I offices. They are also more active in parent involvement,

as is shown in Table 6.
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Table 6

Relationship of Person Responsible for
Parent Involvement and Parent Involvement ActLvities

Activity

Conduct Develop/Disaem7_
Meet with LEAs Workshops inate Information

Person Responsible No Yes No Yes No Yes

Coordinator 5 5 4 6 5 5

Staff Member 11 21 8 24 13 19

Each Consultant 1 3 1 3 1 3

Attitudes toward Parent Involvement

A clear finding from the interviews with Title I coordinators was that

they make a distinction between the two parts of the law where parent

involvement is specified, i.e., Section 124 on parent participation and

Section 125 on parent advisory councils. The coordinators were asked to

indicate how important they felt each of these sections was in terms of

addressing the initial purpose of the Title 1 legislation, namely:

to provide financial assistance to LEAs that have concen-
trations of children from low-income families,

to expand and improve educational programs,for these

,children, and

to provide programs that are that are sensitive and

responsive to the special needs of educationally deprived

children.

The results are presented in Table 7.

Table 7
Relationship between Importance of

Parent Participation and Importance of PACs

Importance of Importance of PACs (Section 125)

Parent Partici- Little Moderate Substantial

pation (Section 124) Importance Importance Importance

Little Importahce 3 0

Moderate Importance 4 4

Substantial rmportance 10 17

0

0

10
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It is striking that most of the states that rated parent participation

as being of moderate or substantial importance rated,PACs as being less

important.

The states were grouped into four categories in order to quantify

coordinators' attitudes toward parent involvement. These four categories

are:

positive about parent participation and the PACs (N = 4),

positive about parent participation and concerned about

aspects of the PACs (N 24))

positive about parent participation and negative toward

PACs (N = 17), and

negative toward parent participation and negative toward

PACs (N = 2).

These data show that two coordinators were clearly negative toward both

the parent involvement provisions and the PACs, while four were positive

not only about "participation" but also the 1978 PAC prescriptions. The

remaining coordinators were positively inclined toward parent participa-

tion as specified in Section 124 but differed over the issue of the PACs.

Seventeen of the coordinators expressed very negative opinions regarding

the PAC provisions, but twenty-four of the coordinators expressed annoy-

ance at some of the PAC provisions but they were not totally opposed to

them. These coordinators frequently stated that it was the specific

requirements concerning council membership, elections, or meetings that

created difficulties, not the existence of PACs per se. Thus, the data

indicate that parent participation is favorably accepted by the over-

whelming majority of coordinators. This summary attitude measure did not

correlate with the major demographic variables, including the amount of

funds for state administration, population, or staffing. However, atti-

tudes toward parent involvement do correlate with both the number of

quality monitoring activities (Table 18 of the Monitoring chapter) and the

types of technical assistance activities (Table 11 of the Technical

Assistance chapter). The correlates noted in the technical assistance

area are, in general, consistent with the notion that states with positive

attitudes toward parent involvement are more likely to engage in "person-

alized" ways of delivering techntcal assistance, and are less likely to

engage in the more "impersonal" methods of providing technical assistance

(e.g., statewide meetings and conferences). And the relationship of

parent involvement activities and quality monitoring activities shows that

these states are the ones who tend to do "extra" monitoring activities to

improve program quality.

Coordinators also reported substantially more problems with Sec-

tion 125 of the law than Section 124 as described in the next section.
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Problems

Problems with the parent involvement provisions were reported by

states wheu carrying out their state res)onsibilities in the areas of

application approval, technical assista-ic, monitoring, and complaint

resolution as shown in Table 8. These problems generally focused on the

difficulties in meeting the parent council requirements as required by

Section 125.

Table 8

Problems Caused by Parent Involvement Requirements in
Other State Responsibilities

Number of States Reporting Problems with

Parent Participation Parent Advisory

State Responsibility (Section 124 Councils (Seztion 125)

Application APproval 8a'1) 18a,l)

State Rulemaking 1 0

Technical Assistance 2
ga

Monitoring 5a,b 15a

Complaint Resolution 1 1

a These items were reported as being major" problems by at least one

state Title I coordinator.

b These items were reported as being a "major" problem by at least one-
half of the state Title I coordinators reporting it as a problem.

Less than one quarter (N = 11) of the states indicated they had

problems with the parent participation provisions as specified by Sec-

tion 124, although 39 states indicated having problems with the district

or school parent advisory council requirements in Section 125. This is

consistent with the attitude data in which state coordinators expressed

more positiVe attitudes toward ne parent participation provisions.

Of the eleven states that had problems with Section 124 on parent

participation, five of these indicated that the problem centered around

the difficulty of involving parents in any fashion. Three of the states

indicated' that the problem centered around the LEAs' understanding of what

constituted true parent involvement. In these states, the SEA had to
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provide a great deal of additional technical assistance in order to help

districts get parents really involved inthe education of their children.-

Seven of the eleven states with Section 124 problems also indicated they

were working ar had worked on solutions to the problems. Ofthese seven,

three i-tdicated that the SEA itself initiated the solutions, one reported

the solution was initiated by an LEA, and three stated that the solutions

were,developed

Problems with the councilnsdolallt_ttle.A.t2latu..21221
attitude toward parent involvement. Rather, problems are due to the

particular forms of parent involvement required by Section 125. In most

instances, problems with Section 125 result from some basic incompatibil-

ity of this requirement with the existing social and political realities

of the districts. Thirty-nine of the states indicated that.they have

problems with Section 125. The most frequently reported problems are

listed in Table 9.

Table 9

Problems Associated with Section 125

Problem Number of States

Section 125 is too restrictive 17

The council membership requirements
are a major problem 16

Problems stem from electing members 18

Problems stem from the requirements
for meetings 9

This section is too complex 5

Strong negative comments 9

Other 11

Generally, the coordinators believe that the specific provisions of

Section 125 were not well thought out and adverse consequences were not

anticipated. For example, one state that is active in parent involvement,

said:

The net effect of the detail of Section 125 and the regs

has been to discourage parent volunteerism. Parents who

want to help out see all the proce'dures involved in

setting up and running PACs and decide it's too much
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trouble. We have been trying to combat this by providing

operating room to PACs.

Many of the coordinators cited difficulties related_to the reqUire-

ments concerning the specific number of parents, the electiOn require-

ments, and various practical difficulties associated with assembling the

parents for the required meetings. Rural states and small districts, in

particular, have Trobleals.inthis area. One coordinator remarked:

We are a rural state with small districts; mobility is

lOw-and parents all know each other. They know and elect

the school boaid among themselves and see those require-
mcnts as duplicating what they've already done by elect-

ing-a school board.

Another Title I co.ordinator asked:

If you have only a small program like $10,000, how much

parent advice. do you really need to run it?

%ft
The problem of getting parents to come to the meetings.came up-very

frequently:

It.is-very difficult to get council members--:the correct

number. ParticulaVy where'a school has undergone
desegregation. .Thelkids come from all over the city and

parents won't drive across town for a meeting.

The people who wrote the.laW didn't realile how hard it

is to get people to come to the meetings: We just can't

get t.hem to be on the.council and come to the meetings.
We've tried everythlpg to get them to come--different
types of meetings (e.g., dinners) and at different times

of the day. Some strategies have worked but we haven't

completely solved it.

We try to,feed the parents when they come to meetings.

I can't get excited about having a district spend severa
thousand dollars to bring parents to a central meeting SQ

\ I don't say too much about it if they haven't done it. I

.don't disallow their programs for this reason.

The requirement of two-year terms causes other problems:

Some of our middle schools only have two gradeg. Cases

thus arise in which PAO members have been elected for nao

.years ahd in the firet year the council does have a

majofity of members whose kids are being Aerved, but in

the second year the balance shifts and no longer, does the

PAC have a majority of members with kids being or to be

served.
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The only groups of states who felt relatively comfortable with Sec7

tion 125 were.states with a very long history of parent involveMent and

councils and the New England states. In both instances, the reason fdr

their more positive attitude is that PACs are more compatible with their

pre-1978 activities or political process: In the first instance, these

states happen to have the strongest tradftion of parent involveillent in

Title I; in the second instance, citizen involvement in local decision-

making.is a tradition that goes back hundreds of years. Of the six ED

Region I states (New England), four rated the PACs as "extremely impor-

tant;" no other region even showed a majority of states with this rating.

The key difference between New England and the rest of the nation is that

these states have a long tradition, going back to the colonial days, of a

true democratic form of local government, as implemented the Town

Meeting. Thus, the idea of the citizens participating in the political

process through formal meetings is not alien to them: ,

Every LEA or town in our state already has school dis-

trict meetings in which budgets and other important

matters ate approved by the parents. They already have

real power. The PACs must fit into this structure and

are somewhat artificial.

Thus, 'for New England states, the specific requirements of Section 125

happened to be more compatible with their own style of local government.

The vast majority of states, however, joined the Union following the °

ratification of the Constitution in 1789 and, thus, have a tradition of a

republican rather than a democratic form of local government; thus, the

provisions Of Section 125 conflict more strongly with existing practices

and traditions.

For these states, coordinators felt that tha basic goals of parent

involvement Could better be met with less formalized procedures. Devices

such as regular parent-teacher conferences and actively encouraging

parents to help with homework were frequently cited as more practical and

effective ways of involving parents. Other states favored the idea of

councils but argued for much more flexibility in terms of the number of

members, requirements for meetings, and ways in which parents are to be

selected. Fbr example, even states with a strong tradition of parent

participation want the flexibility to integrate Title I parent involvement

with the pre-existing forms of citizen participation. As is indicated

abo'Ve, this comment is made also by New England states.

Changes:Required I); the 1978 Amendments

Thirty-five of the states said that they had to make changes in their

administration of parent involvement when the 1978 Education Amendmenti,

were passed. This is not surprising given that the 1978 Amendments made

so many chahges in the parent involvement provisions.

Nine states indicated that they essentially made no change in their

activities. In other words, in these nine states,cparent advisdry coun-

cils (a major focus in the 1978 law) were already in place prior to 1978.
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Fourteen of the thirtyfive states indicating that their parent involve
ment activities chanaged as a result of the 1978 law Jtated that parents

in the state were now more involved. In fifteen states, the coordinators
reported that the state education agency itself was now more involved.

The coordinators in twentyone statet reported that the changes they made

were-simply to meet the new specific requirements in the law.

Development of Exemplary Practices

Fortythree states reported that they developed exemplary practices in
the area or parent involvement that they felt could be shared with other

states. Fourteen of these states felt they had developed exemplary
processes or procedures, and twentyfour of these states indicated they

had developed exemplary materials. A sample of these materials is com

piled into a separate volume (see Harrison, 1982).

Table 10 shows the relationship of exemplary practices and attitude
toward parent involvement.

Table 10

Development of Exemplary Practices as a
Function of Parent Involvement Attitudea

Attitude

Positive
Positive
Partici

Partici
pation and

Positive
Partici

Negative
toward Par

Exemplary pation less Positive pation and ticipation

Practices and PACs PACs antiPACs & antiPACS

No 0 4 5 2

Yes 4 18 11 0

a Data from two states are missing.

Not,surprisingly, exemplary practices were more likely to have been
deVeloped by states with more positive attitudes.

4 It was hypothesized that states producing 'few materials of their own

might be more likely to utilize materials from other sources. States were

asked what types of materials they used in helping their districts imple

ment the parent involvement provisions. The five most frequently listed

sources are shown in Table 11.
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Table 11
Use of Parent Involvement Materials

Produced by Other Sources

Material Number ol States

Title I: How it Works, by ED 37

Title I: Working With Schools, by ED 34

Materials prepared by The Coalition of T.I. parents 14

ERIC documents 3

Materials developed by other states 17

States varied in terms of the number of different materials they reported

using. Table 12 presents the number of different materials used as a

function of staff person given responsibility for parent involvement

activities.

Table 12

Number of Parent Involvement Materials Used as a
Function of Staff Person Assigned to Parent Involvement Responsibility

Person Responsible

Average
Number of Materials Used

Title I Coordinator 2.7

Staff Member 5.3

Each Consultant 4.2

It is apparent that designation of the responsibility to a particular ,

individual results in greater use of other resource materials. It is also

not the case that states compensate for a lack of their own materials by

using materials from other sources: States that have developed exemplary

practies report using more materials produced by other sources than the

other states.
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Continuation

'At the end,of the parent involvement section of the interview, states
were asked whether they would continue to involve parents if there were no

or minimal legal requirements for them to do so. Since the provisions of

Chapter 1 were not in existence at the time of the early interviews, the
answers to this question were purely speculative. As part of the inter-

views conducted onsite to a representative sample of 20 states, statelevel

personnel were queried specifically about their continuation plans under

Chapter 1. By this time, Chapter 1 requirements were a little better
understood, and state coordinators were beginning to make plans as to what
aspects of their Title I practices would or would not be included as part

of Chapter 1 management.

The discussion on continuation plans is presented in two parts. The

speculative answers provided by the 49 Title I coordinators during the
telephone interviews will be summarized and interpreted first. The

information obtained from the 20 state Title I coordinators in response to
specific probes about their plans to include parent involvement activities
under Chapter 1 will follow.

Parent Involvement Plans: A Speculation

The answers of the coordinators to the theoretical question, whether

they would continue parent involvement activities if they were not ex-
pressly required by law, are summarized in Table 13.

Table 13

Pa'rent Involvement Continuation Plans

Plan Number of States

Not Continue 2

Unsure/Don't Know 6

Continuation of Parent Involvement
Activities in Some Form 41

- SEA will take active effort- 14

- SEA will only encourage LEAs to be active 14

SEA will provide no encouragement.
activities left up to LEA option 9

- SEA will continue to require
some form of councils 14

From this table it is apparent that most states are interested in con-

tinuing parent involyement activities, and approximately one-third are
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desirous of having parent advisory councils continue--albeit not in

accordance with the requirements of the 1978 Title I law.

A comparison of those states that reported plans to take active effort

to ensure future parent involvement activities with those states that plan

only to encourage thGir districts to continue activities in this area is

shown in Table 14.

Table 14

A Comparison of States Reporting "Active" and "Passive"'

Continuation Plans in Parent Involvement

SEA Will Take
Active Effort

SEA Will Only
Encourage

Variable (N = 14) (N = 14)

Staff Person
- Title I Coordinator 1

5

- Staff.Member 12 6

- Each Consultant 1 1

Satisfaction with Time Spent on
Parent Activities (Actual-Ideal) -.18 2.15

Development of Exemplary Materials

- No 2 6

Yes 10 7

Importance of Parent Participation
(Section 124)

- Little or none 0 2

- Moderate 5 1

- Sulistantial 9 11
0

Ao Importance of Parent Councils
(Section 125)
- Little or none 5 7

- Moderate 5 5

- Substantial 4 2

Number of State-level Parent
Involvement Activities
- 0 - 2 8 10

- 3 - 4 6 4

Parent Involvement Attitude
- Pro Involvement and Pro Councils 2 0

- Pro Involvement, Less Pro Councils 9 6

- Pro Involvement, Anti Councils 3 7

- Anti Involvement, Anti Councils 0 1



The states that plan to take more active effort tend to have a staff

persol assigned to handle parent involvement activities, they developed

exemplary materials, and they tended to have more positive attitudes

toward parent participation. The states that plan to take a more passive

stance toward continuation of parent involvement activities, on the other

hand, are less active, they want to spend less time on parent involvement

activities in the future, and they have,more negative attitudes toward

parent participation in general.

The states planning to take active effort in parent involvement have

also been active in conducting their other state responsibilities, such as

monitoring and rulemaking. A comparison of these states with those
planning to play a more positive role.considering their monitoring and

rulemaking activities is shown in Table 15.

From Table 15 it is apparent that those "active" states in parent
involvement are also active in monitoring to ensure both program quality

and compliance, and they tend to make more rules to help districts design

quality programs (but not make more quality design rules as described in

the chapter on Rulemaking). In short, the profile of these states fits

the profile of the "quality"-oriented states described elsewhere in this

report. The "passive" states, on the other hand tend to have more com-
pliance attitudes in monitoring and are less active generally in both of

these other areas of state responsibility.
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Table 15

Comparison of States Reporting "Active" and "Passive" Continuation Plans in Parent Involvement On the

Basis of Their Activities and Attitudes in Other Areas of State Responsibility

Active

Continuation
Plans

Monitoring

Monitoring Attitude

uality Both Compliance

Number. of

Quality
Monitoring

Activities
Low High

Number of

Compliance
Monitoring

Activities
Low Hi h

No

Yes

4

2

18

9

11

3

21

5

14

9

24

4

11

I0

Passive
Continuation
Plans

Monitoring

Monitoring Attitude

uality Both Compliance

Number of
Quality.

Monitoring
Activities
Low High

Number of
Compliance
Monitoring
Activities
Low High

No

Yes

6

0

18

9

10

4

18

8

17

6

19

9

16

5

Rulemaking
Number of Rules to
Help Districts Design
Quality Programs

Low H' h

19 16

5

Numbers of
Quality Design
Rules

Low High

26 9

9 5

Rulemaking

Number of Rules to
Help Districts Design
Quality Programs

Low High'

15 20

5

Numbers of
Quality Design

Rules

Low High

26 9

9 5

ti`i
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Parent Involvement Plans: Preliminary Views of Chapter 1 Impact

During subsequently conducted onsite interviews to a_sample of 20

states, the Title I coordinators, and their parent involvement coordina-

tors if available, were probed about 'their specific plans for, involving

parents under Chapter 1 so that the comments of these coordinators can be

placed in perspective. A summary of their past parent inVolvement activi-

ties is included in Table 16.

Variable

Table 16

National Sample of 20 States: Description of

Past Parent Involvement Activities

Number of States Variable Number of States

Problems with Ad-

3 visory Councils
15 (Section 125)

2 - No 4

- Yes 16

Staff Person
- Title I Coord:
- Staff Person
- E.sch Consultant

Work Directly
with LEAs
- No
- Yes

Conduct Workshops
- No
- Yes

Develop/Disseminate
Information
- No
- Yes

Work with State PAC/
Staee Parent Group
- No
- Yes

Work at State Level
with other SEA Staff
- No
- Yes

Problems with Parent

Participation
(Section 124)
- No
- Yes

Numbers of State-
level Activities

8 - None

12 - One
- Two
- Three

3

17 Parent Involvement
Attitude
- Pro Involvement,
Pro Councils

7 - Pro Involvement,

13 Less Pro Councils
- Pro Involvement,

Anti Councils
- Anti Involvement,

17 Anti Councils
3

1

3

6

10

3

12

4

1

Continuation Plansa
- Continue Parent In-
volvement in Some Form

16 - Don't Know 3

4 - No 1

Yes 16

:SEA Takes Active Effort 7

:SEA Encourages LEA to
Take Active Effort 7

16 :SEA Encourages Only 3

4 :Retain Councils 5

a Data collected during initial telephone interviews.
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It is of interest that the sample contains such a high proportion of

active states in parent involvement, plus states that have extremely

positive as well as negative attitudes toward parent participation,

councils in particular.

Nineteen of the twenty states felt they would plan to continue parent

involvement activities under Chapter 1. The remaining states felt parent

involvement activities would not occur at the state level, but that the

state would inform its LEAs of the Chapter 1 requirement to consult with

parents. While two states indicated that continuation would 'occur primar-

ily due to the fact that Chapter I required that parents be consulted at

the local level, the remaining states appeared to be enthusiastic about

their reasons for contimuation. A sampling of their comments includes:

Parent involvement is a very critical part of the pro-

gram. It enhances students' desire to learn.

Parents need to have a role in monitoring the student's

achievement of goals. The LEAs must assure this by

formal activity. It is a key to effective education.

Parent involvement is a very big thrust in the state

agency even outside of Title I.

Parents have a stake in education and should be heard.

Sixteen of the states indicated that their parent involvement activi-

ties would probably change under Chapter 1. The general sentiment of

these states WAS that the lack of council requirements would create the

change. While some states felt their LEAs would opt to retain councils,

it was expected that they would relax many of the current council require-

ments. As one state coordinator said:

The emphasis will be more on involving parents in educa-

tion and not on formal meetings.

Most states welcomed the relaxation in PACs and their accompanying

requirements. These comments are typical:

We will not be concerned with the specifics of electing

PACs. We will not be watching LEAs as closely in this

area.

Our Parent Involvement Coordinator has spent too much

time with PAC issues--would like to change that role.

Some states felt their larger or medium-sized LEAs would probably opt

to keep the school and district councils, but that small and rural LEAs

might drop them. The pattern of changes that will'occur at the local

level will probably vary and be tailored to the needs of individual

sites. For example, some districts will probably eliminate district

councils.while others will eliminate school councils. Districts in rural

areas comprised of several small towns, each with a single Title I school,
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often found school councils to be valuable but were unable to get parents

to drive 15 to 20 miles to attend district meetings. Small districts with

two Title I schools in the same town often found district councils worked

well, but that school councils seem somewhat superfluous. And, of course,

some districts will eliminate councils altogether. Therefore, the changes

that occur at the local level will reflect individual circumstances. The

solutions will be based on decisionmaking at the district, but the states

may be called upon to help LEAs find solutions to meet individual needs.

However, approximately one-half of the states were concerned that the

napter 1 legislation went too far in reducing the specificity of the

parent involvement requirements. Comments made by these coordfnators

include:

I don't know about the future--it really bothers me that

a lot of parent involvement activities were cut out. I

hope we can keep the momentum going without the legisla-

tion.

We intend to keep our state PAC. We know that active LEA

PACs will also want to stay involved.

We like PACs. We hope LEAs opt to continue them. Since

we can't mandate them, we will have to encurage them

only. If an LEA wants to end a PAC, we will try to
encourage them to keep it.

We waat to mandate councils, but the feds won't let us.

How can they give (flexibility] with one hand and take it

away with the other?

The states that wanted to mandate councils but felt they were unable

to reported that they were told by ED that such a mandate would violate

the intent of the Chapter I law. Two of these states expressed frus-

tration over this issue, because they felt that PACs were an effective way

to involve parents.

With respect to changes in activity at the state level, some states

felt that the amount of time state staff will devote to parent involvement

would diminish. Others felt that the state role would become stronger
because the state would now be responsible for informing the districts of

viable options for parent involvement. Another way in which it was felt

the state role might become stronger was in the area of application

approval. States must assure to their satisfaction that local programs

have been designed and.implemented in consultation with parents. Making

this deCermination may require substantial effort. As one state said:

We will now have to ask for and examine the specific

kinds of parent involvement conducted at the LEA.
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Six state coordinators indicateethat they anticipated problems with

carrying out any future parent involvement activities. These problems are:

lack of funds and staff to support the level of effort in

parent involvement that we would like (N = 3).

lack of certainty over what parent involvement activities

the state can require of its LEAs (N 2),

concern by states over the possible misinterpretation by

their LEAs that parents need no longer be included

(N 2), and

concern over how to define a "consultation" as required

by law.

Other concerns were,also expressed by states over the future of

parent involvement under Chapter 1. Two states fear that the removal of

the council provisions has led some groups to assume that parent involve-

ment is no longer an important feature in the legislation. One state

mentioned that some parent advocates may react negatively; they were given

power and clout through the councils and will definitely push to continue

as an active governing presence in the schools. Another state mentioned

that some state and district staff may view the new law as an opportunity

to dc. away with parent involvement in any form, simply because councils

are no longer required.

Parent Involvement: A District Perspective

To obtain information on parent involvement from the district perspec-

tive, 60 districts were queried about their states' activities in this

area during onsite visits to a sample of 20 states. Information was

sought In the following areas:

How d'es your district currently involve, parents in the

Title I program?

Do you feel that parent advisory councils are an rlfec-

tive way to involve parents in Title I?

What do you feel are the best or most useful aspects of

parent involvement activities?

What do you feel are the worst or least useful aspects of

parent involvement activities?

HOw helpful has the state been to you with respect to

parent involvement activities?

If there were no requirement in the law for parent

involvement in Title I, do you think parent involvement

should be included as part of your district's activities?
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The major ways in which the districts mentioned they currently in
volved parents in the Title I program are shown in Table 17.

Table 17

Ways in WhiCh Districts Invollt-
Parents in Title I Programs

Activity

School and district,oeouncils

Workshops, 'classes or
a

conferences with parents

Number and Percent
of Districts Reporting

39 (67.2%)

17 (29.3%)

Parents visit school, openhouse
visits, parent/teacher conferences 12 (20.7%)

Parents as volunteers (e.g.,

onfield trips) 6,(10.3%)

Parents involved in planning,
especially with applications 4 ( 6.9%)

Although most districts mentioned that they had...;:aInt advisory
councils, th.stre,are mixdd .feelings regarding whether they feel councils

are an effective way to involve parents in Title I. AppEoximately onehalf
of the districts (N = 27) felt that use of councils was an effective
device, while the remaining felt that councils were not an effective
vehicle (N = 28) for involving parents or that they wene unsure (N = 5)
whether councils were effective. ,It is apparent that ctistricts felt there

were both good and bad aspects to the counoils.

What districts liked best about parent involvement activitieS is
summarized in Table 18. Their responses are categorized according to the
major beneficiaries from the involvement, and sample,comments for each
category are presented. According to districts, the major beneficiaries
are the parents themselves, followed by the children and the school. The

community also was cited as a beneficiary, and the relatidnship between
the school and parents and the community, as well as between LEA and SEA,
was felt to be strengthened by parent involvement.
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Table 18

What LEAs Liked Best About:Parent Involvement ACtivdties

Comment Number of Districts

Parents benefit from the activities 22

-Parents gain awareness of school and
their 'children

-It's good therapy for parents and some
have obtained school jobs due to involvement
- Parents learn parenting and education
strategies_

Children benefit from parent involvement
- Kids are helped more at home
- Increases children's self esteem
- There is greater sensitivity to children's

needs and progress

The school benefits from parent,involvement
- It provides support to .the program at the

building level
-School gains insights into needs of kids
-Parent support means a more successful

school

The community benefits from parent,involvement
-Councils are good politically and educa-

tionally. Legislators liSten to parents
-Greater awareness of education in the

community
-Parents spread word about Title I
through the community

The relationship between parents/community and
the school is strengthened
- Parents and teachers are more relaxed with
each other

-Increased interaction between schools,
children, and parents
- Communication between parents And schools
is increased

The relationship between the lEA and the SEA

has been strengthened
- SEA has provided excellent technical

'assistance
- SEA has been very encouraging

14

9

13

3
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Districts felt the worst or least useful aspects of parent involvement

:activities clearly focused on the parent councils. Some mentioned coun

cils generally and others mentioned specific attributes of the councils--

elections, membership requirements, separate school and district coun

cils. Ten districts were concerned about the administrative role parents

had been given through the councils, five stated that there were problems .

with the types of parents who became involved, and three commented on the

difficulty of getting parents involved. These commetts, of the 52 dis

tricts reporting problems, are presented in Table 19.

.Table 19

What LEAs Liked Least About Parent Involvement Activities

Comment Number of Districts

Parent Advisory Councils generally 13

PACs

Specific PAC requirements

Parent Advisory Council election requirements 11

Administrative role given ta parents 10

Parents shouldn't be involved in

planning the program
Extent of parent involvement in planning
is too great
Parents are not qualified to advise on
planning, impleMenting, and evaluating
and there is a lot of wasted effort in
explaining all of these to parents
Parents are really not interested in
looking at the implications or seeing the
books--they only mant to talk about their

kids
They're just going through the motions of
being advisory
Councils gave parents the erroneous idea.'
that they have a right to know absolutely
everything--even information they do not

need to know
Parent sign off on the application

Characteristics of the parents who get involved 5

Some parents are disorganized and sometimes

militant
Parents sometimes have negative attitudes
Parents who respond are the wrong type to be
helpful in an advisory role
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Table 19 (continued)

-HOne or two people tend to dominate

Parents are,Uninterested

- We plan meetings and no one comes

-It's hard to get people to serve on
councils

Parent Advisory Council membership requirements 3

p Problems with the state role 3

- The state has mandated additional activities
-The state doesn't understand our parent
budget items

-The state could help more

Forming individual school councils is a probrem 2

The formal, 1.1usiness structure of councils is

artificial

Individual specific concerns 4

- Forming district councils is a problem

-Parent training programs
-Too many national conferences for parents
-Too many requirements for parent groups
for different school programs

The only problem is councils may not be able

to continue 1

Some people have misinterpreted parent
involvement to mean parents want to take over;
this is not true 1

Three districts mentioned that the relationship between th4 SEA and

the LEg was strengthened by parent involvement activities and three

districts mentioned'that their states caused some of the problems associ-

ated with parent involvement. This raised the question of whether state

views on parent involvement affected the manner in which they relate to

the districts. Districts were asked to indicate how helpful their states

had been with respect to parent involvement activities. The majority of

LEAs felt that their states had been extremely helpful (N-27, 48.2 per-

cent) or slightly helpful (N=17, 32.4 percent) to them in carrying out

their local parent involvolvement activities. The remainder felt either
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neutral about their states' efforts (N=8, 14.3 percent) or that their

states had actually hindered them (N=4, 7.1 percent).

These district responses were compared with three measures of state

attitudes toward parent involvement. States rating of the importance of

the legal provisions for parent involvement and parent councils as stipu-

lated in Sections 124 and 125 of the 1978 legislation and the parent

attitude mentioned above that categorized states on the basis of their

feelings toward parent involvement and parent councils. The first two

cross tabulations are shown in Table 20; the third crosstabulation is

presented in Table 21.

Table 20

Districts' Perceptions of SEA Helpfulness as a

Function of State-level Parent Involvement Importance Ratings

State Rating

of Section 124--

State Rating
of Section 125--

Parent Participation Parent Advisory Councils

Moder- Substan- Moder- Substan-

Districts' Little ate tial Little ate tial

Perception of Impor- Impor- Impor- Impor- Impor- Impor-

State Helpfulness tance tance tance tance tance tance

Hindered 1 0 3 1 2 1

Slightly Helpful 3 5 9 7 8 2

Helpful 2 3 22 11 12 4

Neither 0 1 7 6 1 1

This tble suggests that states that rate Section 124 .as being of

substantial importance were viewed by their districts as being extremely

helpful to them. It is interesting to note that, despite states' rela-
tively low importance ratings given to Section 125, states are viewed by

their districts as being helpful to them to implement these provisions.
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Table 21

Districts' Perceptions of SEA Helpfulness as a

Function of State Parent Involvement Attitudes

State Attitude

Districts' Percep- Pro Involve- Pro Involve- Pro Involve- Anti Involve-

tions of State and Pro ment, Less ment, Anti ment and Anti

Helpfulness Councils Pro Councils Councils Councils

Hindered 1 2 1 0

Slightly Helpful 1 10 3 3

Helpful 15 7 0

Neither 2 5 1 0

.Thus, even when states feel less positively toward particular parent

involvement activities, they are still perceived by their districts as

offering help to them. It thus appears that state attitudes have not
interfered with their technical assistance roles.

Congruence between state and district views on the issue of whether

councils are an effective way to involve parents is presented in Table 22.

Table 22

Relationship between State and District Attitudes toward

Effecr.iveness of Parent Advisory Councils

State Attitude

District Atti- Pro Involve- Pro Involve- Pro Involve- Anti Involve-

tudes toward and Pro ment, Less ment, Anti ment and Anti

Councils Councils Pro Councils Councils Councils

Yes, councils are
effective ways to
involve parents 4 19 3 1

No, councils are
not effective ways
to involve parents 5 10 8 2

Don't Know 0 4 1
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This table suggests that there tends to be some congruence between SEA end

LEA views regarding effectiveness of councils in involving parents. /

Whether this is a causal relationship and, if so, whether the relationShip

flows from the SEA to the LEA or vice versa, cannot be determined.

Finally, districts were asked if they thought parent involvement
should be included as a part of their districts' activities if there were
no requirement in the law for such involvement. The response to this was

\clear and strong. Df the 56 districts responding, 55 said "yes," none
iaid "no." There was one "don't know."

These data confirm that the parent involvement provisions in the 1978
Title I. legislation evoke mixed reactions from the districts. Virtually

all districts feel parent involvement in general should be an important
component of district actitivies, and the benefits that have accrued to

districts from implementing the 1978 requirements are many. The crux of

the problem appears to be the requirement for parent councils. Virtually

all comments concerning the worst or least useful aspects of pareut
involvement activities centered on the advisory councils. It is not clear

that all districts want to see councils "done away with" altogether, some
only want specific requirements repealed or more built-ip flexibility.
Reflective of this ambiguity was the districts' response to the perceived
effectiveness of councils as a method for involving parents: 27 said yes,

26 said no, and 5 didn't know. There is clear uncertainty regarding the
value and utility of the parent advisory councils--there are equal numbers

of proponents and opponents. But there is strong agreement that parent
involvement generally is important and valid.
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ENFORCEMENT

Chapter Highlights

Prior to the 1978 Title I statute, SEA enforcement sanctions were

scattered throughout the Title I legal framework. Thus, state enforcement

authority was unclear, which led to widely differing enforcement prac-

tices. Enforcement was defined by the State Management Practices Study to

include audits and audit resolution, withholding of payments, and com-

plaint resolution. The provisions for these enforcement sanctions (parti-

cularly auditing) are specified not only by the 1978 Title I statute and

regulations but also by other applicable laws, regulations, and federal

circulars and guidelines.

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state

Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the audit,

withholding, and complaint resolution provisions in the 1978 Title I law

and subsequent regulations:

To what extent did states implement these enforcement
sanctions?

To what extent did states change their enforcement
practices as a result of these 'provisions in the 1978 law?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the

enforcement provisions?

Did the enforcement provisions stimulate states to
develop exemplary, practices in this area?

To what extent would states plan to continue the',3e

enforcement activities if there were no or mintmal

requirements for them to do so?

Some of the study's major findings are:

While all states conducted fiscal audits, approximately

only one-half of the states conducted program compliance

audits. In a few states, monitoring served as the
program audits. Uncertainty about whether program
compliance audits were, in fact, required coupled with

ED's differential enforcement of a state program
compliance audit were the primary reasons for lack of
state activity in this area.
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Independence of Cie auditor was a problem for states.
Some coordinator-3 were often not aware of their state's

audit practices; others did not want tn sound too
knowledgeable ab)ut these activities else they might be
criticized for not being independent enough. Some

evidence suggests that, the greater the independence of
the auditor, the less use of the audit findings by the

state Title I staff.

Districts tended to mirror their states' attitudes toward

auditing--they tended to prefer fiscal audits to program
compliance audits, in part, because the latter duplicated
monitoring unnecessarily; and they felt that CPAs should

not be used to conduct program compliance audits.

While the 1978 Title I statute gave states the authority
to withhold funds in cases of noncompliance, only

one-half of the states reported never withholding funds.

The most frequent enforcement sanction was a delay or

suspension of funds to a particular.district rather than
demanding paybacks from the districts.

Only nine states reported using compliance agreements, a
new form of sanction recognized by the 1978 Title I

statute. Other states that might have used compliance
agreements did not do so, since they were unsure what

this section of the statate really intended.

Very few formal complaints were handled by states during

the three-year period after the 1978 Title I statute was
in place, and almost all complaints were resolved within

the time periods specified by law. While states and

districts still tended to receive and process complaints

submitted "informally," these complaints were also few in

number during the three-year period after 1978.

Under Chapter 1, states plan to continue enforcement sanctions as

follows:

Since program compliance audits will be required under

Chapter 1, a transition to implementing these new

procedures is currently/in place in a number of states.
However, almost one-half of the states would have

preferred to use Chapter 1 monitoring staff--not

auditors--to ensure accountability.

Specific plans to withhold funds under Chapter 1 will

depend, in part, on whether states feel they can extend

their rulemaking authority provided in the Chapter 1

.

regulations to make a rule allowing them to withhold

payments. While not all states used the withholding
authority, provided in the 1978 Title I law, many more
felt that the "threat" of a withholding action was
sufficient to keep districts in compliance with the law.
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Many states indicated that they would continue to use
some sort of complaint resolution procedures under

Chapter 1. Not all would keep complaint resolution
procedures separate for Chapter 1 programs; reliance on
existing state agency procedures to ensure consistency
acrOss all state programs was common. Increasing the

flexibility of the requirements, including reliance
primarily on informal rather than formal procedures, was
also a frequent plan.

Introduction

A fundamental tenet of a democratic society holds that
governments and agencies entrusted with public resources and

the authority for applying them have a responsibility to
render a full accounting of their activities. This accounta-

bility is inherent in the governmental process.

(House Committee on Education and Labor, 1979, p. 220)

Prior to the 1978 Title I Statute, SEA enforcement sanctions were
scattered throughout the Title I legal fiamework. Thus, state enforcement

authority was unclear, which led tä widely differing enforcement

practices. As noted by Gaffney, Thomas, and Silverstein (1977) in their

indepth study of the Title I legal framework prior to the Education

Amendments of 1978, enforcement could be interpreted broadly to include

both informal and formal sanctions, such as application approval,

monitoring, audit resolution, and complaint resolution.

In appropriating funds for ESEA Title I programs, Congress vested

responsibility at three distinct levels for insuring that the requirements

and, ultimately, the intent of the program were followed. The federal

Department of Education was established as the grantor of funds requiring

the development, monitoring, and enforcement of regulations that guide and

direct program implementation by grantees (usually states) and sub-

grantees (usually LEAs). States are similarly responsible for local
school districts, and other sub-recipients.

This three-tiered administration shared the responsibility for pre-
serving program purpose at all levels of Involvement and provided for

enforcement of compliance by a proximate and knowledgeable authority

(i.e., states were the primary enforcers of LEA compliance thereby pre-

serving the intent of the program legislation).

Preserving the intent of the program thus necessitated the accounta-
bility of program staff to their grantor, their public, and the Congress.
A number of mechanisms were provided in the law for maintaining this

accountability at all levels. Among these were application approval,
audit and audit resolution, withholding of funds, and complaint resolu-

tion. While it may effectively be argued that enforcement alone has not

caused the significant levels of compliance that have existed in the

program to date, enforcement activities and the threat of sanctions for

non-compliance have influenced program practices (Hill, 1979; Goettel,

Kaplan, & Orland, 1977).
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While states' actual management of their enforcement responsibilities

has varied, there are activities common to most. These have been primar-

ily based upon previbus requi,rements, past good practices, and standards

of quality within the audit profession. A state enforcement system may
//

include procedures for:

review and approval of state and local applications; //

financial and compliance audits of both recipient SEA and

LEA activity;

review and processing of LEA audit reports, including

procedures for resolution of identified audit exceptions;

requiring repayment or withholding of federal funds,
depending upon the nature of the identified violation;

resolution of complaints, which may inform the SEA of LEA

non-compliance; and

apprising the cognizant federal agency of major areaS/of

non-compliance in SEA or LEA activity, especially

cases of waste, fraud, and abuse.

While not viewed by all states as an enforcement activity, SEA mon-

itoring of sub-recipients may also inform state staff/of problem areas,

which, if not corrected, may be referred to audit staff for review.

This chapter treats enforcement as consisting of audits and audit

resolution, withholding of payments, and complaint resolution. The

findings of the State Management Practices Study will be presented in the

discussion of each area.

Audits and Audit Resolution

The primary mechanism for Title I enforcement is the audit. Auditing

of Title I projects has two primary purposes--to determine fiscal account-

ability and program compliance. Fiscal audits assure that federal funds

are properly expended and accounted for. Program compliance audits

determine that federal programs operate in conformance with applicable

laws and regulations. A third purpose of Title I audits is to determine

the efficiency and economy of program operations. The end result of an

audit of federal programs usually includes (a) the determination of

whether the financial statements are presented fairly in accordance with

generally accepted accounting principles; (b) the determination of whether

the organization is in compliance with federal laws and regulations;

(c) recommendations for corrective action and for strengthening the

management systems; and (d) a request for repayment of misspent funds, if

necessary, commensurate with the exceptions noted.

Several documents have directed states' audit practices under Title I

over the years. These are:

General Education Provisions Act (GEPA) and regulations;



P.L. 95-561 of 1978;

f6MB Circular A-102P of 1979;

GAO's Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations,

!' Pro rams, Activities and Functions;

GAO's Guidelines for Financial and Compliance Audits of
Federally Assisted Programs;

Education Division General Administrative Regulations
(EDGAR) of 1980;

1981 Title I Regulations;

OMB's Questions and Answers on the Single Audit
Provisions of OMB Circular A-102, 1981; and

OMB Compliance Supplement, 1980.

Each of these is briefly reviewed to provide historical perspective.

General Education Provisions Act (GEPA) and regulations. Prior to the

enactment of the 1978 Title I statute, education administrators were bound

by the audit requirements in the General Education Provisions Act (GEPA)

and the General Provisions,for Programs Regulations (GPPR), which con-

tained general requirements applicable to all federally funded education

programs.

Part 100b of GPPR related to state administered programs and included

requirements for financial management and accountability, allowable costs,

monitoring and reporting, and subgrantee compliance.

In1973, 45 CFR, Section 100b.301(h) specifically required that audits

be made by the state agency or subgrantee to determine fiscal integrity

and compliance with applicable requirements of the grant or subgrant at

least once every two years. .While agencies that received federal funds

had to ue audited every two years, auditors needed only to sample the

agency's transactions or programs, and Title I would not necessarily be

included every time an audit was conducted of that agency.

Public Law 95-561. The 1978 Title I legislation, for the first time,
contained specific requirements for audits of Title I within Section 170.

Both the House and Senate reports on the 1978 Education Amendments to

Title I discussed the NIE study findings of the SEA and LEA levels of

non-compliance with audit requirements, particularly regarding the conduct

of compliance audits. As a result, Congress decided to clarify and place

within the Title I statute certain specific audit responsibilities (House

Committee on Education and Labor, RepOrt 95-1137, 1978; Senate Committee

on Human Resources, Report 95-856, 1978).

Section 170 of the 1978 Title I statute directed states to provide for

audits of Title I expenditures to determine fiscal integrity of grant and

sub-grant financial transactions and compliance with applicable require-

ments. The 1978 law did not specify the frequency of audits. (This issue
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was later addressed by regulation.) States were required to establish

procedures for timely and appropriate audit resolutions, including a

proLlss for repayment of misspent or misapplied funds. The 1978 statute

further directed ED to establish standards for audit resolution procedures

of states. In addition, Section 171 required states to submit to ED a

monitoring and enforcement plan (MEP) that would specify the

aforementioned procedures.

Audit Circular A-102, Attachment P. In October 1979, the Office of

Management and Budget published "Circular A-102; Uniform Administrative.

Requirements for Grants-in-Aid to state and Local Governments, Attachment

P-Audit Reguirements" (referred to.as A-102P). The attachment was a

result cf an initiative by then President Carter to improve the auditing

of federally assisted programs through increased audit coordination

between federal agencies and greater reliance on audits to be made by

state and local governmftnts. OMB Circular A-102P is a final policy of the

Executive Branch of the federal 'Government and is directed at federal

agencies. It communicates that it is the administration's policy that

federal agencies require, through regulation, that state and local goverw-

ments receiving federal funds have audits conducted in conformance with

A-102P stipulations.

A-102P was not previously required of SEAs and LEAs through ED regula-

tion.; however, audits conducted in conformance with A-102P have been

considered in compliance with audit requirements. As a result, some

states already .began to modify audit practices in terms of A-102P stipula-

tions.

A-102P provides for independent audits of fiscal and program com-

pliance on an organization-wide rather than grant-by-grant basis.

Such audits are to determine whether (a) financial

operations are conducted properly, (b) the financial

statements are presented fairly, (c) the organization has

complied with laws and regulations affecting the expendi-

ture of federal funds, (d) internal procedures have been

established td meet the objectives of federally assisted

programs, and (e) financial reports to the federal

Government contain accurate and reliable information.

(44 FR 60959, 1979)

In further explanation of the compliance audit, A-102P.requires an

examination of the

systems established to ensure compliance with laws and

regulations affecting the expenditures of federal funds.

(44 FR 60959, 1979)
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In addition, the audit examination must determine whether

Federal funds are being expended in accordance with the
terms of applicable agreements.

(44 FR 60959, 1979)

A-102P requires that audits be made at least every two years. SEAs and

LEAs may arrange for independent audits and prescribe audit scope, con-
sistent with A-102P, according to their own procedures. Any additional
audit work beyond that required by A102-P, including federal audits, is to
build upon work already done. A-102P contains further requirements

relating to the audit report and the responsibilities of the federal
agencies overseeing the audit functions.

Audit Standards. In addition to its own specifications, A-102P
stipulates that audits be conducted in accordance with General Accounting
Office s (GAO) Standards for Audits of GovernmentalOrganizations,
Programs, Activities, and Functions, (Comptroller General, 1981), the

Guidelines for Financial and Compliance Audits of Federally Assisted
Programs, (Comptroller General, 1980), any compliance supplements approved

by OMB, and general.ly accepted auditing standards. The Standards for

Audit, first published in 1972, provides background infiTmation and
definitions of concepts and terms, and prescribes specific procedures,
standards for quality work, and reporting guidelines. It describes three

possible elements of audit scope: financial and compliance audit, economy

and efficiency audit, and audit of program results. Most relevant to

A-102P is the first, financial and compliance audit, and the definition
contained within the Standards is consistent with that contained in A-102P.

The Standards for Audit provides little new insight toward an under-

standing of compliance auditing, repeating that the audit determines

whether there is compliance with laws and regulations
which could materially affect the entity's financial

statements. (Comptroller General, 1981, p. 13)

While this is explained later in the publication, it still provides little

information helpful in planning the scope of audits for individual pro-

grams.

Specifically, the auditors are to satisfy themselves that
the entity has not incurred significant unrecorded
liabilities (contingent or actual) through failure to
comply with, or through Violation of, laws and regula-

tions- (Comptroller General, 1981, p. 25)

As noted in the discussions of A-102P, it is left to the state or local

government requesting an audit to determine and prescribe the specific

scope cf the audit prior to the start of audit. (The minimum requirements

to be audited for compliance were later prescribed.in the 1931 Title I

regulations. In addition, both the House and Senate Reports on
P.L. 95-561 in 1978 indicated that the minimum scope of Title I compliance
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audits shouleinClude target area selection, selection of children to be

served, supplemerital use of funds and prohibition against general aid.)

The standarda contained in this GAO document also deal with auditor

qualifications, Independence, due professional care, and scope

impairmer-.s. The issue of independence of the auditor, as prescribed by

A-102P, has received'a high level of attention by states.

In all matters relating to.the audit work, the audit

organization and the individual auditors, whether govern-
ment or public, must be free from personal or external

impairments to Independence; must be organizationally

independent, and shall maintain an independent attitude

and appearance. (Comptroller General, 1981, p. 17)

Independence is considered critical, not only in order that auditors'
judgments and recommendations be impartial, but also that they be viewed

as impartial by outside 'parties interested in audit results.

In addition to 'the detailed considerations of auditor independence

presented within the Standards for Audit, the publication refers the

reader to the AICPA Code of Professional Ethics.

Guidelines. The Guidelines for Financial and Compliance Auditi of

Federally Assisted Programs (Comptroller General, 1980) was the secOhd

document referenced by A-102P. The 1980 publication of the document

(currently under revision) provided infarmatin to assist the auditor in

planning the audit, studying internal control, and testing procedures for

fiscal,audit. The document provided several relevant appendixes, includ-

ing a fiscal questionnaire and documentation guide, illustrative financial

statements and OMB Circular A-102P. Particularly relevant to the fore-

going discussions is the chapter on compliance audits. While the Guide-

lines repeated many of the deftnitions of compliance auditing previously

cited, it went further in referencing requirements to be checked in

determining compliance:

Three of the most important requirements are recipient

eligibility, coverage of services, and matching require-

ments. If funds are used to provide Services not
included in the grant award, ...the total amoun"t of the

award may have to be returned to the grantor agency.

While these requirements may not cover all significant
compliance requirements, they do include some of the most

important ones and their verification at least would

indicate that funds were used for their intended

purpose... Other requirements that may be applicable
include maintenance of"effort, ,Indirect cost rate deter-

mination; and allonation and costiprinciples.
(Comptroller Genera4 1980, p. 9)
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Since A-102P requires the conduct of audits in accordance with the

Guidelines, states had to consider the above specifications in planning

the scope of-their audits.

EDGAR, In 1980, HEW published the Education Division General Adminis
trative Regulations (EDGAR). These were subsequently renamed the Educa
tion Department General Administrative Regulations as a result of the

Department of Education Organization Act.

Section 100b.700 required.SEA and LEA compliance with applicable
mandates, plans, and applications. Section 100b.702 required SEAs and

LEAs to use fiscal control and fund accounting procedures that ensure
proper disbursement of, and accounting for, federal funds.

Section 100b.702 also referenced 45 CFR Part 74, Subpart H, Standards
for Grantee and Subgrantee Financial Management,Systems. Section 74.61(h)

recplired audits in conformance to GAO's Standards in order to examine, on
an organizationwide basis, the fiscal integrity of financial.transactions
and compliance with the terms of the award for those programs tested. The

tsgulation required audit frequency of once every two years, procedures
for timely and appropriate audit resolution, and provision of audit
reports to a regional HEW Audit Agency office. (45 CFR Part 74 has since

been revised as 34 CFR Part 74, requirineimplementation of A102P audits.)

Section 100b.730 of EDGAR required both SEAs and LEAs to keep specific
records, including those necessary to facilitate effective audits. In

addition, Section 100b.731.required the retention of records which would
demonstrate compliance with program requirements.

Title I regulations. In 1979, ED issued draft program regulations on

the 1978 Title I statute. The issuance of regulations was delayed for
several reaso4t According to House Hearing records, the 1979 Notice of

Proposed Rulemiking was delayed due to lack of clarity and existence of

errors in the propOsed regulations. These proposed regulations had been

an attempt to write rules in "common sense," "nonbureaucratic" language.
In an effort to be responsive to criticism of that method, a second Notir..e

of Proposed Rulemaking was issued in 1980; these regullatAons were made

final in January 1981. When issued as final regulatilqns in 1981, they

clarified and expanded upon the provisions of the 1978 legislation.
Prdsident Reagan's administration, however, delayed,the effective date of

these regulations until 30 March 1981 t6 permit further review. Several

requirements of theSe regulations were changed to "guidelines" as of the

effective date. It is important to note that, during the time period 1978
until 1981, state& also operated under directions received from ED through

program directives, program reviews, and telephone conversations.

Section 200.190 of the 1981 regulations requires au'dits for both

fiscal integrity and program compliance. Compliance audits we.re to

include review of the following Title I requirements where applicable:

designating school attendance areas,



children to be served,

fidelity of project to the LEA application,

supplement, not supplant,

prohibition regarding general aid,

private school participation,

(....),mparability,

maintenance of fiscal effort, and

excess costs.

In addition, audits were generallY to be conducted once every three

years by independent auditors. Independence was defined as employed by

the state but outside the Title I administrative unit or employed by a

private firm that is supervised by the,state.

Sections 200.191 through 200.196 relate to audit resolution, appeals,

repayment, use of repaid funds, and collection actions.

Questions and Answers. OMB issued Questions and Answers on the Single

Audit Provisions of OMB Circular A-102 in December 1981 that addressed

several questions raised by A-102P. This document indicated that states

are responsible for insuring that sub-recipients conduct audits in accor-

dance with A-102P, reviewing LEA audit reports and taking any appropriate

follow-up measures. Correspondingly, during an audit of the state agency,

the.auditor was to:

a. review the recipient's [SEA] system for ob ,ining and

acting on subgrantee [LEA and state agency] audit reports;

b. test to determine whether the system is functioning in

,
accordance with prescribed procedures; and

c. comment on the recipient's [SEA] monitoring and disburs-

ing procedures with respect to subgrantees [LEAs and
state agencies, if warented by the circumstances].
Reported questioned costs require consideration for
materiality, possible aejustment of financial statements,

and possible footnote disclosure. (OMB, 1981, pp. 5-6)

OMB Compliance Supplement. In.August 1980, OMB issued a compliance

supplement that provided guidance for audits of the 60 largest federal

programs. With regard to Title'I, the document described the authoriza-

tion, objectives of the progzam and the major compliance features. Major

compliance features included the Lises of funds and use restrictions

relating to instruction and services, applicant (SEA) eligibility, and

beneficiary (LEA Title I programs) eligibility.
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The impact of this multiplicity of audit mandates and guidance was

confusion over required procedures of states and varied practices among

the states. To complicate this problem, enforcement of audit requirements

was inconsistent. For example, compliance auditing and independence of
auditors were two long-standing requirements that were ignored by some

states. In addition, many states previously questioned the applicability
of A-102P requirements to their LEA Title I programs. States expressed

frustration over past audit requirements and procedures. For Chapter 1

programs, however, the requirements for auditing sub-recipients are

intended to reduce burden and increase coordinatit of audit activities.

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state
Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact,of audit provi-

sions included in the 1978 Title I law and subsequent regulations:

How do state agencies conduct fiscal and program com-
pliance audits? '

How have audit procedures changed since 1978?

What problems has the audit provision created?

Did the provision stimulate states to develop successful
practices or materials?

Are state and federal audits necessary? To what extent
would states continue auditing, and what form would these
efforts .take, if audits were not required by federal law?

Title I projects operated under the 1978 Title I statute and regula-

tions for a brief time when, as a result of a change in administrative

priorities, the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981 (ECIA)

was passed. Chapter 1 of ECIA replaces Title I of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965. In general, Chapter 1, like

Title I, is designed to meet the special educational needs of education-

ally deprived children. However, Chapter 1 is intended to be less

restrictive and to,provide state education agencies and local education

agencies greater 4exibility than Title I. Consistent with the effort to

increase state and local flexibility, the final Chapter 1 regulations do

not prescribe specific methods for implementing each of the changes

Chapter 1 makes to Title I requirements.

While the staff of the State Management Practices Study was well aware

of the requirement that the audit function be conducted independently of

the Title I unit, it was observed that states' practices varied regard-

ing the level of involvement of the Title I coordinators in audit activi-

ties. Despite the fact that the Title I coordinators may have had uneven
knowledge about auditing, the decision was made, to interview all state ,

e--
Title I coordinators initially regarding their states' Title I-related

audit practices and then follow up through later dnsite interviews with

auditors (whereavailable) from a sample of states to obtain-a more

complete picture of practices.
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Implementation

A variety of sources were used to collect data on states' audit

practices:

the initial telephone interviews with state Title I

coordinators,

the follow-up onsite interviews conducted in a sample of

20 states with a state-level auditor and with Title I

personnel in up to five LEAs in the state,

the state's Monitoring and Enforcement Plan, and

any other relevant enforcement documents sent to AIR as

part of its initial document review data collection

effort.

It is not surprising that conflicts quickly arose between these data

sources. States' original MEPs, for example, were occasionally out of

date. While formal amendments to the MEP may have been made in some

cases, coordinators sometimes indicated that changes were made locallly

and not submitted to ED until requested to do so. Thus, practices

reported in the MEP were not always accurate. Furthermore, not all states

sent copies of their audit material , so a review of the content contained

in the documents was uneven across states.

In addition, numerous other problems were encountered in trying to

collect information on auditing practices:

Due to the independence of the auditor, the Title I

coordinators frequently did not know answers to.the

questtons being asked. On the other hand, a few coor-

dinators did not want to sound too knowledgeable about

the activities of their audit unit else they may be

criticized for not being independent enough.

Some coordinators were confused about whether program

compliance audits were required and afraid to admit that

they may not have been done.

State practices were influenced by state laws or policies

outside the control f the coordinators.

In a few states, where he coordinators claimed that

auditing was combined with monitoring, the Title I

coordinators had difficulty answering the audit questions.

The primary issues raised by coordinators guide the 'tial discussion:

program compliance audits, and

indepenllence of auditor.
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The first part of this chapter summarizes the findings of the State

Management Practices study to the audit questions listed above. Also

included in this discussion are states' 'preliminary views of the impact of

Chapter 1 and related requirements upon their future auditing activities

and opinions of a sample of districts regarding their states' implemen-

tation of audit requirements. Also included in this chapter are dis-
cussions of the withholding of payments and complaint resolution enforce-.

ment sanctions.

The Issue of Program Compliance Audits

As discussed in the Introduction to this chapter, program compliance

audits have appeared in several past requirements including General

Provisions for Program Regulations, GAO's Standards and Guidelines,
P.L. 95-561 and the Title I regulations, OMB Circular A-102P, and EDGAR.

State Title I coordinators were queried about the scope of their com-
pliance auditing. States varied in terms of program areas selected for

audit as shown in Table 1. As might be expected, those program compliance
requirements relating to financial management and designation of school

attendance area requirements were more commonly audited. Those items

starred (*) were required by the 1981 Title I regulations to be covered by

audits of LEA programs.

Through the telephone interviews and reviews of states' documents, 43

states appear to have conducted some form of compliance auditing; 6 states

appeared to have conducted no program compliance audits. While a total of

30 LEA requirements were audited by states, the majority of states audited

only maintenance of effort, supplement not supplant, comparability,
designating school attendance areas, and children to be served.

Unexpected was the extent to which program compliance audits have not

been conducted according to the requirements. It was expected that a

requirement as long-standing as this would have been implemented widely.

Ten states, however, reported initiating compliance audi.ts of Title I

after the 1978 law, and at least thirteen stated appear to have been out

of compliance with requirements for compliance auditing during the Study's

interviews.
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Table 1

LEA Requirements # States

*

*

*

*

Funds Allocation 29

16
a. Maintenance of effort-126(a)

b. txcess ,cointo1'
c. SupPlemen t.. not supplant-I26 (c)& d 32

d. Comparabilitv-126(e) 1
29

R. Exclusions from excess costs and
4

comparability-131
f. Limited exemption to Supplement

not supplant-132
1

*

*

*

Targeting and Eligibility

37a. Designating school attendance

areas-122
b. Children to be served-123 37

. Private school participation-130 25

d. Schoolwide projects-133 4

11.2.031A2LELAnd Planning-124,129,134

a. Requirements for design.and imple-

mentation of programs-124
- 9 . T"Ti1 14 (

2. Assessment of educ. need-124(b) 1 11

3. Plannin2-124(c)
6

.
Sufficient, size, scope, and

quality-124(d)
3. Expenditures related to rankinz

of project areas & schools-I24(e) 8

. Coordination with other

proerams-124(f)
10

7. Information dissemination-124(h)

8. Teacher & school board

participation-124(i)
10

___

9. Training of education aides124(j) 13

13

t

10.Contr6= tunds-124(m)
11.Construction-124(n)

5

12.Jointly, operated prov=s-124(o) 3

J.3.Accountabi1ity-127
8

14:CqmP1aint reso1utión-121
6

15.Ind1wiriup1i7c.r1 pl=r1c...1/.?
6

816.Noninstructiona1 duties-13t

Evaluation 10
a. Evaluation-124(g) J

b. Sustaining gains-I24(k) 6

Parent Involvement
10

a. Parent invo1vement-124(j)

b. Parent Advisory Councils-I2
19

Other
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State coordinators expressed many complaints about program audits,

generally focusing on three concerns. These concerns are presented below,

followed by specific comments made by coordinators.

Program compliance audits are unnecessarily duplicative
of monitoring efforts and are of little benefit:

We disagree with the concept of indepth compliance
audits. It's unnecessary to audit all TEAs in
addition to monitoring. The duplication creates
paranoia among the local staff.

State Title I staff do a better quality check, are
more sensitive to local conditions, and provide better

techntcal assistance than can auditors who are not

educat:ors.

Program audits are not helpful in strengthening the
program or its management. The cost is not worth it.

Auditors' jobs overlap with monitors. Program audits
are excessive and expensive, and some LEA requirements

can't be audited, such as noninstructional duties and
parent involvement.

It doesn't make sense to take away money for some
things, like problems with PACs.

Program compliance audits are costly to LEAs and SEAs
'-considering their outcome's:

It's too expensive to do indepth compliance audits.

LEAs complain about the expense of program audits.

Since the program audits duplicate monitoring, it's a

waste of money, especially in terms of travel costs.

Fiscal auditors are inappropriate for the task of program

compliance audits:

CPAs don't know what they're doing in program com
pliance auditing.

CPAs are not familiar with Title I.

CPAs can't do program audits properly, so they are of

no use at all.
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The Issue of Auditor Independence

The independence of the auditor is a concept that appeared in early

audit documents. The 1972 GAO Standards (referenced earlier) specified

that such audits be conducted. Though not previously required of LEAs and

SEAs, the specifications of OMB Circttlar A-102P (1979) served as guidance

regarding proper auditing practices. Also in 1979, ED made independence a

major issue by delaying approval of several states' MEPs, because the

organizational structure responsible for Title I audits was not indepen-

dent of the SEA unit administering the Title I program. This may, in

fact, have been the first time many Title I coordinators took seriously

the need to implement independent audits. Finally in 1981, the Title I

regulations defined independence as outside the unit administering the

Title I program.

Title I coordinators expressed many concerns associated with this

requirement. These comments are presented below and are categorized in

terms of their focus on the following related questions:

Should independent CPAs and fiscal auditors be involved

with compliance audits?

Auditors are not educators and cannot bring that

perspective to the task; auditors' opinions often

interfere with educators. Auditors can't always

resolve audit problems through suggestions and recom-

mendations.

Fiscal auditors don't want to do compliance audits.

It may be fine for auditors to look at fiscal program

requirements, but not at program design or targeting.

How are independent auditors trained, especially for

compliance auditing?

Fiscal auditors receive only about six months of

training to review educational programs when others,

sUch as the Title I coordinator, have worked for years

in the field as professionals.

SEA has a guide of suggested tests of compliance, but

you don't tell auditors what to do.

Training auditors is difficult and time consuming.

What costs are associated with independent audits at the

local level?

Title I equals two percent or less of some LEAs'

budgets and never more than five percent. The audit

is out of proportion to the impact.

Auditing is not cost effective and CPAs are expensive.
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What costs are associated with independent audits at the
state level?

Our administrative setaside is the minimum ($225,000),
and, without carry-over funds, it is difficult to pay

the cost of CPA firms. Hiring CPAs to do fiscal
audits of two-thirds of our LEAs would use over
one-half 'of our administrative funds.

We don't have enough money at the state level to
contract with an audit agency

We get the minimum amount of funds for state adminis-
tration. We don't have enough money and will have to
let a program person go in order to pay an auditor.
The program staff are a more important part of the

program.

We have insufficient &Inds to pay competitive wages to
hire auditors at the state level. .

.\
We can't comply with audit\requirements because we
don't have the.funds. It J.'s:foolish for the federal

government to think this statascould comply. There.

just aren't enough,funds available from the feds to do

audits.

As might be expected from these comments, states' practices varied
considerably in terms of implementation of the independent audit require-

ment. State Title I coordinators as part of this study were asked to

discuss their implementation of these audit requirements, and how they
addressed the provisions mentioned here. Questions probed the conduct of

financial and compliance audits, independence of auditor, and frequency of

audits. Each of these is discussed below.

How are Fiscal and Compliance Audits Conducted?

v

The areas receiving compliance audits were shown in Table 1. As

mentioned previously, program compliance audits were a long-standing
requirement, yet six states admitted that no program 'compliance-audits

were conducted.

A review of documents related to au4iting indicated that the fiscal
areas shown in Table 2, as a minimum, were audited by states.
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Table 2

Fiscal Areas Audited by States

- General (organization, account maintenance, written procedures)

Cash receipts and revenues
- Disbursements and expenditures

Purchasing
- Receiving

Accounts Payable
Payroll and personnel (time)

- Property and equipment (fixed assets)

- Indirect costs
- Balance sheets

Cash on hand and on deposit
- Investments
- Bonds payable
- Students' deposits
- Auxiliary enterprises (dorms) food service, atores)

Obligations outstanding

Independence of the Audior

Independence of authority conducting the audit. The different types

of groups given the authority to conduct fisCal and compliance audits are

shown in Table 3.

Table 3

Authority Conducting SEA Fiscal and Program Compliance Audits

!Audit Type

Audit Authority

Program

Fiscal Audits Compliance Audits

CPA Firms 16 5

Title I Unit 0 7

State-level'Units 19 90

Combinationa 14 11

None Conducted 0 6

a Combination refers to those states that shared the audit responsi-

bility among two or more parties, including CPA firms, state auditors,

the SEA, or the Title I unit.
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States were distributed fairly evenly in terms of the authority
conducting fiscal audits, with slightly more states using staff from

state-level units. Of the 43 states conducting program audits, over
one-half used state-level staff (including Title I staff), and in only 5

states were audits locally conducted by CPA firms. The state-level unit

could include permanent SEA or Title I staff, consultants hired by the
SEA, or personnel in a state audit agency.

Seven states reported using staff from the Title I unit to conduct

program compliance audits. It is the Study's understanding that this

practice was not in conformance with the requirement of independent
auditing for state Title I personnel to conduct program audits. However,

when interview respondents indicated that the Title I unit performed
audits, this response was counted as reported rather than counting the
response to mean that no legal program audits are conducted.

Independence of authority paying for the audit Independence can also

be obtained by examining who pays for audits as shown in Table 4.

Table 4

Authority Paying for Audits

Type of Audit
Program

Payer Fiscal Audits Compliance Audits

LEAs Contribute or Pay in Full 27 11

State (including SEA) Pay in Full 19 25

Table 4 suggests that, while LEAs tend to contribute funds or pay in

full for fiscal audits, states were more likely .to pay in full for com-

pliance audits.

n-
From Tables 3 and 4 it is evident that states implemented the indepen-

dence requirement differently. For fiscal audits, it appears that about

one-half of the states took the primary responsibility for audits upon
themselves, and about one-half shared this responsibility with their

districts. For compliance audits however, it appears that, in most cases,

the state has assumed primary responsibility.

Independence and assisting LEAs. The question was raised as to how.

the locus o2: responsibility for conducting audits relates to specific

management activities. Interview data and document reviews indicated that
the Title I staff in 17 states helped prepare their LEAs for audit.
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These activities included:

disseminating a memorandum regarding documents and
personnel to be available at the time ofaudit,

providing an audit guide for LEA review prior to the

audit, and

conducting a pre-audit onsite check by monitoring staff

to identify and remedy problems prior to the audit.

Independence and use of the audit re.ort. Title I units in 35 states

used the information contained in the LEA audit reports to make changes to

program management. This was especially true for states that Look the

responsibilitY'upon themselves for the conduct of audits. Table 5 depicts

the relationship between the authorities conducting audits and the extent

to which their findings were used.

Table 5

Use of Audit Reports by State Program Managers

SEA Uses Fiscal Audits Conducted By Program Audits Cond4cted By

Audit Report CPA State Combination CPA State Combination

No 4 1 3 2 2 0

Yes 8 18 9 3 22 9

If it is assumed that locally conducted CPA audits represent greater

indepenOence from the Title I unit than do audits ,,onducted by state-level

personnel, it appears that one effect of increas,d independence is that

audit results are less likely to be used by st,te program staff as a

management tool. This may indicate a need t develop mechanisms at the

state level for reviewing CPA audit reports. This finding is also sup-

ported by the attitudes among Title I coordinators toward CPAs and fiscal

auditors conducting program audits as reported earlier. The extent to

which audits and their findings were used as a basis for program manage-

ment is explored later in this chapter.

Independence and training of auditors. Another state management

activity that is related to the locus of responsibility for audits is the

training of auditors. Table 6 presents the ways in which their auditors

were trained.
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Table 6.

SEA Training of Title I Auditors

Training of Auditors Number of States

Active Training 27

Passive Training 35

On-the-Job Training 11

Hired Experienced Personnel 16

No Training 1

Over one-half of the states conducted active training, which referred

to formal structured workshops or training sessions focused on the Title I

program. Almost three-quarters of the states provided-passive training,
which included activities such as providing an audit guide, Title I law,

or regulations to.auditors without structured training meetings or encour-
aging informal conve'rsations between new auditors and monitors familiar

with Title I. Some states used combinations of training methods, which
accounts for the large number of responses presented. Only one state

admitted providing no training to auditors of Title I programs.

Based upon the comments made by Title I coordinators in interviews
regarding problems with having fiscal people do program audits, the

following two hypotheses were made:

states would have a greater interest in actively training
CPA.firms than their own state-level staff, and

states would focus active CPA training on program com-

pliance auditing.
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As shown in Table 7, the data are consistent with both hypotheses.

Table 7

Relationship Between Authority &inducting Audits and Active Training

Active Fiscal Audits Conducted By Program Audits Conducted By

IEILELL CPA State Combination CPA State Combination

No 5 10 7 1 14 2

Yes 11 */9 7 4 .13 9

It appears,,then, that the locus of responsibility does have an affect on

management decisions related to training.

Independence and audit findings. Coordinators were asked how often

they recouped misspent funds and how they reallocated these funds. A-

number of scate Title I coordinators provided no information in this area,

primarily due to their Lack of information, since this independent

function was not administered under their direction. The number of LEA

repayments in the last year and in the last three years are shown in Table

8.

Table.8

Number of LEA Repayments of Federal. Funds Resulting from Audits

Last Year Number

None 19

1-10 (few, occasional) 17

Over 10 (several) 5

Don't Know/No Answer 8

Last Three Years

None 14

1-20 (few, occasional)
Over 20 (several) 5

Don't Know/No Answer 14
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The data in Table 8 indicate that few audits result in repayment for

audit exceptions. Almost onethird of the states had not requested
9repayment of funds identified by audits as misspent or misapplied since

1978, and almost /±0 percent had not requested'repayment over ten times in

FY 1981. Only a small number of states requested repayment over ten times

in FY 1981, or over twenty times since 1978. While repayment is only one

type of corrective action that may result from audits, it is encouraging

to note suCh low levels of documented fiscal noncompliance among LEAs.

Table 9 presents the number of repayments as a function of the respon

sibility for audit. Since auditors were considered by coordinators to be

"more objective" but "too rigid" and "inflexible," it was hypothesized

that greater, numbets of exceptions would result from CPA audits:

Table 9

Fiscal Audits Resulting in Repayment as a
'Function of Type of Auditor

Repayments Last Year Repayments Last 3 Years

Type of Auditor None Some None Some

CPA 9 6 8 6

State 6 10 3 10

Combination 4 6 3 5

The data actually auggest that the opposite appears tO.be truel Repay
ments are more likely when fiscal audits are_conducted by state staff--not

CPAs. While.the interrelationship between repayments and the type of

program auditor wereless significant, the direction of the relationship

was the same.

When coordinators were asked about the reallocation of misspent/repaid

funds, the most frequent resOonse (N=14) was that states try ,to combine

these funds at the state level for rebudgeting or redistribution to LEAs

using the Title I allocation formula. Eight states.reported returning the

funds to the 'original LEA (the one who repaid the ftinds), and six reported

returning them to ED. Choice of action may depend upon the nature of the

eiception and whether the noncompliant project remained operational until

after the resolution of the audit findings. Ten states.reportedly had no

experience with reallocation-of repaid funds due to lack of audit excep

tions resulting in repaymeat.

Repayment was related to the locus of responsibility as shown in

Table 10. These data indicate that, when funds are repaid to ED, states

are more likely toconduct the fiscal and program audits themselves.
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Table 10
!

Repayment of Reallocated Funds as a Function of Type of Auditor

Funds Fiscal Audits Conducted By Program Audits Conducted By

Go To CPA State Combination CPA State Combination

LEM 7 9 0 6 13 10 1

ED 0 6 0 (L-21 5 0

This finding is consistent with the finding repor-eed-earlier; when

local audits are conducted by CPAs, there is less likelihood of repayment'

for exceptions and less likelihood of returning funds to the federal

government.

Independence and the frequency of audits. As previously.discussed,,

the law requires that audits be conducted at least once every three

years. Tabfe 11 shows frevency of auditing for both fiscal and program

compliance audits.

Table 11

Frequency of SEA Audits

Program

Frequency ,Fiscal Audits Compliance Audits

At leaSt once every year 22 9

At least once every two years 5 5

.At least once every hree years ,

Other

16 18

6 10

Fiscal auditing tended to occur at least once every year, but about

one-third of the states used.a three-year cycle. In program compliance

auditing, more states used a three-year cycle than any other pattern. Six

states in fiscal auditing and ten statesiin program compliance auditing

varied their scheddle of Audits based upon factors such as LEA size, but

thc..,e patterns generally incorporated a three-year cycle.
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Relating th frequency of audits to the locus of responsibility, the
data indicate that, among states where the LEAs contribute to or pay in

full.for the cost of the fiscal audit (N=27), over onehalf (N=15) conduct

aanual fiscal aud.Lts. However, among states that contribute to or pay in
full for the cost themselves, only onethird (N=8) conduct annual fiscal

audits. The data on program audits showed no relationship between
frequency and locus of responsibility.

Summary of findings pertaining to independence issue. The data

presented thus far suggest that, the more independent the auditor (CPAs

conduct local audits or LEAs contribute to the cost of the audit), then

the greater the likelihood that fiscal audits will be
conducted annually,

the greater the likelihood that the state will provide
, active training,

the greater the likelihood that there will be no repay
ment of funds due to audit exception,

the less likely it is that there will be funds returned
to the federal government, and

the less likely the state is to use the report of audit

findings.

These trenda should not be overinterpreted, however, due to the caveats
cited in the introduction to tnis chapter.

a

Based upon comments made during interviews, the issue of auditor

independence has been a major source of problems for the coordinators. At

the time of the interviews, ECIA had just been passed and most states were

unaware of future audit requirements. It is now known that OMB Cir

cular A-102P will be enforced under Chapter 1 and independence of the

auditor will be required. This suggests that a major area of need for.
technical assistance to the states will be in the area of independent

audits.

Value of Auditing

Auditing the use of federal funds is inherent in accountability for

the public trust. In addition, some states feel that valuable information

is generated by this activity which they can use as a good management

cool. While state coordinators more frequently complained of the burdens

of.augiting:they were specifically asked to comment on those aspects of

the activity that positively affected their program management.

The extent to which audit findings are used as a basis for other SEA

responsibilities is shown in Table 12.
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Table 12

Coordination of Auditing with Other SEA Responsibilities

Audits Used as a
Basis For Number of States

Technical Assistance 30

Application Approval 30

Monitoring 28

Changes to SEA Management 16

Changes to LEA Management 8

Other Changes 9

A majority of the states reported using the content of audit violation as

a basis for providing technical assistance, for approving LEA applications

and for conducting monitoring activities. About 25 percent of the states,

however, said that they do not take audit violations into consideration

when carrying out their other SEA responsibilities.

Examples of the was in which audit findings are used by the Title I

coordinators as a basis for providing technical assistance are illustrated

by some of their comments:

We look carefully at audit reports for LEA needs.

Our state auditors provide assistance in bookkeeping and

fiscal issues.

We've provided special assistance on supplement, not

supplant and comparability because of auditing findings.

We've worked closely with the LEAs to prevent further

misuse of funds.

Problem areas identified in audits have been used as

examples for presentatio in LEA workshops,

We use the findings to decide where to focus SEA energy.

We briefed a new LEA Director on problems which occurred.

in audits during the previousLEA.adm4,ni.Ftration.

We use examples of violations in other scates' LEAs for

inservice with our LEAs.
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Ways in which audit findings are used in the application approval process

are:

We examine LEA applications to find problems in areas of weakness

identified by auditors.

LEA applications are not approved until outstanding exceptions

have been resolved.

We have required more documentation in the LEA application of

travel and inservice training spending because of past audit

findings.

Problems follow a pattern and other LEAs are likely to experience

ones similar,to those identified by audits. We look closely at

all LEA applications for those common problems.

Examples of the use of audit findings in monitoring are:

As a result of past audits, we -ow check on monitoring visits to

see what records LEAs are keeping.

We've developed a monitoring self-assessment instrument based on

what we learned from past audits..

Our monitors review the audit findings when they go onsite,.

More states indicated that the audit findings were used to make changes to

their program management (N=16) than to make changes to their districts

program management (N=8).

Ways in which audit findings were used to change state management include:

We developedoand implemented LEA self-assessment monitor-

ing as a pre-audit activity.

We've sent SEA specialists to LEAs identified in the

audit as having problems.

We give LEAs with audit problems more attention.

We've tried to improve our procedures and increase our
recordkeeping proficiency as a result of audit findings.

We've sometimes changed our ideas of what'S practical to
expect of the LEAs based on what we see through auditing

has worked in the districts.

Changes to LEA management are reflected in the following comments:

Our LEAs keep better records now than when auditing began.

LEAs know what to expect in the audit and examinp . them-

selves more closely.
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LEAs now take audits seriously and prepare for them.

We don't have to tell the LEAs much. They learn a .lot

just going through the audit process.

Congress had intended that a strong state enforcement authority was

necessary to maintain the supplemental nature of the program (Gaffney,

Thomas, & Silverstein, 1977). Ber.lause auditing was a key part of states'

enforcement systems, it was expected that auditing would strengthen

program administration. Thus, states were asked whether they felt audit

ing had, in fact, strengthened their program management.

Most of the states (N=32) felt that SEA audits strengthened their

administration of Title 1, commenting that it made SEA staff more respon

sible and conscientious. Specific comments made by coordinators are

categorized as follows:

Auditing improves LEA programs and increased compliance,
accountability, and recordkeeping (N=21). Sample com

ments are:

Audits identify where federal money has been wrongly

spent and increases accountability and compliance

among LEAs.

Auditing has resulted in tightened control of fiscal

procedures.

Schools expect the audit and it keeps them on their

toes to manage their programs more efficiently.

Auditing results in programs that border on compliance.

Auditing promotes smooth program management (N=12).

Sample comments are:

State program administration was not taken seriously

until audits began.

The feedback from audits helps LEAs with their program

administration.

Without the audit or threat of audit, our management
praCtices would be looser.

Auditing helps the SEA oversee LEAs and helps identify

problems (N=7). Sample comments are:

The Title I unit examines problem areas in order to

head off similar problems in the future. We have to

use the policeman role occasionally.

Audits give the SEA insight into the local program and

tells us a lot about what's going on.
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Audits give the state the opportunity to examine
problem areas and provide technical assistance.

)L
Prior to data collection, it was hypothesned that positive attitudes

toward the value of auditing would correlate positively with specific

audit activities. In particular, states that felt audits strengthen their
program administration might be more likely to report greater numbers of

audit activities. While these states were more likely to use the findings

from the audit to make changes to their program administration as show in

Table 13, no other relationships between attitudes and activities were
observed.

Table 13

Attitudes Regarding Strengthened Administration
Among States Using Audits for Management Changea

Audits Used As Basis for Audits Strengthen Administration

SEA Management Changes

No

Yes

No Yes

7 7

1 7

States tha0elt auditing strengthened their program management are
characterizedols small in terms of numbers of LEAs and the numbers of

SMSAs greater than 25,000. They are unusual in that they currently spend
a large amount of all staff time on program deiign issues (approximately

30 percent) and would like to spend even significantly greater amounts of

time in the future on program design (43 percent). The close association

in these states with monitoring is evident, as they report spending more

time in monitoring and less time on technical assistance activities than

do other states.

Another factor that was expected to have an effect on state audit

practices was the extent to which state Title I coordinators felt ED had

helped them in carrying out their audit responsibilities. Seventeen

state: felt that ED had helped them to carry out their state auditing

activities. State Title I coordinators applauded ED's assistance in
redesigning existing audit procedures and staff's availability to answer

states' questions. Some were apnl'eciative of ED's flexibility in enforc-

ing states' compliance with audtj requirements. An equally large number

of states (N=17) felt ED had neitjher helped nor hindered their efforts in

auditing. In contrast, seven st tes said that they felt ED had hindered

their efforts. Some of this latter group of states cited that ED had held
up their initial MEP approval due to thdir state audit procedures as a .

reason. A few others complained about ED's lack of flexibility in enforc-

ing audit requirements. individual responses included complaints of lack
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of direction and assistance with designing audit procedures, lack of

writteri clarification and conflicting verbal statements, discrepancies

between the directions of program office staff and federal auditors, and

criticisms of the prescriptive law and regulations with insufficient funds

to implement them. One state did not ever consult with ED regarding

auditing. Despite the fact that some states felt very strongly in their

belief that ED was not helpful to them to implement their audit activi-

ties, these negative responses apparently did not detract from their

feelings that the audit responsibility strengthened their program manage-

ment. This relationship is shown in Table 14.

Tabl 14

Relationship between an Auditing Attitude and the
Perceived Helpfulness of EDa

Audits Strengthen
Program Administration

Helpfulness of ED

Somewhat Neither/Not

Hindered Helpful Helpful Consulted

1 2 4

Yes 4 1 12 14

aData from nine states are missing.

.
More negative attitudes toward ED.re consistently associated with

the cases where states contributed to the cost of the audit. These

crosstabulations are shoidn in Table 15.

Table.15'

Perceived Helpfulness of ED Among Authorities Paying for Audits

ED Helpfulness

Fiscal Audit Costs
Contributed By
LEAs SEAs

Program Audit Costs
Contributed By

LEAs SEAs

Hindered 1 6 0 6

Slightly Helpful 2 0 1 0

'Helpful 12 2 3 7

Neither/Not
Consulted 7 10 2 11
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From this table it is evident that states are much more likely to feel

ED hindered their efforts when they (as opposed to their districts)

contributed to the cost of either fiscal or program auaits. Part of the

reason for this finding may be due, in part, to the fact that some states

telieved that the increase in amount of funds for state administration

(from one to onehalf percent) was sufficient to keep pace with the rate

of inflation and not sufficient to assume the greater financial auditing

responsibilities.

Finally, a third fac,tor
practices was the amount of
of staff time devoted to au
its perceived importance by
in Table 16.

that was felt to have an impact on audit
time spent on auditing activities. The amount

iting was expected tp vary as a function of

coordinators. This relationship is presented

Table 16

Time Spent on Auditing Activities as a
Function of its Perceived Importancea

Rating of Median

Importance Time Spent Low High Number

Little or No Importance . 2.0 0 10.0 11

Moderate Importance 10.0 0 31.0 19

Substantial Importance 2.2 0 10.0 18

a Data from one state are missing.

Thus, it is apparent from Table 16 thae, despite a high importance

attached to auditing, some coordinators spend little, if any, time in this

area. Part of the reason for this difference may be due, in part, to the

independence of the requirement. It is also the case that some coordina

tors rated the provision as being of substantial importance, but, due to

the fact that their LEAs conducted their own fiscal audits, for eXample,

they tended to spend less time in this area.

Changes to Auditing-Practices

As discussed earlier, the 1978 statute was the first time audit

procedures were specified within the Title I law. ,While several audit

requirements had existed prior to 1978, many states only began to imple

ment them after 1978. The state Title I coordinators were asked how their

audit procedures had changed with the advent of the 1978 Educational

Amendments. Most states (N=34) felt that their activities had changed
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with the amendment to the law. Of those states that experienced change,

23 states felt that the law resulted in the introduction of new proced-

ures, such as separate audits in Title I, use of independent auditors, or

the conduct of program compliance audits,in Title I. An additional 10

felt that their existing audit procedures had only been redesigned,

clarified, improved, or expanded to include Title I audit requirements.

These design changes were reported to have increased costs for 12 states,

increased staff size in 15 states, and resulted in increased frequency of

audits since 1978 for 5 states.

Those states reporting either introduction of new procedures or

redesign of procedures primarily used their state agencies to conduct

program audits. However, these two groups differed in how they carried

out their fiscal audits as shown in Table 17.

'Table 17

Changes to Audit Practices as a Function of
Authorities Conducting Fiscal Audits

Fiscal Audits Conducted By

Changes to Audit Procedures CPA State Combination

None 4 6 6

Introduction of New Procedures 11 7 5

Procedures Redesigned 1 6 3

It appears from this table that most of the states implementing new

procedures hired CPAs to conduct fiscal audits, while those that reported

redesigning their procedures reliea on their state agencies to conduct

fiscal, audits.

States that introduced new auait procedures after 1978 were also much

more likely to have their LEAs coatribute to the costs of fiscal audits as

shown in Table 18.
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Table 18

Changes to Audit Practices as a Function of
Authorities Paying for Fiscal Auditsa

Changes to
Audit Procedures

Fiscal Audit Costs Contributed by
LEAs SEAs

None 8 6

Introduction of New Procedures 15 8

Procedures Redesigned 4 5

a Data from three states are missing.

This relationship was not unexpected due to the previous finding that

introduction of new procedures was associated with the use of CPAs to do

the audits.

Auditing Problems

Thirty-eight of the coordinators reported that they had encount zed

problems in carrying out their auditing responsibilities. Problems with

the requirements themselves were reported by 13 coordinators; and problems

with implementing the requirements (e.g., paying auditors competitive

wages, training auditors, recouping misspent funds) were reported by 17

coordinators. A large number of coordinators (N=28) reported general
dissatisfaction with the auditing requirement--it was too burdensome, not

useful, or disruptive.

The states reporting problems with the auditing provision also tended

to report spending significantly more time on both the monitoring and

audit provisions than did other states. These states indicated that more

than one-third of all staff time was spent on these two areas, whereas the

remaining states reported spending one-quarter of their time between

monitoring and audtting.

While most states did report problems, states that felt ED hindered

them or did not actively support them to carry out their audit provisions,

were more likely to report proLlems as shown on Table 19.
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Table 19

Audit Problems as a Function of Perceived ED Helpfulness

Helpfulness of ED

Presence of
Audit Problems

No

Somewhat Neither/

Hindered Helpful Helpful Not Consulted

1 0 3 5

Yes 6 2 12 13

a Data from seven states are missing.

Presence of problems, however, was not related to whether states had

positive attitudes about auditing or whether they felt audits strengthene'd

their program administration.

Exemplary Practices

State Title I coordinators were asked if they had developed any prac-

tices or materials with which they were particularly pleased and that

could be shared with other states. One-half of the states (N=24) felt

they had none, some adding that, due to the uniqueness of each state,

little that they had developed would be valuable to other states.

Respoudents did identify a few practices, sUch as comprehensive procedures

(N=5) and auditor training methods (N=3), and materials, such as guide-

lines (N=4) and handbooku (N=9). These successful practices and materials

were compiled into a management module on Enforcement (Putman, 1982) that

accompanies this report.

The states repoiting production of exemplary prarctices were much more

likely to report a greater fiscal contribution by their LEAs in the area

of both fiscal and program audits as shown in Table 20.
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Table 20

Production of Exemplary Practices as a Function of
Authorities Paying for Fiscal and Program Audits

Fiscal Audit Costs Prikram Audit Costs

Production of Contributed by Contributed by

Exempiary practices LEAs SEAs LEAs SEAs

No 12 11 2 13

Yes 11 3 7 6

Since many of the materials appeared to have a training focus, it is,
perhaps, not unexpected that states should develop materials for their
LEAs to use when hiring and training auditors°

States were also more likely to rgport developing exemplary practices
and materials when they felt ED Was supportive of their auditing efforts
as shown in Table 21.

Table 21

Production of Exemplary Practices as a Function of
Perceived Helpfulness of EDa

Helpfulness of ED

Production of Somewhat Neither/

Exemplary,Practices --- Hindered Helpful Helpful Not Consulted

No '4 1 6 13

Yes 1 1 7 2

a Data from 14 states are missing.

As is apparent from the table, those states reporting exemplary practices

tended to have much more positive interactions with ED over auditing
issues, wuereas the other states had more neutral and even negative rela

tionships.
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Continuation

At the end of the auditing section of the interview, states were asked

whether they would continue to audit if there were no or minimal legal

requirements for them to do so. Since the provisions of Chapter I were

not in existence at the time of the early interviews, the answers to this

question were purely speculative. As part of the interviews conducted

onsite to a representative sample of 20 states, state-level .2ersonnel were

queried specifically about their continuation plans under Chapter r. By

this time, Chapter 1 requirements were a little better understood, and

state coordinators were beginning to make plans as to what aspects of

their Title I practices would or would not be included as part of

Chapter 1 management.

The discussions on continuation plans is presented in two parts. The

speculative answers provided by the 49 Title I coordinators during the

telephone interviews will be summarized and interpreted first. The

information ohtained from the 20 state Title I coordinators in response to

specific probes about their auditing plans under Chapter 1 will conclude

this chapter.

Auditing Plans: A Speculation

To'assess the state Title I coordinators' perceptions of the impor-

tance of auditing and the future of the activity, they were first asked

whether state and federal audits are necesssary. Most (N=38) felt that

state audits are necessary activities; a lesser number,felt that federal

audits (N=28) are necessary. Some of these felt that, while audits of

LEAs were needed, this responsibility should rest with the states, not the

federal government.

On the basis of their answers to the entire auditing section of the

interview, coordinators were classified as having auditing attitudes as

follows:

positive toward fiscal audits, positive toward program

audits (N=16),

positive toward fiscal audits, negative toward program

audits (N=27), and

negative toward fiscal and program audits (N=5).

One state could not be classified. These attitudes reflect controversy

mentioned throughout this chapter regarding the merits of fiscal and

program audits.

Continuation of fiscal audits was reported by 42 states; continuation

of program audits was reported by 15 states. If auditing were not a

requirement for states, only four states felt they would not conduct

audits, two saying they could not unless it was a federal requirement. In

addition, three of these four reported general dissatisfaction with the

audit provisions of P.L. 95-561. This trend also held true among states

that did not consider state audits necessary. While some problems may
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have been expressed by those states planning to continue auditing, most

were not generally dissatisfied as a result of their experkences with

auditing.

The 42 states that would plan to continue fiscal audits believed

maintaining fiscal accountability was important to ensure that Title I

funds.are spent for their intended purposes. The level of frustration

that Title I coordinators experienced in implementing program audits is

reflect=x1 by the fact that only 15 states said they would continue program

compliance audits: another 19 stated strOngly that they would not plan to

continue program audits. This latter group of states also expressed

general dissatisfaction with the audit provisions.

Other audit continuation plans reported by states that they might make

if audits were not required include:

rely on monitoring rather than program compliance audits

to ensure accountability (N=20);

rely on state laws or rules for audits (N=13);

modify certain audit procedures, such as'repayment
methods or conduct of onsite visits (N=6);

place less overall emphasis on auditing (N=6);

rely on LEA general education audits that also include

Title I programs (N=5); and

audit certain programs only, such as those programs with

a history of problems, programs in large LEAs, or those

programs requesting audits (N=4).

A sizable number of state Title I coordinators '(N=35) also'indicated

that there were other enforcement sanctions that could be used in addition

to or instead of auditing. These sanctions are listed in Table 22.

Table 22
SEA Enforcement Sanctions Other Than Auditing

Other Enforcement Sanctions

Use Monitoring

Use Withholding, Compliance Agreements,
and Repayment of Funds 7

Use Technical Assistance 5

Use State Authority, Rules, Laws 11

Use General LEA Audits 6

Use Federal Auditors
9

Number of States

28
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Most preferred to use monitoring to enforce requirements of Title I. This

comment is understandable, because monitoring has traditionally been under

the control of the state Title I unit, while auditing has not. Fourteen

states indicated clearly, that they.would not want the federal government

auditors to replace the state auditors and fulfill the SEA audit function.

These data indicate that, while coordinators feel that fiscal accoun-

tability is important, they prefer to use their own Title I program

monitors for program review and improvement.

The four states indicating that they would not plan to continue

auditing were alto the states classified as having the most anti-auditing

attitudes mentioned above. They felt that neither fiscal nor program

compliance audits were necessary. The states with positive attitudes

toward fiscal auditing but negative attitudes toward program audits

generally reported an interest in enforcement sanctions other than audit-

ing to ensure compliance with the program.

Auditing Plans: Preliminary Views of Chapter 1 Impact

The multiplicity of past audit mandates resulted in a variety of

attitudes toward auditing. Much of the negative comments regarding
auditing'may be attributed to the confusion that resulted from
inconsistent enforcement of audit requirements, as well as lack of

knowledge among coordinators of this independent activity.

Follow-up interviews subsequently conducted onsite in 20 states

provided an opportunity to discuss specific auditing plans under

Chapter 1. Both the Title I coordinators and their auditors, where

available, were queried about their future plans.

Most states (N=19) indicated that they would continue fiscal audit-

ing: Only one state was unsure whether or not fiscal audits would con-

tinue. Only a small number of states (N=6) indicated they would continue

program audits; the remainder responded negatively or were unsure of

future plans in this area. This result is not unexpected for several

reasons:

Most state Title I coordinators (N=32) had less than
positive attitudes toward program audits.

In the absence of federal audit requirements, few (N=15)

states indicated they would continue program audits.

The.regulations for ECIA and the releised EDGAR regula-
tions, which required implementation of OMB Circular
A102-P, had not been released as of the date of the

interviews. Thus, based upon the language of ECIA,
several states thought that they would no onger be
required to conduct program compliance audits.

It is now apparent that A102-P audits will be enforced for federal

program. auditing,including Chapter 1.progrAmc. Unstructured follow-up

contacts with a small sample of coordinators indicated that plans are
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currently underway in some states for implementing A102-P. Based upon the

data presented here, and the requirements for A102-P described in the

introduction to this chapter, further changes to states auditing practices

are expected. The four primary stipulations in A102-P are:

independence of the auditor,

el frequency of audits to be at least every two years,

conduct of financial and compliance audits, and

implementation of the single audit concept.

The changes to states' audit practices that are necessary for them to

become in compliance with A102-P are discussed below. Informal communica-

tions with coordinators after these interviews were conducted suggest that

many have already begun the transition. One state is knows to have

complied with all A-10ZP requirements and is currently in its third year

of implementation.

Independence of the Auditor

While all states apparently used auditors independent of Title I staff

to conduct fiscal audits, this was not the case for program audits: Seven

states reported that their Title I units conducted program com- pliance

audits, and six repbrted conducting no program compliance audits at all.

Among the remaining states, 36 conducted compliance audits with staff

outside the Title I unit. These data indicate that audit practices in 13

states must be modified to obtain conformance with the independence of

auditor standard in A-102P.

Frequency of audits. In 28 states, fiscal audits were conducted at

least every two years as stipulated in A-102P. The remaining 21 states

used a three-year cyle for fiscal audits.

Of the 43 states conducting program compliance audita, 14 scheduled

audits at least once every cwo years. In 28 statea, program audits were

carried out-less -frequently,- and, in one state, a determination.regarding

frequency of audits could not be made.

In the future, 21 states must increase the frequency of fiscal audits,

and, in order to comply with A-102P, program audits must either increase

in frequency or begin for the first time in 35 states.

Fiscal and program compliance audits. All 49 states interviewed

conducted financial audits. Only 43 of these also reported conducting

program audits. In the future, six states must begin compliance audits in

order to comply with A-102P.

Single audit concept. It appears from the document review that most

states conducted audits on a grant-by-grant basis. While this determina-

tion was difficult to make, based on the available data, at least five

states apparently conducted organization-wide audits. This finding
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suggests that as many as 44 states may need to modify their practiceS to

conform to the A-102P stipulation of the_single audit concept.

Auditing: A District Perspective

A sample of 98 districts were queried about their states' audit

practices, Approximately 35 districts could not answer the questions,

since they had not gone through a fiscal or a program audit (or were not

sure they had) during their tenure as Title I coordinator.

Of those coordinators who did have audits, they were asked who con-

ducted them. Their answers for the conduct of both fiscal and program

audits are shown in Table 23.

Table 23
LEA Perspective of Authority Conducting Audits

Audit Agency Fiscal Audits Program Audits

CPA Firms 22 10

Title I Unit 0 9

SEA Unit 11 9

Other State-level Unit 7 5

Combination 9 3

Table 23 indicates that most LEAs received fiscal audits by CPA

firms. In nille districts, the state Title I office apparently conducted

program audits, which is not in compliance with the independence of

auditor requirements of A-102P. In addition, more program audits were

conducted by the state (N=23) than by CPAs in those LEAs interviewed.

Table 24 presents the frequencies with which LEAs interviewed were

audited.

Table 24
LEA Perspective of the Frequency of Audits

Frequency Fiscal Audits Program Audits

Once Every Year 40 19

Once Every Two Years 7 4

Once Every Three Years 1 5

Varies 0 1
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The LEAs interviewed tended to report that they were audited annually.

These data also support those gathered from state Title I coordinators.

In order to understand the attitudes of districts toward auditing,
they were asked a series of questions on the effects of state auditing

practices. Nineteen districts reported that audits did not lead to

changes in their own program management, while fourteen LEAs experienced
management changes based on audits of the district.

LEA were also asked what they liked best and least about both fiscal
and program compliance auditing. Table 25 displays LEA opinions of fiscal

audits.

Attitude

Table 25

LEA Attitudes Toward Fiscal Auditing

Number of Districts

Positive
Accountability, Legality, and Accuracy Ensured 36

Benefits Program 20

Creates No Problems 9

Negative
Burdensome for Staff 17

Procedures Problematic 13

CPAs Unqualified 9

More LEAs responded positively than negatively regarding frscal

audits. Most commonly, districts were happy to,have-outside review and
verification of legal use of funds and accurate recorakeeping. Second,

districts felt that they learn from the process, identify problem areas,
and value recommendations made by fiscal auditors.

Those displeased with fiscal audits felt that the process was time
consuming, disruptive, and anxiety provoking. Problems with audit proced

ures focused on the instruments used for fiscal audits, the cost'of

auditing, and the timing of the reports summarizing audit lindings after

the close of the program.

Table 26 summarizes districts' oninions about program compliance
audits.
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Table 26

LEA Attitudes Toward Program Compliance Audits

Attitude Number of Districts

Positive,
Accountability, Legality Ensured 22

Good Procedures 8

Negative
Duplicates Monitoring 11

Burdensome for Staff 11

CPAs Unqualified 11

Other Problems 4

While fiscal auditing was generally viewed favorably by LEAs, program

audits received more negative criticism than positive. Remarks made by

the coordinators who felt that program audits were burdensome for staff

included descriptions of auditing as time consuming, disruptive, and

anxiety producing. Other problems cited dealt with repayment for excep-

tions, the problem that the audit findings did not reflect program opera-

tion, and problems with auditors' opinions differing from those of the

state Title I staff.

Districts were then asked ways in which their states may improve the

auditing process. Their responses are summarized in Table 27.

Table 27

Ways in Which States Can Improve the Audit Process

Response Number of Districts

Fiscal Audit
Change the Process 16

Change the Staff 10

Change the Frequency , 6

Increase Technical Assistance 3

Program Compliance Audit
Change the Process 7

4, Change tne Staff 8

Change the Freq4ency 2

Use Monitoring/Title I Unit 4

Eliminaie the Process 4
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As Table 27 suggests, changing audit procedures was frequently men-
tioned by LEAs as the way in which their states could improve the

process. Simplifying the process, regionalizing auditing, improving the
consistency of audits, improving the timeliness of findings, coordinating

Title I audits with those of other programs, and increasing LEA responsi-
bility for the conduct of audits were all suggested by LEAs. ,

Changes in staffing always referred to the qualifications of CPAs

conducting audits. LEAs felt fiscal CPA auditors needed further training,
and that CPAs should not be used for compliance audits at all. This same

issue--that of fiscal CPAs trying to conduct program audits--was also
mentioned as a problem by the state Title I coordinators.

Changes preferred by districts in the area of auditing frequency most
commonly meant a decrease. Only one LEA felt fiscal audits should be

conducted more frequently.

While 11 districts reported that program auditing duplicates monitor-
ing, only 4 of these actually recommended replacing the process with

monitoring conducted by'the state Title I Unit.

Finally, four districts felt that the termination of program audits

was the only way to improve the system. No such comments were made with

regard to fiscal audits.

When asked if auditing should be continued by their States if not

required by federal la , 46 LEAs suggested continuing fiscal audits and

r.,.nly 2 suggesEed termihation. However, only 26 LEAs recommended continua-
tion of program compliance audits; and 15 districts recommended that they

be discontinued. Districts were also asked how helpful they felt their
states had been to them with regard to state audits of districts. These

findings are summarized in Table 28 for both fiscal and program audits.

Table 28

Districts' Opinions of Their States Helpfulness in Auditing

Perceived Helpfulness of States Fiscal Audits Program Audits

Hindered 1 3

Helpful 34 28

Neither 16 5

Despite the fact that many districts had such negative comments about some
aspect of state audit practices, they clearly tended to believe that their

states tried to help them in this area.
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Withholding of Payments

A second component of the enforcement system is the responsibility to

withhold payments of federal funds in the case of violations of applicable

law and regulations.

The 1978 Title I statute provided that a state agency notify the LEA

of its intention to withhold part or all of the LEA's future funding,

after opportunity for a hearing, due to non-compliant activities. With-

holding would continue until the SEA was satisfied that the LEA was in

compliance, or until there was in effect a compliance agreement which

L,pecified the terms and conditions under which the LEA would achieve

compliance.

The 1981 Title I regulations elaborated on the procedures for with-

holding, provided 'for suspension of payments, and permitted.the SEA to

return withheld funds to the same LEA upon achievement of compliance or

reallocate the funds to LEAs in greatest need if the non-compliant LEA

remains in itiolation of law. The regulations further describe the use of

compliance agreements in order to avoid tne withholding action. The

compliance agreement may be used only for current violations, and must

include details of the violation(s), actions necessary to achieve com-

pliance, and a schedule for resolving the violation(s) within 90 days.

It is important to note that the LEA may not be held liable f)r

repayment of funds spent during the existence of the agreement on non-

compliant activities specified in the agreement (i.e., once the compliance

agreement begins, the SEA can nc longer withhold funds or eequest addi-

tional repayment for funds spent during the existence of the agreement for

the violations covered in the agreement).

The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state

Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the

withholding of payments provision included in the 1978 Title I law and

subsequent regulations:

To what extent have states withheld funds? To what

extent have states used compliance agreements?

To what extent did states change their withholding

practices as a result of the 1978 Title I law?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the

withholding provision?

Did the withholding provision stimulate states to develop

exemplary practices in the area?

To what extent would states plan to continue withholding

payments if there were no or minimal requirements for

them to do so?

States operated under the 1978 statute and 1981 regulations for a

brief time, when Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement

Act of 1981 was passed.
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Chapter 1 includes no withholding authority for states, only for ED.

In addition, there is no aPplicable section of GEPA idencified by the.

State Management Practices Study as giving the SEA authority to withhold

payments. However, Section 200.59 of the proposed regulations implement-
ing the Chapter'l program for LEAs contains the following provision
regarding state rulemaking:

In accordance with state law, the state or an appropriate
entity thereof, may adopt rules, regulations, procedures,
guidelines, and criteria regarding the use of Chapter 1
funds, provided that those rules, regulations, proced-
ures, guidelines, and criteria do not conflict with the

provisions of--
(a) Chapter 1;
(b) The regulations in this part; or
(c) Other applicable federal statutes and regulations.

Current interpretation by ED on this point suggests that states do have
the.authority to adopt reasonable rules relating to auditing and with-

holding of payments.

Implementation

The peraon who held primary responsibility for withholding of payments
was most often the state Title I coordinator, often in consultation with

other Title I staff (N=18). In ten states, the Chief State School Officer

(or, in a few casesj the State Board) was responsible for withholding of

payments, often at the recommendation of the Title I unit. In the remain-

ing states, primary responsibilfty for withholding of payments lay with

the Associate Commissioner or DiviSion Director (N=6), the Title I coordi-

nator with approval from the Chief or Division Director (N=5), or with
non-Title I staff, such as staff from a Fiscal or Audit Division (N=2).

State Title I coordinators report spending, on the average, less than

one percent of all staff time on withholding of payments. This is not to

suggest that withholding of payments is not considered important by the

coordinators, but because many of them use withholding only as a last
resort to bring LEAs into compliance. In fact, when the coordinators were
asked how important the withholding provision was to maintaining the
purposes of the Title I law, 15 coordinators felt it was of little or no
importance, while the remaining coordinators felt it was of moderate
importance (N=17) or of substantial importance (N=16).

Aproximately one-half of the Title I coordinators interviewed (N=21)
stated that their state never withheld Title I funds from districts. Many

states apparently did delay or suspend funds through stopping future

payments (N=14), as opposed to demanding paybacks from districts. The

average number of times Title I funds were withheld in the last year
--ccording to 42 coordinators was 3.6 (SD=11.4, range from 0 to 66). In

the last three year, the average number of times funds were withheld was

8.2 (SD=24.4, N=41, range from 0 to 143). Of the states that do reallo-
cate withheld funds, some reallocate funds to LEAs other then the ones

where the funds were withheld (N=9), while, in other states, funds are

reallocated to the same LEAs after a period of time (N=7).
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Twenty-nine Title I coordinators saietheir withholding activities had

not changed since the 1978 law. This is consistent with the finding that,

on the average, lesa than one compliance agreement had been used per state

(Mean=.9, SD=2.3, N=37, range 0-12 per state), since the compliance

agreement was a new form of sanction recognized in the 1978 law. All

compliance agreements reported were used in only nine states, and they

were used for a variety of reasons. 'Compliance agreements had been used

to address problems with misuse of teacher aides, comparability, or excess

cost problems, to help ensure response to the state's monitoring report,

to encourage sending in delayed audit reports, and to adilress violations

with state rules. Most compliance agreements were resolved by the dis-

tricts coming into compliance (N=10) rather than by the state withholding

funds (N=2).

Most Title I coordinators (55%, N=42) felt that the withholding of

payments provision did strengthen their administration of the Title I

program. When asked to explain their answer, many said the withholding

provision gives the SEA power, authority, clout, leverage, or a legal

basis (N=14), while others said the provision would come in handy if

needed and it does serve as a deterrent or threat whether or not it is

used (N=9). The remainder of the coordinators said the withholding

provision has had negligible impact (N=7) or that they felt they always

had the power to withhold payments anyway (N=5), regardless of the provi-

sion.

The Title I coordinators were asked the,extent to which they nsed the

content of the violations for which they withheld payments as a basis for

providing technical assistance, in the application approval process, in

monitoring or auditing, or in any other way. Nineteen of the coordinators

responding said they use the c6ntent of violations in providing technical

assistance, twenty-one said they use the content of violations in paying

more attention to the application approval process, and approximately

twenty coordinators said the content of violations were uroc:A for more

indepth monitoring or for audit checks. Thus, most of thc :,(ordimitors do

not see a commonality of problems across other areas ± jtlite t,sponsi-

bility.

Problems

Very few Title I coordinators (N=4) reported having any problems with

the withholding of payments provision. Three f the four reporting

problems with the provision mentiom practical considerations, such as

increased recordkeeping and paperwork and au increased workload. Problems

related to what a "compliance agreement" really means and lack of under-

standing of the limitations of Section 169 of the law were also specifi-

cally mentioned.

Payments were most frequently withheld for violations of ihe funds

allocation and targeting provisions as shown in Table 29.
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-able 29

LEA Requirements for which Payments were Withheld

EAltesuirement

Funds Allocation

Maintenance of Effort
Excess costs
Supplement not supplant
Comparability

Targeting and Eligibility

Number of States

7

2
ga

6

Designating school attendance areas 3

Children to be served 4

Program Design and Planning

Assessment of educational need 3.

Sufficient size, scope, and quality 3a

Control of funds 1

Construction 1

Noninstructional duties 1

Evaluation

Evaluation

Parent. Involvement

4

0

a These items were mentioned as being a "major" problem by at least one

state Title I coordinator.

It was expected that a supportive relationship with ED might be

associated with fewer reports of problems. The majority of state coordi-

nators said either that they did not consult with ED regarding the with-

holding of payments provision, or that ED was neither helpful nor hinder-

ing in this area (N=27); only seven coordinators felt ED helped them in

this area. Because of the small numbers involved, no, relationship between

the perceived helpfulness of ED and reports of problems in this area was

apparent.

Exemplary Practices

State Title I coordinators were asked whether they had developed any

practices or materials in this area with which they were particularly

pleased and that they could share with other states. Only.seven coordina-
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tors mentioned developing practices with which they were particularly

pleased. These included a reallocation process, a well documented
'five-stage compliance system, and a public hearings process.

Continuation

Almost all coordinators agreed that, if there were no enforcement
sanction in the law for withholding payments, they would include some as

part of their program management (N=34). Seven coordinators said they

would use it, because they like or need the authority when dealing with

some of their LEAs. Ten coordinators, however, indicated that use of
withholding as an enforcement sanction depended upon the presence of a

federal/state mandate or approval from state policymakers.

Although most coordinators preferred_to,have the law regarding with-.

holding of payments unchanged, a sizable-number (N=27) felt C.ey could

-enforce compliance in other ways. Ten coordinators said they could
enforce compliance through persuasion, threats, coercion, or bluffing; six

suggested enforcing compliance through current activities, such as mon-

itoring or auditing; and three suggested withholding approval of LEA

applications. Three coordinators, however, felt that withholding of

payments is the best or most effective way to enforce compliance.

Withholding of Payments: Preliminary Views

of Chapter 1 Impact

State Title I coordinators from a sample of 20 states were queried

specifically about their plans to use withholding of Payments as ani

enforcement sanction under Chapter 1.

Most of these coordinators (N=14) felt that they would continue to use

withholding as an enforcement sanction, while the remaining (N=6) states

indicated they'would trt or that they were unsure of their plans.

States that Planned to continue to use withholding felt strongly that

withholding helped stengthen their program management. Some of the

comMents made by the litle.I coordinators include:

States have the right a..1 the obligation to stop any
activities that are illegal or educationally unsound.

Withholding is a useful threat: We will use it in the

most extreme circumstances to effect compliance.

Withholding, in some cases, is the only way to bring
schools into line.

If you slap the wrists of an LEA once, the others will
stay in line. .

Withholding of payments is the'only leverage a state has

to change procedures.
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Those states that were unsure of their future use most often cited

uncertainty over a perceived lack of federal mandate in this area. In one

state, the coordinator expressed frustration over the state's perceived

lack of aulthority in this area. This coordinator said:

I hope LEAs do not push too hard in this area. While a precedent

in the state does exist for a noncompliance action to mean "no

money," the precedent was backed by both State Board rulings and

federal law. If withholding is not allowed, what do I do with my

large LEAs? After I try enforcing with bluffing and coercion and

fail, what next?

Only'after the interviews were conducted, however, did the study staff
learn that ED's interpretation of the rulemaking provision added to the
Chapter 1 regulations extended to the use of withholding of payments.

Comments made by the states indicated that they would not use with-
holding of payments under Chapter 1 include:

We never used it under Title I and won't start now. We
will work out problemS before they get to the withholding

stage.

We don't plan to withhold payments, because there are
fewer things to withhold payments for.

Other than the possibility that states may not be able to withhold

funds without an express federal mandate, only two coordinators anticipa-

ted problems in carrying out tAeir withholding actions. They both cited

problems caused by lack of SEA staff and.resources that would be needed to
get a procedure into place and then to carry through with it.

Complaint Resolution

A third component of the SEA enforcement system under Title I is the

SEA requirement to adopt written complaint resolution procedures. While

not always associated with enforcement, the statute referred to these

resolution procedures as a mechanism to acquire information regarding
violations of Title I or other applicable GEPA provisions by receiving
complaints and complaint appeals from LEAs. Procedures were to include

timelines for resolution, onsite investigation (if necessary), an opps-c-
tunity for hearing, right of appeal to ED, and dissemination of such
procedures to interested persons, including parent advisory councils.

The 1981 Title I regulations provided further guidance in this area,
specifying SEA resolution of complaints within 60 days (under normal
circumstances) or referral to the appropriate LEA within 30 days. The

regulations also described the content of an SEA final resolution and
provided for appeal procedures to ED within 30 days of receipt of the

SEA's decision.
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The State Management Practices Study began collecting data from state

Title I coordinators in Summer 1981 to examine the impact of the complaint

resolution provision included in the 1978 Title I law and subsequent

regulations:

To what extent did states pse the provision to resolve

complaints?

What problems did states encounter in implementing the
complaint resolution provision?

To what extent would a model complaint resolution
procedure be useful to states?

Did the complaint resolution provision stimulate states
to develop exemplary practices in this area?

To what extent would states plan to continue a complaint
resolution procedure if there were no or minimal
requlrements for them to do so?

Sta'tes operated under the 1978 statute and 1981 regulations for a
brief time, when Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement

Act of 1981 was passed.

Regarding future'SEA responsibilities, the SEA complaint resolution

requirement is absent from both the Chapter 1 statute and the final

Chapter 1 regulations. However, adoption of complaint procedures at the
SEA level is not tncohsistent with the intent of Chapter 1.

kylementation

State Title I coordinators report spending less than one percent of

all staff time resolving comPlaints. Only five coordinators, however,

felt that inclu sion of a complaint resolution provision in the law was

of substantial importance in maintaining the purposes of Title I, while

the remaining felt it was of little or no importance (N=18) or of moderate

importance (N=24).

Title I coordinators were asked during the telephone interview how

many informal and informal complaints they had received in the last year

only and the number received -since 1978. Formal complaints were defined

to refer to formal, written complaints only, while informal complaints

were defined to be complaints received through other channels, such as by

telephone or by informal letter. Only 1.3 formal complaints (SD=3.3,

N=47, range from 0 to 20) on the average and 7.2 informal complaints

(SD=11.6, N=39, range from 0 to 50) on the average were reported received

during the last year. An average of 2.6 formal complaints (SD=6./, N=46,

range from 0 to 40) and 24.7 informal complaints (SD=39.4, N=38, range

from 0 to 150) were reported received since 1978. Given these figures,

informal complaints were much more common than formal complaints, as

should be expected. It also appears that the frequency of both types of

complaints remained fairly stable since 1978, although during the last

year there appears to have been a slight increase in formal complaints

matched by a slight decrease in informal complaints.
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Of all the complaints received, only nine coordinators reported that

any of their complaints took longer than 60 days to resolve; most (N=26)

reported that all complaints were resolved within 60 days. Where resolu-

tion took longer than 60 days, special cases were noted. For example, in

one instance, a complaint had been filed prior to 1978, and, because it

was still pending after the 1978 law, the complaint had to follow proced-

ures prescribed by 1978 law. The complaint had been filed, received a
hearing, been rejected, and been appealed by the local group at the local

and state levels many times over a three-year period. At the time of the

interview, the complaint was still under resolution.

Complaints may have been resolved at the SEA level (N=30), the LEA
level (N=8), or by the federal Department of Education (N=9). Only four

coordinators said they cuirently have complaints pending resolution.

Twenty-two states indicated that at least one complaint was referred

to them by ED. Many fewer coordinators reported having any experiences
with the federal education appeals board (N=11).

A sizable number of states said their state agencies had a state law

or other written policy for resolving complaints, and 20 of these were in ---

existence before the Title I requirement was added in 1978. Of the states,

that said their state does not have a state law or other written policy

for resolving complaints (N=11), eight also said their state had never

used the Title I complaint resolution policiies. In at least two cases,

the state agencies adopted the Title I complaint resolution procedures as

part of their state policies.
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The Title I coordinators were asked if they used the content of the

complaints in providing technical assistance, in the application approval

process, in monitoring, or in any other way. Twenty-six coordinators said

they use the content of the.complaints in providing technical assistance,

eighteen if-dicated they used the content of the complaints in tightening

up the application approval process, and twenty-three reported using the

content of the complaints as a basis for providing more indepth monitoring

in those areas.

Problems and Usefulness of Models

When asked."Has the complaint resolution provision created problems

for you?" 17 coordinators responded in the affirmative. The specific

problems mentioned varied. Some of the problems mentioned were the

paperwork involved, a lack of "smooth" or structured process for dealing

with complaints, a fear concerning compla'.ats that bypass the state

Title I coordinator and go directly to ED first, and a concern that

complaint resolution has caused unnecessary bureaucratic involvement at

all levels.

The LEA requirements that either were the content of local complaints

or that caused problems for the state coordinators in processing the

complaints are shown in Table 30.

Table 30

Complaint Resolution: Content and Problem Areas

Complaint Resolution

LEA Requirement

Content
Areas:
Formal

Content
Areas:
Informal Problems

Funds Allocation

Maintenance of effort 0 2 1

Excess costs 0 4 1

Supplement, not supplant 3 7 2

Comparability 1 1 1

Targeting and Eligibility

3 5 1
41, Designating school attendance

areas
Children to be served 5 6 1

Private school participation 3 10 0

Schoolwide projects 0 1 0
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Table 30 (continued)

Complaint Resolution: Content and Problem Areas

Complaint Resolution

LEA Requirement

Program Destgn and Planning

Content Content

Areas: Areas:

Formal Informal Problems

Purpose of the program 1 1 0

Assessment of educational need 3 1 0

Planning 1 1 1

Sufficient size, scope and
quality 3 2 0

Expenditures related to ranking
of project areas and schools 0 1 0

Coordination with other programs 1 1 0

Information dissemination, 1 1 0

Teacher and school board
participation 1 0 0

Training of education aides 1 1 0

Control of funds 2 0 1

Acc-ountability 2 1 0

Noninstructional duties 1 5 1

Evaluation

Evaluation

Parent Involvement

Parent participation
Parent Advisory Councils

1

7

7

1

7 1

7 1

It is apparent that most of the complaints occurred in the areas of funds

allocation (namely supplement, not supplant), targeting and eligibility

(namely private school participation), and parent involvement.

The Title I coordinators were fairly equally split in terms of whether or

not they thought it would be helpful to have a model complaint resolution

procedure (20 said yes or maybe; 21 said no). Responses to this question

were extremely variable, ranging from responses like "the legislation is

clear and a model is not necessary" (N=2) to comments like "a guideline is

OK but not a prescription" (N=5) or "a model is good as long as it is not

long and complicated" (N=5).

Exemplary Practices

Few coordinators (N=14) reported that they had developed any successful

practices or materials in the area of complaint reSolution with which they

were particularly pleased that could be shared with other states. Most of
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them, however, referred to their own state's.complaint resolution proced-

ures. The only exemplary materialS really mentioned was a training package

with transparencies, documents, and role playing exercises relevant to

resolving complaints.

Continuation

Most Title I coordinators (N=34) reported that they would plan to con-

tinue using complaint resolution procedures as part of their program manage-

ment, even if the law does not require it. Eleven coordinators were adamant

about this fact, indicating that they would continue as in the 1978 legisla-

tion regardless. Five state coordinators said they would continue as in the

1978 legislation, but without the provision allowing a complaint to go

directly to the federal level. Another group of coordinators indicated
that, without requirements in federal law, they would rely on their own

state's due process statutes or procedures. Five states were willing to set

up more informal processes or to accept LEAS procedures in this area.
Finally, three coordinators said that they would do whatever their Chief

State School Officers wanted.

Complaint Resolution: Preliminary Views of Chapter 1 Impact

Specific continuation plans for the use of complaint resolution proced-

ures under Chapter I were asked of a sample of 20 state Title I coordinators

during subsequently conducted onsite interviews. Fifteen of these coordina-

tors felt that they would continue to incofporate formal or informal com-

plaint resolution procedures in their program management; five were either

unsure of their plans or planning not to continue using complaint resolution

procedures.

Comments made by the coordinators desirous of continuing complaint

resolution procedures in their program management include:

We will continue as before (resolving complaints) to main-

tain peace and harmony between the public and local school

districts.

We will use current procedures. It's a good idea to have a

structure in place inhouse--we're better protected in case

of law suits.

We will keep our same procedures, although we have not used

them much. The large cities, though, are political enough

that they, too, need procedures of their own, regardless of

the law.

It is comforting to the public to know that we do have a

complaint resolution procedure, although we've practically
never received any complaints.

A complaint resolution procedure is in line with our philos-

ophy to permit opportunities for the people to be heard.
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Some of the coordinators who planned to continue formal resolution

procedures (N=5) planned to rely on their state-developed, (not Title I

specific) procedures in the future. They felt their state agency-wide

procedure was more effective than a procedure that might differ program by

program.

The three states that were unsure of their future continuation plans

'cited lack of a federal mandate and lack of state authority, to require

districts to follow written complaint procedures as their primary reasons.

The reactions of two states that planned not to continue with their

complaint resolution procedures include:

This is a trivial issue.

The less said about it, the better.

For both states, the state coordinator& had felt that the procedures were

used inappropriately in their states by some local individuals or groups

that were trying to force a point with the local administrators. Since no

other avenue to file complaints was perceived by these inaividuals as

available, they decided to use the Title I complaint procedures that were

accepted and made known to the public. The state coordinators were

frustrated over the fact that much time and effort had been wasted to

resolve formally submitted complaints that were only marginally related to

Title I programs. The LEA requirements of "program purpose" and."suffi-

cient size, scope, and quality" apparently were defined vaguely enough by

the statute that any groups willing to file general complaints were able

to use areas such as these for the basis of their complaints.

It may be due, in part, to situations such as these, or to the amount

of paperwork generated by the Title I complaint resolution provision that

prompted 12 coordinators to plan to modify their procedures under

Chapter 1. While five planned to utilize their state-agency procedures as

indicated above, others planned to loosen some of the current requirements

as follows:

relax the time lines (N=2),

rely primarily on informal (not formal) complaints (N=2),

require only that LEAs--not the SEA--have complaint

resolution procedures (N=1), or

encourage LEAs to have their own procedures (N=1).

One coordinator indicated that he thought the contents of the complaints

under Chapter 1 would differ in that more would be filed by parents and

PACs in order to keep their voice in the Chapter 1 program issues.

Only one coordinator anticipated that he would have any problems with

continuing to have some sort of complaint resolution policy. Lack of

staff time to intermesh the Title I policies with those of the state was

used as the primary problem.
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PART FOUR: Chapter 1 A Forward Look

I do not say that the Federal Government should take over responsi-
bility for education. That is neither desirable nor feasible. In-
stead, its participation should be selective, stimulative, and, where
possible, transitional.

John F.-Kennedy
The White House
29 January 1963

I have been asked whether States are prepared to take over greater
responsibility for administering some of the programs. Perhaps a
dozen years ago some of the states would not have possessed the

competence or qualified personnel. Today the picture is different.

John Ashbrook
House of Representatives
10 August 1981

The Congress declares it to be the policy of the United States to
continue to provide financial assistance to state and local education
agencies to meet the special needs of educationally deprived child-
ren,...but to do so in a manner which will...free the school: of un-
necessary Federal supervision, direction, and control...The Congress
also finds that Federal assistance for this purpose will be more ef-
fective if education officials...are freed from overly prescriptive
regulations and administrative ,burdens which are not necessary for
fiscal accountability and make no contribution to the instructional
program.

Declaration of Policy
Chapter 1 of Education
Consolidation and

Improvement Act of
1981
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Introduction

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (Public Law 97-35) was signed

into law 13 August 1981. Title V, subtitle D, the Education Consolidation
and Improvement Act (ECIA) of 1981, includes in Chapter 2 a consolidation
of approximately 30 educational programs; Chapter 1 contains the intent of

the former ESEA Title I program but with fewer prescriptions. What is

significant about this piece of legislation is that, first, it did not
follow the reautSorization process that was expected--the usual program
hearings conducted by Congressional authorization committees such as those
described in this report prior to the reauthorization of the Title I
program in 1978 were circumvented by the budget reconcilation process;
and, second, the entire process took place in an extremely short period of

time for legislation, namely six months.

Rumors of "consolidation" and "block grants," which were prevalent
during the six months prior to the passage of ECIA, were stimulated by
messages included in President Ronald Reagan's Program for Economic

Recovery that was submitted to Congress on 18 February 1981. In part

seven of this proposal, plans for consolidating elementary and secondary

education programs were proposed:

The Administration proposes to consolidate all'or part of

over 45 Federal and secondary education programs. into two
"block grant". programs--one to the States and one. to

Local Education Agencies (LEAs). Such block grants will
shift control over education policy away from the Federal

Government and back to State and local authorities--where
it constitutionally and historically belongs.

Existing multiple program requirements are burdensome,
inflexible, unresponsive, and duplicative, resulting in
waste of resources at all levels of government; the block

grant approach will eliminate such unneeded Federal

rules. The Federal role is to supply necessary re-
sources, not to specify in excrutiating detail what must
be done with these resources.

Under block grants, there will be no requirements for
matching funds and no demands that Federal funds "supple-

ment rather than supplant" local funding. There will be

no endless byzantine squabbles over myriad accounting
regulations that aid bureaucrats, not children. Approxi-

mately 13% of the Federal funds in programs to be consol-
idated are now used for administrative expenses by State
and local agencies. This overhead will be drastically
reduced under the consolidation proposal.

The feelings in this message against unnecessary federal rules and
multiple program requirements are quite strong. Federal intrusion into
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the educational area, traditionally the purview of state and local educa-

tion agencies, must end. These sentiments were later echoed by Secretary

Terrel Bell in his statement to Congress on 29 April 1981, which accom-

panied the proposed Elementary and Secondary Education Consolidation Act.

In this statement, Bell traced the history of federal involvement:

In the beginning, the needs, the money, the.children, and

the control of education were all State and local. Too

much of the money and the control shifted to Washington
in that process...For the past 15 years, the Federal
government has tried, with varying degrees of success, to

administer patchwork legislative programs tailored to fit
an ever-growing list of unmet needs...On behalf of well
intentioned programs, the government slowly entangled the

money, the needs--and American education itself--in a web
of federal laws and rules...I am proud to be part of an
historic effort by the Reagan Administration to put
things back where they belong, at the local and State

level. The Education Consolidation Act of 1981...repre-
sents a dramatic step toward restoring education to the

people.

Bell recognizes that one of the reasons why the federal government

became so involved was the failure of states and locals to address ade-

quately the needs of the disadvantaged in the first place.

Some may say that in years past local and State govern-
ments defaulted in their responsibilities to the poor,

the minorities., the handicapped students, and that's why
the Federal government wove its web in the first place.

Be that as it may, the quality of education today offers

no glowing evidence of the magical powers of the Federal

government, despite years of massive effort. I am

confident that some of these aid programs, like Title I
of the ESEA, did make a difference, but I am confident
also that these benefits would have been gained more
effectively if the state and local education agencies had
been given more flexibility.

However, he expressed the belief that state and local education agencies

have been strengthened in recent years "not only in their capacity to

identify and resolve education problems but in their commitment to do the

job."

The assumption was made that states and locals would adopt the social

goals previously held by the federal government as their own, namely to

provide education to the beneficiaries of these programs, in exchange for

more flexibility and less regulation.

In this April 1981 proposal, the ESEA Title I program was to be

consolidated into a block grant for special needs populations, which

included handicapped children, children in schools undergoing desegrega-

tion, migratory children, children in institutions for neglected
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or delinquent, and adults lacking basic skills in addition to education-

ally disadvantaged children. To the critics who argued that withdrawal of

the federal role would result in the demise of educational programs for

the special needs populations, Secretary Bell stated in his transmittal

letter to the Honorable Thomas O'Neill, Speaker of the House. of Represen-

tatives (28 April 1981) that the federal gevernment was not abandoning

accountability:

While this bill represents a change ia approach to

Federal assistance, it does not retreat from national

objectives. It is not general aid or revenue sharing.

The proposed legislation directs benefits to the same

students with special needs as under present laws...Re-

moval of Federal fiscal limitations will encourage

integrated educational services for children based on

their needs rather than separation of services for

accounting purposes.

This proposal, however, occasioned much discussion over the accounta-

bility issue. Opponents argued that, by combining educationally disadvan-

taged and handicapped children into one piece of legislation, the educa-

tionally disadvantaged children would lose. Thus, they felt that the

administration's original view--that all children included in the bill

would receive services as before--was naive given the political strength

of particular advocacy groups.

In the final version of the education law, which was passed in August

1981, Title I was kept as a separate categorical program but was "stripped

of those detailed requirements and instructions on how to conduct programs

which caused most of a ataggering five million hours of paperwork each .

year just to administer the program at state and local levels" (Represen-

tative John Ashbrook, 10 August 1981). The desire to reduce unnecessary

paperwork and to return control of education back to the states and local

school districts while still maintaining the social goal of the federal

government to attend to the needs of special populations was met in ECIA

of 1981.

Over the year since Title I became Chapter 1, much uv.certainty existed

as to whether its strengths outweighed its weaknesses. While "flexibil-

ity" and "greater creativity in management" were considered advantages by

many, they were offset for others by the uncertainties caused by budget

cuts and potential audit exceptions over interpretations of vague legal

language.

The change to Chapter 1, which occurred during the midst of a two-year

study of state administration of the ESEA Title I program, occasioned an

opportunity to assess preliminary views of the new legislation. While

information on how states administered the Title I program as it existed

as a result of the 1978 Education Amendments was collected from 49 state

Title I coordinators during lengthy telephone interviews, preliminary

views on Chapter 1 were collected from a national sample of 20 coordina-

tors and their state-level policymakers during subsequently conducted

onsite visits. The 20 states that were included in this sample
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are: Arizona, California, Colorado, Delaware, Karsas, Louiiiana, Massa-

chusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,

Oregon,,South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, tind Wisconsin.

These states were selected to be representative of states on the dimen-

sions of alloc tion,,urban-rural location, and numbers of districts.

The incerews, which were conducted from Fall 1981 to early Spring

1982, were directed to assess the strengths, weaknesses, and anticipated n

effects of the new legislation. The Chief State School Officers (or a

designated replacement), state-level officials with a broader perspective

than the Title I coordinators (generally a person responsible for several

federa) or state prcarams), plus the Title I coordinators were interviewed

in these states. This chapter summarizes the preliminary reactions of

these state officials to ECIA, and Chapter 1 in particular. Since ECIA

had not yet taken affect, it is to be emphasized that the comments

presented here are initial reactions only, whiCA might change once Chap-

ters 1 and 2 are fully implemented.

These early reactions varied tremendously regarding the intent and

effect- of the new law, which makes an overall summary difficult. Some

individuals truly supported the new legislation, while others decried its

existence. As might be expected, more global reactions came from those

higher up in the state education agencies: Federal Program Coordinators

had more reactions to specific changes in the law than did the Chief State

School Officers, and the Title I Coordinators were more specific about

their reactions to particular parts of the new law than were Federal

Programs Coordinators.

A major concern of interviewees related to the proper role of the

state, and hinged on the meaning of of the concept of "local control."

Agreement is lacking on whether states are "local" and thus should step in

to take on the tole the federal government assumed in the past, or whether

control should now rest at the district level with a minimal role being

played by the state. States differed on whether they should model their

behavior after the federal government and back ou:: of the picture as much

as possible, or whether lessening of a federal presence gives them the

opportunity to exercise creative state level management in order to

achieve the purposes of the legislation.

States were concerned with the new federal role in education, or lack

thereof, particularly as it relates to accountability and audits. Uncer-

tainties existed as to whether the federal government will step in at a

later point and judge states by standards that have not yet been made

explicit. For these reasons, many interviewees requested rather specific

federal guidelines to be issued._

Each group of interviewees expressed different concerns and these will

be summarized in the sections that follow.
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Initial Reactions to ECIA Expressed by Chief State School Officers

The Chief or a designate of the Chief was asked about his or her

reactions to the new education law. In particullr, the.discussions

focused on the following questions:

What do you feel are the strengths and weaknesses of the
Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981?

How do you think the 1981 law will affect the organiza-
tion of the Title I office within the state agency?

Do you think there will be overall changes in the state's
management strategy when you operate under the new

legislation?

How do you think the relationship between your state
agency and your school districts will change?

Do you think there will be more opportunity for creativ-
ity in state management under the 1981 law?

Regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the new law, the Chiefs had

both strongly positive and strongly negative reactions. Positive re-

actions which were expressed by nine chiefs, included:

We're glad to see less federal involvement. 1

The new law is getting us to stop, think, and plan for

what we really need and can db.

Negative reactions were expressed by eleven chiefs. Perhaps the

most negative reaction was stated this way:

This is just the beginning of federal adbandonment of

needy children. There are no strengths to the new law.
It represents a national trend of looking out for oneself

rather than the disadvantaged. A generation or so of
society will be neglected by the federal government.

Regardless of whether favorable or unfavorable reactions were elicited
to the intent of the new legislation, the Chiefs were concerned with the

reduction in funds that was anticipated. It was on this point that there

was greatest concensus among the Chiefs. During the period in which the
interviews were conducted, budget cuts from 10 percent to 50 percent of
current levels were rumored to occur.

Four of thirteen top level executives interviewed felt there would be

no major change'in the organization of the Title I office within the state

agencies. As one of the Chiefs said,
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There is minimal'federal involvement in our state anyway

so there will be no real change in the delivery system.

What will really hurt is the drop in administrative funds.

It is the latter point that states felt would bring about the most signif-

icant changes. With fewer administrative funds, cuts in Title I staff

might be needed. One state said the dropped staff would probably be

monitors and auditors. In a similar vein one state official said:

The cut will cut down on paperwork and allow more time

for technical assis,tance and prorgram-related activities.

At the other extreme, one state felt the reduced funds would mean they

would have to concentrate on the essentials of auditing at the expense of

providing technical assistanbe to aid program development.

Responses on whether or not there would be overall changes in the

state's management strategy,ranged from "none," and "very minor," to

"drastic." The changes that were anticipated include:

We will try to fill the gap left by the feds pulling out

of-a leadership, role...We will notoadd rules and regula-

tions, we trust our LE&s. But we ,W.11 attempt to be

motivators.

The state will probably have to raise taxes to fill the

void in reduced financing.

The massive reduction in funding will mean the state will

provide less assistance to LEks.

There will be less policing and less whipping.

We will do a little less monitoring.

It seems clear that, in,early 1982, the Chief State School Officers were

not unanimous on the changes ECIA would bring about for Chapter 1 pro-

grams. Some were uncertain or saw little cliange. One indicated that,

since the Title I program has been operating so successfully in that

state, he saw no need to change it to operate under Chapter 1. Others

foresaw a drop in monitoring and enforcement functions, while still others

anticipated a drop in assistance provided to LEAs.

Five Chiefs felt the relationship between the state and the districts

would change very little and that prior positive and trusting relation-

ships would continue. One state felt theirrelationship with districts '

"will 'improve if anything; there will be a greater partnership even than

before." Another felt there would be "less policing and less whipping."

Similarly, two states thought there would be positive results from the

increase in technical assistance over monitoring activities that they

foresaw. As one of these states said:
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The new law will enable the state to be seen less as the

heavyweight and more as a provider of technical assis-

tance.

However, another Chief felt the potential was there for the state now to

be viewed as the adversary rather than the federal government, particu-

larly because this Chief felt the,SEA had to put more emphasis on auditing.

The final question put to theChiefs was "Do you think there is more

opportunity for creativity in state management under the 1981 law?" Only

four felt this would not be the case.. A sampling of .
their responses are:

We peed clarity from the feds, not an oliportunity for

creitivity. .In the past creativity led to audit excep-

tions.

Opportunity for creativity has always been there. There

has always been enough flexibility to permit creativity.

Creativity is the wrong word. There will be a need for

more leadership to find resources to serve the disadvan-

taged. The state will have to fill the gap left by,

federal withdrawal.

Three Chiefs answered positively and gave examples of the type of

creative management that they envisioned: more consolidation of state and

federal education programs; children will now not have to be labeled to

receive services and more preventative ratherxthan corrective programs can

be initiated; and the SEA may ask larger districts and colleges to provide

some needed technical assistance that. the SEi can no longer afford to do.

One Chief enthusiastically indicated that his state had "all the local and

state capabilities in place to provide the educa- tional leadership needed

under the new law." In anotheecase, the Chieffelt that "the new law has

given us a chance to review our program." The epectation was that ,

activities that'appeared to work, such as Title I-- which had raised test

scores 20 percentile points--would stay, while other less successful

activities would suffer.

The one point on which most.Chief State.School Officers tended to

agree is a concern over the drop in funds, particularly for state adminis-

tration. There was division among the Chiefs sampled over the changes, if

any, that this reduction will bring about. Roughly one-third saw little

change, or did not specify any changes they foresaw. AnotWer third saw

less monitoring and enforcement, more technical assistance, and thus an

increasingly positive relationship with their districts. The other

one-third took a less sanguine view. They believed that the reduced funds
will mean they must take more of a "heavy" role and that past opportun-

ities for technical assistance to LEAs will diminish.

Initial Reactions to ECIA. Expressed by Faderal Programs Coordinators

The term Federal Programs Coordinators as used here refers to indivi-

,duals situated above the level of the state Title I coordinators.but
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below the Chief in the State management hierarchy. They were asked the

same questions as the Chiefs were asked. In general, their responses
focused more directly on the specific changes anticipated under Chaptef 1.

Eleven of these state officials cited both strengths and weaknesses of
the new law; six enumerated weaknesses only, and one state had no comment.

The major strengths that were enumerated are:

More discretion for LEAs (can now look at children and
not regulations) (N=4);

the block grant concept, which allows for a consolidation
of programs (N=2);

elimination of particularly troublesome requirements,
such as comparability, Parent Advisory Councils, and use
of Normal Curve Equivalents (N=3);

loosening up of particularly troublesome requirements,
such as maintenance of effort and supplement not supplant
(N=2).

In sum, the less rigid requirements, the greater state and local flexibil
ity afforded by the less red tape, and the elimination of unnecessary
federal intervention beyond the intent of the law characterized these
positive responses.

The major weaknesses of the Act as perceived by these state officials
include:

reduction in funds (N=11);

vagueness, lack of specificity (N=7);

elimination of Parent Advisory Councils altogether (N=6);

uncertainties regarding particular requirements,such as
whether audits will be mandated, whether lack of evalua
tion reporting will cause demise of program, and the
meaning of the third allocation option ("part of the
funds for all such children") (N=6);

fear that the law makes it appear that states have more
authority than they really do (N=2);

fear that innovations will be stifled (N=1); and

concern that'less monitoring will be conducted (N=1).
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It is interesting to note that changes.to two requirements were noted

as strengths by some state officicals and as weaknesses by others. The

loss of a federal evaluation reporting requirement was heralded by some as

an advantage due to the increased options allowed in this area for states

and locals. Others saw it as a loss, since Congress would no longer see

the program being accounted for and hence, fewer dollars were likely to be

forthcoming to support the program. Similarly, the elimination of the

parent advisory coucil elections and supporting membership requirements

were viewed by some as advantages. Others, however, felt the advocacy

role for parents would be weakened by the elimination of councils

altogether.

With respect to changes in the organization of the Title I offices,

three officials felt there would be no, or very little, change.. Nine

stated that the biggest change would be a reduction in state Title I

staff, meaning that those left would be spread very thin. Three indivi-

duals mentioned that some consolidation of functions would have to take

place. One of these anticipated that Title I, Bilingual, and Migrant

programs would be consolidated. The other two felt that technical assis-

tance and monitoring of several programs would have to occur simultan-

eously. In line with this, two federal project coordinators said the

state would engage in less monitoring afild technical assistance, primarily

because onsite visits would simply'be too costly.

Several of the officials indicated reorganizations of the state agency

would result to gear up for implementation of both Chapters 1 and 2. In

these cases, program functions might be coordinated across programs if

appropriate, which might affect the selection of staff available to work

on the Title I program. Staff cuts in another state reorganizational

process were planned to be on the basis of job priorities established by

the state ager--, Positions would then be announced--if no monitoring

positions were retained in the new reorganization, for example, current

personnel whose sole responsibilities consisted of monitoring might be

forced to leave.

The federal projects coordinators were slightly more united with

respect to the changes that may occur in the states' overall management

strategy. Four of them felt there would be a shift away from monitoring

and auditing toward more instructional and program concerns. The feeling

was also expressed that there will be a greater emphasis on consolidation

and a team approach under.the new legislation. As one said, "Our former

specialists will now became more generalists." Three states said any

changes were presently unki,own and would be determined by the governors'

appointed task forces, and five felt little or no change would occur.

The general concensus among these state-level officials was that

changes in the relationship between the state agency and the LEAs would

not be major. Four predicted their LEAs would become more independent of

them and the SEA would provide only what LEAs requested. One felt the

relationship would become strained--"LEAs will see states more as they

used to view federal bureaucrats."

The final question asked of these personnel was whether they thought

there would be more ppportunity for creativit) in state management under
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the 1981 law. The general consensus was "no." Nine responded negatively,

four were uncertain, there Were three guarded "yes" responses. 'Only one
responded enthusiastically "yes." The latter said

There is more creativity any time you have less regula-

tion.

The following statement exemplifies those who expressed guarded "yes"

responses:

The opportunity for creativity is there, but with fewer
resources and lack of management, I'm not very enthusi-

astic about this happening. You cannot be resourceful
and creative when you are under the gun.

Ofthe nine who felt the opportunity for creativity would not
increase, one gave this answer because it was felt this opportunity had

always been there. The others responding negatively attributed their

answers to three major causes: a drop in funds for state administration,
the fear of audits, and the lack of authority and weakened position of the

state agency.

Initial Reactions to ECIA Expressed by State Title I Coordinators

A somewhat more extensive set of questions was asked of the state

Title I coordinators. These questions related to the strengths and
weaknesses of the new legislation; the changes in relationship, roles, and
responsibilities at the fderal, state, and local levels that might result
from the new legislaskion: aad states' perceived needs for assistance under

the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act.

Perceived Strengths and. Weaknesses of ECIA

When asked to enumerate the strengths of the new legislation, several
coordinators felt it was too early to tell and three said flatly that

.there were no strengths. A coordinator who wanted to withhold judgment

said

It would be great if effective programs can be run with
less paperwork and continue without detailed accounta-
bility data, but I suspect this will not be the case.

The strength of the new law cited most frequently was the increased
flexibility and reduction in restrictive specific requirements. Changes

in the following requirements were welcomed:

comparability,

parent involvement,

maintenance of effort,
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selection of attendance areas,

excess costs,

complaint procedures, and

state applications.

The reduction in paperwork the new law will afford was also heralded.

While many coordinators were pleased that some of the restrictive

requirements of the previous legislation have been lifted, many had a

concomitant fear that perhaps the legislation had gone too far. Four

coordinators felt the law lacked clear specificaiions reerding what the

appropriate role of the SEA should be. A major concern of three addi-

tional coordinators was accountability: Who would be held acqountable?

How would audit exceptions be determined? These coordinators felt that

clearer prescriptions in this area would have greatly strengthened the

legislation.

The changes in the parent involvement provisions also createa ambiva-

lent feelings in many of the coordinators. The following comments were

typical:

They should not have eliminated PACs but rather allowed

states to determine appro'priate PAC structures.

The elimination of parent involvement requirements is a

strength, but it will be a weakness if it diminishes the

parent invqlvement effort.

The elimination of PAC elections, while they were overly

prescriptive, will certainly weaken the advocacy role of

parents and the effectiveness of programs.

Seventeen of the .coorainators cited strengths of previous Title T

legislation that they felt are missing from the 1981 law. The common

theme was that clear specifications are necessary and are now absent. As

one coordinator said: "The good working detail is almost totally miss-

ing." Coordinators cited specifications regarding parent advisory

councils, complaint resolution, non-instructional duties, evaluation

reporting, targeting, supplement not supplant, comparability, identifica-

tion of students, maintenance of effort, accountability, and private

school participation. While coordinators as a group welcomed many of the

changes in these areas, they also realized that the changes could create

problems. Two comments are illustrative:

Clear specifications of federal, state; and local roles

are missing. Some people are basically followers. They

need.detailed procedures in order to operate.

Your reaction to the new law depends on whether you want

definitive rules. The new law is open to interpretation.
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When asked whether there was more opportunity for creativity in state

management unde,- the 1981 law, 10 answered affirmatively. The following

comments are ty 1. of these responses:

Yes. The 1,_, mandates that states be more creative since
the purpOses of Chapter 1 are the same without prescrip-
tive guidance on how to accomplish the mission.

Yes. Because of the reduction in the number of things we
have to get assurances for, there will be more time to
focus on program development rather than management.

Seven coordinators felt there would not he more opportunity for

creativity. Three stated the opportunity had always been there and would

not increase. The remaining three commented as follows:

There will be more responsibility but not more creativity.

The new law will reduce creativity. Staff reductions

mean we can only focus on compliance issues, not program

improvement.

Creativity is not the right word. The SEA doesn't have

its own.educational agenda. It will continue to assist

LEAs in what they want to do, provided it is legal and

quality education.

In sum, the state Title I coordinators can see both the positive and

negative sides of the new legislation. Because they have more invested,

they are in many ways more hopeful than their superiors in the state

education agencies. But they are also more familiar with the past legis-

lation. They worked with it, felt they had achieved quality programs, and

thus are somewhat more cognizant of what they possibly stand to lose.

Changes in Relationships, Roles, and Responsibilities at the Federal,

State and Local Levels

Although there was considerable variability in the responses of the

state Title I coordinators interviewed, the general consensus is that

relationships will change under the newlaw. "The fact that Congress

didn't spell them out is pretty damning" and "I would like the feds to

provide much more detdil on this" were two of the comments. Several

coordinators felt there would be a considerable reduction in the federal

role, and three felt the state role would change to include more technical

assistance and less monitoring and enforcement,. Five coordinators felt

there would be an overall increase in the level of state responsibility.
The following comment is representative of this group:

The federal government still has the responsibility to
make sure we spend money correctly and for program
evaluation. The state has to .take more responsibility

for everything else in combination with the districts.
This relationship may be hard to work out.
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One state planned to take a great deal of responsibility and commented:

The SEA will try to make LEAs feel as though the law has

not changed.

One state assessed the situation in this manner:

The federal department will provide much more technical

assistance. The SEA will have to develop more regula-
tions, be responsible for program development, be less
compliance oriented, and focus more on using available
resources for more effective programs. LEAs will take
responsibility for demonstrating size, scope and quality,
and the SEA and LEA will work together more.

Coordinators were then asked how they thought the relatIbnship between

the state and the districts would change. Eight coordinators felt the

relationship would not change. One felt there would be a closer working
relationship and one predicted LEAs would need help with different kinds

of issues but did not specify them. Seven coordinators felt the LEAs

would become more "powerful," "adventurous," and/or "independent."

When coordinators were asked "How do you think the decrease in funds
for state administration (from 1 1/2 percent to "up to 1 percent") will

affect the state,role?", those states receiving the minimum in administra-
tive funds under Title I said the change would not affect them very much.
In fact, several projected they might get more administrative funds under

Chapter 1. Three stated they would get by in the immediate future on

carry-over funds. All others said that services, or staff would drop and,

as a result, the focus would change.

Coordinators were asked, "If ttie federal role is lessened, do you

think states will assume more of the responsibilities previously held by
the federal government, such as that for technical assistance and

development of policies and guidelines?" Some felt the states had always

been more active in this regard and no change would be required. To quote

one state:

States have always done these'things. The few times the

feds have done them, they did them poorly.

Six states felt they would not assume more of these responsibilities,

primarily because they would not have the funds to do so. However, nine

states answered affirmatively. In general, this was not something the

coordinators welcomed:

Technical assistance and policies could be taken over by
SEAs because the feds have performed pporly in these
areas, but the states have no well defined role in the
law.

Yes, states will'do more, but they are trembling in fear

of being audited by the Inspector General.
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Coordinators were then asked, "How do you think the relationship

between the state and the U.S. Department of Education will change?"

Thirteen coordinators felt that the relationship would diminish and that

the states and the federal government would become more independent of one

another. In this regard, one coordinator mentioned he would miss ED's

efforts to get the coordinators together to discuss issues. As a part of

this diminished relationship, two coordinators suspected the federal

government would rely on dissemination of materials in the future rather

than personal contacts. Other coordinators felt federal personnel would

assume a role of providing more technical assistance to states and thus

the relationship would be enhanced.

When asked "What would you like the federal role to be?" three basic

categories of responses emerged. Four states specifically mentioned they

wanted to be independent from the Department of Education and wanted ED to

keep mandates to a minimum. For example:

They should be less regulatory. They should assume an

advisory role, but still in a position to provide techni"

cal assistance to states.

Nine coordinators agreed that they would like ED to provide them with

teclinical assistance. The following two comments are examples:

They should provide interpretative kinds of information,

have a dissemination function, and provide onsite techni-

cal assistance.

They should provide information consistently. I would

like more personal contact through workshops for help in

specific areas.

Three coordinators would prefer a more authoritative role:

They should provide authority and detailed guidelines.

Their role should be one of interpreting the law.

States Perceived Needs for Assistance under the Education Consolidation

and Improvement Act

Coordinators were asked four questions related to this issue:

Do you perceive a need for assistance under the Education

Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981?

What kinds of assistance would you want? On what topics?

Who might best provide this assistance?

What methods for providing the assistance would be best?
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Thirteen coordinators indicated a need for assistance under ECIA. Several

coordinators indicated no need for assistance. The reasons given for .

negative responses were:

Our staff members are generalists and will need no help,

but other states will.

Less federal interference and assistance would be better.

Seven of the'states saying they perceived a need for assistanceindicated

they would like more precise definitions and guidelines. While some of

the coordinators were aware of the "nonbinding guidelines" provided by.the

Department of Education, uncertainties as to their legal standing were

prevalent.

When asked about the kinds of assistance they would want, these topics

were frequently mentioned:

greater clarification on specific state roles and respon

sibilities (N=8),

clarification of new audit procedures under A-102P (N=5),

evaluation assistance and continuation of TAC services

(N=4),

program improvement assistance and more information on

exemplary practices and relevant research findings that

could be used to improve Title I programs N=5),

help in providing technical assistance oh program matters

to their districts (N=2),

assistance in curriculum development (N=2), and

information on how other states are implementing

Chapter 1 (N=1).

Responses to the question regarding who might best provide the desired

assistance were as follows: Eleven states would prefer that ED continue

to provide the assistance. Six mentioned the usefulness of the Evaluation

Technical Assistance Centers (TACs), and two of these coordinators
expressed the hope that TAC roles would expand to include technical

assistance on issues such as parent involvement and curriculum in addition

to evaluation. Two coordinators cited the types of assisEance they.

received in the past from rivate contractors and the results of federally

sponsored research studies. Individual coordinators mentioned the

National Diffusion Network, the Regional Educational Labs, and Regional

Federal offices.

The final question addressed the best methods for providing assistance

(for example, exemplary materials, informational workshops or materials,

or regional meetings). The coordinncors felt that all of these methods

had a purpose and all should be used to meet individual needs. Several
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coordinators cautioned that face-to-face meetings or workshops had to be

conducted by knowledgeable people.

In sum, at the time these data were collected, the state Title I

coordinators felt the need for some assistance. Although responses varied

.
greatly, in general it can be said that most coordinators are at least

guardedly optimistic about the future. It appears, however, that some

assistance along the lines mentioned in this chapter would be appreciated

and facilitate the transition from Title I to Chapter 1.
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